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ABSTRACT

THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS AGENCIES
IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE (1854-1908)

Yanatma, Servet
Ph.D., Department of History
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Ferdan Ergut

May 2015, 315 pages

This dissertation explores the establishment, development and activities of
international news agencies, particularly Reuter and Havas in the Ottoman Empire;
and their relations with the Ottoman State. While the European imperialism
dominated the nineteenth century, international communication was one of the main
necessities of this expansion. The agencies, which mainly began their services in the
mid-nineteenth century, became one of the significant tools of this expansion with
the advent of telegraph. After occasional reporting of Havas in Istanbul during the
Crimean War, both the French agency and Reuter established their offices in the
Ottoman capital in the mid-1860s. However, the Ottoman State perceived the
agencies as a “threat” because of their “malicious and detrimental” stories that they
cabled to Europe and distributed in Istanbul. Yet, the Ottoman State lacked the
institutional groundwork in order to manage the press. The relations between the
Ottoman State and the international news agencies were interdependent and they
pursued to benefit from the capabilities of each other. However, mutual struggle was
inevitable when their interests conflicted. The agencies shared the world according to
their respective empires‟ political sphere but Havas and Reuter were in a hard
iv

competition in Istanbul. They also served as instruments of their respective
governments in order to penetrate into the Ottoman Empire at a time of European
imperialism. However, the Ottoman State was not an object but a subject in the face
of this penetration; and tried to handle them in an active way.

Keywords: Ottoman Empire, News Agency, Press, Reuters, Havas
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ÖZ

OSMANLI ĠMPARATORLUĞU‟NDA
ULUSLARARASI HABER AJANSLARI (1854-1908)

Yanatma, Servet
Doktora, Tarih Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Ferdan Ergut
Mayıs 2015, 315 sayfa

Bu tez uluslararası haber ajanslarının-özellikle Reuter ve Havas- Osmanlı
Ġmparatorluğu‟nda kuruluĢlarını, faaliyetlerini ve Osmanlı Devleti ile iliĢkilerini
konu edinmektedir. 19. yüzyıl Avrupa emperyalizmine sahne olurken uluslararası
iletiĢim bu yayılmacı uygulamaların önemli ihtiyaçlarından biriydi. 19. yüzyılın
ortasında yaygın olarak hizmete baĢlayan uluslararası haber ajansları telgrafın
icadıyla birlikte bu yayılmacılığın önemli araçlarından biri oldu. Havas Kırım
SavaĢı‟nda Ġstanbul‟a muhabir gönderirken 1860‟ların ortasından itibaren Havas ile
Reuter Osmanlı Devleti‟nin baĢkentinde bürolar açtılar. Ajanslar Osmanlı basını için
haber kaynağı olurken ticaret çevresi de bundan istifade etti. Osmanlı Devleti ise kısa
sürede ajansların en mühim müĢterisi haline geldi. Ancak Osmanlı Devleti çok
geçmeden ajansların Avrupa‟ya yolladığı ve Ġstanbul‟da servis ettiği haberleri “kötü
niyetli ve düĢmanca” olmalarından dolayı “tehdit” olarak görmeye baĢladı. Buna
karĢın Osmanlı Devleti‟nin basını idare etmek için kurumsal altyapısı mevcut
değildi. Osmanlı Devleti ile ajanslar arasında “karĢılıklı bağımlılık iliĢkisi”
bulunduğundan iki taraf da birbirlerinin imkânlarından istifade etmeyi denediler.
vi

Menfaatler çakıĢınca ise karĢılıklı mücadele kaçınılmaz oldu. Uluslararası haber
ajansları kendi aralarında iĢbirliği yapıp merkezlerinin bulunduğu devletlerin siyasi
etki alanlarına göre dünyayı paylaĢırken Osmanlı Devleti için Havas ile Reuter
büyük rekabet içine girdi. Emperyalizm sürecinde Avrupa devletlerinin birer araçları
olan ajanslar Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu‟nda nüfuz edinme arayıĢlarının bir parçası
oldular. Osmanlı Devleti ise bunun karĢısında bir obje olmamıĢ; verdiği mücadele ile
özne olmayı denemiĢtir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu, Haber Ajansı, Basın, Reuters, Havas
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

“If information is power, whoever rules the world‟s
telecommunication system commands the world.”1
Peter J. Hugill

At a large dinner in honour of a renowned New York surgeon, a newly wed, I
happened to be seated next to the charming bride. At once she started to shower
with unending praise of her “marvellous, wonderful” husband. While I was
politely giving her my undivided attention, the soup course was served. In
crescendo she continued to praise her great surgeon. The soup was taken away
untouched. The fish course was brought. Still she talked. The fish was removed
untouched. By the time entrée arrived, she suddenly became interested in food
but asked: “And what do you do?” “Did you ever hear of the Associated Press?”
I asked. Balancing a forkful, she exclaimed: “Oh, yes, certainly. My husband
takes it. He takes all the newspapers.” The lady was just one of millions who
could have given no better answer.2

The quotation belongs to Kent Cooper who was General Manager of
Associated Press between 1925 and 1948. He narrates this memoir in his
autobiography. The response of the lady gives a great idea about what the news
agencies were and how they were perceived in those years. That is the reason why it
deserves to take a long quotation. Keeping this memoir in mind it would be
meaningful to give a basic definition of a news agency; reminding that it though
belongs to 1929 but the philosophy and practice have remained unchanged:

News or telegraph agencies are correspondence bureaus, whose special
characteristic lies in the transmission of news reports. They are enterprises,
1

Peter J. Hugill, Global Communications Since 1844: Geopolitics and Technology (Baltimore and
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), p. 2.
2

Kent Cooper, Kent Cooper and The Associated Presss: An Autobiography (New York: Random
House, 1959), p.3.

1

which systematically gather news in the fastest possible way and, after
reviewing and editing this, transmit it to newspapers and other interested parties
in the most rapid manner possible.3

A news agency was also called wire service during its foundations since it
owed its existence on the invention of telegraph. It is an organisation and business
that gathers, writes and delivers news from a nation or the world to mainly media
organisations. Its primary consumers have been newspapers; but government
agencies and companies interested in trade and stock-exchange have also used them.4
The range of consumers has increased with the advent of new technological tools in
communication such as radio, television broadcasters and lastly the internet. Shortly,
they have become invisible dealer of news and information services to the most of
media.
Meantime, throughout the history, the empires or the nations have been
engaged in battles for news domination. Thus news wars have been carried out
through the national news agencies almost for last two centuries. The same situation
is still visible even in today‟s world. The news agencies, therefore, are no more or
less than a “national political tool”.5 As Shrivastava points out, during the World
War I, in Germany it was believed that the British were using their worldwide cable
network (i.e. Reuter news agency) to conduct an all-out propaganda campaign and to
increasingly pour a flood-of-lies onto the whole world. Thus, Reuter6 was seen as
“the most powerful weapon in the hands of the English government.”7
The British Empire recognized the power of news very early on. Lord
Palmerston, then-British Prime Minister, presented Paul Julius Reuter, who had set
up on 10 October 1851 his shop in two rooms at Royal Exchange Buildings, London,
at the court of Queen Victoria on 28 March 1861. That was an important sign of

3

Otto Groth, Die Zeitung, Band 1. Mannheim, 1928. p. 22. in Terhi Rantanen, Foreign News in
Imperial Russia: The Relationship between International and Russian News Agencies, 1856-1914
(Helsinki: Federation of Finnish Scientific Societies, 1990), p. 24.
4

K.M Shrivastava, News Agencies from Pigeon to Internet (Elgin: New Dawn Press, 2007), p. 1.

5

Ibid., pp. 155-156.

6

The name of the agency was “Reuter‟s Telegram Company” and it was written as “Reuter” in the
news bulletins and telegrams. In 1916, “Reuters Limited” was established. Therefore, Reuter has been
used in this dissertation.
7

Shrivastava, News Agencies, p. 156.

2

recognition.8 The title of the article on the history of Reuters news agency, “Reuters:
News Agency of British Empire” written by official Reuters historian Donald Read,
tells a lot itself, too.9 Read clearly reflects that “for over a hundred years, from its
foundation in 1851, Reuters was a national and imperial institution, the news agency
of the British Empire.”10 Though it claimed to be an impartial or independent news
agency, Reuter was evidently and definitely the unofficial voice of the Empire,
giving prominence to British views.
Furthermore, Headrick comprehensively illustrates in his studies how the
technological improvements affected the communication and their roles in expanding
of empires especially in the nineteenth century.11 Again, even the title of the book
-The Tools of Empire: Technology and European Imperialism in the Nineteenth
Century- is meaningful itself and gives an impression in this respect. That is the
emergence of the efficient steamships, the submarine cable and the railroads which
enabled the empires to establish and expand the control and power. Of all these
advents and inventions, the telegraph was a real revolution giving birth to the
international news agencies that served as one of the key tools of the empires in that
century.
When examining the evolutions of the international news agencies, the
imprints of capitalist system itself are clearly seen. Smith perfectly demonstrates the
point:
For capitalism was an information system, as well as a financial and productive
system; its development necessitated bringing one unexploited part of world
after another into a single market in which social classes, companies,

8

Ibid., pp. 155-156.

9

Donal Read, “Reuters: News Agency of British Empire”, Contemporary Record, (1994) 8(2), pp.
195-212.
10

Donal Read, The Power of News: The History of Reuters, 1849-1989 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1992), p.1.
11

See: Daniel R. Headrick, The Tools of Empire: Technology and European Imperialism in the
Nineteenth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1981); Daniel R. Headrick, The Invisible
Weapon: Telecommunications and International Politics, 1851-1945 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1991); Daniel R. Headrick, The Tentacles of Progress: Technology Transfer in the Age of
Imperialism, 1850-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988); and Daniel R. Headrick, Power
Over Peoples: Technology, Environments, and Western Imperialism, 1400 to the Present (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2010).
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transportation methods and stock markets became inextricably combined into a
single, complicated and variegated, ever growing and interdependent system.12

Thus, it is useful to look at the European expansion and then examine the
understanding of imperialism in this era to identify the role that the news agencies
played in that vein.

1.1. European Imperialism and Its Expansion in the World

Some of the European countries occupied or controlled thirty-five percent of
the land surfaces of the world either as colonies or as one-time colonies in 1800 and
this figure dramatically rose in the nineteenth century. It was sixty-seven per cent in
1878; and Europeans dominated over eighty-four per cent of the world‟s land around
by 1914.13 These figures clearly show that nineteenth century was the time of
European expansion and domination. This is the reason why Mann says that
“Europeans were from Mars.”14 Superior military power was the main cause of
European success; and “Europeans were probably more warlike than the inhabitants
of any other continent over the second millennium AD” in Mann‟s eyes.15
The search for the causes of nineteenth century imperialism has created one
of the liveliest debates in social sciences. The extant literature provides various
explanations for this dramatic expansion. Some of them have underlined the role of
political motives such as international rivalries and the instability of imperial
frontiers. Some of them paid attention to economic motives such as the need for raw
materials and new markets.16 Imperialism is neither the core issue nor the research
topic of this dissertation. However, European expansion and domination were a
matter of fact in the nineteenth century although social scientists still debate and have
different explanations about the causes and motives.
12

Anthony Smith, The Geopolitics of Information: How Western Culture Dominates the World (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1980), pp. 73-74.
13

D.K. Fieldhouse, Economics and Empire 1830-1914 (Ithaca: Cornell University Pressi1973), p. 3.

14

Michael Mann, The Sources of Social Power Volume 3: Global Empires and Revolution, 1890-1945
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), p. 23.
15

Mann, The Sources of Social Power, p. 23.

16

Headrick, The Tools of Empire, p. 5.
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Before delving into the dynamics of the context which the international news
agencies were flourished, the concept of imperialism deserves to be examined with
respect to its definitions and theorizations. First of all, there is no consensus on the
definition of imperialism in the literature due to its complex and context-bounded
nature, which denotes that the concept of Imperialism reflects a number of meanings
depending on a range of different historical contexts. Therefore, Imperialism cannot
be studied and explained through a single approach. It needs a framework that
incorporates political, economic and cultural aspects.
The imperialism theory basically explains “the domination of underdeveloped
areas by industrialized countries as the consequence of different economic and
technological levels and unequal power potential resulting from a different economic
growth.”17 The force for opening up as a result of the development of industrial
capitalistic societies brings about military or political gaining; or keeping economic
dependence. There are a lot of theories that try to explain the reasons for the pressure
for expansion but the number of studies on this issue alone cannot be counted. The
most seen explanation for this ascribes it to the incompetence to deal internally with
the result of constant technological innovation and their effects on the society.18
The concepts of empire and imperial were derived from the Latin term
imperium. The meanings and their use have diverged at different times in history and
in different places.19 Broadly speaking, Baumgart defines imperialism as “the
domination or control of one group over another group. There are widely varying
relationships involving such domination and dependence. They may be planned or
unplanned, conscious or half-conscious, unconscious, direct or indirect, physical or
psychological, open or concealed.”20 In general, it may be described as the colonial
practices of the European states in the second half of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. The more analytic definition comes from Tilly:

17

Frithjof Kuhnen, “Causes of Underdevelopment and Concepts for Development-An Introduction to
Development Theories”, The Journal of Development Studies, Vol. VIII, 1986,1987, p. 20.
18

Kuhnen, “Causes of Underdevelopment”, p. 20.

19

For a detailed study, see: Richard Koebner, Empire, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1961), pp. 18–19, 59.
20

Winfried Baumgart, Imperialism: the Idea and Reality of British and French Colonial Expansion,
1880-1914 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982). Translated by Ben V. Mast, p. 1.

5

An empire is a large composite polity linked to a central power by indirect rule.
The central power exercises some military and fiscal control in each major
segment of its imperial domain, but tolerates the major elements of indirect rule:
(1) retention or establishment of particular, distinct compacts for the
government of each segment; and (2) exercise of power through intermediaries
who enjoy considerable autonomy within their own domains in return for the
delivery of compliance, tribute, and military collaboration with the center.21

The use of the term imperialism can be traced back as referring to the policies of
France during the 1840s, but it generally denotes British expansion in the nineteenth
century. Imperialism is a kind of Europe‟s economic transformation thanks to its
technological and organizational superiority; and its need for markets and sources of
raw materials. Britain was the predominant European imperialist power as the
absolute leader in European industrialization, which was the source of this economic
transformation basically.22 It is not a surprise that most of the studies on imperialism
are about the British Empire. This is the reason why Mann chooses Britain in his
study; “I cannot deal with all these empires, so I focus on the biggest one.”23 In this
thesis, imperialism is basically used to draw attention to massive expansion of
European powers in terms of their increase not only in geography that they controlled
but also their economic presence.

1.2. The Historical Context of International Communication

Hugill explains the relations between information and power basically arguing
that “If information is power, whoever rules the world‟s telecommunication system
commands the world.”24 Put differently, one needs information to be able to establish
power. Since expansion or imperialism is a way of establishing power and control,
the role of international communication to that end needs to be mentioned. Actually,
communication has always been crucial for the establishment and securing of power

21

Charles Tilly, “How Empires End,” in: Karen Barkey and Mark von Hagen, eds., After Empire.
Multiethnic Societies and Nation-Building. The Soviet Union and the Russian, Ottoman, and
Habsburg Empires (Boulder, Colo: Westview Press, 1997), p. 3.
22

Stephanie Laffer, “„Masterly Inactivity‟ to Limited Autonomy: Afghanistan as a Catalyst for Liberal
Imperialism,” (Florida State University: 2005), Unpublished M.A Thesis, p. 1.
23

Mann, The Sources of Social Power, p. 28.

24

Hugill, Global Communications Since 1844, p. 2.
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and control over distance. For all the empires throughout the history such as Greek,
Roman, Ottoman and British empires, efficient networks of communication were
important not only for the imposition of imperial authority, but also for trade and
international commerce. Even, the extent of empire can be used as an “indication of
the efficiency of communication” since communication occupies a vital place in the
organization of large areas.25
Communication is the most important point with the military power in
establishing states and empires in the eyes of Innis, a significant intellectual in
communication studies. He prefers to use “pen and writing” in general referring the
role of communication. Innis succinctly puts the point:

The sword and pen worked together. The written record signed, sealed and
swiftly transmitted was essential to military power and the extension of
government. Small communities were written into large states and states were
consolidated into empire. The monarchies of Egypt and Persia, the Roman
Empire, and the city states were essentially products of writing.26

Tilly higlights another aspect and role of communication for empires.
Accordingly, the empires need “reliable information-gathering” to establish and
consolidate control in their land. He further explains:

Every empire does, indeed, face the problem of maintaining compliance and
reliable information-gathering among regional agents who easily acquire ties,
interests, and capacities that lead them to subvert the imperial enterprise, to ally
with its enemies, or even to rebel on their own accounts.27

The role of communication in economy and trade should also be addressed.
Yet, at the outset, it is useful to stress that the connections and lines that held
European countries to their colonies in the mid-nineteenth century were weak indeed.
To illustrate, the minimum transmission time from Britain to Massachusetts was 48
days in the beginning of the eighteenth century. The news about the death of King
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William in 1702 reached his American subjects almost three months later.28 It took
five to eight months for a letter to travel between Britain and India before the 1840s.
The writer also could expect to receive an answer in nearly two years. Moreover, it
still took six weeks in each direction even after steamships entered into use for the
mail service as well.29
The Industrial Revolution gave a great stimulus to the internationalization of
communication. The industrialization of transportation and communications occurred
with the invention of the steamships, the railways and the telegraph in the first half of
the nineteenth century. International links were established thanks to these
innovations. They accelerated the growth of European trade and consolidated
colonial empires. 30
The communication network as a product of imperial system in the nineteenth
century led to competition between capitalist powers for wielding control over larger
territory in which to operate a privileged trade structure. The information network
was an essential factor for the growing of international capitalism and trade. In a
way, it was not only the cause but also the outcome of the capitalism. 31 The growth
of international trade necessitated a constant source of reliable data about
international economic affairs. The demand for information resulted in the
commercialization of news and information services in the nineteenth century. By
the end of century, editors and publishers began to see their readers also as
consumers. News was transformed into a commodity turning into a manufactured
product. The need for gathering, processing, and distributing information as quickly
as possible made the news a commodity produced and sold. 32
The invention of telegraph was a real milestone in the process. News agency
histories illustrate how swiftness became really important with the use of telegraph in
news transmission. In fact, the conveyed news was quite outdated before the
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telegraph but the telegraph revolutionized news transmission, communicating a
message without a carrier and with the instantaneous speed of electricity.
As Headrick points out thoroughly, the causal relations between
communications technology and imperial rule went hand in hand. Much of the
telegraph lines all over the world were established for the use and benefit of the
imperialists‟ demand for improved communications at any cost. An important part of
the cables were directly subsidized by various governments for imperial reasons. The
amount of cost remained a secondary issue. To illustrate, the first cable to India cost
800.000 pounds while never transmitting a single message. The cables around
Africa, in the West Indies, and across the Pacific were similar examples. Although
economy was the key motive in creating the communication lines, the Indian,
Indochinese and Algeria telegraph lines were political, not commercial projects.
Additionally, long-distance radio-telegraphy was partly funded by various imperial
wireless chain projects.33
Further, the newspaper industry played an important role in the development
of international telegraph networks. They sought to benefit from the rapid increase in
the demand for news about financial information to conduct international trade. The
establishment of news agencies was the most significant development in the
newspaper industry in this vein. Their birth is usually associated with the need to
produce news on commercial basis. The French Havas agency was founded in 1835,
the German Wolff in 1849 and the British Reuter in 1851. They first concentrated on
the delivery of financial and economic news to traders and dealers. The first clients
of these new agencies were business, banks and stock exchanges.34
The three European news agencies were described as cartel. Colonial
governments supported the cable companies in two ways; scientifically by research
on maps and navigation, and financially by subsidies. These agencies totally
controlled the information markets in Europe. Their expansion outside Europe was
closely connected with territorial colonialism of the late nineteenth century.35 Hence,
the most industrialized countries were the first countries to make large-scale use of
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telegraph. Accordingly Britain, France and Germany were the countries with
extensive telegraphs nets. They owned in total 89.6 per cent of the world‟s cables in
1892, while British predominance was clear with a control of 66.3 per cent, twothirds, of the world‟s cable.36
However, the influence of Reuter was matchless since its “reserved
territories” enjoyed larger and greater news significance than that of the others. It
also employed more staff and stringers all over the world, thereby producing more
original news. More importantly, the most significant reason behind the success of
Reuter was the British control of cable lines.37 Private British companies owned 63.1
per cent of world cables in 1892.38 Reuter was the only agency to finance telegraph
cables. Julius Reuter‟s motto was “follow the cable.”39 The fortune of Reuter seems
to run concurrent with the growth of British Empire. Reuter had offices in all major
strategic locations of the empire by the 1870s. It also enjoyed very close
relationships with the British foreign and colonial administrations. Read
comprehensively shows that the agency functioned “as an institution of British
Empire” during the second half of the nineteenth century.40 More often than not
Reuter worked like the unofficial voice of the empire and gave prominence to British
views while claiming that it was an independent news agency. Reuter launched an
imperial news service in 1910 and made a secret agreement with the British
government. Reuter‟s Managing Director was also in charge of cable and wireless
propaganda for the British Department of Information during World War I.41

1.3. Reasons of International News Agencies to Work in the Ottoman Capital

There is a wide range of significant reasons to study the Ottoman Empire with
regard to international news agencies. To start with, the Ottoman Empire, as one of
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the greatest, most extensive and long-lasting empires, had an important place in
history.42 The continuing territorial erosion of the Ottoman Empire and how to settle
the problems that it created led to the emergence of the “Eastern Question” from the
late eighteenth to the early twentieth century. The “Eastern Question” was one of the
most significant international issues especially in the nineteenth century diplomacy
which provoked a strife that involved all the Great Powers of the time, namely
Britain, France, Russia and Germany. It remained central and pressing on the
political, diplomatic and economic agenda in every European capital for almost more
than a century. The European powers pursued a policy to “keep up the status quo in
Turkey” whenever they had to manage the Eastern Question. 43 Zürcher‟s definition
reflects it comprehensively:

The question of how to satisfy competing Balkan nationalisms and the
imperialist ambitions of the great powers without causing the destruction of
the Ottoman Empire, or, if this destruction was inevitable (something of which
the majority of European statesmen were convinced), to dismember it without
upsetting the balance of power in Europe and causing a general war, was
known throughout the nineteenth century was the „Eastern Question‟.44

European leaders were aware of the serious risks that total Ottoman collapse
would pose to peace and balance of power. They agreed to seek maintaining its
integrity and stability, which were key to international balance of power. The years
following the Russo-Turkish War of 1768–1774, in which the Ottoman Empire was
clearly defeated, saw a marked increase in the major European powers‟ interest in the
Ottoman Empire. The weakness of the Ottoman Empire appeared obviously in the
Greek revolt and Egyptian crisis. The decaying of the Turks alerted Britain since the
fall of Ottoman Empire under Russian sphere of influence would enable the Russians
to pose threat to the British position in the Mediterranean and in Asia. Austria also
growingly became wary of Russian domination in the Balkans.45
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The point is that there were strong reasons for the international news agencies
to come and work in the Ottoman capital. Having a correspondent and covering the
developments in Istanbul were a must for the international news agencies mainly for
two resons: firstly, the diplomatic affairs as explained before and secondly the
economy. Foreign news was very valuable for the national press organisations,
namely for newspapers, since their homeland countries or empires were either at war
or in a diplomatic struggle most of the time. The public was interested in learning the
developments in the Ottoman Empire.
At the same time, the correspondents of the international news agencies were
like semi-officers of their countries. Their activities and roles will be explained with
examples in Chapter VII. The respective ambassadors of each country used the
correspondents not only as a source of information but also directed them and sought
their assistance about the kind of information they needed. The letters of Sigismund
Engländer, the Reuter Correspondent in Istanbul, to the British Ambassador Austen
Henry Layard reveal their professional relation and engagement conclusively.
Istanbul was a must capital to have a correspondent in terms of the relationship
between the correspondents and the diplomats. The use of international news
agencies by the governments will also be explained in following chapters.
The second aspect about Istanbul‟s significance for foreign news agencies
was economy. The question of integration of Ottoman economy with Europe in the
nineteenth century is an overwhelming issue that remains beyond the scope of this
thesis. However, it needs to be addressed basically since one of the initial motives of
the international news agencies was to produce news about economy and trade. It
should also be useful to briefly examine the economic relations in Europe, especially
between the British Empire, France and the Ottoman Empire since the former one
was one of the key dominant players in Ottoman economy in the nineteenth century.
The Ottoman Empire had been flooded with goods from Europe due to the
concession agreements enacted with European countries such as with Britain in
1838. The Anglo-Ottoman Commercial Convention of 1838 -The Balta Limanı
Treaty- was a milestone for the beginning of British imperial supremacy in the
Ottoman Empire. As Kasaba points out, the treaty declared the foreign merchants
and their agents equal to their Ottoman counterparts in all respects. The treaty
disbanded not only all government monopolies but also outlawed locally imposed
12

surcharge. The rate and manner of collection of import, export, transit, and other
local duties were also defined clearly. All subjects of the Empire had the right to
benefit from these provisions in all around the Empire.46
The notion of the 1838 Treaty was free trade but the practice did not conform
to this concept. The British government shaped the implementation of the treaty and
used it in favour of their advantage.47 The result was expansion of British trade and
interest through promoting the activities of British merchants rather than all traders
by establishing British banks and insurance houses. The whole activity was carried
out by or under the direct support and influence of the British Foreign Office.48 The
commitment of the Ottoman Empire to Britain was consolidated by loans that further
deteriorated Ottoman disadvantages in trade and its dependence.49 The figures reflect
the British trade dominance in the Ottoman Empire. Ottoman trade with Britain was
£ 4 million in 1829. It increased to £ 54 million in 1876 and to £ 63 million in 1911.
It was almost an increase of fifteen times.50 The Britain controlled about fifty per
cent of the foreign investment in the Empire around the 1880s.51
The consequent collapse of production and its implications on Ottoman
budget deficit, compounded by the repercussions of the Crimean War (1853-1856),
forced the empire to borrow foreign loans from European countries in 1854. The
Crimean War was not a war between the Ottoman Empire and Russia, Britain and
France were allied with the Turks in the context of „Eastern Question‟. The credits
obtained from the foreign stock markets produced the transactions of state debenture
bonds and shares. These transactions triggered the establishment of a stock exchange.
46
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Then the first stock exchange in the Ottoman Empire was established with the name
of “Stock Exchange of Debenture Bonds of Istanbul” (Dersaadet Tahvilat Borsası)
in 1866.52 Stock exchange speculation was very common in Istanbul. International
news agencies were effectively and successfully used in the speculations because
newspapers were dependent on the information enabled by these agencies.53 A
document from the Ottoman archives demonstrates that the empire was aware of
these speculations. It says that the depression in the stock exchange was not only
associated with European market but also as a result of the collusion activities which
is a kind of banditry by the Director Venisa.54
The loans proved inefficient to sustain the economy and the Ottomans
declared in 1875 that the Empire could no more pay its debts. The Public Debt
Administration (Düyûn-i Umûmîye İdâresi) was established in 1881 to pay Empire‟s
debts under the auspices of European creditors. The empire allocated significant part
of its income for payment of debts to The Public Debt Administration from 1881 to
1914. Foreign investments in transport, electricity, banking and mining sectors
increased considerably during this period.55
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Having briefly examined the role of the Eastern Question and the importance
of economy for foreign news agencies activities in Istanbul, an additional issue
involves where the Ottoman Empire stands in the imperialism debate. Pamuk‟s study
stands out as one of the fundamental works in this field.56 Pamuk offers three basic
periphery categories. The first two categories come from the distinction introduced
by Gallagher and Robinson in their leading article in 1953:57 Formal colonies on the
one hand and „informal empire‟ of an imperialist power on the other hand. Pamuk
introduces a further distinction as the third category in which the Ottoman Empire
stands:58

Gallagher and Robinson had pointed out that many of these countries in the
periphery ended up belonging to the informal empire of one power or another.
We would argue that there were cases where conditions of inter-imperialist
rivalry prevailed and the country could not be incorporated into the formal
empire of any single power. We would place the Ottoman Empire in this
category.59

The third category is the penetration of world capitalism under conditions of
inter-imperialist rivalry. Pamuk explains what distinguished the third category from
the category of informal empire was “a different combination of internal and external
factors; namely, relatively strong state structures in the country in the periphery
coupled with the conditions of a rivalry between the major imperialist powers in
order to obtain greater political and economic advantage and influence.”60 According
to Pamuk, not only the Ottoman Empire but also China and Persia fall under this
category.61 The societies in these three countries were often characterized by a
struggle between the central bureaucracy and the social classes asking for a quicker
56
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and direct integration in the world economy. They were the merchants and exportoriented landlords. Their central bureaucracy had the upper hand in this struggle in
these societies during the nineteenth century. The reason why these countries never
became part of a formal or informal empire is that the central bureaucracy was strong
enough vis-à-vis imperialist powers and/or the rivalry among those powers.62

1.4. The Problem to Study

In general, the scope of this study is to explore the establishment and
development of international new agencies, especially Reuter and Havas in the
Ottoman Empire. Most of the studies in the field of Ottoman press are about the
relationship between the palace and the press. They examine how the Ottoman
sultans, especially Sultan Abdülhamid II controlled and manipulated the press. They
are right in the sense that the Ottoman sultans were aware of the significance of
press, particularly foreign press. They tried to control the foreign news agencies and
wanted them to make news in favour of the empire. However, this is not the whole
story. The Ottoman Empire began to get into international debts in the second half of
the nineteenth century and state bonds were utilized to borrow loans in this process.
Consequently, economy played significant role for establishment of international
news agencies in the crucial capitals, including Istanbul. One who wants to
understand the existence of international news agencies in the Ottoman Empire has
to look at the importance of Istanbul in the international market.
The news agencies were also a means of international propaganda. The
second half of the nineteenth century and the early twentieth century also saw the
arrival of the modern mass media. It was the convergence of total war and the mass
media that gave modern war propaganda its significance and impact. The
governments first made a major attempt to win public support for its policies by
mounting a large and systematic campaign of official propaganda.63 Therefore, the
attempts of the Ottoman Empire to control and manipulate foreign correspondents,
agencies and newspapers also need to be analysed in this context. For, the history of
62
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foreign news agencies in Istanbul is not about just the censorship of the Ottoman
sultans and statesmen, but also about the way in which they served as a tool of
diplomacy, especially in Europe.
After presenting general understanding of news agencies and their historical
background; major questions in the dissertation that are to be examined in the
Ottoman context are as follows: Why did the international news agencies come to the
Ottoman capital in order to establish bureaus and to follow the events day to day in
the Empire? How did these press agencies work? What were the plans and goals?
What was the importance of the Ottoman Empire for the Western world in terms of
economy, politics and diplomacy? How did the Ottoman Empire treat these news
agencies? How were the relations between the palace and the foreign press and
international news agencies? In what ways did the Ottoman sultans, especially Sultan
Abdülhamid II, try to benefit from these agencies? What were the contracts between
the Ottoman government and the foreign news agencies?
As regards to issue of Ottoman press, most of the studies are about
censorship. They try to explain how the Ottoman government, particularly Sultan
Abdülhamid II suppressed the press rather than to understand or explain the process
in a historical context. In addition, they fail to examine and make any comparison
with the situation in European empires in this period, which is essential to to put the
issue into a right context.
The shortcomings of the studies on press in the Ottoman Empire set aside
there are few academic studies on the history of foreign press while almost no study
exists on the role and activities of international news agencies. There is only one
book and an article that their titles include “news agency”.64 Another gap in the
literature is that there are only few studies about press in the Ottoman Empire in
English or in any foreign language, yet still short of the discussion on the critical role
that news agencies played.
On the other hand, it should be also stated that the Ottoman documents in the
archives were mostly political regarding the international news agencies. It shows
that the Ottoman governments perceived and addressed the issue politically in the
first place. Therefore, the relationship between the Ottoman State and the news
64
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agencies has been predominantly studied in terms of this aspect while reporting the
economy has been shortly touched as well. Furthermore, political focus was
particularly on Sultan Abdülhamid II given that his long reign dominated the history
of international news agencies in the Ottoman Empire.

1.4.1. Methodology

Theories of communication began to occur in parallel with the fast economic,
social and political change of the Industrial Revolution, “reflecting the significance
of the role of communications in the growth of capitalism and empire, and drawing
also on advances in science and the understanding of the natural world.”65 The
studies on international communication are mainly explained with reference to the
following theories: Modernization theory, dependency theory, structural imperialism,
hegemony, critical theory, the public sphere, cultural studies perspectives,
information society, and globalisation discourse. They have their own history. They
mirror the interest, points and concerns of the era they emerged.66 Actually,
international news agencies in the Ottoman Empire might be researched, studied, and
explained through most of these approaches. Almost all of them would be relevant
and enable us to understand the context from different aspects.
Boyd-Barrett categorizes the research on news agencies into three main
perspectives: (1) analysis of content, (2) studies of structure and function and (3)
historical accounts of agency development.67 However, as Rantanen points out; none
of these perspectives is comprehensive as such when news agencies are related with
the process of globalization in a historical approach. The division of news agency
studies into two separate fields, international communication and journalism history,
has caused misreading of news agency operations.68 News agencies are world-wide
65
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media organizations. They sell news not only to various kinds of media but also to
business enterprises, banks and governments. Therefore they are not feasible to
research and study without crossing disciplinary frontiers.69 Rantanen suggests a
formula:

News agencies need to be studied at the crossroads of different approaches to
understand their complex nature, because they cannot be reduced to only to the
contents of news, political economy or institutional histories. What is needed
here is holistic approach that is able to combine news agencies with different
elements of globalization such as commodification, national and international
formation, time, space and place.70

Rantanen‟s proposal seems to be the appropriate approach to study the
international news agencies in the Ottoman Empire. Beginning with historical agency
development, their function and analysis of content; this study should also respond to
the different elements of globalization covering the news as business, role of
technology, time and place.

1.4.2 Sources

This study places the emphasis on the politics of news. The research therefore
focuses mostly on notes consisting of minutes, documents, letters, dispatches; interagency correspondence and official records of mainly the Ottoman Empire. The
Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives is the primary source of this study. The Ottoman
Archives is consisted of a wide range and extensive documents about every sphere of
the empire. There are also dozens of documents about press activities and the news
agencies in the archives. The archive, therefore, offers an invaluable primary source
material on the topic. The National Archives in London, with hundreds of documents
about the Ottoman Empire, the press in general and the Reuter specifically, has also
provided valuable material for this study. Surely, the state documents belonging to
the Ottoman, British and French empires were official materials that reflect the logic
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of the empires. However, bearing in mind this fact, historians can get a lot data and
information by using these state archives in a critical way.
The archives of the news agencies in foreign countries also encompass useful
documents for this research. Reuter and Havas were the most active agencies in the
Ottoman Empire and the Reuters Archive in London is a case in point. Read and his
team researched and wrote the history of Reuters71 at the invitation of Thomson
Reuters Company. The company made all documents, such as the contracts and
negotiations between the agencies, minute books and letters of the staff, available for
Read‟s use. He visited most of the European archives and collected crucial
documents except Istanbul. Reuters Archive also benefited from the memories and
personal letters of retired personnel in the research.
More importantly, Reuters Archive has the photocopies of some important
documents from French archives relevant for this research. All the documents that
Read benefited and his personal notes are available in the Reuters Archive. Since
Read was interested in the history of Reuters, the information about the activities in
Istanbul is very limited -only two pages- in his book.72 Interestingly, no Turkish
scholar or anyone with interest in press activities in the Ottoman Empire has
researched at Reuters Archive, neither did they use any document from the Archive
according to the information given by Reuters Archive Manager and bibliography
research.
The copies of the news and bulletins are also a good source for this research.
They are the primary and basic documents that show the kind of stories the agencies
produced and spread. They provide answers to some important questions such as the
topics they were interested in producing news, the issues that they cared about and
the way that they perceived the Ottoman Empire. Newspapers which published the
news of agencies are another source to examine their production.
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1.5. Structure of Dissertation

Chapter I focuses on the conceptual and historical framework. Firstly, it sets
out the enormous expansion of Europe in the nineteenth century and the role of the
technological developments in communication in this fact. Based on a brief
explanation of the historical context of international communication, the reasons for
the coming of international news agencies to Istanbul to establish offices will be
addressed. It also introduces the main questions and themes that will be answered in
this dissertation. After underlining the scarcity of research in the field by a discussion
of the main studies which are very few, the primary sources will be explained.
In Chapter II, after a brief introduction of the emergence of international news
agencies, the background of the press in the Ottoman Empire in general will be
outlined in order to reflect the circumstances that the agencies began to operate in
Istanbul. The role of Crimean War has been widely recognized in the development of
international news agencies and emergence of telegraphy in the Ottoman Empire.
Therefore, the situation of telegraphy and how it contributed to the press in the
Empire will be analyzed given that telegraph was the sole and crucial apparatus of
international news agencies in cabling their reports swiftly. As the significant part of
this chapter, the process of international news agencies in the Ottoman Empire will
be chased in a detailed manner since their history in Istanbul has yet to be touched.
During this research, every effort was made to access most of the available archives
and sources to fill the literature gap about the arrival and beginning of their business
in the Ottoman capital.
Chapter III seeks to demonstrate how the Ottoman government perceived the
international news agencies as a threat and serious problem for its interests due to
their “hostile and malicious reporting” against the Ottoman Empire. The themes that
the Ottoman Palace and Ottoman ruling elite were concerned will be told under
seven subheadings which have been determined according to the intensiveness of
documents in the Ottoman archives. The chapter will narrate some of news stories of
agencies in order to reflect their approach towards the Ottoman Empire. This will
enable to see why the Ottoman government reacted to those stories and concluded
that international news agencies were an issue which had to be coped with.
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Chapter

IV

mainly

seeks

to

address

the

Ottoman

efforts

for

institutionalization of managing the press and international news agencies in the
Ottoman Empire. It explains the press regulations and the institutions which were
responsible to deal with the press. The layihas which were the reports and proposals
of Ottoman ruling elite on the issue are really significant in order to understand the
mindset and perspectives of the Ottoman government and officials. The dissertation
thus will discuss several layihas thoroughly. The Directorate of Foreign Press
(Matbu‟ât-ı Ecnebiye Müdüriyeti) which was established in 1885 is important part of
this debate. Agreements between the Ottoman government and the news agencies
will also demonstrate the cooperative framework between them which was essential
part of institutionalization.
Chapter V argues that the relations between the Ottoman Empire and the
news agencies were interdependent. This part tries to show how and why the
Ottoman government and agencies were in need of each other. The practices that the
Ottoman government carried out in order to have good cooperation with the agencies
will be addressed by several archival documents. The way in which the Ottoman
government benefited from the services and capabilities of the agencies in return will
be also explained.
Chapter VI deals with the mutual struggle between the Ottoman Empire and
the international news agencies given that establishing cooperation was not possible
all the time. At the end of the day, the news agencies would report all developments
in the region regarding the Ottoman Empire. Favorable news remained sustainable
only through different kind of subsidies. In essence, the news that the agencies were
interested in was mostly against the Ottoman Empire. Therefore, this chapter seeks to
reveal in what ways the Ottoman government tried to make them friendly and the
response of agencies as well.
Chapter VII fundamentally looks at the political role of international news
agencies in the Ottoman context and the fight between them for the right of reporting
and distribution of news in the Ottoman Empire. Both the agreements of agencies to
share the Ottoman Empire and their fight in Istanbul when their interests were in
conflict will be addressed in this part. After telling the relationship between the
agencies and their homeland empires in general, the chapter will show the links
between them in the Ottoman case. The relations between the correspondents of
22

agencies and their respective embassies in the Ottoman capital will be
comprehensively outlined as well.
After summarizing the main points and findings, the conclusion chapter
argues that the relationship between the Ottoman Empire and the international news
agencies should be explained with reciprocal “carrot and stick” approach. It means
that the Ottoman government and the agencies were both giving rewards and
punishing the other at the same time. The chapter also discusses the practices of
Ottoman government in dealing with the agencies in terms of their historical context
and seeks an answer whether they were implementation of an Ancien Régime or
modern practice. It will examine the activities of agencies in Istanbul as a penetration
of European hegemony towards the Ottoman Empire.
Lastly, it should be said that the differences of the new agencies were not
taken into consideration with all their details and they can be seen as identical in this
dissertation. However, they were not exactly alike in terms of structure, focus on
reporting, mission, relationship with their respective empires and attitude towards the
Ottoman Empire. A study to compare their activities and roles Istanbul; and reports
on several issues such as the Armenian Question, Balkan Uprisings and the Baghdad
Railway, would be a very useful one but it goes beyond the scope and purpose of this
dissertation.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGORUND

2.1. Emergence of International News Agencies

The infrastructure for the production of global news was established during
the mid-nineteenth century with the advent of the telegraph. It radically changed the
way in which news was produced. The first telegraphic lines were set up in the 1840s
and the first cable was laid across the Atlantic in 1858. The transatlantic
communications were put in use the following decade. Use of the telegraph became
widespread and major news agencies for news gathering and distribution emerged.
Their connections became worldwide in just two decades. The constitution of global
news agencies was a result of this new technology.73
French Havas is accepted as the first professional news agency in the world.
In 1832, Charles Havas opened Bureau Havas in Paris to provide service by
translating foreign newspapers for the French media. His translation bureau was very
functional and drew interest in a short time. It was transformed into a news agency
which evolved into “Agence Havas”. It began gathering its own news as well as
translating articles published by the foreign press. Havas used widely the developing
telegraphic network and began delivering news to other European capitals.74
After Agence Havas, the number of news agencies increased in a few years.
The American agency “Associated Press” in New York, the German “Wolff” in
Berlin and the British “Reuter” in London established in 1848, 1849 and 1851
respectively. Associated Press was the first real co-operative news gathering
organization established by ten men representing the six most important New York
newspapers. Their starting point was to create cooperation for themselves since the
73
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cost of getting information was expensive. As to German one, Bernhard Wolff
delivered economic news to his own newspaper National Zeitung in the beginning
but then extended it to other newspapers.75 The British Reuter76 was the most
successful and prevalent one. After having worked as a deputy editor in Agence
Havas, Julius Reuter moved to London and started his own agency in 1851, just
when the telegraphic link with the European continent was about to be opened. It
first concentrated on the delivery of financial and economic news to traders and
dealers.
The first news agencies really made a hit since they were very instrumental in
supplying a great source for the newspapers. Especially the new penny press readily
subscribed to the news services because people had particular interest for the latest
news. In addition, Havas in France had a unique position as the main provider of
news to other media outlets. Especially, it was widespread in local press outlets since
they mainly depended on its Parisian news.77 The situation was different in Britain,
because The Times, with its own network of information-gathering services,
including foreign correspondents, and due to the independent coverage they
provided, did not subscribe to Reuter until 1859. However, other newspapers in
Britain benefited from the service that Reuter provided.
The role of news agencies as a facilitator in receiving news from remote
places has appeared by the 1850s. More specifically, it was the Crimean War that
enabled the process, during which both Havas and Reuter made use of their agents in
strategic places like St. Petersburg and Istanbul, which were the front lines in terms
of diplomacy in those years.78 By the beginning of the 1860s, it was clear that
European news still predominated, but the news agencies sought to meet the growing
demand for news about the wider world by the means of improvement in technology
and infrastructure; mainly telegraph. To illustrate, Reuter started its „Special India
and China Service‟ in 1859. News from Australia, New Zealand and South Africa
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had begun to feature regularly in the Reuter file by 1861. Then, transatlantic cable to
America was successfully operationalized in 1866. In this process, correspondents
and offices were also established in important capitals in non-European news
markets.79
The 1870s were characterized by the consolidation of British dominance of
the submarine cable system as a consequence of technological improvements and the
active policy of the British Empire.80 Therefore, Reuter was the most aggressive and
effective agency in the second half of the nineteenth century. Competition between
the global news agencies, especially Havas and Reuter, was strong and severe. After
a while, it was not only a struggle between those agencies but also between the
empires, mainly the British and the French.
On the other hand, the struggle between the agencies did not hinder intercooperation and agreement. There was a lively process and negotiations; and they
always remained in touch throughout the second half of the nineteenth century. There
were a lot of agreements signed between Havas, Reuter, and Wolff in various
manners.81 The basic goal of these agreements was to divide the world news market
into spheres of interest. The agreements divided the market among the big three,
which described as the Ring Combination. Although there were some exceptions and
some blurry situations, only one of these three could operate in most territories.
Rantanen summarizes the general model in this cooperation:

The international agency that controlled a given territory was to negotiate an
agreement with the national agencies in its domain. The national agency
obtained through these agreements an exclusive right to the news from the
international agency as well as the other two international agencies, but at the
same time lost its right to transmit news abroad, either directly or through any
other agency. It could only send this news through the international agency with
which it had concluded the agreement. In addition, the national agency paid
commissions to the international agencies, not vice versa.82
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2.2. The Press in the Ottoman Empire

As the newspapers of the time are regarded as the possible demanders and
clients of news agencies, it embodies significance in exploring the topic. The press in
the Ottoman Empire emerged at a very late stage as the newspaper as an institution
appeared in the empire around the early 1800s, two centuries after it appeared in
European continent. The reason behind this delay is said to be the false belief that the
adoption of printing house was against the religious rules and orders.83
Actually, the awareness and interest of the Ottomans on newspapers were
dated back to earlier periods. During the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid I, who ruled
between 1774 and 1789, the Grand Vizier84 Seyyid Mehmed Pasha established an inhouse translation deparment consisting of Phanariote dragomans in which the
newspaper clippings of the major European newspapers were interpreted.85 After
Sultan Abdülhamid I, Sultan Selim III followed the same policy and also asked his
ambassadors to report on the articles published in the European newspapers and to
send them to Istanbul.86 The Tercüme Odası (The Translation Office) was also
translating these articles on Ottoman affairs by the 1820s.87
Meanwhile, the preliminary phase in the emergence of newspapers in the
Ottoman Empire is reflected in the form of embassy bulletins. The French Embassy
in Istanbul, during the mission of Ambassador Raymond de Verninac-Saint-Maur,
published three bulletins sequentially Le Bulletin de Nouvelles, La Gazetta Française
de Constantinople and Mercure Oriental between 1795 and 1791 in French. These
were printed at a printing house established by French Embassy in Istanbul.88 Then,
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the private newspapers appeared in Smyrna (Izmir), a leading trading city in the cost
of the Mediterranean, which hosted intense commercial activities and they
increasingly improved thanks to the non-Muslim businessmen of the Empire.89 Le
Smyréen in 1824 and Le Spectateur Oriental in 1825 were the first examples of this
phase. Le Spectateur Oriental which was published by a Frenchman Alexandre
Blacque was undoubtedly noticed by Sultan Mahmud II and the Ottoman ruling elite.
It proved itself of great service to the Ottoman Empire by defending her interests in
international issues.90
Sultan Mahmud II, well aware of the crucial role of press, thought that it was
high time to publish his own newspaper. Alexandre Blacque was believed to be the
right person for the job with his experience in the sector, but more importantly for his
positive attitude with regard to the Ottoman Empire. Sultan Mahmud II invited
Blacque from Izmir and put him in charge of producing an official newspaper, the
Moniteur Ottoman in 1831, published in French. This paper was followed by an
official newspaper in Turkish, the Takvim-i Vekayi (Calender of Events).91
According to Sultan Mahmud II, the reasons for establishing an official newspaper
were:

. . . The publication of a newspaper was for me an ideal for a very long time.
But as the time was not yet ripe, I preferred to wait for the proper moment. As
the time is now ripe, and as the matter does not harm our laws and religion, and
is willingly recommended by everybody to be highly beneficial, we desire to
proceed to the establishment of a newspaper...92
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The target readers were government officials, educated people and notables in
the capital and in the provinces, as well as foreign ambassadors and ministers.
Yalman93 assumes that this was stimulated by the necessity of sending off the
thousands of newspaper copies every week as the post service was organized in this
era.94 The content of the newspaper was similar to that of the imperial chronicler
which was to record what happened, to inform the society, and to prevent rumours
which were very common since the oral communication was widespread. It also
seems that one of the aims was to provide support and explanation for the policies of
the Palace. Davison states that it was also a link to hold the empire together,
underlining that Takvim-i Vekayi were published not only in Turkish, but in five
other languages of the empire, namely French, Arabic, Greek, and Armenian, and
even in Persian.95
The Ceride-i Havadis is the first Turkish private newspaper in the Empire,
published in Istanbul from 1840 onwards by a British man, William Churchill. The
Ottoman government provided the necessary allowance to cover the costs and
Churchill received a salary as a donation in the policy of subsidies to unofficial
journals.96 Therefore, it is right to describe Ceride-i Havadis as a semi-official paper.
It was followed by Tercüman-ı Ahval, which was published on 22 October 1860, by
the intellectuals in opposition. It was the first independent Turkish newspaper in real
sense that provided both news coverage and published critical opinions. Technically,
it was more advanced compared to the official ones.97 The prevalence of regulations
with regard to the press was accompanied with the increasing number of newspapers
and journals after the 1860s. Censorship and other forms of control of the content as
well as the total prohibition of publications were in practice, too.98
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According to Yalman‟s research, the situation of the press in Istanbul in 1876
was not weak. Of forty-seven newspapers and journals published in Istanbul at the
time, thirteen were in Turkish. Seven of them were published daily as for two semiweeklies, one political weekly, one satirical weekly, one medical monthly and one
illustrated monthly. There were thirty four non-Turkish papers. Greek, Armenian and
French were the predominant ones. Nine of them in Greek, nine in Armenian, seven
in French, three in Bulgarian, two in English, two in Hebrew, one in German, and
one in Arabic.99

2.3. Telegraph in the Ottoman Empire

The evolution of news agencies in the nineteenth century was simultaneous
with the development of telegraph since they owed their emergence to this new
revolutionary technology. Therefore, the development of telegraph in the Ottoman
Empire deserves a brief explanation. It surely gives an idea about the background of
the international news agencies in the Empire and makes it easy to understand the
process; and circumstances in which they emerged.
When compared with the appearance of publishing house and written press,
the arrival of the telegraph technology was not delayed in the Ottoman Empire. The
electric telegraph was presented to Ottoman sultans in early years of its invention. In
1839, Mr. Chamberlain, an agent of Samuel F. B. Morse who was the inventor of
telegraph, came to Istanbul to look for support and to make a presentation about the
new technology which was not fully developed yet. The Ottoman Sultan Abdülmecid
was interested in technologic developments. It was agreed that Mr. Chamberlain had
better to go to Vienna to employ the best workmen to make an entirely new set of
instruments. Mr. Chamberlain departed with high hopes and enthusiasm; however his
boat was capsized in the rapids of the Danube River and he lost his life.100
Attempts continued for the use of telegraph in the Ottoman Empire after this
sad accident. John Lawrence Smith, an American geologist in the Ottoman Empire
working on the mines, briefed and demonstrated the latest technology and benefits of
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using telegraph to Sultan Abdülmecid in 1847, who was so impressed with the
presentation and gave a message to benefit from it.101 But no telegraphic line was
built. Cyrus Hamlin102 who participated in the presentation of John Lawrence Smith
at the palace in the presence of Sultan Abdülmecid, states that several high level
Ottoman officials united against telegraphy. They did not want such tell-tale to report
their doings every day while in the distant interior.103 Thus, the Ottomans had to wait
until the Crimean War (1853-1856) to experience it.
The Crimean War made the telegraph a necessity consequently leading to the
establishment of the first line during the war.104Actually, the telegraph technology
was in use in most of the Europe in these dates. Since Britain and France engaged in
war; they tried to benefit from this great technology to get advantage by saving time
in communication. However, there was also another attempt before the war in the
Ottoman Empire. The British companies projected a plan to establish a telegraph line
between Istanbul and Belgrade, but it had to be altered because of the needs of the
Crimean War.105
The Crimean War actually began between the Ottomans and Russia over
territorial claims of the Tsarist Regime. Shortly after, Britain and France joined the
Ottoman to prevent the Russian expansion into the Mediterranean. The need for
communication between the allied forces was important and urgent militarily. They
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needed at least five days to convey a message or news from Crimea to London. Two
days required to reach from the Crimea to Varna by a steam ship and three additional
days by horse from Varna to Bucharest which was the closest station that had been
connected to the European telegraph network via the Austrian lines. It was really a
long time especially during the war. Britain and France shared the task with a
convention in February 1855. Britain was responsible to lay underwater cable lines
between Varna and Crimea which was the base of the British army whereas France
laid a line between Varna and Bucharest. 106
Britain also undertook to build the cable line between Shumen (ġumnu) and
Istanbul to have communication with the Ottoman capital.107 As the first part, the line
between Istanbul and Adrianople (Edirne) was successfully completed on 19 August
1855. The historic telegram heralded this development: “Istanbul and Adrianople
contacted. Schumla (Shumen) will be ready in a few days. Then there will be no
distance between Paris and Istanbul anymore.”108 The second part, which was the
line between Edirne and Shumen, was completed on 6 September 1855.109 The line
between Shumen and Varna had already been established by France. As a result,
Istanbul was linked to Europe by telegraphic communication through Varna and
Bucharest by September 1855.110 The first telegram went out from Istanbul to Europe
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on 14 September 1855. It announced to the Ottoman ambassadors in London and
Paris that the Russian castle of Sevastopol in the Crimean peninsula had fallen.111
After the Crimean War; European interest, mainly Britain and France, in
constructing telegraph cable lines have not come to an end but increased on the
contrary. As mentioned in the first chapter, the nineteenth century was the era of
European expansion; and telegraph was one the most significant tools of the empires.
Therefore, Britain and France wanted to keep on building telegraph network not only
in Anatolia but also in the other regions of the Ottoman Empire for commercial and
political interests. Beyond the Ottomans, Asia Minor was a crossroad between
Europe and India. Particularly for Britain, having a telegraphic connection with
India, their primary colony, was a crucial driving force. Britain used the advantage of
commanding monopoly over the most part of the world‟s telegraphic industry. 112
Meanwhile, interest of the Ottoman Empire in telegraphy increased
considerably. The government assigned a committee from high rank bureaucrats to
form a master plan for the establishment of telegraphic network in the empire.113
After the Crimean War, Britain made many proposals to get permission from the
Ottoman government for building telegraph lines. However, the Ottoman Empire
was in a paradox. While it was increasingly aware of the economic and political
advantages of telegraph network between the capital and other major provinces, the
Ottoman government desired to have overall control of the network. Serious
negotiations took place between the Ottoman Empire and Britain in those years. The
primary goal of the Ottoman Empire was clear; and they were resolved in keeping
“the telegraph towards India in their own hands.”114 Finally in early January 1865,
the Ottoman overland telegraph connected the Indo-European submarine line. It
allowed the first uninterrupted telegraphic communication between India and
Europe.115 Britain therefore achieved its primary goal which was to have swift
communication with India.
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Britain‟s influence on the Ottoman Empire in establishing telegraphic system
was evidently crucial. In additon to Britain, France also assumed a significant role in
constructing the telegraphy by mainly providing engineers and technicians. They also
helped in operating the system and administration of the telegraph service. Yet,
French was the common language of international communication in the nineteenth
century.116
The impact of the telegraph in the Ottoman Empire, especially its
contribution to journalism and international trade should also be addressed for the
purposes of this research.117 In the beginning, undoubtedly, it was the Ottoman
government which alone benefited from the telegraphy. After the government,
merchants in the Empire were probably its most active users since fresh information
was very useful in trade thanks to the quick communication.118 Ambassadors,
foreigners, brokers and speculators were among the actors who have frequently
benefited from telegraphy. That was the reason why the new post and telegraph
office was built in Beyoğlu where most of them resided. The Ottoman government
thought that Beyoğlu region was the most appropriate place for it.119
In the long run, newspapers absolutely became the most significant
distributers of news and information provided by telegraph. While the newspapers
just emerged in Istanbul in the second half of the nineteenth century, their numbers
were limited and their quality and content were also weak. The foreign language
papers, mainly in French, inclined to publish more news received by telegraph.
However, it did not mean that the news overflew, rather news from abroad was
sparse most of the time.120 Yet, news exchange was reciprocal with Europe.
European newspapers began to publish more news from the Ottoman Empire thanks
to telegraphic dispatches. Davison illustrates the extent of interest of the European
press in publishing Ottoman news:
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By the time of the Russo-Turkish war of 1877, westerners were used to news
each day by telegraph. That war has been called “the breakfast war”;
Englishmen at breakfast read each day the latest wire despatches from the front
in their newspapers. 121

The specific role of the Crimean War which is commonly viewed as the first
mass media war in history, in the development of press in general also needs
examination. This media war was especially symbolized by first-hand reports from
the battlefield sent out by The Times correspondent William Howard Russell.
Besides Russell‟s reports, photographs of Roger Fenton made the front line visible.
They really stirred debate since the public were not accustomed to have such kind of
information and photographs. Reports of correspondents, which were more credible
than official army releases, were the primary source of information for the public this
time. The British government and the army were concerned since they could not
control or manage the flow of information. The public began to criticize the
government and the army after they learned what was happening on the front. The
Crimean War is defined as the forerunner in the development of modern propaganda
in Britain.122
The European newspapers published stories about developments in Istanbul
and the Ottoman Empire before the advent of the telegraph. Their sources were often
their own state officials and the foreign embassies in their capitals. Traders and
travellers were additional sources. It was a rare occassion that the newspapers with
financial capabilities sent their own correspondents to investigate and to cover any
issue. Although the number of newspapers and bulletins in the Ottoman Empire were
very limited before the 1850s, they were useful source for the European media.
Steamships had played a crucial role in communication given that the
newspapers and letters were sent through them. Actually, it was a mutual process as
the newspapers coming from Europe through steamships were also a main source for
the Ottoman public. An interesting account proves the role of steamships at the time.
In 1847, an American mission made a presentation to show the invention of
telegraph in the presence of Sultan Abdülmecid at the palace. During the test, the
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translator asked Sultan Abdülmecid for a message to send through telegraph. The
Ottoman Sultan immediately replied: “Has the French steamer arrived? And what is
the news from Europe?”123
During the Crimean War, Istanbul and St. Petersburg were really important to
obtain information for the European powers and their public. Therefore, many
European newspapers stationed their own correspondents in these capitals. It was
also a test case for the international news agencies to prove themselves while the
correspondents also tried to cover the war. The agencies such as Reuter, Havas and
Wolff felt the need for having permanent sources in Istanbul during the period. It was
the time that the news agencies began to emerge and develop. However, it would
take about a decade for them to have a permanent office in Istanbul.124 The advent of
telegraph made it easy and possible for them to work in the Ottoman capital.
From the Ottoman perspective, the Crimean War and the ensuing public
willingness to receive war news shaped the status of the press. It increased the
numbers of readers and prepared the ground for self-supporting and independent
newspapers.125 In particular, the Crimean War made a great contribution to the
Ceride-i Havadis, known as the first private newspaper in Istanbul, in terms of both
professional experience and as a means of profit. The publisher, William Churchill,
went into the frontline to cover the war. His exclusive stories from the front were
published in Ceride-i Havadis, helping both an increase in circulation and its
reputation.126

2.4. International News Agencies in Istanbul

As discussed in the preceding sections, Reuter and Havas news agencies
reapped the benefits of sending their representatives to key locations and capitals like
St. Petersburg or Istanbul during the Crimean war, which also proved the importance
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of receiving and distributing information swiftly from remote places.127 One might
think that these agencies established their offices in Istanbul during the war and
maintained them henceforth. However, it was not the case since the telegraph link
from Istanbul to Europe was recently established and yet to function properly. At the
same time, the Ottoman government heavily regulated its use by public.
Analysis of the activities of the international news agencies in the Crimean
War will give some clues and ideas about their foundations in Istanbul. As opposed
to the works of some scholars,128 the role of Reuter was very limited in producing
and spreading information about the developments in the Crimean War. Reuters
historian Read also had doubts about the role of the British agency with regard to the
Crimean War. Therefore, he preferred to express that “the Crimean War (1854[3]1856) was one which Julius Reuter seemingly did not report”.129 One of the main
reasons for Reuter‟s limited role seems that it had not managed to have contracts
with the British press to distribute political news. Its services were either limited to
commercial ones or major events such as the fall of Sebastopol in the Crimean War.
The Times was more influential in Britain in the 1850s. Having its own
correspondents in major European capitals, it did not accept service from Reuter until
1858. Therefore, it was The Times, rather than the Reuter, which enjoyed chief
position in the reporting of the Crimean War.130 In addition to Read; Storey, the
author of first comprehensive book on the history of Reuter131 does not mention at all
the role of Reuter during the Crimean War. No document confirming that Reuter had
a correspondent in Istanbul during the war has appeared to date.
Unlike Reuter, Havas was really operational during the Crimean War. It was
the only news agency that had a correspondent in Istanbul at the time.132 The
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correspondent of Havas lived around Therapia (Tarabya), a district in Istanbul.133 In
fact, Frédérix preferred to say Therapia instead of Istanbul possibly for the reason
that the summer residences of major embassies such as Britain, France and Russia,
were located in Therapia.
There is no information about the duration that Havas correspondent stayed in
Istanbul while it seems plausible that he should have worked until the end of the war.
Telegraphic connection of Istanbul with Europe was yet to be completed when the
agent arrived at the Ottoman capital in 1854. The first telegram from Istanbul was
sent by September 1855. There is no information on whether he used telegraph to
send his dispatches once the connection was established. The only available
information is that he was in Istanbul in 1854.134
It is unclear when and how the international news agencies, mainly Reuter
and Havas, began to have permanent correspondents and established their offices in
Istanbul and started to send stories. A plausible explanation seems that it occurred
around the 1860s, which deserves a thorough examination and discussion. In order to
find a satisfactory response, research was carried out to collect possible documents in
Ottoman archives and that of agencies. However, the newspapers published in the
Ottoman Empire and abroad during that period reveal more information in finding
out the telegrams of agencies and their respective evolution.
There are two researches that provide information and date about when
Reuter began to operate in Istanbul. One is Read‟s comprehensive book, The Power
of News. He states that Reuter definitely became operational in Istanbul at the latest
in 1870. The list of profit-and-loss figures of Reuter offices during the first half of
1870 that Read used for his research proves that Reuter had an office in the Ottoman
capital in that year.135
The second source is the work of Koloğlu, titled Havas-Reuter‟den
Anadolu Ajansı‟na (From Havas-Reuter to Anatolian Agency). He exposed a Reuter
advertisement published in Levant Times and Shipping Gazette, an English and
French journal in Istanbul, dated 23 November 1868. The advertisement announced
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that Reuter would start to operate in the Ottoman capital which substantiates that the
British agency was in Istanbul at the end of 1868. The advertisement reads:
The undersigned has the honour to share with your bankers and merchants of
Constantinople; it will soon open a branch in this city. Arrangements have been
concluded with the central office to send two telegraphic dispatches to
Constantinople per day. These dispatches will be sent from London and Paris
immediately after the close of stock markets. As soon as it arrives in
Constantinople, a copy of each [telegraphic] dispatch will be distributed
simultaneously to the offices of subscribers. 136

According to the advertisement, daily telegraphic dispatches would cover
the financial and business news; such as Consolidated British, opening and
closing prices of the Ottoman General Debt Obligations, Turkish Loan 1865
Discount the Bank of England, cereal price of Ibrail, Galatz, Odessa, Taganrog,
Turkish cotton price, and Smyrna and Liverpool market situation. It would also
include all political and finance news that could possibly influence the markets.
Edward Virnard, the agent of Reuter, asked those of the merchants and
bankers of Istanbul who wish to make a subscription to contact him at the
Hotel d'Angleterre in Pera. The conditions were laid out:

The subscription to this telegraph service is fixed twenty-four pounds per year;
payable in advance every three months. The first quarter will be paid after the
opening of the service. The undersigned will always be happy to consider any
feasible proposal that would aim to improve service. The Gentlemen subscribers
can be confident that the service will be conducted with the utmost impartiality
and discretion. Service will begin as soon as a certain number of signatures will
be obtained.137

Storey‟s account shows that the agency still received news from Istanbul
through steamer in 1858. Julius Reuter visited the major newspapers in London in
1858 in order to subscribe them. The newspapers paid 40 pounds monthly for
telegrams from the Continent. He instead made a proposal for “earlier, more ample,
more accurate, and more important information from the Continent” and to charge 30
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pounds per month for all these services.138 A trial for two weeks was free. Reuter
would distribute the following during that time:

.. short political despatches from Berlin, Vienna, Paris and Madrid, and
telegrams from Marseilles bringing 'advices by the last steamer' from
Constantinople and Athens up to the previous week. He reported 'fermentation
in Crete', and the Turkish mob's loudly announced desire to 'massacre all the
Christians'139

Storey‟s narrative demonstrates that the Reuter received no telegrams from Istanbul
at the end of 1858 and it still obtained the news through steamer in those years. Yet,
it is uncertain whether it was his own correspondent who sent the stories by steamer.
It seems more likely that Reuter had no correspondent in Istanbul during that period
based on an assumption that his agent would have used the telegraph service to send
news, as the cable line was already operational between the Ottoman capital and
Europe. More importantly, it was not the practice of the agencies to send their
dispatches via steamers in that period.

2.5. Reuter and Havas Became Operational

After explaining the initial interests of international news agencies to report
from Istanbul, their attempts to have a permanent office in the Ottoman capital
should be addressed. It was definitely earlier than the cited sources mention. It is
convenient to tell the stories of Havas and Reuter together since they were really
close to each other.
As regards to the Reuter, a document in the Ottoman Archives, which was
found out during this research, demonstrates that Baron Julius Reuter sent a letter to
the Ottoman government on 27 October 1854.140 He requested permission and
concession to establish a telegraph line in the Ottoman Empire. The letter shows that
the Ottoman government asked Julius Reuter for a feasibility study to set up a
telegraph line in the empire, but it has no further detail. He informed the Ottoman
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government that the works to establish a line between Istanbul and Belgrade were
still underway;141 and he added that the Turkish Empire would have a better
communication opportunity thanks to this line. Julius Reuter then asked for a
permission to create a line between Istanbul and Izmir. He stated:

After the line [between Constantinople and Belgrade] was connected, a [new]
line between Constantinople and Smyrna [Izmir], which is a harbour city, will
able to be established. This then will strengthen the communication network. If
the Excellencies, your worship permits me to establish this connection that I
kindly requested last year, I would like to start the project without losing any
time. Because of my short delay in establishing the line between Constantinople
and Belgrade, your government draws my attention to this issue. However, all
the necessary materials are already in place.142

As the letter shows Julius Reuter had already asked for permission in 1853, an
indication of his earlier interest. Constructing telegraph line and operating as a news
agency were definitely different issues. However, given the practices of Reuter in its
initial years, it seems likely that it would also have used the line for news agency
services.
No response to Julius Reuter could be found in the Ottoman Archives. The
archives neither have any document on any activity of Reuter in the said period.
Given the official policy of the Ottoman government to exercise full control of the
telegraph network in the Ottoman Empire, it would be prudent to imagine that the
response of the Sublime Port might have been negative.
The best way of catching and following both incoming and outgoing
telegrams of the international news agencies is to examine content of the newspapers
published in Istanbul and Europe. The telegrams sent from the Ottoman capital give
more idea about connection of Istanbul with Europe. Most of the British dailies
closely demonstrate the progression of those telegrams since they were subscribed to
Reuter and Havas. The telegrams sent from Istanbul do not mean that they were
cabled by the correspondent of agencies. The agencies had a chance to get
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information from their respective Ministry of Foreign Affairs given that they had
regular communication with the embassies in Istanbul.
It is obvious that Reuter regularly served telegraphic dispatches from Istanbul
from the beginning of 1859 and onwards. The first one that was discovered in this
research was dated 17 February 1859.143 The dispatch states that the origin of
telegram was Istanbul, but it was received via France. It can reasonably be supposed
that the telegram from Istanbul was sent to France, the original telegram belonged to
Havas since the French agency was based in Paris and that Reuter then reused it after
receiving it from Havas.
There is no other document or information that supports this view except the
agreement between the “big tree” which were Reuter, Havas and Wolff in 1856.
They agreed for an exchange of information basically on financial news such as
market prices and quotations.144 They extended the cooperation with a new
agreement on 18 July 1859 and joined their forces “mutually to assist one another in
the extension and the development of the telegraphic services, in such a way as to
prevent attempts at competition and to increase the services according to the needs of
the public, of the press and development of the telegraphic lines”.145
There are various examples in the British dailies showing telegrams from
Istanbul in different years in the 1860s,146 the most of which were Reuter telegrams
received via France. There are also others titled “a telegram from Constantinople”
with no reference to any news agency. One example deserves a specific examination.
The news published in the London Daily News in 27 October 1863 reads:
Mr. Reuter‟s telegrams from Constantinople to-day affirm that “it has been
decided that the Imperial Bank will pay the November dividends upon the
consolidés in London and Paris;” and the announcement has helped the cause
the slight improvement recorded above in the price of consolidés; but the
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intelligence in question has as yet met with no confirmation in London, either at
the Imperial Ottoman Bank or elsewhere.147

The significant point in this news is the reference to “Mr. Reuter‟s telegrams from
Constantinople”. It can be assumed that Reuter‟s correspondent in Istanbul could
have sent this dispatch. However, there is no evidence or record to support this view.
Had Reuter had its reporter at that time in the Ottoman capital, it would be
reasonable that the British dailies would have regularly published its dispatches, yet
that was not the case. In addition, the earliest Reuter informants were not its own
correspondents. The British agency also collected official statements and reports of
newspapers.
The British dailies continued to publish telegrams from Istanbul which they
received through the news agencies until 1867. They contain no information whether
these agencies had their own correspondents in Istanbul. According to a news story,
the earliest date that the Reuter had its own correspondent in Istanbul was September
1867. A Reuter telegram announced the release of the Abyssinian captives by King
Theodore at the intervention of the Armenian Bishop Isaac. Almost all the British
dailies published the news since it was a significant one for the British public.
However, the story was untrue. The British Charge d‟Affaires at Istanbul reported
that he received no news about the release of the Abyssinian captives, and that he
could not account for the rumour. The British dailies then asked for an explanation
from Reuter‟s Office. At the beginning, Reuter responded that he asked for an
explanation from his agent in Istanbul. After two weeks, Reuter forwarded an
explanation to the dailies by attaching the answer of his agent. As a result, it was a
groundless story and the responsibility for the false telegram was to rest with Mr.
Reuter‟s agent at Istanbul.148 The significance of this case for the purposes of this
research is that Reuter already had his own agent in Istanbul by September 1867.
With regard to the incoming telegrams, Journal de Constantinople is a useful
source since French Embassy in Istanbul supported it. It was one of the earliest
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newspapers in the Ottoman capital. A story in Journal de Constantinople shows that
the journal used telegraphic dispatches in the spring of 1856. It stated that “several
telegraphic dispatches arrived in Constantinople” announcing the peace talks. 149
There is no information and reference whether it was a diplomatic telegram or a
dispatch of an agency. The point is that Journal de Constantinople was able to get
news through telegraph at that time. The first time that Journal de Constantinople
made a reference to any news agency was 16 December 1856. The journal published
stories stating that it took them from Havas correspondence.150 There was also a
Reuter telegram in the newspaper on 31 December 1860.151 However, they were still
unclear on how the journal received these despatches.
The Levant Herald Weekly also published stories that were obtained “by
electric telegraph” from London and other European cities.152 However, there were
no any Reuter and Havas telegrams until 1866 except two examples in 1860. The
journal published a story stating the source as “by special telegram of ourselves from
Reuter‟s Office, London”.153 The second was published under the explanation of “the
following are Reuter‟s and others telegrams of the week”.154
The telegraphic despatches went on to appear both in the Journal de
Constantinople and The Levant Herald Weekly155 until 1866 but their source was not
clear. They do not give any clue how the journals received despatches and whether
these agencies operated in Istanbul. There is a possibility that they might have
received these despatches from the French and British embassies in Istanbul since the
journals were really affiliated with them.
According to newspapers in Istanbul, 1866 was the crucial year for the
coming of international news agencies, namely Havas and Reuter. The Levant Herald
Weekly began to publish Havas telegrams by a reference to 1866. The first one is
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dated 18 July of 1866 was published under the title of “By Special Telegrams from
Havas‟ Agency, Paris.”156 The Levant Herald Weekly continued to use the telegrams
of Havas regularly for three years which demonstrates that the French agency was
operational in Istanbul from mid-1866. In addition to The Levant Herald Weekly, The
Levant Herald Daily Bulletin also published the telegrams of Havas from the
beginning of 1867 regularly.157 They both continued on to publish the despatches of
Havas until the first week of August 1868 when Reuter started to distribute news in
Istanbul.
As for the start of Reuter‟s operations in the Ottoman Empire, its agent
Edward Virnard arrived in Istanbul by mid-1866. Virnard gave an advertisement in
The Levant Herald Weekly on 20 June 1866. He heralded the “accelerated daily
telegraphic service” in Istanbul. The advertisement was as follows:
Reuter‟s Telegram Company, Limited:
ACCELERATED DAILY TELEGRAPHIC SERVICE
The Public in this Capitol is hereby informed, that, on a sufficient number of
persons subscribing to this useful enterprise, two DAILY TELEGRAMS will be
despatched from London to Constantinople for the exclusive information for
each subscriber. These telegrams will contain a complete summary of
COMMERCIAL NEWS, together with all important POLITICAL and
FINANCIAL information of the day. For further particulars, apply to the
undersigned, at the Hotel d‟Angleterre.
Pera, June 16, 1866. Edward Virnard158

The important detail with regard to this advertisement is that it announced that
the British agency would start to operate in Istanbul which was two years earlier than
what Koloğlu stated. The date of the advertisement that Koloğlu mentioned in The
Levant Times and Shipping Gazette was 23 November 1868.159 It clearly
demonstrates that the attempt of Reuter to have an office in the Ottoman capital
dated back to an earlier time.160
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The same advertisement was also published in the following week in June
1866. Despite its agent‟s announcement for the start of the service, the British agency
was not able to conclude the agreements and could get permission from the Ottoman
government. Edward Virnard‟s new advertisement announced the trouble:

Notice, is hereby given that the telegraphic service proposed in my circular of
16 June has been postponed for a short time, pending the conclusion of certain
arrangements with the Imperial Ottoman Government.
Edward Virnard, Constantinople, Aug. 22 1866.161

Did the Reuter overcome the trouble? No documents could be found in the
Ottoman Archives, but according to the newspapers in Istanbul, it certainly took
around around two years given that no despatch of Reuter was published in The
Levant Herald Weekly and The Levant Herald Daily Bulletin until August 1868. Both
began to publish the telegrams of Reuter from August 1868. The first despatch was
seen on 14 August 1868 in The Levant Herald Daily Bulletin.162 The Levant Times
and Shipping Gazette also published the telegrams of Reuter just after the start of its
publication on 16 November 1868. The first telegram in it was on 21 November
1868.163 Both The Levant Times and Shipping Gazette and The Levant Herald Daily
Bulletin continued to use Reuter‟s telegrams until February 1870.
Reuter‟s advertisement went for publication until April 1869. Virnard gave
another advertisement in March 1869 informing that the regular telegraphic
commercial news service was to begin shortly. He underlined that he had taken
extraordinary measures to ensure the accuracy of the prices of the items from
London, Liverpool and Marseille to fully satisfy the needs of commerce. Virnard
listed the prices of many items such as cotton, wheat, rice, silk and coffee. The
service was to begin as soon as sufficient number of subscribers was obtained. The
subscription to this telegraph service was fixed twenty-four pounds per year; payable
in advance every three months.164 Indeed, the service should have already begun
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since the Istanbul newspapers used the telegraphic dispatches by giving reference to
Reuter.
Reuter and Havas began to jointly distribute telegrams from March 1870 under
the name of Reuter-Havas-Bullier.165 Their cooperation continued for a year. At the
end of 1872, they cooperated and forwarded telegrams under the title of “ReuterHavas”.166 This cooperation continued at least for three years. According to the
Ottoman Archives, Havas had a correspondent in Istanbul in 1867; Reuter in 1873
and the German Wolff in 1888 at latest.
Lastly, Reuter Archive is really helpful to identify the beginning of the British
agency in Istanbul. It seems that Reuter had a staff or a connection in the Ottoman
capital in 1865. In the minute book of Reuter, there is a record stating “bills accepted
during the week and approved: April 22, Macoan Constantinople, £60”. It was a
board meeting held at the Company's offices in Royal Exchange Buildings on Friday
28 April 1865.167 There was no more detail about it. It is not clear what his/her
responsibility was. There are other records about Macoan as well. In February 1866,
the minute book includes the record of “the following bill was signed. Macoan
£50”.168 There is one more record confirming the acceptance of a bill in July 1866.169
There is no further information in Reuters Archive about who Macoan was and
what he did for the British agency. However, a coincidence was noticed during the
research to identify Macoan. The name of founder and editor of The Levant Herald
in Istanbul was James Carlile McCoan. He was an Irish Protestant educated at Dublin
Trinity College who went to the Crimea as war correspondent for the Daily News.
Following the war, McCoan travelled in Georgia and Circassia, and afterwards
settled in Istanbul. He founded and edited an English newspaper in Turkey, The
Levant Herald, which represented the interests of the British government.170 The
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handwritten minute book of Reuter mentioned about Macoan which was only
differed by a letter from Mccoan. As a result, it would be fair and reasonable to argue
that Macoan could have been James Carlile McCoan. The British Government‟s
extensive support for The Levant Herald and McCoan‟s closeness with the British
Government add up to this argument.
Having presented in detail the examination of different sources and
discussion on them, some conclusions can be drawn. The international news
agencies, mainly Havas and Reuter, were interested in the Ottoman Empire from
their initial years. They distributed news to European press from Istanbul by the late
1850s. However, the source of early news was unclear. One possible explanation is
that the Ottoman newspapers sent through steamers and diplomatic telegrams could
be their source. It is evident that both Havas and Reuter were operational and had
their own agents in Istanbul by the mid-1860s. Reuter was most likely had a staff in
Istanbul in 1865, but it is certain that both agencies had their correspondents in 1866.
They cooperated and provided service together in the 1870s although they competed
with each other in other times. The competition, even the fight, became really fierce
in the late 1870s, especially during the war between the Ottoman Empire and Russia
in 1877-1878. That competition will be discussed separately in following chapters.
Furthermore, the German Wolff Agency was interested in working
Istanbul and contacted to the Ottoman government. It had a correspondent in the
Ottoman capital in the late 1880s. As fas as the Ottoman documents show, the
American Assosicated Press Agency did not establish an office in Istanbul but sent
its correspondents for occasional reporting in the first decade of the twentieth
century.171
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CHAPTER III

NEWS AGENCIES AS A “THREAT” FOR THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE

Any discussion on press in general and foreign press in particular in the
Ottoman Empire is mostly identified with Sultan Abdülhamid II. Koloğlu defines it
as “the press regime of Sultan Abdülhamid II.”172 This argument stands to reasonable
on two grounds. First, Sultan Abdülhamid II stayed on the throne for thirty-three
years between 1876 and 1909. Since the international news agencies intensified their
operations in Istanbul after the 1870s, their history in the Ottoman Empire mostly
coincides with with the rule of Sultan Abdülhamid II. Second, it was the period that
the press in the empire developed not only in terms of numbers but also content and
quality with the advent of communication technology. Consequently, the last decades
of the nineteenth century corresponded to a period that Ottoman Empire was exposed
to reality, problem and pressure of press. The Ottoman government first experienced
the problem firsthand in time, and then sought to manage it which was really a very
lively process.
Sultan Abdülhamid II succeeded to throne at a hard time for the Ottoman
Empire on the eve of an upcoming war against Russia. The uprisings in the Balkans
and financially bankrupt treasure only compounded the troubles. The image of the
Empire was really damaged in the Western world. To illustrate, the April Uprising of
Bulgarians in 1876 and the response of the Ottoman Empire to supress it draw
reactions of the European powers. The report of British Prime Minister William
Ewart Gladstone, Bulgarian Horrors and the Question of East, was an example of it.
The reputation of the empire in Europe further deteriorated.173 Deringil describes the
circumstances:
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As their world shrank around them, the Ottomans realized that a vital aspect of
survival was the projection of a positive image abroad. In a world where there
was increasingly less space for the “unspeakable Turk”, in Gladstonian
parlance, this was more often that not a question of damage control as Ottoman
statesmen tried to desperately to make the case that they were a Great Power
recognized by the Treaty of Paris of 1856, with a legitimate right to exist.174

Under such an atmosphere, Sultan Abdülhamid II had to deal also with the
matter of “image” because of its influence on politics. The effort of the Ottomans in
this vein was focused mainly on two matters. Firstly, they tried to cope with the
damage caused by “endless harsh and hostile news and comments” in the
international media, particularly in Europe. The source of these reports was often the
international news agencies, particularly Reuter and Havas. The aim of these
publications was to portray the Ottoman state “as a degenerate nest of blood-thirsty
tyrants at worst, or a decaying fleshpot of „Oriental‟ vice best”, in the words of
Deringil.175
The second method to address the image problem was counter propaganda
activities to present a positive image in the world. Therefore, every opportunity to
appear in the mainstream of world events was used in this course. Broadly speaking,
the aim of the entire endeavour was to back up the Ottoman Empire‟s shaky demand
to be perceived as a member of the civilized world and part of the Concert of Europe.
Opportunities in this endeavour varied from sending of 300 liras to the victims of
forest fire in the United States to financial aid for medical purposes to both Russian
and Japanese sides in the war.176 Participation at international fairs was another tool;
the “Turkish Village” was established in Chicago World Fair in 1893. These efforts
were followed by initiatives like sending a collection of a photograph albums to the
US Library of Congress, portraying the Ottoman Empire during the reign of Sultan
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Abdülhamid II. The photographs highlighted the modernization of various aspects of
the Ottoman Empire.177
However, the things that the Ottoman government presented to world were not
sufficient. It was essential to be announced, published and demonstrated to foreign
nations. It was the era of discovering the power of the popular press. In the eyes of
Sultan Abdülhamid II, the Ottoman Empire could not lag behind in this new fight. As
Deringil rightly points out, it was no accident that one of the major collections in the
Ottoman Yıldız Archives consists of newspaper cuttings about the Ottoman Empire.
There are more than 100 newspapers like The New York Times, The Times,
Correspondance de Vienne, Le Matin, The Pall Mall and Debats, from different
countries.178 It is evident that the Ottoman government was absolutely aware of the
significance of the European public opinion.
The international news agencies were at the hearth of such process. The
Ottoman government timely understood that Western newspapers, particularly
European ones, were fed from the telegraphic dispatches of the international news
agencies. Before examining the way in which the Ottoman government regulated the
relations with international news agencies, it is necessary to dwell on how the Palace
and Ottoman ruling elite perceived them. Since the first endeavour of the Palace was
to control and contain the damage that the international press inflicted, there is a need
to explain why the international news agencies were a big problem and a threat for
the Empire in the eyes of Sultan Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman ruling elite.
Analysing the content of the telegraphic dispatches will help reveal it. Their content
will be examined under seven subthemes according to intensity and concentration of
documents in the Ottoman archives and response of the Ottoman Empire. The first
six of them are external “threats” and the last one is internal.
The methodology in showing the content needs an explanation at this point.
The telegraphic dispatches of the news agencies on these issues and reply of the
177
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Ottoman government will be displayed. Checking and examining the credibility of
these dispatches are beyond the scope of this chapter. In terms of the position of the
Ottoman government, they refuted the reports and sought publishing of corrections.
Narrating denials of the Ottoman government does not attest that the Sublime Porte
was right. The purpose is to exhibit to the readers how the system worked. Several
reports of the agencies being mentioned in the Ottoman Archives have been in this
chapter. The primary goal of this to indicate on what kind of issues the international
news agencies mostly reported and how they described these incidents in general.
Besides, by doing so, the issues and their contents will hopefully help seing why the
Palace was discontent and became gradually annoyed.

3.1. The Armenian Issue

The role of foreign press in the Armenian Question has been addressed in
several studies.179 An article also studied the counter attempts of Ottoman
government for eliminating the efforts to create a positive attitude in the Western
world in favour of the Armenians.180 However, the role of international news
agencies has yet to be tackled. In particular, the agencies played the key role in this
process since they were the basic source of the European press to supply the
dispatches. Most of the European dailies had no correspondents in Istanbul and they
depended on the telegraphic news of the agencies.181
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The Armenian Question commonly refers to developments about the
Armenians subjects of the Ottoman Empire mainly from the second half of the
nineteenth century to their forced deportation from Anatolia in 1915 and 1916. The
1856 Treaty of Paris provided the Great Powers with the claim of authority to
intervene in order to protect the Christian minorities in the Ottoman Empire.
Although the Armenians, described by the Ottomans as the “loyal nation” (millet-i
sadıka), remained passive in the beginning, they changed their position in the wake
of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877–1878. They hoped to carve out their own state
like other minorities in the empire such as the Greeks. The Ottoman government
failed to keep its promises to make reforms to improve the conditions of the
minorities while the European powers and Russia closely monitored the issue.
The attitude of the European press about the Ottoman Empire was dominated
by traditional European prejudices which described them as “Barbarian Turks” and
“Sick Man of Europe”. Yet, the Western public opinion and especially the Western
press were always sympathetic towards the Armenians.182 Havas and Reuter
informed the Western public opinion by distributing dispatches nearly to all
European dailies when the Armenian Question became a crucial international issue
after the Berlin Congress of 1878; and when the clashes and events hit the top in the
1890s.183
The Armenian Issue was certainly the most popular topic for the international
news agencies and the telegraphic dispatches especially in the 1890s.184 The Ottoman
Archives has hundreds of documents on this issue. It can also be seen by telegrams
that were sent from Istanbul as well as the stories published in British and French
newspapers. The common theme in the telegrams followed a similar line: The public
order was completely disturbed in the Ottoman Empire. The Armenians were
exposed to torture. Muslims and Kurdish people systematically attacked the
Armenians. Muslims also forced the Armenian people to change their religion.
The story of Kent Cooper, who was General Manager of Associated Press between 1925 and 194,
shows that subscribing a news agency meant taking all the newspapers in these years. The story was
told in first page of introduction chapter. See: Cooper, Kent Cooper, p.3.
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The first example of such a telegram is from Havas in 1894. It reported that
“bashi-bazouks”, irregular soldiers of the Ottoman army, attacked Armenian villages,
and killed and wounded around six thousand people. The British Embassy in Istanbul
therefore sent an officer to investigate the incidents.185 The second document is from
the Ottoman Embassy in Paris. The embassy requested information from the
Ottoman government in order to refute the reports in French press distributed by
Agence Havas. The story based on Havas reporting claimed that the Kurdish people
raided the Armenian villages in Van, east of Anatolia, and killed the people there.186
Havas had already distributed dispatches reporting a row occurred between
gendarmes and Armenians in an Armenian cemetery in 1895187 and the Kurdish
people in Van attacked the Armenians in 1899.188
As the documents in the Ottoman Archives indicate, the state officials always
argued that the news agencies tried to demonstrate the number of murdered
Armenians more than the factual figures. To illustrate, the telegraphic dispatch gave
the number of Armenians who were murdered in Sason, a region in the east of
Turkey. The Ottoman government claimed the figure was untrue; it had to be less
and refuted the story distributed by a foreign news agency.189 Unfortunately, the
Ottoman archival document does not give any figure regarding the number of
murdered people.
Furthermore, one of the points about which the Ottoman government
complained was that the agencies mostly received information from the Armenian
committees and newspapers without checking their credibility and verifying them.
The Ottoman documents claim that the correspondent of Havas in Athens visited the
Armenian committee in order to get information with regard to a claimed fight.190
Moreover, according to the account of an Ottoman document, an Armenian
newspaper published stories that narrated the suppression of Ottomans towards the
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Armenian people in several places based on a Havas report that failed to confirm and
inquire about the allegations with the Ottoman officials. The Ottoman Embassy in
Paris accordingly sent denials to the newspapers that published this telegram.191
The reports that Armenians were subjected to torture were another common
theme in the news stories of the agencies. The Daily News published a telegraphic
dispatch of Reuter stating that the Armenian prisoners were tortured. The Ottoman
document claimed that it was not true by describing it “so-called torture”.192 A case
in 1893 shows how the Ottoman government was sensitive about the issue and
monitored the news closely. The British Daily News published a story reporting some
Armenian prisoners were exposed to torture and maltreatment. After the publication
of story, the Ottoman Embassy in London and The Ministry of Foreign Affairs were
alarmed. The embassy immediately made inquiry and informed the Ministry in
Istanbul. The cable said:

At first glance, although it seems that the telegraphic dispatch sent from Vienna,
it is evident that it was sent not from a correspondent in Vienna but from a
special correspondent who is more likely an Armenian living in Istanbul or
London. This was a special telegram. That is the reason why it was not
published in other dailies. I have already contacted the [Reuter] company to
notify about our disappointment since the company became an instrument for
the false and defamation news stories about the Ottoman Empire. I also asked
for a correction.193

Another point in the reports of agencies with regard to Armenian issue is that
they mentioned of a possible uprising of Armenians in Anatolia. There are different
documents that prove the point. For instance, in 1895, Reuter reported that
Armenians were preparing for an uprising.194 In 1893, another document also
described how the correspondent of Reuter reported that Armenians would revolt
against the Ottoman Empire. The agency also ensured that the British press published
the story. In response, the Ottoman Sultan expressed that the British government
would be responsible for such news.195
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The agencies sometimes reported serious claims that made the Palace and the
Ottoman government annoyed. An example was a report claimed that the Armenian
monks were forced to change religion and convert to Islam. It further stated that the
Armenian women were kidnapped. The reaction of the Sublime Porte was similar:
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs denied the claims as total lies and instructed the
Ottoman Embassy in London to refute the report.196 Another report which sparked
the reaction of the Ottoman State was based on a Reuter telegram that stated a lot of
Armenian girls were compelled to conversion. The Porte instructed the Embassy to
deny the story.197
Along with these lines, another story is related on how the police sought
suspected Armenians. One of them committed suicide in Istanbul when they saw that
the police was very close to them. The report was sent by William H. G Werndel, the
correspondent of Reuter in Istanbul.198 Yet, 1300 Armenians were in prison in
different cities in the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Embassy in London informed
the Porte of the list of newspapers which published these stories of Reuter.199 From
the perspective of the Ottoman government; Reuter reported false and baseless
stories against the Empire.200
Other examples from telegraphic dispatches are as follows: A report of Havas
stated that some Armenians were imprisoned after they applied to the governor to
complain about the Ottoman army who attacked the Armenians in Yozgat.201 A
Havas story reported that the officer of British post office was arrested just because
he was Armenian.202 The Reuter story with the headline “Disorder in Yozgat” stated
that Armenians killed an Armenian informant and that the security forces arrested
Armenians. The Armenians in the region then attacked prison and succeeded in
setting their comrades free. They also killed some gendarmes in the process. Some
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people were killed and some were wounded as a result of the clash between the
gendarmes and Armenians.203 The point in mentioning all these stories here is to
stress that the agencies reported dozens of news on the issue.

3.2. The Balkan Issues

The reports of Reuter and Havas on the developments in the Balkans during
the last decades of nineteenth century and in the early years of the twentieth century
occupy a large place in their telegrams. It will be useful to briefly present some
dynamics about the political situation: The nineteenth century was an era of decay
for the Ottomans in the Balkans. The Empire was exposed to a lot of uprisings of
Serbs, Greeks and Bulgarians. In this sense, the last two decades of the century was a
nightmare for the Ottoman Empire. After the defeat in 1877-1878 War with Russia,
the Treaty of San Stefano (1878) marked big loss for the Ottomans. Immediately
after, the Treaty of Berlin paved the way for the seperation and independence of
Romania, Serbia, Montenegro and Bulgaria. The Balkans issues increasingly became
part of international politics. The European Powers, especially Britain, France and
Germany were in a power struggle with Russia on the future of the Ottoman Empire.
They sought to control the decay of the Empire without damaging the “balance of
power” while simultaneously trying to maximize individual interests. As a result,
Greek, Bulgarian and Serb nationalists in the region organized several clandestine
committees to maintain and guarantee their survival. Their revolts and clashes with
the Ottoman forces became very frequent in the period.
The European powers and public followed the events very closely. Some of
the European dailies occasionally sent their own correspondents to cover the
developments, but Reuter was the dominant player in reporting. Havas also sent
telegrams, but compared to Reuter, the French agency was not that influential. Crete
and Thessaloniki were the center of the reports. Most of the dispatches were about
the uprisings and fight between the Ottoman army and the rebels. The agencies
underlined how the Ottomans supressed the revolts. They also reported that the
Ottoman government mistreated the non-Muslim people in the region. A common
203
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theme in the reports was that the Ottoman soldiers committed the crimes of torture
and rape. Conversely, the Ottoman government was cognizant of the role of the news
agencies and sought to to use it as a weapon for its interests even by way of bribery,
the story of which will be thoroughly told in Chapter V.
Some dispatches of the agencies would give an idea about their attitude. A
Reuter dispatch reported the details of how the Albanians began their uprising.
However, the official document on the topic argues that the story exeggrated the
incidents. As a result, the Porte ordered the Ottoman Embassy in London to refute
the report in an appropriate manner.204 Further, Reuter reported that a control
committee from the Great Powers (Düvel-i Muazzama) to monitor the reforms in
Rumelia, which was historical term describing the area of Balkans under the
Ottoman domains, would be established. The Ottoman document asserted that it was
a groundless story and accordingly the Ottoman government issued a warning to the
Reuter that the British agency had to be more careful in producing its news.205
Reuter had a particular interest in Crete and covered the developments very
closely. It was not a coincidence given that the British government was a key player
on the island in the second half of the nineteenth century. Reuter correspondent in
Istanbul sent a telegram to London conveying the comment of Ottoman admirals to
the ambassadors. The comment was that the Ottoman rule in Crete was nor more
sustainable and possible.206 Reuter also reported that a gang of Turks murdered
fourteen Christians in Crete. From the peerpective of the Ottomans, the attitude of
British agency was very hostile to the Ottoman army in Thessaly.207
Furthermore, The Times and some other newspapers in London published a
story which Reuter received from Istanbul and distributed. It claimed that the
Austrian and Russian consuls visited Tetova (Kalkandelen), a Macedonian city and
that they blamed the Albanians for oppressing and slaughtering Christians.208 The
next Reuter report claimed that a battalion of a Redif, a reserve force in the Ottoman
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army, murdered Christian gendarmes in Mitrovica, a Kosovo city. The Porte denied
the claim.209 Reuter also reported that soldiers of the Ottoman army mistreated and
suppressed the villagers in the Balkans. The British dailies published these
dispatches. The Ottoman government launched an investigation about the allegations
in the telegram, but neither denied nor confirmed them.210
There were other examples as well. Reuter reported a story received from
Sofia which stated that the Ottoman government planned to place the Muslim people
instead of the Ottoman Bulgarians in the Coast of Maritsa River.211 In addition,
Reuter reported that the police and gendarmes of the Ottoman Empire tortured and
maltreated the people in Skopje. The Ottoman government argued that the
allegations were groundless and completely false.212 Havas reported that a clash
occurred between the Muslims and the Jews in Thessaloniki. The French agency
received the story from Greek newspapers.213 Also, a report of Reuter claimed that
the gendarmes and a Bulgarian bandit gang battled in Monastir. In the clash, fourteen
of gendarmes were killed or injured while the bandits escaped. The Sublime Porte‟s
response followed a similar line arguing that the dispatches were utterly lies.214
Lastly, all the newspapers in London published a dispatch of Reuter which claimed
that the tenkîl, the punishment to give a lesson, was not only against the Bulgarians
but also for the annihilation of all the Christians.215
Meanwhile, revitalization of nationalist feelings in Macedonia was prevalent
in the beginning of the twentieth century. Sultan Abdülhamid II offered reforms in
1902, but they failed to satisfy the demands of the people. The Boatmen of
Thessaloniki, the Bulgarian comitadjis whose aim was to attract the attention and the
intervention of European opinion, bombed the Ottoman Bank in Thessaloniki in
1903 resulting in many casualties. It sparked a big uprising and led to clashes
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between the Ottoman army and Macedonian rebels. More than five thousand people
from each side died.216 Henceforth, the international pressure on the Ottoman Empire
intensified and grew stronger. The Palace and the Ottoman officials were furious
with the telegrams of new agencies due to their “baseless and malicious”
reporting.217

3.3. Muslim World, Asia and Africa Regions

The situation in the Muslim world and the Asian issues, including the Middle
East, was yet another area that the reporting of international news agencies annoyed
the Ottoman Empire. It was no surprise that Reuter and Havas covered the
developments in this region very closely. Their “homeland”, namely Britain and
France, were active powers in this geography. They were rivals in their expansionist
objectives.218 Therefore, reports about India, Egypt, Yemen, Palestine, Saudi Arabia,
Syria, Iraq and Iran were very common. Not surprisingly, the content was mostly
parallel with the interests of the countries they were based.
The Ottoman state documents on telegraphic dispatches of the agencies
observed that the common theme in these dispatches was the description of relations
between the Ottoman Empire and the Muslim world as troubled. The dispatches were
provocative and tried to show that there was uneasiness towards the Ottoman
government in this geography. Reporting fight between the Ottoman army and local
groups was one of the familiar stories. Another one was to show that the peoples of
these regions were unhappy with the Ottoman government.
As for the samples, the newspapers in Bucharest published a telegraphic
dispatch of Agence Havas which stated that the Arab sheiks were imprisoned since
they attempted to revolt in the Mabeyn-i Hümâyûn (Imperial Court or Imperial
216
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Office acting Cabinet Secretary). Upon the instruction of the Sublime Porte, the
Ottoman Embassy in Bucharest denied it without any examination.219 Moreover, the
Ottoman government had permitted Reuter to report the daily incidents from Medina.
However, the Sublime Porte also warned William H. G Werndel, the representative
of Reuter in Istanbul, when the British agency reported that there was turmoil among
the Ottoman soldiers in the holy city of Medina. It seems that the agency reported
several similar stories.220
Another example is the report of Reuter which claimed that a rally and raid
occurred against the Ottoman Sultan that led to excitement in Beirut. However, the
Ottoman document on the topic asserted that no rally and raid took place and the
Porte denied the report immediately.221 Also, a Reuter story stated that the Ottoman
government forcibly collected money from the people in Najaf, Iraq for the army.
The report went on to express that the people in this region were forced to become
soldiers in the Ottoman army as well. However, the Ottoman documents refuted
these stories as completely false and baseless. More importantly, the official
document underlines that this kind of stories had created severe reaction in Iran
against the Ottomans.222 Besides Najaf, Reuter reported that Talip Bey [Seyyid Talib
el-Nakib]223 and other tribes revolted against the Ottoman government in Basra, a
large city in southeast Iraq.224
In addition, a dispatch of Reuter reported that the Ottoman soldiers destroyed
the spiritual places and chapels in Palestine and that they robbed the St. Jean Baptiste
Chapel in particular. Surprisingly, no denial is seen in the documents.225 The next
one reports that the Ottoman Empire tried to recruit soldiers for its army. Also, there
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was excitement and worries in Jerusalem County. 226 Reuter also published that the
Arab soldiers in the Ottoman army were mistreated just because of their ethnic
origin.227 Besides Reuter, Havas reported that the notable Muslims in Jerusalem were
expelled. However, the Sublime Port denied these three reports by sending telegrams
to Havas and Reuter. If they did not publish the denials, other news agencies such as
Agence National in Paris were used for this purpose.228
The dispatches about Yemen were remarkable. The Havas reported that
Sana‟a, the capital of Yemen, was occupied and suppressed by the insurgents and
that they mistreated the people. The Ottoman government immediately denied it
through its embassy in Vienna.229 The report informing that a clash occurred between
the Ottoman army and a group under the leadership of Said Muhammed Yahya made
the Palace angry.230 From the Ottoman perspective, Reuter stories aimed at denying
the success of the Ottoman State in Yemen.231 Also, Havas reported Sana‟a was
sieged by insurgents and the Ottoman government sent soldiers and doctors from
Istanbul.232
The Ottoman documents also show that the Palace and Ottoman officials
were concerned about Reuter‟s role in Pakistan and India, which were British
colonies. From the Ottoman government‟s point of view, Britain tried to assert
hegemony and control on Punjabi Muslims as a part of its policy of expansion and
used Reuter in this vein. Reuter also played a key role in India by its negative reports
against the Ottoman Empire.233 Also, Havas reported that some Arab people living in
the Ottoman Empire were on trial and the Ottoman Sultan asked to cancel the trial.234
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Lastly, the Ottoman government was discontent with the stories and policies of
Reuter on Central Asia.235

3.4. Uprisings Against the Ottoman Empire

The nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were marked by the uprisings
and disintegration process in different parts of the Ottoman Empire. They occurred
mostly in the Balkans and the Middle East. Rebellions in Anatolia also emerged for
different reasons. The policy of Sultan Abdülhamid II to centralize the power
certainly played a part in these uprisings. The telegraph in particular was an effective
instrument for the centralization of power. In 1874, an American missionary in
Beirut portrayed the telegraph service as “enabling the central power in Istanbul to
move the whole empire like a machine”.236 On the other hand, the Ottoman public
was not happy with this development at all. In 1867, the people destructed telegraph
poles and prevented the works to establish roads in Amasya, an Anatolian city close
to the Black Sea region. The reason of this counduct was that they worried losing
their autonomy since they would be directly connected to Istanbul. There were
several similar cases in various cities during this period.237
International news agencies reported uprisings against the empire. The
Ottoman government took them seriously and tried to deny them immediately. There
were many examples. For instance, Havas reported that ihtilal -revolution-238 took
place in Yozgat, a city in Anatolia. The Ottoman document has no details about the
telegram but the Sublime Porte rejected the story without any examination.239 The
Italian news agency reported that the uprising in Kurdistan was supressed bloodily.
Asım Bey, an Ottoman official denied the report.240 Reuter also reported that some
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tribes revolted against the Ottoman government in Iraq.241 Another Reuter dispatch
reported that the Albanians started yet another uprising. However, the Ottomans
argued it was not the case and the news story overplayed the scope of the
incidents.242
In addition to the reporting on general uprisings, a specific issue that caused
great concern was the reporting about the public uneasiness against the Ottoman
sultanate. Rebellions and call for reforms were the reality of Ottoman history since
its early days. Some of the Ottoman sultans had been dethroned. However, this time
the target was directly the Ottoman sultanate. The Ottoman government took such
kind of stories very seriously. The immediate denial and correction of such reports
set aside, an official document indicates how seriously the Palace pondered on the
question. Due to the continued publications in the foreign newspapers against the
Ottoman dynasty and especially the Sultan, an informal policy paper was prepared to
dwell on the reasons of these stories and the recommendations to prevent them.243
In terms of examples, Le Matin daily in Switzerland published a story based
on a dispatch from international news agencies. It reported that the Muslims in
Istanbul would revolt against the Ottoman sultanate.244 Furthermore, several
European newspapers published telegrams of the news agencies reporting that
uprisings against the Ottoman sultanate occurred in Istanbul.245 More importantly,
Kölnische Zeitung published a story that mullahs246 in Konya preached a sermon in
the mosques in order to dispose the Ottoman dynasty. The Ottoman government
urgently refused these stories that were based on telegraphic dispatches of news
agencies.247
Especially, the British dailies published telegraphic dispatches on the
Ottoman sultanate. The point was that they not only criticized the policies of the
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empire but also did intentionally target the sultanate. In this context, The Pall Mall
published a letter harshly criticising the Ottoman sultanate.248 In the eyes of the
Ottoman officials, the British dailies persisted on publishing stories that targeted the
Ottoman sultanate.249 Not surprisingly, this kind of reporting also took place in India,
a British colony. Nuhbetü'l-Asar, an Arabic newspaper in Bombay, published several
articles against the Ottoman sultanate. The Porte prohibited its import.250 From the
outset, the Ottoman government was resolved to combat with the publications
against the sultanate. Consequently, in the 1880s, the Porte decided to sue the
European newspapers through its embassies because of such kinds of reports.251
3.5. “Insulting” Reports and Describing as “Exotic”
First of all, the wording of this part and subheading such as “insulting” needs
an explanation. In the Ottoman Archives, the state officials use different definitions
for the attitude and reports of international news agencies and foreign press about the
Ottoman Empire. They used several adjectives in describing the reports of the
agencies. Hurtful and detrimental (muzır), rancorous and spiteful (garazkarane),
malicious (kötü niyetli) and hostile (düşmanca) were the most used terms in the
official correspondence. Humiliating and insulting (tahkîr edici-aşağılayıcı) were
also used though limited.
For instance, in 1889, the report of Correspondance de Vienne with the
headline of “Constantinople” was depicted as “very hostile and humiliating the
Ottoman Empire”.252 Further, an Ottoman document states that the “Washington Post
published a murder in the Bosporus in such a way to insult the Turks although it was
denied.”253 They were the official narratives of the Ottoman documents and almost
all the negative reports of the international news agencies were perceived and
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described with these negative adjectives by the Ottoman officials. Therefore, it will
be pertinent to reflect these perceptions and narratives in order to examine how the
Palace and Ottoman officials tried to manage its problems in the coming chapters.
The Ottoman governments were really obsessed with their image in the
Western world. Deringil comprehensively revealed this idéefixe in his book.254 For
Deringil, the Ottoman‟s obsession with their image especially in the Western world
“was most certainly a reaction to what would today be called Orientalism.”255 Most
of the time, the Europeans portrayed the Ottomans, the Turks in general, as nonWestern, grim and exotic in daily life and understanding. Travellers helped a lot in
creating this image.
The historical context notwithstanding, portraying and describing the
Ottomans as “the exotic” became really common and popular by the advent of daily
newspapers in the nineteenth century in the West. It was a good story to sell in which
the European dailies were interested. Cognizant of this point, the correspondents of
the international news agencies produced this kind of dispatches. They needed these
stories since their customers had particular interest in them. Slavery, rape, torture,
discrimination and hostile attitude towards non-Muslims were the regular themes of
the reported news.
In terms of examples, the German agency Wolff reported that three Ottoman
navy soldiers yelled “We will kill the non-Muslims” and they attacked and injured
the nephew of former Minister of Treasury, Agop (Kazazyan) Pasha who was an
Armenian.256 Wienner Allgemeine Zeitung newspapers published that two officials of
the Ottoman government raped two foreign women. The source of the daily was the
dispatches of the news agencies. However, the Sublime Porte flatly denied these two
reports.257
In 1895, the French Havas reported that Muslims attacked the Armenians
during a funeral ceremony of an Armenian and they murdered a number of them in
Kayseri.258 Havas also reported that the residences of some clerics were destructed in
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order to expel and force them to leave the city in Anatolia in 1880.259 The Ottoman
government refuted both stories. A further report alleged that many priests and
bishops were subjected to torture, maltreatment and violence in Trabzon, an Ottoman
city in the Black Sea region. This dispatch caused anger and fury in Spain. The
Ottoman Embassy in Madrid and Minister of Foreign Affairs exchanged views on
how to respond to this kind of stories.260
Wolff reported that a British postman was arrested in Istanbul.261 In addition
to Wolff, Havas sent a dispatch that officer of the British post office was arrested
since he was Armenian.262 Given the closeness of the dates of the two stories, it
seems most likely that they reflected the same narrative. The Sublime Porte
examined the accuracy of these reports but made no statement on them. Further,
Reuter reported that Yuvan Radna, the wife of a Bulgarian officer, was subjected to
torture when she refused to testify on an issue.263
Rape and torture reports were regular stories with regard to the Armenian
Issue and the uprisings in the Balkans. Even though some of them were already
discussed in this chapter, it would be prudent to touch upon some others here. For
example, a report claimed that the Armenian monks were forced to change religion
and convert to Islam forcibly. It also stated that the Armenian women were
kidnapped.264
Stories about slavery in the Ottoman Empire were attractive narratives for the
Western society. The correspondent of The New York Times visited Istanbul in the
1880s. He published an extensive story about the slavery in the empire. Dr.
Sigismund Engländer, the Reuter representative in Istanbul, and Mr. Werndel, his
assistant and successor, hosted, helped and guided The New York Times
correspondent in covering the theme. The headline and the lead story were
sufficiently thrilling for the readers. The headline was “Sold to the Turk-Secrets of
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Constantinople” and the leading was “How the Vile Traffic in Girls is Still Carried
On in the East-Sights which an American Correspondent Saw for Twenty Dollars-In
the House of a Grand Old Turk of Dealer”. The beginning of the story read:
While a guest at the hospitable board of Dr. S. Engländer, the Chief of Reuter‟s
Agency in the Orient, five days ago, my neighbour, the young Count de Ortega
Morejoin, attache to the Spanish Legation here, remarked quite accidentally:
“By the way, young Arietarchi Pasha has a young Circassian slave who is said
to be as beautiful as the moon -that's his expression. He paid £200 Turkish for
her- a steep price nowadays. But he had had a windfall and could afford it.” 265

The reporter was astonished and asked immediately: “Is the trade in female slaves
still being carried on right here under the eyes of virtuous England‟s representative?
My impression had been, up to the present time, that this sort of thing belonged to
the past.” His query was received with a shout of laughter, and he heard enough that
evening and since from well-informed persons, long-time residents in this most
strange and interesting of capitals, to make him understand why he had been thought
a little too unsophisticated in patting such a question. Subsequently, he directed
special attention to the matter in the coming days. The reporter, in the company of
Reuter correspondent Mr. Werndel, visited the related places to see the situation of
slaves. He witnessed and took part in the bargaining process. In the news story, he
broadly told almost all details of slavery in Istanbul, such as price, ethnic origin and
age. Naturally, the story portrayed the Ottomans as “exotic” and Eastern.266
The Western newspapers published the stories about slavery experienced not
only in Istanbul but also in the other parts of the Ottoman Empire. Courrier des
Etats-Unis, a French language newspaper published by French immigrants in New
York, published news telling the slavery in Tripoli. The source of the story was
Havas in Paris.267 Six months before this news, the Courrier des Etats-Unis had also
published a story about slavery in Turkey.268 Another telegram reported that Ekrem
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Bey, the son of ex-high rank official in Al Hudaida, a Yemeni city, sold black slaves
in Jeddah.269 Apart from the stories of international news agencies, there are many
documents on slavery in the Ottoman archives proving that slavery was a fact during
this era.

3.6. Health of the Sultan and Imperial News

One of the themes that the international news agencies closely covered was
the health of Ottoman sultans, particularly Sultan Abdülhamid II. They reported
several dispatches on this topic in different times. The European newspapers were
also interested in this issue. They published the telegrams of the agencies extensively
whereas the Yıldız Palace followed and took the stories very seriously. As expected,
the position of the Palace was to refute them immediately. The Ottoman documents
are explicit in demonstrating that the reports on the health of Ottoman sultans
irritated them, and Sultan Abdülhamid II, in particular.
The following case was a good example to show the level of discontent that
these stories have caused. Reuter reported a dispatch about the health of Sultan
Abdülhamid II stating that the Ottoman sultan was sick and had nervous problems.
From the perspective of the Ottoman officials, it was groundless and completely
false. The government then denied the report through several newspapers in Europe,
including Norddentische Allgemeine Zeitung.270 However, it was a sensitive issue for
Sultan Abdülhamid II. The story really made him furious. He ordered to find the
responsible people and media outlets behind this story. The Ottoman embassies in
Berlin, London and Vienna made a great effort for it. The process will be thoroughly
addressed in Chapter VI under the “Chasing the Reporters and Their Sources”
subheading.271
Yet, reports on the health of Sultan Abdülhamid II continued on. Two years
later, the German newspapers reported that the Sultan had neurological disease. The
source was Wolff agency.272 Also, Extrablatt reported that the Sultan had the
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problem of neurological disorder. The Palace denied it via Correspondance de
l'Est.273 There are several documents in the Ottoman archives about the reports on
Sultan‟s health as well. These are the reports which were cabled by correspondents
of agencies.
In terms of publications in the European press on this issue, there are many
examples in different times and their source was mostly Reuter. The recurring theme
in these reports is the emphasis on the anxiety disease of the Ottoman sultan. For
instance, the headline of Wagga Wagga Express was “Is the Sultan Mad?” The
dispatch stated that various alarming reports were in circulation with respect to the
state of the sultan‟s health and that several European doctors were recently called in
to examine his Majesty.274
The reports questioning the state of the mental health of the Ottoman sultan
continued in the following years as well. In 1903, to illustrate, The Daily News in
Australia also published a detailed dispatch about the health of Sultan Abdülhamid
II. The story implied that the deteriorating political situation made the sultan sick,
“while the condition of Macedonia is going from bad to worse, the sultan‟s health is
breaking down”. The portayal of the Sultan in the report read:
He sleeps only two or three hours out of the 24, and then only when somebody
is reading to him, or an orchestra or a musician is performing in the adjoining
room. His Majesty is a victim of neurosthenin. His psychological condition
presents a most interesting problem for his symptoms are complex, and vary
materially from time to time. Long fear of assassination has brought on chronic
insomnia, and having naturally suspicious nature abnormally developed he has
become a monomaniac on the subject of self-preservation. Darkness frightens
him, consequently, a light is always kept burning in his room; and Ismet Bey,
his foster brother and Grand Master of the Imperial Wardrobe, invariably sleeps
with him in the same chamber.275

Furthermore, in 1906, The Mercury stated that “Professor Bergmann was again
at Constantinople, attending the Sultan of Turkey, whose condition was causing
anxiety.”276 The Mercury also reported that there was great excitement in Istanbul
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due to “a rumour that the Sultan was to undergo an operation”.

277

A year later,

Evening News published a story with the headline of “Sultan‟s Illness Worries
Europe”. It noted, “in diplomatic circles the condition of the Sultan of Turkey is
regarded with misgiving, a cancerous growth having made itself apparent”.278 The
stories about the new ruler‟s health, Sultan Mehmet ReĢad, immediately followed.
The Catholic Press reported that the new sultan‟s health created great anxiety.279
In addtion to the reports on the health of the sultans, the Palace and the
Ottoman officials was also very delicate with reports on spiritual themes. Wolff
agency reported a dispatch about the special day of Hırka-i Saadet, The Holy Mantle
of the Prophet, depicting the day and the holy relics as exotic. However, it was a well
established tradition for the Ottoman sultan and other high rank officials of the
empire to visit the place where it was displayed on the fifteenth day of the holy
Ramadan month. In the eyes of Ottoman officials, the Wollf story was not respectful
of the faith of Muslims. The Ottoman government immediately requested and the
correction of the story on the grounds that the Holy Mantle of the Prophet was very
important for the Muslims as well as the Ottoman sultanate since they maintained the
caliphate.280
Sensational stories were also good piece for the international news agencies
to sell to their customers. Imperial news was a popular topic in this sense. To
illustrate, Havas reported that a person was murdered in the palace of the Sultan.
Intransigeant daily published it.281 Further, Reuter reported that the daughter of Izzet
Pasha, ex-director of Istabl-ı Amire, imperial horse house where the horses of Sultans
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and other people living in the palace stayed, committed suicide. There is no
information whether it was the case or not.282
3.7. Becoming Source for Ottoman Newspapers
Being the major source of world press, particularly the European dailies, the
international news agencies also became the main news supplier of domestic
newspapers in the Ottoman capital. First of all, the Ottoman ruling elite, intellectuals
and journalists, the influential actors in determining the efkâr-ı umûmiyye (public
opinion), depended to a great extent on foreign sources, especially the European
ones, to get news and follow the world affairs. News was essential, yet there was not
enough staff and institution to inform the public with prompt information in the
Ottoman Empire. The official statements were old fashioned and superficial short of
meeting the needs of the people whereas the European newspapers and dailies in
foreign language using the telegraphic dispatches of international news agencies
provided fresh and relatively impartial information. Even though the European
newspapers belonged to a few days earlier, they were more useful and actual than the
Turkish press for the Ottoman readers.283 In addition to these structural and technical
problems, censorship was becoming the reality that the Ottoman newspapers were
exposed each and every day.
Dependency on foreign sources did not change even in the 1890s. Ahmet
Midhat Efendi, one of the significant Ottoman popular writers and intellectuals in the
last decades of the nineteenth century, clearly underlined the role and importance of
foreign newspapers for the Ottoman public in his daily, Tercüman-ı Hakikat
(Interpreter of Truths) which was one of influential newspapers established in 1878
supported by Sultan Abdülhamid II:
The circulation of Ottoman publications was very limited and they did not have
any income. It is certain that the circulation of foreign press in Constantinople is
more than the national one. It is a practice that almost all pubs, coffeehouses
and clubs, preferred and visited by foreign costumers and Ottoman people
speaking foreign languages provide newspapers and journals in French, English,
Greek, German and Italian. In addition to them, foreign newspapers are sold on
the [Galata] bridges. You can see thousands copy of Parisian newspaper Petit
Journal, sold twenty para [money] in Istanbul whereas its price is just ten
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money in France. The number of newspapers coming to Constantinople with
mail service is around a hundred with more than three thousands circulation
daily.284

It was reported that Le Temps had around four thousands daily circulation in
Istanbul in the first decade of twentieth century. The total number should be around
seven thousands when the local French newspapers, which mostly used the stories
and columns of European dailies, were added to Le Temps. Ahmet Mithat Efendi
stated that there were around fifty-five thousands people reading newspapers while
Ahmet Emin [Yalman] nearly calculated the number of daily circulation between
thirty and forty thousand.285
In this vein, another aspect of how the international news agencies were a
“threat” for the Ottoman Empire is that they increasingly became the main news
source of domestic newspapers. For the Ottoman government, the news distribution
of agencies to the Ottoman newspapers in Istanbul was a serious problem due to their
“malicious and detrimental” content given that the newspapers mostly published all
the content of the telegraphic dispatches. The dependency of the newspapers for the
news of agencies and their relationship should be explained in order to reflect this
issue.
The European newspapers coming through the steamships had been the major
news source for the domestic newspapers in the capital until the arrival of agencies‟
distribution. The news service of agencies was a great development for the
newspapers since they had the ability to receive the news swiftly and regularly. Most
of the domestic newspapers subscribed the news distribution service. Some of them
also published the stories of the newspapers in foreign language such as The Levant
Herald and La Turquie since they subscribed to services of the agencies. The
publisher of Basîret, one of leading newspapers in the 1870s, Ali Efendi immediately
subscribed to the news service of Havas and Reuter in 1870. In his memoirs he
states:
The war [The Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871] now intensified. The Prussians
are continuing to invade French territories. We subscribed to Agence Havas and
Reuter telegraph agencies in Beyoğlu by paying 75 British liras for six months.
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We are regularly receiving the news regarding the war day and night. We
increased the number of columns on each page to four. We published 10.000
copies daily at the price of 40 paras.286

Not only Basîret but also other newspapers such as Vakit used the telegraphic
dispatches of Reuter and Havas. These agencies were the only source for foreign
news.287 Besides Basîret and Vakit, foreign news had a large place in the pages of
Ceride-i Havadis, Tercüman-ı Ahval and Tasvir-i Efkar. They mostly received these
news from the agencies.288 Further, Istanbul newspapers published in foreign
languages particularly in French and English benefited from the news service of
agencies. The Levant Herald Weekly, The Levant Times and Shipping Gazette, The
Levant Herald Daily Bulletin, La Turquie and Journal de Constantinople published
the dispatches of Havas and Reuter. All these newspapers used the telegraphic news
on their front pages.289 The Accounts Book of Reuter including the “Constantinople
Agency” demonstrates that the agency had subscribers in the Ottoman capital in the
1870s and the 1880s.290
In the meantime, some of the Ottoman newspapers did not subscribe to the
agencies even though they published their telegrams that they received in illegal
ways or they translated from the French and English ones. For Reuter, it was a
violation of copyrights. Therefore, the British agency made it a big issue in order to
keep its rights and decided to sue through its agent in Istanbul:
A power of attorney prepared by the solicitors authorizing Mr James G. Lane,
the Company agent at Constantinople, to take proceedings to prevent the piracy
of the telegrams by the newspapers and also to obtain account books and funds
from Mr George Fuller, the former agent was submitted and approved and it
was resolved that the same be signed and sealed which was accordingly done on
the presence of MR Vonse Public notary.291
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As a result of “correspondence from the Company‟s agent Constantinople and the
Solicitor relative to the piracy of news by the Constantinople papers”, Reuter
resolved that “the question of a further registration of telegrams at Stationers Hall
[Court]”.292 Unfortunately, no document could be found neither in the Reuter
Archives nor the Ottoman regarding the conclusion of the dispute.
The point here is that the newspapers in Istanbul largely and increasingly
published the telegrams of Reuter and Havas which were perceived as “detrimental
and hostile” against the interest of the Ottoman Empire. The domestic newspapers in
Istanbul were evidently dependent on the news agencies due to the fact that the
Ottoman Empire did not have its own national information distribution. For the
Ottoman government, inevitable result was to censor the incoming telegrams and
seek in controlling the news distribution. The government told the agencies not to
distribute any news stories that they received not through the Ottoman telegraph
offices. The response and ways of controlling the information will be explained in
Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER IV

INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF MANAGING THE PRESS

With the advent of journalism in the Ottoman society, the Palace and the
Ottoman officials began to seek ways to manage press affairs. During the second half
of the nineteenth century, press regulations gradually came into force. The Ottoman
government issued notices and enacted laws in this respect. Also, different
departments and directorates were established to check and supervise the press in
general. Undoubtedly, dealing with the foreign press was the most difficult issue for
the Ottoman State. International news agencies were a crucial part of foreign press in
this process. The summarizing the press regulations in general, then explaining the
regulations and establishment of responsible directorates; and analysis of the layihas
(explanatory report and proposal) of the Ottoman ruling elite will reveal how the
Palace perceived and responded to the international news agencies which “were often
cabling detrimental news stories against the Ottoman State” in the eyes of Ottoman
officials.

4.1. The Press Regulations in General

The Ottoman government gradually devised mechanisms in order to control
printed material as a response to the development of the print culture in the second
half of the nineteenth century. These apparatus were definitely need-based provisions
in their origins.293 The regulations changed many times according the needs of the
day. “Trial and Error” method was the most appropriate description for the Ottoman
government in managing the press affairs.
The first Ottoman Turkish newspaper Takvim-i Vekâyi (The Calendar of
Events), which appeared in 1831 and Cerîde-i Havâdis (Register of News) in 1840
293
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were initial examples of the Ottoman press until the publication of the first private
daily, Tercüman-ı Ahval, in 1860. Except a notification, the Ottoman government did
not issue any regulation or enacted any law that directly dealt with the publication
matters or circulation of press in this period. The notice was a memorandum issued
on 11 June 1849 by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and sent to the foreign embassies
in Istanbul. It obliged every embassy to give notice to the Ministry before publishing
any book or periodical.294
In 1857, Basmane Nizamnamesi which was relatively a formal press
regulation was issued by the directive of The Minister of Foreign Affaris, Keçecizade
Fuat Pasha. It ordered that Ottoman citizens had to apply to the Council of Education
and the Ministry of Zaptieh to acquire publication licence.295 It is claimed that the
model for this regulation was French press law of 1852 by Napoleon III. 296 Beside
Basmane Nizamnamesi, some articles with regard to the press affairs were added to
the Criminal Code of 1858 and 1860. Establishing printing houses without state
approval, printing books and publishing newspapers against the state and members of
the government and printing material which was detrimental to public morality were
illegal in 1860. 297
In 1864, a real and comprehensive press regulation was issued.298 It was a
very effective and long-lasting regulation that remained in use until 1909 as a result
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of the constitutional restoration in the Ottoman Empire. Yet again, it is widely
accepted that this regulation was based on Napoleon III‟s press decree of 1852, as an
example. Further, Yosmaoğlu underlines that the 1864 Press Regulation “was in
effect an adaptation of the 1852 Press Law of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte” 299. The
French law is described as “[one] of the most ingenious punitive-censorship laws of
nineteenth-century Europe”
repressive”.

301

300

and “perhaps as innovative and ingenious as it was

The 1864 Press Regulation, composed of two chapters and 35

articles, introduced a framework about the rules that the Ottoman press should obey
and the punishable press offenses. The regulation outlined the process for setting up
a newspaper in the Ottoman Empire. There was no article in the regulation imposing
a pre-publication censorship on newspapers and journals but it entailed strict postpublication control mechanism.302 Yosmaoğlu explains the regulation:

Ottoman subjects and foreigners were required to apply to the Ministry of
Education and Ministry of Foreign Affairs respectively to obtain a license
before starting publication, and these licenses could at any point be suspended
or annulled by the state if it was deemed necessary. Punitive responsibility was
shared by the editor and the publisher; who would sign each issue of the
periodical and send a copy to the Administrator of Press Affairs in the capital or
to the governor in the provinces. These regulations also listed what would
constitute a press offense and the corresponding punishment.303

As mentioned previously, the regulations on press affairs were need-based,
and the 1864 Press Regulation failed to satisfy the needs of the Ottoman government.
Consequently, only three years later, in 1867, a new decree known as Kararname-i
Ali was issued by the Grand Vizier Ali Pasha. It was seen as the first serious attempt
to censor newspapers and journals that published news against the Ottoman
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government in general. The decree provided not only extensive powers for the
government to “be able to protect public order and general interest of the country”
but also to take preventive measures against a newspaper or journal opposing the
government and “spreading detrimental ideas”. As Ġskit points out, the really
important point was that the government had the discretion to close a newspaper or
journal with a decree. Though the Regulation was a temporary one, it lasted until
1909.304
As regards to reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II, almost all the works on the issue
describe his policies as a clear censorship. It is no surprise that most of the books are
titled “Abdülhamid and censor”.305 In addition, other books on Turkish press portray
his reign as the time of fierce censorship. The image of Sultan Abdülhamid II was a
strict censor in Europe as well.306 On the other hand, Boyar explains the relations
between the palace and the press from a different perspective. She underlines that
censorship was not a new phenomenon when Sultan Abdülhamid II succeeded to
throne in 1876. Laws, regulations and decrees permitting state to control the press
were already in practice. 307
Sultan Abdülhamid II gradually increased his control over the press.
According to the Kanun-u Esasi, the Ottoman constitution declared by Sultan
Abdülhamid II on 23 December 1876 after four months he came to rule, “the press
was free under the law”. However, he gained great experience how to rule the press
during his long reign. That is the reason why Koloğlu describes it as “the press
regime of Sultan Abdülhamid II” to underline its uniqueness.308
Instead of issuing new regulations Sultan Abdülhamid II preferred to use
laws, regulations and decrees adopted before his term to create his own
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understanding of the press. In 1877, a press law draft was accepted by the Chamber
of Deputies (Meclis-i Mebusan) and the Senate (Meclis-i Ayan). However, Sultan
Abdülhamid II did not approve it since he was opposed to some articles in the law.309
In 1888, Sultan Abdülhamid II issued the Matbaalar Nizamnamesi (The Printing
House Regulation) to make it clear to the public the existing laws, regulations and
decrees. Rules of printing within the empire were set out with this regulation.
However, the serious problem was that the principles and rules of censorship were
not established and defined clearly in the regulation. With the words of Boyar, the
censors “interpreted the regulations according to their own perception of threat, and
so the day-to-day running of the press thus depended on the atmosphere of the
moment” 310 since it included ambiguous and flexible points.

4.2. Institutions
Before delving into the Matbuat-ı Hariciye Müdürlüğü (The Directorate for
Foreign Press) in the Ottoman Empire, there is a need to address its evolution. Bab-ı
Âli Tercüme Odası (Translation Office of the Sublime Porte) was established in 1821
upon the need for credible translators for state affairs. The Office gradually
developed. In addition to translating the governmental and foreign affairs issues, the
Office made contribution in following the foreign press. The Office translated the
news in the foreign press about the Ottoman Empire and reported them to the
Sublime Porte.311 The Translation Office therefore could be defined as the precursor
of not only The Directorate for Foreign Press but also as the first institution on the
press affairs in general.
However, Matbuât Müdüriyeti (Administration of Press Affairs), an
institution directly responsible to follow and organize press affairs was created
following the introduction of first regulations regarding the press and printing
309
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houses. Even though there is confusion about the type, function and history of
Administration of Press Affairs, it deserves to be eloborated. Hopefully, new
findings of this research and interpretation will contribute to the subject.
Most of the works in the literature agree that the Administration of Press
Affairs was established in 1862.312 However, Yazıcı argues that administration or
department of press affairs under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had already been
established at latest in 1858. This bureau, which he calls as Hariciye Nezareti
Matbuat Kalemi (Press Department of Foreign Ministry) or Matbuât-ı Ecnebiye
Kalemi (Department of Foreign Press), seems to be formed before 18 August 1858
since an Ottoman document on this date mentions the existence of this bureau.313
Kabacalı makes the same observation by asserting that it was established in 1858 at
latest or possible even before this date.314 Yet, the date of the Ottoman document that
he rests his argument should be 4 July 1859, not 1858.315
At the same time, Kabacalı asserts that the Administration of Press Affairs
which he mentions and the one that Yazıcı states are different ones. According to
Kabacalı, the administration that Yazıcı talks about was under the Maarif-i Umumiye
Nezareti (Ministry of Public Education Ministry) whereas the office that he discussed
belonged to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.316 However, his argument does not stand
to scrutiny since Yazıcı was completely aware of the difference and he clearly
distinguished two bureaus in his article published before Kabacalı‟s book.317
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More importantly, it seems that an administration in charge of foreign press
had been already created earlier than Yazıcı claimed. An Ottoman document proves
that there was a Matbuat-ı Ecnebiye (foreign press) bureau in 1853. The document is
about Pavlaki, who was described as a civil servant of matbuat-ı ecnebiye at
customs.318 Unfortunately, the document does not provide more detail regarding this
institution. It can be assumed that Mr. Pavlaki was responsible to check the imported
publications such as newspapers, journals and books at customs. An account that
Hayreddin Nedim, an Ottoman diplomat and bureaucrat in the last decades of the
empire, shared gives clues on this issue:

As is understood from an official document, it was a practice that books and
journals that arrived in container firstly submitted to customs; and then they
were inspected and examined by special servants sent from Sublime Porte
during reign of Sultan Abdülmecit.319

4.3. Reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II

There are clear indications of how much the Ottoman government was in
disarray regarding the press affairs. The Sublime Porte made no decision under
which ministry the Administration of Press Affairs would work for a long time. That
was the reason of frequent changes; it functioned under the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, Ministry of Public Education and Ministry of Foreign Affairs in different
times. The Administration of Press Affairs was under the Ministry of Public
Education between 1862 and 1869. It was then attached to the Ministry of Internal
Affairs until 1870, nearly for a year. In 1870, the administration was attached to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs for a duration of seven years. Then it was reattached to
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Ministry of Internal Affairs in 1877.320 The same confusion went on after Matbuat-ı
Ecnebiye Müdüriyeti (The Directorate of Foreign Press) was established in 1884.
At the beginning, the directorate was organized under the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. It was attached to the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 1893; and
returned to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs yet again in 1898.321 This was an
indication that the Ottoman government had difficulty in managing the press affairs.
Furthermore, it seems that the Sublime Porte was not in a quest to find ways and
solve this issue professionally. The reason was obvious. It was a new reality that the
Ottomans discovered. Also, it was the era that the press in the empire developed both
in numbers, the content and quality as a result of the advent of communication
technology.
Furthermore, it was clear that the Sublime Porte had not conscious,
planned, and professional policy to “fight the attacks from European press” in their
eyes. The wars, rebellions, decaying process, bankruptcy and international pressure
were underway. It was not easy to handle this new soft war since the Ottomans were
stranger to this game. Harsh censorship and unpersuasive denials were the response
of the Sublime Porte, yet they had no positive effect in reality for the empire at all.
Sultan Abdülhamid II was the person who really began to look for ways in
order to manage the press affairs after he succeeded to throne in 1876. As Edwin
Pears322 points out, Sultan Abdülhamid II had “learnt the power of the foreign, and
especially of the British, press in consequence of the attention aroused by the
Moslem outrages in Bulgaria” during the first months of his reign.323 Pears explains:
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In his endeavours to make himself an absolute ruler Abdul Hamid tried to
obtain control over the foreign as well as the Turkish press. It may safely be
said that he was the first Ottoman ruler who had had any such design; for the
ignorance which prevailed regarding foreign newspapers even amongst the
Turkish governing class is almost incredible. 324

Beginning from the early months of his reign, Sultan Abdülhamid II engaged
in an effort to design both foreign and domestic press. It was not an easy task
although the Sultan was aware of the significance and role of the press. For Sultan
Abdülhamid II, it was a learning process according to needs of the day. He did not
refrain from taking advice and remained open to suggestions. He always sought
proposals of Ottoman pashas, statesmen and ambassadors. That was the reason why
more than ten layihas and reports were submitted to the Sultan between 1878 and
1896. The timeframe indicates that there was no concrete and immediate solution to
the problem and the search took years.

4.3.1 Layihas

Even before taking the proposals from the Ottoman statesmen, Sultan
Abdülhamid II had already indicated that he would be very active in designing the
press and contacting the journalists directly in the early months of his reign. The
Sultan tried to send positive messages to the British public opinion by publishing
articles in The Times through Admiral Hobart Pasha, which was an example of
modern public relations.325 Moreover, Sultan Abdülhamid II personally had a good
contact with John Drew Gay, the correspondent of Daily Telegraph. The Sultan
received him at the palace on many occasions and briefed him about recent political
and diplomatic developments.326 He presented a horse as a gift to John Drew Gay‟s
son.327
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The Sultan also briefed the correspondent of The Times at the palace
regarding “Russian atrocities against Muslims.”328 Further, Sultan Abdülhamid II
welcomed the report of Journal des Débats stating more than hundred thousand
Turkish and Circassian were captives in the hands of the Russians. The daily
reported that sending these captives to Siberia to make them work in the mines was
against the human rights. The Palace immediately asked the names of the
correspondents and editors of this news from the French Embassy and decorated
them with the imperial Mecidî Order.329 Giving present and money were not new
practices of Sultan Abdülhamid II, but he was personally engaged with press.
Briefing a correspondent directly was undoubtedly a new phenomenon breaking the
customs.
One of the earliest report and proposal on how to manage the press issues
came from Administration of Press Affairs by the end of 1878. Most likely, it was
prepared upon the order of Sultan Abdülhamid II and submitted to Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and then to the Mabeyn-i Hümâyun (Imperial Court) by the ministry.
The Administration mainly asked to expansion of its mandate by giving examples
from Western counterparts. The layiha suggested the following:

As it is known, the administration of press affairs in every state is responsible to
follow the national and foreign press regularly. Then they examine the content
of reports and submit their conclusions to the high level officials. They
implement the orders that they receive to respond to these reports. In Austria,
the administration of press affairs summarizes the content of newspapers and
submits them to the imperial court. They are also responsible to make
corrections on the reports which include groundless information and
comments.330

After explaining the Western practice, the layiha comprehensively laid out the
situation and problems in the Ottoman Empire. It suggested reforms and ways to
respond to the contemporary challenges of the time. It deserves a quotation:
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On the other hand, the Ottoman administration of press affairs is not entitled to
deny the reports which are against the interest of the Ottoman Empire published
both in the empire and abroad. Neither is it entitled to charge reports which are
against sultanate law. The Ottoman one is not mandated to give present and
money to correspondents and newspapers that have done something in favour of
the empire. Furthermore, it is not entitled to inform the high level officials with
regard to the detrimental reports of correspondents of foreign newspapers; and
fulfil efficient and necessary treatment about them [in order to prevent
repetitions].331

The layiha criticized the existing role of the administration stating that its
function was limited to send official statements to a few newspapers in
Istanbul. As it stated, another duty of the administration was to prevent and
shut down the newspapers that were “publishing against the state and
damaging the great sultanate of Ottomans.” It continued:

Moreover, granting money as a help and gift to some of the newspapers and
correspondents inside and abroad without the consent and proposal of the
administration is seen and perceived as the private donation of the officials who
give them. Then these officials are praised and glorified in the stories rather
than the Sultan and the Sublime Porte. It is ironic that these newspapers and
correspondents surprisingly criticize the policies of the sultanate. It is therefore
necessary to reorganize and regulate the administration in order to address this
kind of disarrangements. The administration then will be able to follow and
examine the content of national and foreign newspapers closely.332

With the layiha, the Administration of Press Affairs also presented a draft of
regulation offering restructuring of the institution.333 The draft proposed to divide the
administration into two kalems (departments) in terms of structure. They were
Muayene-i Matbuat (Examination of Publications) and Umur-ı Adiye-i Matbuat
(Regular Press Affairs). The draft suggested the following: The director of the
administration would be responsible for the content of the domestic publications and
to refute the reports in the foreign press against the Ottoman Empire as well.
Examination of Publications Department, which would be under the management of
a muavin (assistant director), would inspect the newspapers in Turkish, Arabic,
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Persian, French, Greek, English, Russian and Armenian through its civil servants.
The servants would summarize the reports and comments about the Ottoman Empire
in the newspapers that they examined. They would also write denials if necessary.334
As to the Regular Press Affairs Deparment, it would be under the authority of
another assistant director and would consist of two registration officers for French
and Turkish with their clerks. The duty of this department would be sending the
instructions of the Sublime Porte for making the official statements to be published
in the Istanbul newspapers. It would also archive every issue of newspapers.335
The second part of the proposal in Layiha explained the tasks of the
Administration of Press Affairs. The Administration would examine the content of
the newspapers published in Istanbul and in other parts of the Empire and would
submit their summary to the higher office that they were responsible to. It would
perform the necessary denials and carry out the punishments against the newspapers
if any. The Administration would follow and check the content of newspapers
published abroad and report about the comments against the Ottoman Empire to the
Sadaret (Prime Ministry).336
Furthermore, the administration would deny and correct these comments
either by calling the correspondent and editor of the newspapers or through the
Ottoman ambassadors in abroad. It would also prepare fact sheets praising the
activities and achievements of the Ottoman government and send them to
newspapers in Istanbul and Europe as well. The Ottoman ambassadors would check
the content of newspapers where they served and send information about them to the
Administration of Press Affairs. The ambassador would report to the administration
about the correspondents who would visit the Ottoman cities with their background
information.337
With the help of city police, the administration would research and check the
authenticity of the names of correspondents in Istanbul newspapers. The civil
servants of the administration would communicate with these correspondents and
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have a good dialogue with them. If deemed necessary the correspondents would be
invited to the administration to ensure they send “true” stories from the Ottoman
perspective. If the correspondents would send stories against the Ottoman State, the
Administration would have the power to request their deportation.338
Encouraging Ottoman subjects to establish newspapers was another proposal
in the layiha. In this respect, if the newspapers of foreigners were shut down, the
Administration of Press Affairs would give priority to the Ottoman subjects in
issuing licence to establish a newspaper. In addition, the administration would carry
out the orders with regard to rewarding newspapers in Europe that publish news in
favour of the Ottoman government and thereby serve for the interest of the Ottoman
Empire in the long run. No department of state could provide “financial aid” to the
foreign journalists without the approval of the Administration. No department or
instiution, except the Administration of Press Affairs, would distribute money to the
publishers. The Administration would have the mandate to stop providing “financial
aid” if any newspaper benefiting from it published “inappropriate” news and if the
owner of the newspaper used the aid for personal gains.339
It is not clear what happened with this comprehensive proposal and draft and
whether it was put into practice at all. The following reports and proposals that will
be discussed indicate that it was not accepted fully due to the fact that the proposed
structure would transfer extensive authority to the Administration of Press Affairs.
However, there are indications that some of the advices were implemented. To
illustrate, distribution and selling of some newspapers such as İstikbal published in
Naples and German Augsburger Zeitung were banned in the Ottoman cities namely
Bursa and Aydın.340
The Administration of Press Affairs prepared another report a few years later,
in 1883. It was evident that the officials of the administration were not satisfied with
the practices. They requested budget increase and more and competent civil servants
from the Palace. The Administration also underlined that the institution needed to
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recover and get organized again.341 The administration presented another report just
two months later. It stated that number of staff should be increased to keep the
foreigner correspondents and columnists under control since the numbers of the
members of press significantly increased.342
The reports of Ottoman ruling elite with proposals on how to manage press
related matters continued on for years during the reign Sultan Abdülhamid II.
Sadrazam Said Pasha was one of the officials who authored two reports in 1880 on
mainly foreign press. Said Pasha proposed to expand the role of Ottoman
ambassadors in abroad in this struggle.343 Two years later he wrote down another
comprehensive report upon the order of Sultan Abdülhamid II. The theme of
document dated 13 December 1882 was “due to the poisonous reporting of foreign
newspapers, the report of Said Pasha on the policies of the European states against
the Ottoman State, the internal reforms [in the Ottoman Empire], and the
correspondents of the foreign newspapers.”344 Regarding the specific and immediate
evaluation of correspondents in Istanbul, Sadrazam Said Pasha stated that the press
was mostly in the hands of foreigners in the Ottoman Empire. He drew attention to
the negative aspect of the dominance of foreign journalists. He underlined that no
state could allow their dominance in its country. He argued:

It is unreasonable to expect that any foreign journalist, even if he is a good
person, will favourably take into account the interest of the host country where
he works rather than that of the embassy, tribe and nation which he belongs. If
the Great Sultan [of the Ottoman Empire] permits, the right of publishing a
newspaper should be given to the Ottoman residents… There are several
newspaper correspondents in Istanbul. According to inquiries, some of them get
the salary between hundred fifty and two hundreds money. In order to keep
their salaries, they therefore make up groundless stories and report them even
when there is no news stories to write down. It is in their interest and their
341
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mission to report even a minor incident to Europe in a horrible and strange
way.345

Said Pasha made some suggestions on measures to be implemented in this
struggle. According to these proposals, the Ottoman government should form
alliance with a few European states on the basis of mutual interest. Ambassadors
who would be able to make a strong case that the Ottoman sultan was not the enemy
of peace and civilization, should be appointed. The Sultan should meet with the
foreign ambassadors in Istanbul frequently. The financial aid to the foreign
journalists should also be revived. Additionally, Said Pasha underlined that the
deportation of foreign journalists was a not an appropriate measure. From his
perspective, they deserved to be expelled as the threating them with a care and mild
failed to make them docile. However, expulsion was not in the interest of the
Ottoman Empire since these journalists could inflict more damage to the empire by
several kinds of slander and lies.
Furthermore, the Pasha underlined that the conduct of journalists and their
sponsors was to depose the allies who were not acting in their interest through
fervently praising and glorifying them if they could have not succeeded in achieving
it by harsh criticism.346 The Sadrazam most probably saw the risk of how much the
Ottoman Sultan was fond of being glorified. Therefore, he sought to stress it in a
diplomatic way.
Three days after the report of Sadrazam Said Pasha, another layiha was
submitted suggesting that it was essential to establish a bureau with the title of
Matbuat-ı Ecnebiye Kalemi (Department of Foreign Press) under the supervision of
Artin Efendi,347 the undersecretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, since the
345
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capacity of the Administration of Press Affairs was inadequate to examine the
content of foreign press and to control the telegraphic dispatches sent by foreign
correspondents in the empire. The new bureau was to be responsible mainly for two
areas. The first would be following and examining the foreign newspapers coming
from abroad and preventing their import as well as preparing denials and corrections
should they have had “any detrimental stories against the Ottoman government”. The
second was to inform the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in order to implement the
necessary measures which were declared in the other memorandum 348 aimed at
“frightening the correspondents in Istanbul in order to prevent from repeating the
mistakes [writing critical news] if they continued cabling detrimental news” 349
On the same day with the layiha, the government enacted a decree on 16
December 1882 and sent them to the foreign embassies in Istanbul with a diplomatic
note the same day. The theme of the note was the measures against the
correspondents of the European newspapers who “wrote harmful stories against the
Ottoman government.” The note drew attention to “the hostile attitude of foreign
correspondents in recent years” and gave information about the upcoming
Department of Foreign Press. This bureau would be as the mandated authority for
foreign correspondents to confirm their stories and information that they had.
Henceforth, the foreign correspondents would register their names with this bureau
and get the “right information” from there. Should “the correspondents would
continue on sending groundless and false news” in spite of “such a great service for
them” provided by the Ottoman government, then they would be warned in the first
mistake. In the second, their names would be declared and lastly they would be
expelled. The Sublime Porte notified the embassies in Istanbul with regard to these
decisions and requested them to inform the correspondents who were their
citizens.350 The decisions were also sent to Ottoman embassies in Europe and they
were instructed to announce them.351
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However, these measures did not work. The problem was really sophisticated.
It required long-term and a comprehensive approach whereas Sultan Abdülhamid II
was so impatient and had no time to lose. For Sultan, “the hostile attitude of foreign
press” raged on. Therefore he asked for a new report and proposal from Hariciye
Mektupçusu (Chief Secretary of Ministry of Foreign Affairs) Salih Münir Bey352 just
a few weeks after the latest decisions. Münir Bey prepared and submitted an
extensive report titled “Report on the Foreign Press and Their Correspondents” on 5
February 1883.353
Salih Münir Bey‟s report started with the categorization of foreign
correspondents into three groups.354 After an introduction of the situation of foreign
press and correspondents, the first proposal of Salih Münir Bey was “to create a
credible and loyal committee or body in order to manage the foreign press affairs”.
This committee should pursue a policy to provide for publication of internal and
external political views of the Ottoman government in accordance with the interests
of the state. It would then obtain the significant European newspapers through their
correspondents. According to the layiha, the committee would act “wisely,
reasonably and forethoughtfully with a long-term approach” in the direction of this
policy.
In addition to this, the reference code system in the Ottoman Archives changed in the last
years. Some of the studies which were published after this change still used the old reference code
system. It is inevitable to find the documents with the old codes. This situation gives the impression
that they did not see the original Ottoman documents and just re-used them as their source without
referencing the original studies.
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In addition, the layiha suggested that the establishment of such a committee
would be declared neither publicly nor officially since it was to work with kindness,
great hospitality and present gifts. It was vital to “employ loyal, clever and talented
officers” since they could maintain sincere dialogue with the correspondents both to
learn their views and to influence them in the interest of the Ottoman State. The
committee would be composed of mainly two departments, internal and foreign.
Their activities would be kept very confidential. It would not distribute money to
both national and foreign press unless it was really crucial.
Furthermore, Salih Münir Bey underlined that the Ottoman officials should
absolutely behave very politely and friendly in their relations with these
correspondents and refrain from creating trouble for them. He advised to establish
friendships and dialogue with the correspondents in the first group. According to his
proposal, the officials should create faction and competition between correspondents;
and benefit from these circumstances. To illustrate, some of the significant news
such as official releases should be given not to all correspondents but only one of
them as exclusive stories in a secret manner. Then, those who were deprived of this
favour would understand that they should go along with the government. In addition,
spreading money in order to warrant the publication of denials and corrections of the
Ottoman government was essential. Cutting financial aid to those who continued to
write against the Ottoman State was also crucial.355
For the second and third category of journalists, Salih Münir Bey stated that
there was no need to provide significant exclusive news. Sending corrections would
be enough if “their newspapers published groundless stories”. He underlined that
their salaries were low. Allocating a few coins of golden money monthly would be
very useful in order to assure that they would not write against the Palace and the
Ottoman State anymore. Some of them would only appreciate this favour.
Furthermore, according to the layiha, the department of Administration of
Foreign Press would be responsible in relations with the owners and columnists of
European newspapers. Regular meetings and a friendly dialogue were essential in
their conduct and the administration would give information to them. This
department would also be responsible for ensuring publication of positive articles to
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serve the interests of the Ottoman government and to write denials and corrections
against “hostile reports.” This department would organize granting Mecidî Orders to
the European journalist and columnists as well as and sending commending letters.356

4.4. The Directorate of Foreign Press
The formation of Matbuat-ı Ecnebiye Müdüriyeti (The Directorate of Foreign
Press) seems an unresolved issue at the time. The establishment of initial
administrations have already been addressed in this chapter under the headline of
“Institutionalization”. However, these administrations were unfit for the purpose and
failed to meet expectations. Their responsibilities were limited, red tape was
prevalent and they were short of devising a coherent policy and a comprehensive
approach. The real effort began with Sultan Abdülhamid II and in essence, the
earliest report submitted to him in 1878 advised to create an exclusive department or
administration to deal with the foreign press.357 Main studies on this subject concur
on the point that that the Directorate of Foreign Press was established in the
beginning of 1883 following the proposals of Sadrazam Said Pasha on 13 December
1882 and Salih Münir Bey on 5 February 1883.358 However, that was not the case.
The establishment of the directorate took nearly a year and half after the submission
of these proposals. As stated in an official Ottoman document, it was officially
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formed on 4 May 1884.359 In addition to it, the Ottoman salnames (yearbook)
substantiate this document as a directorate of foreign press under the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs360 has started to appear from 1884 onwards in salnames.361
Complexity and obscurity in the history of how the Ottoman government
sought to manage the issues related to the foreign press can be considered as an
evidence of the extent and scope of how Ottoman government strived in this issue.
The history of institutionalization process clearly indicates that the Ottoman State
had no long-term approach. Sultan Abdülhamid II and the ruling elite learned it by
trial and error method. The policies and decisions were always subject to change.
There was no effective mechanism to follow and examine the foreign press until the
Matbuat-ı Ecnebiye Müdüriyeti (The Directorate of Foreign Press) was established.
The foreign press was mostly followed by the notices of Ottoman embassies and
through the newspapers circulated in Istanbul. However, the directorate made it
possible to examine almost all the important newspapers and journals of the time
especially in Europe and in several countries.362 A research report shows that the
number of newspapers and journals regularly followed by the directorate was around
six hundred. The publications in Egypt and Northern Africa were not included in this
figure.363
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Did the establishment of the Directorate of Foreign Press really contribute to
improve the image of the Ottoman Empire in Europe? Was it an operative solution?
Did it solve the problems? Practices after this period demonstrated that there was no
conclusive response to this new challenge. Disorganisation, nonstrategic policies and
the search for appropriate solutions continued ever. Sultan Abdülhamid II requested
new reports and proposals from ruling elite on many occasions until the end of his
reign. He always searched and employed additional measures to respond to the
problems and risks that the news reporting created. However, improvements in
communication technology hardened the difficulty to manage the press affairs. The
Ottoman Empire was always in a position of defense in this struggle.
The news stories in European press, outraging Sultan Abdülhamid II
continued on even after the establishment of The Directorate of Foreign Press. In
1888, the Sultan requested proposals from his pashas. Said Pasha submitted a report
on how to tackle with this problem by explaining the practices and laws in Europe.
He stated that insulting the emperor through press was a criminal offence in Europe,
even in France where the freedom of press was broader.364 However, all the Ottoman
attempts to sue the foreign journalists and close down the newspapers in Europe
failed to work.
In addition to the several reports from Said Pasha, Sultan Abdülhamid II also
received the views of Kamil Pasha who served as grand vizier of the Sultan several
times. He prepared four different reports in the beginning of 1890.365 The common
tendency of the Ottoman ruling elite in dealing with the foreign press was to prevent
the “detrimental publications” by either prohibiting them or bribing the journalists.
However, Kamil Pasha had a difference approach. He argued, “the cure to stop
damaging publications should be sought in the incidents that caused them”.366
However, he did not propose a revolutionary and a creative solution in tangible
terms. He highlighted the difference in the mentality with regard to the freedom of
press in the Ottoman Empire and Europe: “In Europe, the press has no such
importance as it enjoys in the Ottoman Empire. A critic against the state, which can
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be perceived as a murder among us, is not seen in this way in Europe but it is rather
considered as an ordinary fault.367”
Kamil Pasha implicitly gave the message that the Ottoman State should be
more liberal in managing the press. For him, the press had mainly three purposes:
pursuing his/her own benefit by exploiting/misusing journalism (cerr-i menfaat),
taking revenge on someone (teşeffî-i sadr); and serving for humanity. Spreading
money as bribe would not work for the first two groups, but would only motivate and
encourage the journalists and publishers to carry on intentional reporting to extract
more money.368

4.5. Cooperation Contracts with the Agencies

How the Ottoman sultans and bureaucrats were aware of the notion and role of
the international news agencies? How did they realize the difference between the
European newspapers and the news agencies? These are the pertinent questions that
need to be addressed to comprehend the history of international news agencies in the
Ottoman Empire. The ideas in the proposals and especially the cooperation contracts
with the agencies give answers to these questions.
Although the Ottoman bureaucrats learned the function of the telegraph for
the press during the Crimean War, practically the Ottoman government was faced
with the reality of the international news agencies in the late 1860s. In 1867,
Monsieur Brot, the permanent representative of Havas in Istanbul, contacted the
Ottoman government in order to discuss the telegraphic communication facilities
between Istanbul and the Ottoman provinces. He wanted to receive news from the
Ottoman cities and he told the Ottoman officials that he would cable them to
Europe.369 During those years, the Ottoman bureaucrats had some notion about the
international news agencies and their function.
In essence, it can be argued that it was the 1870s that the Ottoman government
was faced with the reality of international news agencies and had a proper
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understanding of their role. The Ottoman officials saw that the European newspapers
mostly published the telegrams of the news agencies. The Ottoman ambassadors in
Paris and London helped explaining elaborately the role of the agencies in their
letters to the Ottoman Ministry of Foreign Affairs.370 The bureaucrats realized that it
was the telegrams of the agencies that were the main source for the European
newspapers. They believed that controlling or having good relations with Havas and
Reuter were the key in order to “prevent hostile reporting” against the Ottoman
Empire.
There is a good example that reflects the perspective of the Ottoman
bureaucrats on the international news agencies in 1875. Reuter-Havas Company371
applied to the Ottoman Ministry of Foreign Affairs with a proposal to ask for
privileges.372 The proposal argued that the Ottoman government would directly
benefit from this agreement more than the Reuter-Havas company since the news
agency would serve to “deny all the baseless reports against the Ottoman State.” The
government could have the chance to access all telegrams of the company since the
agency would get them through Ottoman telegraph offices. They would be a good
source for the government and Ottoman officials since the Reuter-Havas Company
had several correspondents in Europe, good at reporting on the significant issues in
European capitals. The proposal lastly suggested: “The Company will become the
unofficial tool of the Ottoman government when the requested privilege is granted.
That is to say, the Sublime Porte also gets rid of its responsibility [to publish the
statements] everyday.” 373
The Ottoman government pondered on the offer in a very detailed manner.
The details of the offer show that the Ottoman bureaucrats were aware of most
functions and advantages of the agencies in that time. The Ottoman government
370

For example, Mehmed Sadık Pasha, the Ottoman Ambassador to Paris, wrote letters to tell the
significance of Havas. BOA, Y.EE., 44/60, 11 Za 1293/28 November 1876.
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Reuter and Havas made an agreement to incorporate and they operated under the name of “ReuterHavas” for a limited time.
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BOA, HR.TO., 459/93, 11 October 1875. The letter was in French. The original letter with its
Ottoman translation is available in the Ottoman Archives.
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BOA, HR.TO., 459/93, 11 October 1875.
Kumpanya imtiyâzât-ı meşrûhanın istihsâliyle hükûmet-i seniyyenin vâsıta-i gayr-ı resmiyyesi
olur yani hükûmet-i seniyye her gün mes‟ûliyyetden vâreste oldığı hâlde vireceği ma„lûmâta
resmî nazarıyla bakmağa başlar.
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granted the company to send all its dispatches swifty and free of charge through the
telegraph offices in Istanbul and the region.
In addition to this, Mehmed Sadık Pasha, the Ottoman Ambassador to Paris,
sent several reports to Istanbul to explain the importance of French Havas agency
and the benefits of possible cooperation with it. In 1876, the Ambassador told that
Havas Telegraph Agency had served the interests of the Ottoman State
considerably.374
The contracts with the international news agencies reflect the evolution of
their role for the Ottoman State and the perception of Ottoman officials. Most likely,
following on the suggestions of Mehmed Sadık Pasha, the Sublime Porte and Havas
came to the table in 1878 for negotiating on a cooperation contract. The agreed
contract was signed by the Grand Vizier and Minister of Foreign Affairs Saffet Pasha
and Mossier Chato representing Havas. However, the Ottoman documents are silent
on whether it came into effect with its all articles.375 The agreement had following
terms: In addition to its regular reporting service, Havas would distribute and publish
all telegrams sent by the Sublime Porte by using all available means. The company
would accept and publish all the news and official announcements of the Sublime
Porte and Ottoman embassies in the newspaper of Correspondence Havas by free of
charge. It would also make publication to defend the interests of Ottoman State in the
context of the letters, notices and briefings sent by the Sublime Porte every week.376
Apart from the regular reporting news service, Havas would supply a special
telegram news service secretly in order to provide the information for the Sublime
Porte that it demanded on the European political issues related to the Ottoman
Empire. The company would reflect the views of the Sublime Porte and Ottoman
ambassadors in Europe when it was cabling from Europe to the Ottoman State. 377
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BOA, Y.EE., 44/60, 11 Za 1293/28 November 1876.
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The wording of contract says that it was signed. However, there is not any signature on the
document. In addition to this, the day and month of the agreement was not written in the document
near the year. This part is blank with dots.
Meanwhile, the date of the file including this document in the Ottoman Archives is 6 R
1327/27 April 1909. See: BOA, Y.EE., 41/141, 6 R 1327/27 April 1909. However, date of the
contract is clearly written as 1878 in the Ottoman document: İş bu mukavele bin sekiz yüz yetmiş sekiz
senesi…
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BOA, Y.EE., 41/141, 6 R 1327/27 April 1909.
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BOA, Y.EE., 41/141, 6 R 1327/27 April 1909.
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Thanks to its services, Havas would have some rights in return. The Ottoman
government would pay 1500 francs monthly to the French company. Havas would
have the right to cable 100 words in a day free of charge. It would be valid when it
cabled from Istanbul to Europe and the other way around. The company would pay
the fee of telegrams in the end of the month if it cabled more than its free of charge
rights. The Ottoman government would keep the right of examining and withholding
the telegrams of Havas when it cabled from Istanbul and received from Europe.378
The content of the contract was very simple. It proposed basic cooperation between
the sides. There was not any special article assuring extended rights for the Ottoman
government. What it demonstrated was that the Ottoman government was aware of
potential advantages of working with an international news agency.
Cognizant of the role of news agencies, Sultan Abdülhamid II instructed the
Ottoman bureaucrats379 to meet with the representatives of news agencies and
newspapers in Istanbul in 1879. It is clear that the Ottoman government had made a
distinction between the reporters of the European newspapers and news agencies.
The bureaucrats described Havas and Reuter as telegraphic agencies. Their approach
was to understand the reasons of “these hostile reporting” and the ways to manage it.
The report proposed, “the first condition of managing and controlling the newspapers
as the Sublime Porte desired was to attract the support of telegraph agencies.”380
An agreement between the Ottoman government and Reuter in 1880 evidently
demonstrates that the Ottoman State fully comprehended how the international news
agencies worked and the way in which they could be used for the interests of the
empire.381 It was not clear whether the Ottoman bureaucrats or Reuter prepared the

Kumpanya Avrupa‟dan memâlik-i devlet-i aliyyeye irsâl olunacak telgrafların suret-i tahrîir ve
terkîbinin hükümet-i seniyyenin veya düvel-i muazzama nezdindeki süferâsının efkârını istihrâc
edecektir.
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BOA, Y.EE., 41/141, 6 R 1327/27 April 1909.
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The Ottoman archival document does not include the name of the bureaucrat who submitted this
report.
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BOA, Y.PRK.HR., 4/80 2 Ca 1296/24 April 1879).
… gazetelerin matlub vechile idâre olunabilmesinin birinci şartı telgraf acentelerinin celbi
kaziyyesi olarak bunların başlucalarından biri Havas ve diğeri Reuter acenteleri
bulunduğundan bunlarca şimdilik cüz‟î ba„zı fedâkârlık ihtiyârıyla bundan böyle mazarrat
şöyle dursun mu„âvenet eylemeleri kazıyyesi taht-ı ta„ahhüde aldırılmış olduğunun…
381

BOA, HR.TO. 476/48, 9 August 1880. Meanwhile, the agreement was prepared both in Ottoman
and French. In this dissertation, the Ottoman language has been used to understand the content and to
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agreement but its provisions obviously show the mutual visionary perspective for the
cooperation. Yet, it should be mentioned that the Ottoman archival documents do not
provide any information about whether this deal was put into practice. However,
another document in 1883 shows that it had not been in practice at that time.382 The
point of explaining the background of this agreement is to show that the Ottoman
government was fully aware of the capabilities of Reuter and the advantages of
cooperation with it during that period.
With regard to the content of the agreement, Reuter firstly was obliged to
publish [distribute] all the news and notifications of the Ottoman government to the
main newspapers in Europe, America and India as well as to the telegraph agencies.
Reuter was also committed to dispatch them to the contractor Havas Agency in Paris
through telegraphy. The Ottoman government undertook that it would give
information to the representative of Reuter Agency in Istanbul as well as forwarding
him all diplomatic documents to be published. The Ottoman government would
assign an officer of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to carry out this task. 383
Furthermore, the Ottoman government accepted that Reuter would cable all
the official documents, diplomatic memorandums, denials and declarations of the
Ottoman State by free of charge. The Ottoman government permitted that Reuter
would have the right to cable its own telegrams with a limit of hundred words daily
between Istanbul and London free of charge. The same right would also apply for the
telegrams between Istanbul and Bombay. 384

translate into English in order to show how the Ottoman bureaucrats perceived and interpreted the
articles.
On the other hand, there are three different files in the Ottoman archives regarding this
agreement. The first one is BOA, HR.TO., 476/48, 9 August 1880. The file includes both the Ottoman
and French version of the agreement with the secret articles. Interestingly, the same agreement with
different hand writings is available in another file. The date of the file is 6 R 1327/27 April 1909.
However there is no any date on the original documents in both Ottoman and French. For the
agreement, see: BOA, Y.EE., 41/161, 6 R 1327/27 April 1909; and for the secret articles, see: BOA,
Y.EE. 41/162, 6 R 1327/27 April 190. These two files have been classified with the title of “Proposal
on the designed contract with Reuter Agency” (Ajans Reuter ile tasarlanan mukavelename layihası).
The date of 27 April 1909 is quite interesting since it was the date that Sultan Abdülhamid II was
dethroned. Unfortunately, there is no explanation why the agreement was rewritten with a different
handwriting.
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BOA, Y.EE., 43/152, 29 S 1300/9 January 1883.
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In these years, Reuter Agency was using telegraph lines under the sea when it
cabled to India, China and Australia. If the telegraph lines in the Ottoman lands
worked properly and the Ottoman government would discount for fifteen
percentages, then Reuter would cable its telegrams through the Ottoman lines.
However, Reuter would pay itself when it cabled the demands of the Ottoman
government from London to its correspondents and agencies in Europe and America.
There was a price tag attached. The Ottoman government made a commitment to pay
for 15.000 francs annually for these expenses. Reuter would give the salary out of
this this money to the secret official of the Sublime Porte who would work in
London. 385
The agreement was for a three years term and the Ottoman government
reserved the right of withholding the telegrams of Reuter Agency if necessary. The
agreement, written in French and Ottoman, had also confidential articles. They were
mainly about how the Ottoman secret official would work in London. Having its own
official at the headquarters of Reuter to look after the interests of the Ottoman State
was really a great opportunity. As set out in the confidential articles, this official
would have a major role in London. The first secret article exlaining the rights and
responsibilities of the official is as follows:

Since the Reuter Agency has established political services all over the world, it
will use this asset for the interest of the Sublime Porte. Reuter will introduce the
secret official of the Ottoman State to the ministries, deputies, foreign
ambassadors, members of the parliament, and directors of the prime ministry
archives in Britain. The Ottoman secret official, assigned by the Sublime Porte,
will be defined as the staff of Reuter not to evoke any insecurity and doubts;
[and to conceal his identity]. Therefore he will able to contribute significant
services for the interest of the Sublime Porte. For instance, he can ask questions
in the parliament regarding the Eastern Question and he will send the news on
this subject to the newspapers.386

In addition, the secret official would assure that Reuter would put out the
announcements, events and opinions which the Ottoman State wanted to spread, into
its bulletins that were sent to the newspapers in Germany and Austria. He would
elaborately explain and interpret the telegrams coming from Istanbul to the British
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BOA, HR.TO., 476/48, 9 August 1880.
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BOA, HR.TO., 476/48, 9 August 1880.
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newspapers. He would also select the news to be cabled to Istanbul from London
office of the Reuter. He would distribute the news that was in favour of the Ottoman
State with a view to enabling its publication in the newspapers all over the world
through Reuter‟s network. 387
Article two shows that the target territory of the Ottoman government in the
treaty was really large. Since only Reuter functioned in India and had branch offices
in several cities in India and also in China, Iran and Australia, the British agency
made a commitment to use its publication abilities in the service of the Ottoman
State. Particularly, its publication capabilities in India were crucial for the Ottoman
State as stated in the contract. The third article is also remarkable. It suggested that
Reuter, with branch offices everywhere, had the ability of catching, extracting and
learning the thoughts of British ministers and that of several other states. Therefore
Reuter could send the articles and news to the Sublime Porte that were published all
over the world.388
Furthermore, the Ottoman government was expecting special reports from his
secret official explaining the political situation in Britain. Put differently, the
responsibility of this official was devised like an intelligence officer. Therefore,
Reuter would assist this official in sending confidential letters to the Ottoman
Ministry of Foreign Affairs every week. These confidential letters would be very
useful and beneficial for the Ministry since they would include credible information
and give a sense about the views and opinions of the British bureaucrats and other
officials.389
The Ottoman government was also ready to benefit from the economic
news of Reuter. The contract assured that these would be useful for the Ottoman
officials since Reuter supplied information to major banks, department of treasuries
and traders. In conclusion, it was set forth by this contract that Reuter undertook the
mission of presenting its services in its publications at the interest of the Ottoman
State all over the world. It also pledged to use all its assets in the service of Ottoman
politics. 390
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In view of the recognition of the capabilities of the international news
agencies, the endeavours of the Sublime State how to manage relations with them
continued on while their influence increased. In this respect, several proposals of
high-level Ottoman officials were submitted to Sultan Abdülhamid II at his orders.
Some of them, such as the layiha of the Grand Vizier Said Pasha,391 have already
been explained in this chapter. In addition, Salih Münir Bey, in his report, underlined
that Havas and Reuter supplied news to most of the European newspapers. He told,
“Havas and Reuter are the informant of two thousands newspapers directly or by
other means.”392
Besides them, Mehmed Esad Safvet Pasha, known as Saffet Pasha, who
served as the grand vizier and minister of foreign affairs for six times submitted two
proposals on 9 January 1883. The first one was about the draft agreement between
the Ottoman government and Reuter dated 9 August 1880. It seems that Sultan
Abdülhamid II requested the views of Saffet Pasha on the draft agreement. In his
report, Saffet Pasha stated that distributing the announcement and briefings of the
Ottoman government was essential. He saw two problems with regard to the secret
articles of the agreement. He believed allowing the Ottoman secret official in Reuter
to ask questions in the parliament would disturb the British government and cause
troubles. Secondly, Britain and the Ottoman Empire had conflicting interests in
India. The attempt for a kind of propaganda in India would surely irritate the British
government. Therefore, he said these two articles should be excluded from a possible
contract during the negotiations. Saffet Pasha viewed a possible agreement as useful
and positive for the interest of the Ottoman Empire.393 It may fairly be assumed that
the agreement was not signed in the beginning of 1883. The deliberations of Sultan
Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman officials took at least two and half years.
In the beginning of 1883, according to another report by Saffet Pasha,394 it is
evident that Sultan Abdülhamid II was unhappy since he could not explain his
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BOA, Y.EE., 82/58, 2 S 1300/13 December 1882.
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BOA, Y.EE., 12/24, 29 Z 1300 [27 Ra 1300].
… Havas ile Reuter acentaları gerek doğrudan ve gerek bi‟l-vasıta iki bin gazeteye muhbirlik
etmektedirler…
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performance and achievements to the European public. Saffet Pasha underlined the
need for seeking a tool and instrument in this respect.395 He then explained that
Havas in France and Reuter in Britain were the agencies that supplied news and
information for the newspapers in their countries. He specifically emphasized that it
was not possible to win over all the foreign publication even by paying millions
of akçe. 396 Saffet Pasha did not directly proposed to establish a separate
Ottoman national news agency, but his comments might be construed as such
since he drew attention to the need of an instrument to inform the European
public. 397
What was the fate of these proposals? Were there any concrete and tangible
decisions taken and practices put into effect following on these proposals? Did
institutionalization occur? As previously mentioned, Matbuat-ı Ecnebiye Müdüriyeti
(The Directorate of Foreign Press) was established in on 4 May 1884 after several
proposals and long deliberations. Actually, its initiation was a response to “attacks of
European press” in general. From Ottoman officials‟ perspective, international news
agencies, especially Havas and Reuter were the main source of these attacks.
However, the way that the directorate was orgenized gave no priority to international
news agencies at all. In this respect, the basic responsibility of the directorate was to
check the telegrams of the news agencies when they were cabling to Europe and
distributing the news in Istanbul. The structure of the directorate was not a direct
measure to the conduct of the international news agencies in practice. There was not
any special department in charge of relations with the news agencies in this
directorate.
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BOA, Y.EE., 44/149, 29 S 1300/9 January 1883.
… icrâât-ı vâkı„a ve bi‟l-husûs velî-ni„met-i bî-minnetimiz efendimiz hazretlerinin memâlik-i
mahrûse-i şâhânelerinin ma„mûriyeti ve tebe„a ve ahâlînin husûl-i sa„âdet-i hâli hakkında olan
efkâr ve niyât-ı şâhâne ve ol bâbda olan mesâ„î-i mülûkânelerini âleme bildirecek bir vâsıta
aranmak lâzım gelüp…
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… kâffe-i matbû„ât-ı ecnebiyenin taraf-ı Devlet-i aliyyeye celb ve imâlesi ise milyonlarla akçe
sarf olunsa yine kâbil olamayacağından…
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The title of the document in the Ottoman archives is “Proposal of Saffet Pasha to form an
institution like Reuter and Havas in order to tell the reforms in the Ottoman Empire to the
foreign countries” However, there is no such a direct suggestion like this . BOA, Y.EE., 44/149,
29 S 1300/9 January 1883.
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Since there was not any specific institutional structure with regard to the
international news agencies, the draft agreements give some clue about the way in
which the Palace and the Ottoman officials both perceived and tried to handle the
issue. In essence, the scope of the agreements might be interpreted as a way of
institutionalization, but whether they were put into effect remains unclear. Yet, an
account of the agreement negotiations could provide some insight in this respect.
In a document dated 1893, signing a contract with Reuter was suggested. The
document does not entail any detail about who made the proposal. However, the
introductory paragraph of the agreement gives the impression that it was an offer of
the British agency, but it also covered the comments of the Ottoman officials. It
reads:
Whereas the European states really allocate large sums of money for the press
in order to wield influence and domination on the public opinion, the Sublime
Porte can win over the public opinion of both Europe and Turkey with
insignificant expenses thanks to the means of the [Reuter] company.398

Actually, the contents of the contract with its secret articles were very close to
the draft agreement of 1880 between Reuter and the Ottoman government.399 Unlike
the 1880 draft agreement, the Ottoman secret official, who would work in Reuter‟s
London office as a journalist to guard the interests of the Sublime Porte, was referred
only in confidential articles and there was no mention of him at all in the other
provisions of the agreeement. This time, he was defined as “the telegram
representative of the Ottoman State in London” instead of “secret official”. His roles
and responsibilities remained the same. The suggestion underlined that this servant
could make great contribution for the interest of the Ottoman State thanks to the
large opportunities of the British agency.400
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BOA, Y.PRK.PT., 9/14, 7 Z 1310/24 April 1893.
Avrupa devletleri efkâr-ı umûmiye üzerine icrâ-yı nüfûzı mûceb neşriyât içün senevî pek külliyetli
akçeler sarf ve hasr eyledikleri hâlde devlet-i aliyye şirket-i mezkûrenin vâsıtasıyla mesârif-i cüz‟iyye
ile Avrupa‟nın efkâr-ı umûmiyesini ve bi‟l-mukâbele Türkiye‟nin efkâr-ı umûmiyesini celb
idebilecekdir.
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The remarkable difference was on provisions related to the publishing in India.
In the draft agreement of 1880, it was mentioned that Reuter functioned in India and
had branch offices in several Indian cities. The British agency had promised to use its
publication assets for interests of the Ottoman State. Particularly, its publication
capabilities in India were crucial for the Ottoman government as stated in the
contract. The new draft contract contained the same points, but also added in some
new thoughts:

India is the issue that Britain is most afraid of. Any moral pressure to the
deputies and ministers of England might be possible by winning over the public
opinion there. For England, the most significant concern is a possible
occurrence of enthusiasm [for a revolt] of Indian Muslims who have always
been loyal and had never gave up obedience. A deal might be possible with
Reuter on this issue. For instance, once the Sublime Porte gave information and
briefing to the correspondent of Reuter in Istanbul, he would cable it to India
directly by using the lines between Istanbul and Bombay.401

Meanwhile, it is worth mentioning that the comments of Saffet Pasha were not
taken into consideration on the Indian issue.402 The issues about India set aside, the
draft agreement underlined that the centers of the news and publication about the
Ottoman State were Britain and Germany. It further stated, “there is no need to tell
that the diplomatic attempts regarding the Eastern Issue were organized in Britain. At
all costs, an instrument and a way have to be found to exchange news and
information from the Ottoman country to Europe and the other way around through
telegraphy.”403 According to the document, there was no need to transmit official
news because people did not read the official statements were at all. The telegraphic
dispatches, informative, awareness-raising and uncovering the political issues, were
evidently the most effective news on the public opinion. Therefore, this kind of news
stories would conform to the Ottoman interests. The document read:
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Ibid.
Devlet-i aliyye hakkındaki havâdisât ve neşriyâtın merkezleri elyevm İngiltere ile Almanya olup
husûsen mesâil-i şarkiyeye dâir harekât-ı diplomatikaya ale‟l-âde İngiltere‟den mübâşeret olunduğu
âzâde-i îzâhdır. Binâen aleyh her ne sûretle mümkün olur ise olsun memâlik-i şâhâneden Avrupa‟ya
ve Avrupa‟dan memâlik-i şâhâneye vâsıta-i telgrafla te„âtî-i havâdisât eylemek üzre bir tarîk ve sûret
bulmak hükûmet-i seniyye içün vâcibât-ı umurdandır.
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The Sublime Porte should negotiate with Reuter, whose headquarters in
London, in order to inform Europe about its views, activities and
accomplishments that it wants to be published. Reuter is superior to all other
[news] companies. Having its headquarters in London is an asset itself. Reuter
is distributing the telegraphic news to more than two thousands publications. It
has correspondents and representatives all over the world and it is providing
communication in Europe, America and India. The Ottoman State can greatly
benefit from the facilities of Reuter since there are 40 million Muslims in
India.404

Two and half years later, the Ottoman government looked for ways to get full
support of Reuter and Havas. The government thoroughly deliberated on the issue
within the different Ottoman departments, such as The Directorate of Foreign Press,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ottoman embassies in Europe.
Consequently, the Grand Vizier Halîl Rıf„at, the Minister of Foreign Affairs
Ġsmâ„îl Hakkı, and Head of Council of State (Şûrâ-yı Devlet Reîsi) Mehmed
Sa„îd prepared a report together. It suggested no new approach, but repeated the
common understanding and stance of the Ottoman ruling class. In the report,
they primarily offered to work with Reuter and Havas, underlining that there
were no alternatives at all. They reitereated that controlling the import of
foreign newspapers was not possible and that the official denials and corrections
were not influential and credible in the eyes of the European press.
Subsequently, they proposed to benefit from the services of Reuter and Havas:

It is essential that the telegraph companies like Reuter and Havas and other
correspondents should be won over. Once it is achieved then the desired
content and articles can be published through them. This system needs a
budget around 5000 liras annually to get thir support and loyalty. It is
possible to win over the Havas and Reuter by this money. It has already
been agreed with Reuter by speaking with its representative. The support
of Havas can also be secured.405
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BOA, Y.PRK.PT., 9/14, 7 Z 1310/24 April 1893.
Hükûmet-i seniyye neşrini arzû eylediği efkâr ve icrââtını Avrupa‟ya bildirmek içün merkez idâresi
Londra‟da bulunan Ajans Reuter şirketiyle bu bâbda müzâkereye girişmelidir… Kürre-i arzın her
cihetinde dahi müte„addid vekîl me‟mûrlar bulundurarak bu sûretle de Avrupa ve Amerika ve
Hindistan‟la muhâbere idiyor…
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…Dersa„âdetce hayırhevâh ve mu„temed muhbirler ve Ajan Reuter ve Ajan Havas gibi telgraf
şirketleri elde idilerek ânlar ma„rifetiyle ve istenildiği sûretle Avrupa gazetel erine lâzım olan
mevâddın yazdırılması iktizâ idüp bu da biraz masraf ihtiyârına ve iktizâ idenlerin hıdmet ve
sadâkatleri derecesinde taltîflerine tevakkuf ideceği ve bu yolda senevî tahmînen beş bin lira
mikdârı akçe sarf olunur ise Dersa„âdetce işe yarar muhbirler ve Ajan Havas ve Ajan Reuter
telgraf şirketleri elde idilmek mümkün olup hattâ Ajan Reuter şirketinin vekîliyle söyleşilerek
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To conclude, the policy of Ottoman State in managing the international news
agencies can be summarized as follows: Different offices in charge of press matters
under the ministries of internal and foreign affairs were set up in the Ottoman
Empire. The Directorate of Press Affairs was redesigned and restructured on many
occasions. The performance of Sultan Abdülhamid II was remarkable. He greatly
benefited from and made use of several reports. He did not yield the mandate to the
directorate. As Koloğlu points out, Sultan Abdülhamid II successfully designed the
press regulations and practices according to his needs and created a mechanism that
would absolutely work in his favour gradually.406 At one point, the Ottoman
government began seriously considering to set up a national news agency, a topic
that should be comprehensively addressed in a separate study.

karârı dahi virildiği gibi Ajan Havas şirketiyle de derdest tezekkür olup vakt ü hâl îcâbınca bu
sûretin icrâsı münâsib olacağı…”
406

Koloğlu, “Abdülhamid‟in Basın Rejimi”, pp. 44-45.
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CHAPTER V

INTERDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE OTTOMAN
EMPIRE AND THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS AGENCIES

One of the main aspects of the practices of how the Ottoman State managed
the affairs regarding the international news agencies was interdependent nature of
these relations. The government tried to maintain good relations with the
international news agencies by various methods such as subscription, free telegraph
privilege, subsidy as salary or grants, awarding Ottoman decorations, supplying
exclusive news and yielding different concessions in accordance with the needs of
agencies. In return, the Ottoman government used the agencies as a tool for
propaganda activities such as publishing denials and corrections, producing and
publication of news in favour of the empire in European newspapers and “preventing
hostile news stories of agencies” by way of maintaining good relations with them.
Yet, the interdependent nature of relationship between the Ottoman Empire
and the international news agencies needs explanation. What were the reasons for
them to need each other? On the fundamental basis, the Ottoman government was
really dependent on the international news agencies during a time when a war of
propaganda was prevalent in the international arena in which the Ottoman State had
to take part. The European public was shaped to a great extent by French and British
newspapers at the time. It was vital to make agrements with these news agencies
since they were really influential and the leading ones.407 The succinct explanation of
Boyar regarding the relations between the palace and the press in general can also be
applied in the context of agencies:
The sultan thus needed the press as much as the press needed the palace for its
survival. This meant that relations between the palace and the press were not
based merely on oppression by the political power, formularized as censorship.
407
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It was a mutually beneficial arrangement-although the character of this relation
cannot be described as a relationship between equals.408

The correspondence between the Sublime Porte and the Ottoman embassies
in Europe on subscription to the services of Havas at a time of huge financial
troubles for the Ottoman Empire in the nineteenth century is a testament to both the
significance of the international news agencies for the Ottoman Empire and its
dependency on them. The Ottoman economy was really in dire straits in the last
quarter of the century. The ever increasing foreign loan burden and the budget
deficits had led to the bankruptcy in 1876.409 In 1895, the government considered
suspending subscription to these agencies, as it was unable to pay the fee. The
Sublime Porte asked the opinion of the Ottoman Embassy in Paris and The
Directorate of Foreign Press. It inquired about whether the Ottoman State really
benefited from the services of Havas in the value of six thousands francs and
continuation of subscription was essential. The Embassy replied that the agency
would abondon its services which were useful for the Ottoman State if subscription
was terminated.410
The deliberations took few months. Nearly three months later, a new report
by the Minister of Foreign Affairs stated that Havas was a crucial telegraph agency
and the Ottoman State benefited from its services. Accordingly it was appropriate to
pay subscription fee and provide it with the same privileges that were enjoyed by the
other agencies. The Minister also added that he consulted and agreed with the
Director for Foreign Press on the matter.411
The inquiries about the benefits of Havas notwithstanding, the Ottoman
Empire was incapable of paying the subscription fee at the time. It could not pay the
fee regularly and the French agency sent a protest for the bill. The government
looked for a bank credit upon the warnings of Ottoman Embassy in Paris that swift
payment was inevitable. The Ottoman government ordered to take credit from a
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bank.412 The Ottoman Bank413 was ready to supply the credit. Altough the decision
was made to pay the debt through the Ottoman Bank,414 it took quite time due to the
inefficient structure of the Ottoman bureaucracy. There are several official
correspondences between the ministries on this issue.415
In 1897, the Ottoman government cancelled its contract with Havas despite
the opposite recommendations by bureaucrats. In essence, the decision was taken at
least a year ago, but the Ottoman officials had neglected to notify the agency at least
three months before the end of contract. Thereby the contract had been renewed
automatically. No specific reason appears as to why the Ottoman government
decided to cancel the conract, but a most plausible explanation seems it was possibly
related to the subscription fee as the government paid only 6 thousand francs in 1895
whereas the total figure was 45 thousand by 1897.416 As the economy further
deterioarated, the Ottoman government suggested looking for a new agency to get an
equivalent service with an affordable price.417 However, it was not possible since
Havas and Reuter were the cartels in the sector.
In view of the failure in managing the public relations, propoganda and press
issues without the cooperation with the international news agencies, the relationship
with Havas was crucial for the Ottoman government. Given this context, the
Ottoman Embassy in Paris, which was exposed to this problem directly, urged the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to re-subscribe to services of Havas just six months later.
They underlined the significance of the services and influence of Havas in European
press.418 Concurring with the Embassy, the Ministry applied to the Ottoman
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government. Subsequently, the government requested information on the usefulness
of subscription and about the company upon the request of the Palace.419
The consultations between the Ottoman departments took more than halfyear. Interestingly, there are several files including dozens of documents in the
Ottoman Archives on this issue. The reply of Ottoman Embassy in Paris was selfevident; they believed it was a must for the embassy to work with Havas. The
ambassador underlined that most of the European states including the French
government did not abstain from benefiting from the services of Havas, which had
influence and dominancy in political circles. He also mentioned that it was of utmost
importance to get the help of this news agency to “prevent the hostile attitude of
European press against the Ottoman State.”420 Furthermore, the ambassador
compared the subscription fees that several governments paid for the services of
Havas. In another cable, he stated that the Serbian government paid 90 thousands and
Bulgaria 110 thousands francs annually whereas the Ottoman government paid 45
thousands francs last time. Once more, he called for renewal of subscription due to
the urgency of the issue in order to “reassure the assistance of Havas to supress the
poisonous reporting in Europe against the Ottoman government.”421
During the long consultations, although the Palace ordered to find a better
solution with a new affordable contract,422 the response of the Ottoman ambassador
in Paris was negative since the director of Havas News Agency explicitly stated that

… mezkûr şirketin telgraf acentaları meyanında hâiz olduğu mevki„in ehemmiyetine mebnî
hıdemâtından istifâde edilmesi muvâfık-ı maslahat görünüyor…
419
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a new deal with a discounted fee and better conditions was not possible for them.423
The Ottoman bureaucrats suggested increasing the subscription fee offer from 12
thousands francs to a figure between 15 to 20 thousand francs. The ambassador also
informed Havas that the payments would be made regularly unlike the past practice.
However, he told the Sublime Porte that the Havas Director did not accept the offer
and kept insisting for 45 thousands francs. Then, the officials in Istanbul said in
another letter that the representative of Havas who visited Istanbul seemed to accept
incremental rise on the fee which amounted to 12 thousand francs.424
In a separate letter, the Ottoman officials argued that the cost of establishing a
national news agency would be less than half of the requested subscription fee of 45
thousand francs. The ottoman bureaucrats tried their best to convince Havas for a
better deal. However, the director of Havas in Paris stated in definite terms that it
was impossible to accept the offer of the Ottoman government although he acted in a
manner to “give the impression that he was in favour of the Ottoman State.”425 All
these correspondences once again reveal that the Ottoman government insisted on
working with international news agencies despite the severe financial crisis that it
faced at the time.
The agencies and their staff were part of these interdependent relations as well.
They were absolutely aware of the significance, role and power of the press. Besides,
the Ottoman sultans and especially Sultan Abdülhamid II attached major importance
to the press. Therefore, news reporting was a great tool for the news agencies and
their staff to earn money. Further, the agencies could not survive without
subscriptions and free telegraph priveleges over the long-term. Their first priority
was to ensure the subscrition of the governments wherever they began to operate. To
illustrate, in 1875, Reuter-Havas Company426 proposed a contract to the Ottoman
423
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs asking for privileges.427 The document states that the
number of customers of the company highly decreased and therefore it could only
briefly report about the incidents. The company would be fully capable to continue
its operations only if the Sublime Porte granted money by subscription.428
In 1889, Reuter and Correspondenz-Bureau of Austria made a plan to establish
a joint news agency in Istanbul, Agence de Constantinople, in order to out
manoeuvre Havas. They elobarated on how to get the support of the Ottoman State in
their attempt before the months the bureau became active. The prospective
representative Julius Grosser was instructed to ask for free telegraphic privileges and
official subscription of the Ottoman government since he was already based in the
Ottoman capital as reporter of Kölnische Zeitung. The communication of the
agencies evidently shows how much they needed this support.429 The
inderdependency in relations/practices can be explained in the following subheadings.

5.1. Subscription

The international news agencies, basically Havas and Reuter, began to
operate with an office in Istanbul by the late 1860s. Naturally, their first attempt was
to look for potential customers such as bankers, tradesmen and newspaper publishers.
They sought customers by giving advertisements in the newspapers that they were
ready to supply economy and political news mainly from Europe. Besides bankers,
tradesmen and newspapers, the Ottoman government was a customer with great
potential, even the most significant one to make money because of its vast resources
and needs. Therefore, they immediately looked for ways to subscribe the Ottoman
government for their services. However, it took almost a decade to make the
Ottoman government a generous customer.
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One of the earliest attempts in the pursuit of subscriptions dates back to 1867.
Monsieur Brot, the permanent representative of Havas in Istanbul, contacted the
Ottoman government in order to discuss the telegraphic communication facilities
with the Ottoman provinces. Thereby, he spoke about the advantages of benefiting
from telegram news service.430 Yet, no information can be found regarding the
position of the government in these documents. The endeavours of the agencies
intensified in the late 1870s and the Ottoman government was fully subscribed to the
services of both Reuter and Havas in the 1880s. The improvement of telegraphy and
news services, need for information, extortion and “hostile reporting” of agencies
and growing need to manage the Ottoman image in Europe paved the way for the
contracts between the Ottoman government and the international news agencies.
Most of the time, it was the agencies that made proposals for cooperation.
Subscription to services of international news agencies began in late the
1870s. The first contract seems the one with Havas in 1878. The Ottoman
government permitted to send a telegram in a day for Havas correspondent in
Vilâyet-i Cezair-i Bahr-i Sefid (Vilayet of the Archipelago), which included the
Ottoman Aegean islands, Cyprus and the Dardanelles Strait. The Sublime Porte
subscribed to the news services of the French agency.431 Then, the Ottoman officials
in the province of Archipelago asked to continue with subscription to Havas.432
From the perspective of the Ottoman officials, one of the first motivations of
why the Ottoman State engaged with the international news agencies was to “prevent
hostile reporting against the Ottoman Empire” in European newspapers. In 1879,
upon the order of Sultan Abdülhamid II, the Ottoman officials met with the
representatives of the agencies in Istanbul. Their objective was to understand the
reasons of these “hostile reporting” and the ways to manage it. In the report that they
prepared the officials argued that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs watched out the
foreign newspapers no more like they did in the past. They also told that the rules
were not implemented seriously. More importantly, they observed:
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The first condition of managing and controlling the newspapers like we desire is
to attract the support of telegraph agencies. Havas is a leading one, and the
other is Reuter. There is no need to mention that they will no more act
harmfully but rather will assist the Ottoman government. Their commitment has
been assured with a small amount of sacrifie [generosity]. 433

That is to say, they realized that “generosity” was the most appropriate step at that
stage. It seems that a kind of subsidy or subscription began in those years.
Subsequently, the 1880s was the period that subscription policy was
magnified. The Ottoman government was subscribed to news services of both Reuter
and Havas henceforth although it had several disputes and problems in the process
with the agencies. 1877 was a milestone for Reuter activities in Istanbul simply
because Sigismund Engländer arrived in Ottoman capital. He started working as the
acting manager.434
Engländer immediately sat to work in order to make deals with the Ottoman
government, an area of his expertise. He asked for an agreement to cable news
stories from Istanbul to London.435 The British agency was resolved to make an
agreement with the Sublime Porte. Just three months after the initiative of Engländer,
Herbert Reuter -the son of Paul Julius Baron de Reuter- wrote a letter to the Ottoman
government this time. He offered to set up news exchange and cooperation between
Istanbul and London.436 It took two years to materialize an agreement. In 1880, the
Ottoman Empire and Reuter reached an agreement on the first comprehensive deal. It
was not just a subscription, but rather a mutually advantageous and multifaceted
cooperation agreement between two parties.437 In 1883, the Ottoman government
signed a new agreement with Reuter. The content and cooperation possibilities were
really significant for the government.438
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The German Wolff Agency was also operative in the Ottoman capital in these
years. In examining the application of Wolff to work in Istanbul, the Ottoman
bureaucrats portrayed it as follows: “Agence Wolff gathers reliable news from
everywhere and it publishes stories without adding any comment. It will work here
under the support of the German Embassy and it will never send a telegram on
political issues.”439 The Sublime Porte gave Wollf permission to work in Ottoman
Empire and made an agreement for cooperation. However, it was not comprehensive
as the ones with Havas and Reuter.
The subscriptions regularly continued until the end of century. The
documents demonstrate that the Ottoman government made agreements with Havas
more than with Reuter. However, it is not clear whether it paid more for the French
agency. As far as the Ottoman Archives shows, the Ottoman government subscribed
to news service of Havas in 1878, 1888, 1893, 1895, 1896 and 1897 and 1911440
while to Reuter in 1880, 1883, 1888, 1897 and 1909.441 These are the confirmed ones
in the Ottoman Archives. However, it is most likely that the subscriptions were
extended in other years as well.

5.2. Free Telegraph Privilege

Telegraph was one of the most significant tools for international news
agencies in carrying out their services. However, there were some problems and
setbacks in benefiting from the telegraph services in the Ottoman Empire. Firstly,
sending telegrams almost every day had a fix and heavy cost for them. Secondly, the
telegraphy was under the control of the Ottoman government, which required the
news agencies to get its approval for use of the service. Thirdly, the Ottoman
officials had the right to check the content of the telegrams. Therefore, the agencies
439
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tried to find ways to overcome these problems during the negotiations for contracts
with the Ottoman Empire. They mostly offered to establish cooperation in
accordance with the interests of the Ottoman government. Publishing denials and
corrections and pledges to serve the Ottoman propaganda in their reporting were the
main instruments they used to persuade the Ottoman officials.
Providing free telegraph privilege began in the early days of the operations of
international news agencies in the Ottoman domains around the 1870s. The Havas
correspondent in Vilayet of the Archipelago made a contract to use the telegraph
service regularly. He also applied for having a privilege of sending telegrams free of
charge in 1878. The local Ottoman officials requested the consent of the Ottoman
government.442 The privilege was granted, however the Ottoman government ordered
to cancel it two years later.443
Free telegraph privilege for Havas and Reuter continued on through the last
quarter of nineteenth century to the first decade of the twentieth century. The
numbers of words free of charge to send in telegrams gradually increased. The
Ottoman government granted Havas and Reuter the right to send twenty words daily
without payment in 1888.444 Then the Directorate of Foreign Press advised to
increase the number of words for free of charge. It suggested that it might be three
hundreds for a day in 1893.445 The reason behind it could be that the cooperation
between the Ottoman government and Reuter intensified and the issues that mattered
for the Ottoman government in the European press increased. Therefore, the
necessity for denials and corrections as well as the propaganda activities grew. For
the Ottoman officials, it was in the interest of the Ottoman government to provide
more free of charge words for the news agencies. 446
In the years 1903 and 1909, the Ottoman government made deals providing
free telegraph rights for occasional purposes. Firstly, the government sent an order to
supply this privelege when Reuter reporters sent dispatches against Bulgarians and in
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favour of the Ottoman State.447 Three weeks later, the government resent a similar
instruction which stated that the reporters of Reuter had the right to send telegraphic
dispatches in favour of the Ottoman State.448 In 1909, The Ottoman government
approved to pay half of the telegraph costs of the British agency since Reuter
released the statements of the Ottoman State in Europe.449
Although archival material on the periods of free telegraph is not exhaustive,
it is plausible to think that it was provided for several years. A document dated 1908
seems to substantiate this assumption. The Sublime Porte extended the right for
sending free telegraph for a month for the international news agencies in Istanbul the
Ottoman documents describe them as the foreign telegraphic agencies- when they
would send telegraphic dispatches to Europe. The document underlines that
extension decision was taken in accordance with the press policy of Ottoman
government.450 After a month, the directors of new agencies applied for a new
extension. The Ottoman government immediately approved it.451 Moreover, all the
cooperation contracts between the Ottoman government and the international news
agencies in different years had an article which granted free telegraph service.
Lastly, free telegraph privilege was not limited to Reuter and Havas. Other
news agencies operating between Istanbul and European capitals benefited from this
opportunity as well. The National Telegraph Agency based in Paris opened a branch
office in Izmir, a really important city for trade with its harbour in Western Anatolia,
in the last decade of nineteenth century. It applied for making use of free telegraph
opportunity like other agencies. It requested to send eighty words in a day for free.
The Ottoman Central Telegraph Administration asked the view of the Directorate of
Foreign Press about this demand.452 Upon the positive response of the directorate the
agency began to benefit from it. Five years later, the agency demanded to increase
the number of words to be dispatched for free. However, the administration replied
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negatively this time upon the instruction of the Directorate of Foreign Press. 453 The
Sublime Porte also extended the exemption of a hundred words in a day for the
Agence de Constantinople and other agencies in 1908. The Ottoman document
underlined that these agencies were used for rejections and corrections of news
published in European dailies against the Ottoman State. Extension decision was for
this function.454

5.3. Subsidies and Salaries

Another way of allocating money for the international news agencies was the
direct subsidies. The Ottoman government paid for the correspondents and reporters
of the agencies for their services and benefits to the state. In reality, making
payments to the journalists was not a new practice for the Ottoman State. The
Ottoman governments distributed significant sums of money to the journalists from
the early years on since the publication of newspapers in the 1830s. This policy was
put into practice for the reporters and correspondents of international news agencies
as well.
The subsidies of the Ottoman government to the agencies began from very
early years after they set up their offices in Istanbul. As regards to examples, a
dispute between Reuter and Havas reveals that the Ottoman government paid
subsidies to the French agency in early 1870s. Reuter learnt that Havas received
subsidies both from “the French and Turkish governments” in 1871. The British
agency considered it as a “breaches of agreement.”455 Therefore Reuter decided to
send a letter to Havas regarding the conflict.456 The reply of Havas confirmed the
subsidy from the Ottoman government while rejecting the French subsidies:
A letter from Mr Auguste Havas dated Paris 23 February 1871 was read
denying emphatically the receipt of a subsidy from the former Imperial French
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Government, explaining the payment made by the Porte through the Imperial
Ottoman Bank in Paris and disclaiming intention to violate his agreement with
the Company. 457

The Ottoman documents demonstrate the subsidies in the late 1880s and
onwards. In 1888, the Ottoman government paid a special grant to Havas in order to
ensure support of the policy of Ottoman State in Europe. The document does not
include specific amount.458 Ensuring support of the policy of the Ottoman State
meant that the agency would work in the interest of the Ottoman government with its
telegrams, bulletins and other publication facilities. The documents clearly
demonstrate that there was no absolute solution to prevent the “hostile reports” of the
European newspapers against the Ottoman government. It was a bitter reality that the
Ottoman State had to deal with. In fact, it was more of a way of life for the
newspapers and news agencies to exploit money. They published “hostile reports” in
order to extract more money to stop their detrimental publishing.459
In 1895, the Ottoman government looked for ways to “obtain the full support
of Reuter and Havas in order to combat the news stories of European dailies against
the Ottoman State”. The government discussed the issue in a detailed way within the
different Ottoman institutions such as The Administration for Foreign Press, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and Ottoman embassies in Europe. Due to the economic hardships
of the government the focus of the debates revolved around how to spend money.460
This policy continued on until the end of Sultan Abdülhamid II‟s reign. For example,
in 1907, the Sublime Porte allocated an amount of money to the news agencies and
important newspapers of Paris in order to prevent the negative reporting against the
Ottoman State.461
The subsidies and salaries were given not only to Reuter and Havas but also
to the other influential news agencies operating in Europe. Agence Fournier of
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France was one of them. The Ottoman government decided to put the director of
Agence Fournier in Istanbul on salary on 12 March 1899.462 However, Mossier
Albert had to remind the Ottoman officials that his salary was due in a request that he
made a month later. The Ottoman government then ordered the ministry to pay his
salary, 50 Turkish liras, out of the budget.463 Mossier Albert continued to receive his
salary in the following year as well.464 In addition, the director of Agence de
Constantinople, Anna Grosser, who took over this responsibility after his husband
Julius Grosser passed away, received salary from the Ottoman government. The
government decided to pay 50 liras monthly following an assessment of the service
of her agencies to the Ottoman State.465 The director of Agence National, Mossier
Carvola, was also receiving 20 liras monthly as of 1900.466
Havas and Reuter jointly467 tried to get funds from the government until the
last days of the Ottoman State. They made a proposal to defend the interests of
Turkey and publish reports in favour of the Turkish people. The Ottoman officials
replied that there was no possibility to provide funds for Havas and Reuter in the last
days of 1922. That was a time that the new Turkish parliament in Ankara, the
Turkish Grand National Assembly, abolished the Ottoman Sultanate on 1 November
1922 and the last Ottoman Sultan Mehmed VI Vahideddin departed the country on
17 November 1922.468

5.4. Granting Orders and Decorations

For the Ottoman government, granting medals and decorations to the
representatives, directors, correspondents or reporters of international news agencies
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were other instruments in maintaining good relations with them. In essence, the
custom of Ottoman orders and decorations dates back to the last decade of eighteenth
century. Imperial symbolism became an established practice especially during the
reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II, which was also reflected in his policies. Eldem points
out that Sultan Abdülhamid II achieved to promote his own image as a sovereign
through the arbitrary and politically manipulative use of medals and decorations in
order to consolidate his version of Ottomanism through a consciously paternalistic
approach.469 He granted several medals and decorations to different parts of society
including the European journalists and representatives of international news
agencies. From his perspective, it was a way of establishing friendly relationship
with them. The objective was self-evident in the sense that he sought to “prevent
hostile reporting against him and the Ottoman government” thanks to these relations.
Dating back to the 1840s, the practice of granting medals and decorations to
foreign journalists was not a new policy of the Ottoman sultans. For instance, in
1846, Sultan Abdülmecid rewarded two famous French journalists with orders. Four
Parisian journalists received orders in 1851 because of their reports in favour of the
Ottoman State. Also, Sultan Abdulaziz granted an order to an American journalist in
1868.470 Sultan Abdülhamid II expanded the scale and scope of this practice for the
international news agencies and their staff also benefited from it. Almost all
representatives and correspondents of Havas, Reuter, Wolff and staff of other
European agencies got decorations and orders during Sultan Abdülhamid II‟s reign.
They were all Mecidî Nişanis (Mecidi Order)471.
As stated in the Ottoman documents, the reason to grant orders to the
representatives was almost the same. They were rewarded since “they worked for the
interests or benefit of the Ottoman State and they were in favour in the Ottoman
sultanate.”472 Thus, it was considered also as a tool for ensuring that reporting and
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comments were in the favour of the Ottoman Empire. In 1882, the Ottoman officials
suggested to grant orders and decorations in order to encourage the reporters and
other journalists to write in the interest of the Ottoman State. They emphasized that it
would help having good relations with them, consequently leading to the publication
of positive articles.473
The kind of benefits that these agencies provided for the Ottoman State was
not explained comprehensively in the Ottoman documents. It is more likely that they
reported and wrote commentaries in favour of the Ottoman government. In this
context, Jorj Vesb, the general director for East offices of Havas, got Mecidî Order in
1895.474 A year later, Mossier Sandos, Istanbul Representative of Havas, was
rewarded with the Mecidî Order of the third degree.475
Granting orders to journalists became a regular practice. Apart from Havas
and Reuter, other European agencies also benefited form the rewards as well. The
deputy representative of Agence Fournier in Istanbul, Mossier Moris Albert received
the Mecidî Order of the fourth degree.476 Paris based the Agence Nationale was
another example. The Athens director of the agency, Mossier Janpart was rewarded
with the Mecidî Order of the forth degree in 1899 while its director Mossier Edward
Dins received the Mecidî Order of the third degree with other gifts in 1900.477 The
reason remained the same. From the Ottoman officials‟ point of view, these people
served the interests of the Ottoman State in one way or the other.
The practice also continued in the same context in post-Sultan Abdülhamid II
period. The former Istanbul representative of Reuter Mossier William Werndel
received the Ottoman order in 1913.478 Mr Ferguson, correspondent of Reuter in
Dersa„âdet muhâbiri Mösyö Vrendal‟ın hayr-hevâhân-ı saltanat-ı seniyyeden olmasına mebnî
üçüncü rütbeden Osmânî nişân-ı zîşânıyla taltîfi menût-ı müsâ„ade-i aliyye-i fehîmâneleridir”
and “Mösyö Ferguson‟un hayır-hâhân-ı Devlet-i Osmâniyeden olmasına mebni…
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Istanbul after Mr Werndel, was also given the Osmânî Nişân-ı Âlî (The Grand
Ottoman Order) of the third degree in 1913. The reason of this grant was that “Mr
Ferguson was in favour of the Ottoman State.”479 The suggestion to grant him an
order came after his appointment to Egypt as the director of Reuter. The Sultan
approved the proposal and the order was sent through by post.480
The interesting point is that Werndel481 worked in Istanbul several years
during the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II, but the order was granted after he was
dethroned. Like Mr Werndel case, Mr Ferguson received the order after the reign of
Sultan Abdülhamid II. The Ottoman archival document does not give any clue as to
its reasons. A reasonable answer appears that Sultan Abdülhamid II was probably not
content with the reporting and role of those representatives or the policy of British
Reuter agency. The latter seems more likely since Sultan Abdülhamid II granted no
order and decoration to the staff of British Reuter during his term.
The director of the German Wolff Agency, Mr Mantler, was also rewarded
with the Mecidî Order. While Wolff was in operation in Istanbul since the 1880s, the
first time that the staff of the German agency was granted with orders occurred in
1917.482 There is a reasonable ground to claim that timing corresponded with the
nature of Ottoman-German relations in those years as two states entered into an
alliance shortly after the outbreak of World War I.
The Ottoman government also granted decorations to the staff of international
news agencies working in their headquarters. In 1886, the Ottoman Embassy in Paris
suggested to grant decoration to Mossier Markadiye, the official of Havas in Paris.
The Ambassador told that Mossier Markadiye acted very politely and was really
helpful to Ottoman officials during his term of six years. Sultan Abdülhamid II
approved to grant Mecidi Order from the third degree. 483
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5.5. Special Treatment and Favouritism

The international news agencies sometimes asked for easiness, special
treatment and favouritism from the Ottoman State. Their demands changed over
time. At the beginning, they were really dependent on the help of the Ottoman
government when they began to operate in Istanbul in 1870s. They basically needed
the permission of Ottoman government to send telegrams. In addition, sending
telgrams was really expensive for them. Furthermore, the news agencies desperately
needed information regarding government‟s policies, including foreign policy issues.
It is understood that the Ottoman officials were meticilious in engaging conversation
with the staff of new agencies.
Furthermore, it seems that the need of international news agencies for the
asssitance of the Ottoman government decreased gradually over time. They had
already established their offices and work in Istanbul. They were also using Varna to
cable their news stories without censorship. Therefore, their demands and policies
changed as well. By the 1890s, the Ottoman government needed the agencies more
than they needed the Ottoman State. The agencies gained a strong foothold and
influence in the Ottoman State and society both politically and economically.
Therefore, it can be argued that the roles changed dramatically as the Ottoman
government became ever dependent on the international news agencies, mainly
Reuter and Havas.
In terms of tangible examples, according to the account in an Ottoman
document, it seems that Reuter-Havas Company applied to the Ottoman Ministry of
Foreign Affairs with a proposal, asking for privileges in several matters in in 1875.
The Ottoman government debated the issue and gave a positive response. Even
though the Ottoman archival includes no details about the proposal made by the
Reuter-Havas Company, the response of the Ottoman government gives some idea
on the details of cooperation and privileges extended. The Ottoman government
granted the privilege to promptly send all telegrams of the company free of charge
through telegraph centers in Istanbul and the region. In return, the company accepted
to send the statements and significant notes of the Ottoman government to Europe,
yet there would be a limit for the words. The Ottoman officials believed they did a
great job and the deal was largely in the interests of the Ottoman State. In their eyes,
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the Ottoman government would benefit from this agreement more than the ReuterHavas company since the news agency would serve to discredit “all the baseless
reports” against the Ottoman State. 484
The Sublime Porte would pay 2.600 Turkish liras annually for the deal. The
Ottoman officials believed it was more of an investment for the Government rather
than an expense. They also considered that the government could have the chance to
reach all telegrams of the company since the agency would get them through
Ottoman telegraph centres. They were a good source of information for the Ottoman
government and officials since Reuter-Havas Company had several correspondents
in Europe and was good at reporting on the significant issues in European capitals.
The French Agency Havas was trying really hard to get assistance and
concessions to have access to detailed information on political and diplomatic issues
as well as privileges in other areas of interest. The General Director of Havas
Mossier Levy, visited Mehmed Sadık Pasha, the Ottoman Ambassador to Paris, on
several occasions. In 1876, the Ambassador wrote a letter to the Ottoman Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to ask for extension of assistance to the Havas representative Mossier
Chatou. In the letter, the Ambassador communicated that Havas Telegraph Agency
served the objectives and interests of the Ottoman State considerably as he had
repeatedly stated before. According to the letter, the Ottoman government recently
granted an order to Mossier Levy as a favor, yet he had complained, “the Ottoman
government did not provide any assistance, support, favouritism, protection and
permission to their correspondent, Mossier Chatou, in Istanbul.” 485
The letter further expressed the Director of Havas reiterated that “they were
ready to serve for the Ottoman State, but the Ottoman officials did not ask for their
contribution.” The Ambassador Mehmed Sadık Pasha made the point that every state
permitted Havas agency to work in their territory comfortably and provided support
to its correspondents. He then suggested, “supplying information and intelligence
which were not detrimental to interest of the Ottoman State.” The Ambassador lastly
said that he would warn the Havas agency if their correspondent had an improper
conduct in Istanbul.486
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Besides Havas, Reuter sent a special correspondent to Istanbul at the end of
1876. The General Director and owner of the British agency, Mr Julius Reuter sent a
letter to Ottoman Ambassador in London, Constantine Musurus Pasha487 to request
help for his newly appointed Istanbul correspondent, Matheus de Civiny. He first
asked for information on the official procedures in the arrival of Mr. Civiny to
Istanbul. Julius Reuter also explained his expectations for possible support during
Mr. Civiny‟s work in the Ottoman Capital.488 It is testament of their competition
which will be comprehensively examined in Chapter VII.
Furthermore, other European news agencies, namely Agence Nationale in
Paris as one of them, also enjoyed the privileges and favoritism. The French agency
benefited from the favoritism of the Ottoman government both economically and
logistically for years. The Ottoman officials supplied it with exclusive news. There
were rumours that Agence Nationale went bankrupt by the end of 1906, but the
Ottoman Embassy in Paris discovered that “they were groundless stories”. As a
result, the Ottoman government ordered to continue on providing favouritism for the
French agency.489
Another example in this respect was a Greek journalist, Nicola Naumof,
based in Selanico who wanted to establish a news agency operating in the Balkans.
He applied to the Ottoman government to request support and favour declaring, “his
agency would serve the interests of the Sublime Porte and the Ottoman Sultanate.”
The government replied positively. The content of the support was mostly
economic.490 It seems that Nicola Naumof‟s motivation was business rather than
journalism. During that period, it was a regular practice to set up a press organization
such as a newspaper or news agency to earn money through the subsidies of
government.
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5.6. Tool for Denials and Corrections

Undoubtedly, the most significant role and support of the international news
agencies for the Ottoman State was in the form of publishing denials and making
corrections on the reports and commentaries mostly in European newspapers. Since
there was no alternative to substitute, the Ottoman government had to work with
them in any case. Actually, the agencies were mainly the source of problem for the
Ottoman government in this new modern fight. However, they were also the only
mechanism to cooperate and combat with “hostile reporting” against the interests of
the Ottoman State since they were mostly supplying the news for European
newspapers.
Correspondences on rebuttals and corrections stand out as the most
mentioned two issues in the Ottoman archives. The archival documents are full of
these examples. As the international news agencies as a challenge and problem for
the Ottoman State have been discussed in Chapter III, the documents which are
pertinent in showing the motivation and opinions of the Ottoman government will be
debated here comprehensively. The purpose is to indicate how the Ottoman
government sought to use and benefit from the international news agencies in this
context.
The mechanism for denials and corrections had worked through the Ottoman
embassies in Europe, mostly in Paris and London. At the beginning, there were no
close cooperation and strong relationship between the Ottoman government and the
international news agencies in Istanbul by the 1870s. Following his accession to
throne in 1876, Sultan Abdülhamid II directly ordered the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs to deal with the reports and commentaries that made him unhappy or angry.
The Ministry then instructed the embassies to work on the issue. The embassies
responded that they carried out the instructions and provided information about the
possible reactions and results.
However, by and large it was a futile effort and waste of time. The system
was short of working properly in order to meet the expectations and objectives of
Sultan Abdülhamid II. The international news agencies were gaining more ground in
Istanbul with their experienced staff such as Sigismund Engländer of Reuter. Their
role and significance in the world press grew large as well. The Ottoman
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ambassadors had no right or opportunity to apply pressure on the news agencies.
Direct contacts and cooperation appeared as a way forward to overcome this
challenge and the Ottoman officals initiated a process to work together with the
directors and correspondents of agencies in Istanbul from the 1880s onwards. It was
a more useful and effective mechanism for the Ottoman government.
For the official statements, disclaims and revisions, the French Havas was the
preferred agency by the Ottoman government in general. Naturally, Reuter was
selected when “the hostile report” was published in a British newspaper. In tems of
samples, a document dated 1882 reveals that a mechanism had already been set up to
refute the “false news” stories about the Ottoman State in foreign press. It states that
a denial and correction statement for them were seriously prepared and sent to the
news agencies.491
There were several illustrations increasingly thereafter. At first, reports
mostly political or “attacking the Ottoman sultanate” were responded through the
news agencies. For example, the rumours alleging that Kadri Efendi in Egypt sent
crucial messages to Mabeyn-i Hümayun (Imperial Office) was denied through
Reuter.492 The number of disavows and corrections increased remarkably over time.
The Ottoman government officially preferred to work with Havas in the 1890s. Most
likely, upon the instruction of Sultan Abdülhamid II, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
instructed the Administration of Foreign Press to work with Havas in issuing denials
and corrections and and give the agency information to explain the policies the
Ottoman State on certain issues.493 The document contains no information about the
backdrop of this instruction. However, as the other Ottoman archival documents
conclusively show the direct involvement of the Ottoman Sultan on these issues, it
may fairly be assumed that the instruction came from Sultan Abdülhamid II.
Working with Havas did not suffice to cope with the “attacks of European
newspapers.” Therefore, just seven months after the decision to use Havas, the
Ottoman government issued a decree to provide financial support for Reuter in order
to assure that “British agency would prevent some of the hostile reporting against the
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Ottoman State.”494 The British newspapers were full of harsh criticisms against the
Ottoman State especially in the last decade of the nineteenth century. The Ottoman
Embassy in London repeatedly suggested supplying Reuter information and
background on the position of the Ottoman government. Once again in 1894, the
embassy wrote to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on how to deal with the reports
against the Ottoman soldiers. The regular reporting was to portray the Ottoman
soldiers as brutal and rapists in the Balkans. The embassy thus recommended giving
Reter data and information on the perspective of the Ottoman government in view of
the agency‟s role in the British press.495
During this period, the international news agencies also made various offers
to work with the Ottoman government. In 1895, the representative of Reuter in
Istanbul, Mr. Werndel, visited the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to offer a deal. The
offer underlined the significant status of Reuter to serve for the interests of the
Ottoman Empire in dealing with press issues in Europe. Mr. Werndel stated that the
British agency was ready to work in this mission. Naturally, the proposal mostly
included the ways to cope with “attacks and hostile reporting” and how to issue
responses to false reports. Obviously, it was not a free of charge service. Reuter
requested 800 British liras annually and the right for its Istanbul office to send
telegrams with no payment. The Ottoman government responded positively due to
the fact that it failed to overcome the “hostile news stories” and it necessitated such a
service. 496
1894 and 1895 were the years of trouble and hard times for the Ottoman State
in terms of responding and overcoming “European press attacks”, especially in
French and British dailies. Endeavours of the Ottoman officals for an efficient
response to this question were intensified during that period. Due to an urgent need, a
significant proposal was submitted to Sultan Abdülhamid II by end of 1895. The
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proposal was debated and undersigned by the most important and high level officals
of the Ottoman State, including Grand Vizier Halil Rıfat Pasha, The Minister of
Foreign Affairs Tevfik Pasha and Şûrâ-yi Devlet Reisi (Head of Council of State)
Said Pasha. The proposal put forward that the endeavours to refute and issuing
corrections in the European press by the Ottoman embassies did not work since they
were seen as the official statements of the Ottoman state. It suggested that the best
way to deal with this problem was to “win over the international news agencies such
as Reuter and Havas and the credible correspondents who could work for the
interests of the Ottoman State.”497 It recommended: “Once it is achieved, it can be
possible to publish in the European newspapers whatever necessary [for the benefit
of the Ottoman State] through these agencies.”498
This deal apparently required a considerable budget. The proposal estimated
that nearly five thousands Turkish liras would be needed in this vein which would be
distributed among the agencies and correspondents at the levels of their services and
loyalty to the interests of the Ottoman State. The three pashas stated that the officials
had already contacted both Reuter and Havas and “the agencies were ready for the
deal”.499 Sultan Abdülhamid II approved the offer. The Ottoman pashas had already
made preparation for the budget even before the submission of their proposal. They
negotiated with the agencies on the fee and other elements of the deal.500
However, the deals with Havas and Reuter were not enough for the Ottoman
government. Remarkably, at the same month of 1895, the government tried to benefit
from the other agencies one of which was Agence de Constantinople. The
government pondered on the impact of this agency on European newspapers. They
made a deal to convey the messages and statements of the Ottoman State to
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Europe.501 In addition to this, the Ottoman Embassy in Madrid subscribed to the
services of Spanish Fabra Agency upon the instruction of the Ottoman government.
The goal was to publish the official statements such as denials and corrections of the
government through Fabra Agency in Spain. The subscription fee was 50 francs
monthly.502
Naturally, the need for denials and corrections remained strong for Ottoman
government in the following decade. Therefore, the Ottoman State maintained the
policy to make cooperation deals with the international news agencies. The
government provided free telegraph opportunity for the agencies that communicated
the messages of the Ottoman State. The Ottoman government extended telegram
privileges for Reuter and Agence de Constantinople in the first decade of the
twentieh century in order to “deny the false news” in some of the European
newspapers.503

5.7. Favourable News and Propaganda

Denials and corrections were not enough for the Ottoman State. In the eyes of
Sultan Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman officials, the Empire was under the attack of
European powers in terms of press and propaganda. Actually, as Deringil points out,
propaganda and counter-propaganda were essential concepts which gained ground
and significance especially during the world wars. However, Sultan Abdülhamid II
had greatly used this instrument for various purposes.504 The Sultan and officials
believed that they had to make evey effort to respond to the attacks in the same way.
Besides the European dailies, the international new agencies were absolutely a great
tool for the Ottoman government. The purpose of this section is not just to tell how
the Ottoman State used the agencies for favourable news and propaganda, but rather
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to give examples of how agencies could serve as an apparatus and to present the
mindset of the Ottoman officials in this respect.
Propoganda was a sophisticated issue for the Ottoman State. Most of the
studies concur on the point that the Palace and the Ottoman officials felt the need for
propoganda for internal purposes such as consolidating the loyalty of the Ottoman
people and mobilizing them for the Balkan Wars and World War I. 505 In this part,
favourable news and propaganda will be addressed to illustrate the endeavours of the
government to foster a positive image in Europe. One of the significant tasks of the
Ottoman ambassadors especially in the European capitals such as London, Paris,
Berlin and Vienna was to publish articles and news stories in the favour of the
Ottoman Empire. With the increasing role of the news agencies and their dominance
over the European press affairs, the ambassadors also began to enjoy good relations
with the correspondents and directors of the news agencies.
An additional method to use the news agencies for favourable news and
propaganda was to inform and brief them in Istanbul. The Ottoman officials gave
exclusive news stories to them mainly for two reasons. While ensuring the publiction
of the desired information, they simultaneously aimed at fostering friendly relations
with the agencies. However, the Ottoman government was not successful well
enough in this respect.
As regards to examples, Sultan Abdülhamid II was aware of the
significance of briefing the international news agencies. In 1886, he instructed
the officials to brief Havas and the other news agencies every day as the Greeks
did. It seems that the Ottoman sultan was cognizant that the Greek government
used the international news agencies for propaganda purposes. In this respect,
the Greeks simply provided the agencies with their own version of politial
developments to convince the European public for the Greek propoganda. The
Sultan ordered straight away to follow the same policy to defend the interests of
the Ottoman State. Sultan Abdülhamid II instructed the Ottoman Press
Directorate to assign someone to give information to the foreign press on the
recent developments, especially on wars and political issues. Consequently, the
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Ottoman officials began to send a briefing paper to the news agencies every
evening that were to be cabled to Europe. 506
More importantly, the Ottoman government put propaganda campaigns into
practice whenever needed. In face of intensified pressure and hostile news against the
empire, the Ottoman government searched for ways to express itself in the European
public opinion and to influence it. In this vein, in 1903, the Ottoman government
organized a trip for the Reuter correspondents, Mossier Govink and Lord Brook,507
to Thessaloniki, Monastir and around in order to “respond to the hostile reporting
against the Ottoman State” regarding conflicts between Muslim and non-Muslims.
Actually, Reuter was eager to cover the events in the region. Reuter
correspondent Mossier Govink visited the Ottoman Embassy in London to ask for
the assistance and permission of the Ottoman officials. He underlined that he had
positive attitudes toward to the Ottoman Empire given that he had established a great
friendship with the Ottoman military officials during the war with Greece. 508 The
Ottoman government thought that it was a good opportunity to tell its perspective in
a time of harsh critics in the British press and public against the Ottoman Empire.
Therefore, the government permitted Reuter staff to observe the region but it
reminded that the villages and rural areas were not secure because of the Bulgarian
bandit gangs.509
506

BOA, Ġ.MTZ.(01)., 18/669, 19 ġ 1303/23 May 1886.
Ahvâl-i hâzıreden dolayı kendülerini inzâr-ı ecânibde haklı göstermek üzre Yunanluların Havas
vesâir telgraf kumpanyaları vâsıtasıyla Avrupa‟ya ba„zı neşriyât ve işâ„âtda bulunmaları tabî„î
olmasıyla bizim dahi menâfi„imize hıdmet içün bu vâsıtalar ile neşriyâtda bulunmaklığımız
muvâfık-ı hâl ve maslahat olacağından karîben hüsn-i sûretle netîce-pezîr olması eltâf-ı
subhâniyeden mes‟ûl ve müsted„â bulunan mesele-i hâzırenin hitâmına kadar devletce bu yolda
bir meslek ittihâzıyla vukû„ât-ı harbiyeye ve esbâb-ı mûcibesine dâir hergün matbû„ât idâre-i
behiyyesi ma„rifetiyle Avrupa‟ya telgraflar keşîdesiyle her ahşam bir jurnalini n arz-ı atebe-i
ulyâ kılınması…
507

Two reporters of Reuter visited the region including Monastir, Krushevo and Thessaloniki but their
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BOA, BEO., 2170/162693, 15 September 1903.
… vazîfesinin hîn-i îfâsında Devlet-i aliyye hakkındaki hissiyât-ı dostânesini essü‟l-esâs ittihâz
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hissiyâtına küllî medârı olmuşdur…
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The Ottoman documents demonstrated both the level of the attention of the
Porte on that trip and how they followed it closely. First, the Porte instructed the
local authorities to assign officers to serve as guides for the Reuter correspondents as
well as ensuring their protection from any possible negative influence and
provocation.510 The government also instructed to provide all necessary facilities and
extend assistance to Reuter correspondents.511 On the same day, the Ottoman
government informed the Rumelia Inspectorate in Thessaloniki that Mossier Govink
and Lord Brook had permission to go to Thessaloniki accompanied by a staff with an
ability to keep an eye on them.512 The Ottoman government was interested in almost
every detail in order to facilitate the work for the Reuter correspondents. 513 The
government also provided free telegraph service when they sent dispatches in favour
of the Empire.514After Reuter correspondents515 visited Thessaloniki and surrounding
region with six Ottoman officers. The Ottoman document reports that as the
correspondents arrived in Monastir, they were convinced of the malicious activities
of Bulgarians. They cabled two telegraphic dispatches in order to “deny the
claims of Bulgarians.” The Ottoman officials added that they would continue on
with their telegrams to inform the European public by rebuttals and
corrections. 516

London had replied that there was no need for this. See: Lansdowne to O‟Conor, August 13, 1903, FO
421/198/155; and Musurus Pasha to Lansdowne, August 14, 1903, FO 421/198/167 in Julian Brooks,
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Macedonia, 1902-1905, Simon Fraser University, PhD Dissertation, 2014, p. 394.
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In the index of the Ottoman Archives, they are written as “Mr. KuyeĢ and Lord Barak”. However,
they should be the same correspondents which have already been stated as Mr. Govink and Lord
Brook in the archives.
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BOA, TFR.I.A., 13/1248, 18 B 1321/10 October 1903. Unfortunately, it was not possible to find
out their telegrams in the archives or in the newspapers of the time. It could have been very useful to
compare the official account of the Ottoman State and the original telegrams of the agencies.
… her ikisi Bulgarların harekât-ı hûnrîzânelerine kanâ„at hâsıl idüp İngiltere matbû„âtının
neşriyât-ı gayr-ı sahîha ve garazkârânesini tekzîb ve tashîh ve inkâr-ı umûmiyeyi mecrâ-yı
hakîkata ircâ„ itmeğe bâdî olacak iş„ârâta devâm ideceklerdir.
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In addition to Monastir, Reuter correspondents also visited Krushevo.
According to the account in the Ottoman document, Mr. KuyeĢ [Mr. Govink] denied
the previous groundless and false claims of Reuter Agency which had stated that the
soldiers discarded the old people and that the women were raped. The document also
informed that Mr. KuyeĢ [Mr. Govink] would visit Krushevo next day “to refute the
defamations” that the Ottoman soldiers raped and killed Christians.517
The vital objective was to provide information for the Reuter correspondents.
The Porte ordered the Rumelia Inspectorate to give detailed information about the
Ottoman activities, reforms and achievements in the region since Reuter
correspondents would possibly report favouring the Ottoman government when they
returned to Europe.518 Reuter correspondent Mr. KuyeĢ [Mr. Govink] returned from
Krushevo and accompanying Ottoman officials believed he would report that there
were no rape or murder incidents there.519
The Ottoman officials sent a cable to the Sublime Porte that Reuter would
report a comprehensive account which would include the statements of eyewitnesses
and observers with regard to the incidents in Krushevo and the activities of
başıbozuks (bashibazouks)520 on 27 October 1903. The incoming report with an
introduction of S.C. Clements, the Manager and Secretary of Reuter, was presented
to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha.521 During the research in the archives, no agreement
between the Ottoman government and Reuter has been discovered on this occasional
trip. However, it seems most likely that there could have been a deal since it was
clearly a special and exceptional service provided by the British agency.
Another example, in 1897, shows that the Sublime Porte and Reuter made an
occasional contract to “defend the Ottomans regarding the incidents in Crete”. Reuter
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agreed to report on the developments in the island.522 The Ottoman officials in the
island drew attention to “the necessity of favourable news and propaganda to
tell the perspective of the Ottoman Empire in Europe.” The proposal, cabled by
the Crete Command proposed:

Reporters in the place of incidents [Crete] are avoiding the news in favour
of the Muslims, such as the killing and wounding of Muslims around the
harbour. They are reporting anti-Muslim news stories to the European
newspapers in total exaggeration. Even though the Ottoman embassies in
Europe are explaining the truth, it makes no sense and effect in the
European public opinion since the source of the briefings is the state
officials. In order to explain the incidents directly to Europe as the way
they happen it is essential to send someone [a reporter] to the island or the
Ottoman officials can handle [to get service by money] the agency of
Reuter. In the former option, the Sublime Porte will pay 1.500 kuruş and
cover the expenses of telegraphy whereas it will pay 4.500 kuruş monthly
in the latter.523

The Ottoman government preferred the first option since the Ottoman
bureaucrats believed that informing the European newspapers through Reuter
would be politically appropriate. The Ottoman government instructed to make a
deal for three months. 524 However, these deals no way meant that the reports began
to flow in favour of the Ottoman Empire. According to the account in the Ottoman
documents, “hostile attitude” prevailed even after these agreements. For instance, in
1904, the Ottoman governmet complained about the reports of Reuter on
Thessaloniki and blamed them as groundless.525
Furthermore, the target public was not only in France and Britain, Germany
was also significant for the Ottoman government. In 1892, the Ottoman government
released a statement through Reuter regarding the Ottoman-Prussian relations.
Several German newspapers published the statement. The Ottoman Embassy in
Berlin informed the Ottoman government about the publications.526
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CHAPTER VI

TOOLS OF MUTUAL STRUGGLE

Mutual struggle between the Ottoman Empire and the international news
agencies was unavoidable when their interests conflicted and they pursued individual
benefits. The inevitable result was negative relations or a policy of imposing
punishments and certain constraints. Implementing several ways of censorship,
controlling the cabling, issuing warnings and threats to the news agencies,
deportation, unsubscription and cutting off the subsidies were some of the practices
in this regard. The official Ottoman narrative and account frequently implying or
using terms such as “extorsion, abuses and threats from agencies” set aside, it must
be mentioned that several cases substantiated these arguments. In essence,
compelling subscription and maximizing profits were the main objectives and
policies of these agencies. After all, it was a mutual struggle between the Ottoman
government and the agencies in which they did not refrain using their hard and soft
powers. This chapter aims to elaborate on this issue under several subheadings.

6.1. Extortion and Blackmail of the News Agencies

First of all, the terminology and wording of this part need an explanation.
Undoubtedly, the terminology of “extorsion, abuses and threats of agencies” can be
perceived as the official narrative of the Ottoman government. As for the primary
material researched for this dissertation, it must be said the Ottoman documents do
not directly use the terms “threat, extort or blackmail” in defining the attitude of the
international news agencies. However, the Ottoman officials told about some cases in
the nature of extortion, blackmail or threats. Their objectives were not to blame the
agencies, but to convey the messages and statements of directors of these agencies to
the Ottoman ministries. The following examples support this view. One of these
140

cases have already been defined as an explicit blackmail and threat in a Turkish
article.527
Enrolling the journalists or publishers through regular salary, making
payments and giving gifts to them, endowing with state subsidies and subscriptions
which had begun with the advent of journalism were the common practices both in
the Ottoman government and in Europe.528 Several examples support this
observation. To illustrate, the Russian government subsidized the French newspapers
and news agencies including Havas at various times. Although the subsidies were in
practice before 1904, it boomed between 1904 and 1906 on a larger scale. The main
reason was to protect Russia's credit standing in France. The Russian government
paid two and half million francs to French press during these two years.529
In addition, Havas signed contracts with Serbia, Hungary, and the Ottoman
Empire between 1889 and 1907, which are present at the Archives of Havas.
Mesevage clarifies them as follows:

These contracts are for the receipt of news by Havas from those governments.
Each government agrees to pay Havas a set fee for the transfer of information to
Havas, and in turn, Havas agrees to give the information as much publicity as
possible-while pretending that the information originated with Havas' own
foreign correspondent. … The existence of these payments from sovereign
borrowers to media organizations invites speculation as to the consequences of
a successful financial propaganda campaign. 530

Besides these governments, Russia still continued on making payments to the French
press. In July 1914, Russia‟s representative in the Paris markets “was getting tired of
continually bribing the French press” including Havas.531
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In essence, the Ottoman government also followed the same path from the
early years of journalism in the Empire.532 The European journalists, who really
contributed the establishment of press in the Ottoman Empire, greatly benefited from
this opportunity. However, it turned into a serious problem for the Ottoman
government in the last quarter of nineteenth century. The Ottoman State was
encroached by both national and international press, the reporters and publishers as
well. The government made payments to dozens of journalists and newspapers
during this era.533
As the international news agencies looked ways to get their own share, they
regarded subscription as a legitimate way. Their correspondents were not only news
reporters but also businessmen to make money on their behalf and companies. Havas
and Reuter were really powerful and influential since they were cartels thanks to
their extended network supported by the British and French governments. They did
not refrain from misusing their power in this competition. They put pressure on the
Ottoman government to obtain subscription to their services. Extortion and threats
were useful instruments in this mission. From the perspective of the Ottoman
government, “hostile reporting against the Ottoman State” was enough to draw the
attention of the Palace and Ottoman officials since the Ottoman State was really
dependent on their services and it had no alternative. The following examples will
clarify this point.
The attitude of the international news agencies on reporting on the Armenian
issue was discussed in previous sections. It was the soft belly of the Ottoman Empire
given the European states attacked the Empire through their press tools according to
the official Ottoman point of view. The government was trying to “prevent hostile
reports” and ready to pay for it when someone demanded more. It was the Armenian
issue that the agencies mostly made use of in extracting money from the Ottoman
government. In 1893, several incidents occurred in the Anatolian city Kayseri
between the Muslim people and the Armenians. The European newspapers reported
532
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that these were the attacks of Turkish and Kurdish people against the Armenian
people in the Ottoman Empire. The premise of these reports was that Muslims killed
the Armenians. The European newspapers basically published the telegrams of the
news agencies. Havas refused to publish the denials of these reports when the
Ottoman government asked for it. According to the official account in the related
Ottoman document, the reason for the rejection of the French news agency to publish
the rebuttal of the Ottoman government was that the Ottoman Embassy in Paris had
not subscribed to the news services of Havas. The Director of Foreign Press
(Matbuat-ı Hariciye Müdürü) Abdullah Macid Bey explained the issue in his petition
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which was then submitted to the Sultan through
Sadaret (Grand Vizierate). The petition argued that the deputy representative of
Havas in Istanbul applied to the Undersecretary of Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
person or in a written way several times. It further explained the representative of
agency stated that Havas more likely declined to publish denials of the Ottoman
government since the Ottoman Ministry and the Embassy in Paris were not
subscribed to the French agency. He implicitly warned the Ottoman government to
work with Havas through payments.534
In 1895, the Ottoman government was incapable of paying for the
subscription fee to Havas due to deep financial crisis. From the Ottoman perspective,
the content of Havas‟ telegraphic dispatches promptly turned against the Ottoman
Empire. Actually, it had never been in favour of the Ottomans before, yet there was
“a dramatic hostile change” this time. Ottoman officials thought that Agence Havas
persistently and intentionally produced and distributed news against the Ottoman
Empire vis-à-vis the Armenians. In fact, they were right given that the directors of
Havas in Paris personally informed the Ottoman Ambassador in France on the
reasons of this change. According to the letter of the ambassador on his conversation
with the directors of Havas, they stated that the Ottoman government had yet to pay
for the subscription fee. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs warned the Ministry of
Treasury to make the payment immediately.535
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Besides them, in 1897, the Ottoman government cancelled its contract with
Havas despite the contrary suggestions of nearly every Ottoman department. The
possible reason denotes the dramatic increase in subscription fee and economic
problems of the Ottoman government.536 Henceforth, the Havas directors overtly
warned the Ottoman Ambassador in Paris that the French agency would soon pursue
the policy of free flow of information against the Ottoman government unless the
Ottoman State would continue subscription. The ambassador reported, “the aim of
Havas is to coerce the Ottoman State for a new contract by hostile reporting.”537
Threats were not limited to the international news agencies. Other agencies in
Istanbul and foreign newspapers also the same tool on many occasions. The solution
of the Ottoman government by giving money to the press bodies that harsly criticized
the Ottoman State created the understanding that “hostile reporting makes money”.
Furthermore, the European sources also point out the blackmails and threats
that European newspapers in Istanbul made to the Ottoman government. For
instance, in 1900, Austrian writer and journalists Karl Kraus harsly criticized a group
of journalists in Istanbul by blaming them for making a lot of money from the
Ottoman Sultan. Gummer, an academic who studied public relations of Germany in
the Ottoman society, explains the point of Kraus:538

But according the Kraus, the system ran both ways. Not only did
correspondents engage in self-censorship, painting a rosy picture of life in the
Ottoman domains, but they also attempted to blackmail the Sultan by
threatening to publish uncomfortable information about the real state of his
empire's affairs.539
…Ajans Havas telgraf şirketinin bu vechile hakkımızda neşriyât-ı gayr-ı marziyede bulunması
abonman bedelinin henüz i„tâ olunmamış olmasından münba„is olduğuna dâir hâriciye nezâret-i
celîlesinin tezkeresi melfûflarıyla ma„ân arz ve takdîm kılınmış ve mezkûr abonman bedelinin sür„at-i
tesviyesi mâliye nezâret-i celîlesine te‟kîden iş„âr idilmişdir.
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… mezkûr mukavelenamenin fesh edilmesine mebnî şirket-i mezkûrenin hükümet-i seniyyeye karşı
karîben serbestî-i hareketini kâmilen iktisâb eyleyeceği müdîr-i mûmâ ileyh tarafından beyan ve ihtâr
edilip bundan maksat hükümet-i seniyyeyi tahsîsât i„tâsına devama icbâr etmek kazıyyesi olduğu derkâr isede müdîr-i mûmâ ileyhin hükümet-i seniyyeye karşı hasmâne bir meslek ittihâz etmesi menâfi„-i
saltanat-ı seniyyece mûceb¬-i mazarrat eyleyeceğinden…
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6.2. Censorship and Pressure

Actually, censorship of printed material, journals and newspapers were not a
new practice in the Ottoman Empire by the 1870s. However, as Cioeta points out,
“the first steps toward a systematic strict censorship regime in the Empire” came
after the accession of Sultan Abdülhamid II. The suspension of the Press Law gave
the Ottoman officials the right to authorize the immediate closing down or
suppression of any journals and newspaper without stating any reason.540
The extent and format of censorship changed over time with the advent of
new communication tools such as telegraph. As to the international news agencies,
censorship in several ways, such as censoring the content of the incoming and
outgoing telegrams in both ways to and from Istanbul, restricting the use of
telegraph, pre-publication censor and control of the correspondents by pressure were
the major solutions when the Ottoman government failed to find a way out in dealing
with international news agencies. Harsh censorship for the international news
agencies remarkably intensified after the 1880s.
In the eyes of Sultan Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman ruling elite, the
necessity to check and control the international news agencies emerged by the end of
1870s because of their growing role and impact in the Ottoman Empire. They had
permanent and experienced reporters who were very ambitious in producing news
stories in Istanbul. The Ottoman archival documents clearly demonstrate that efforts
to handle the problem of international news agencies geared momentum in the early
1880s. The Grand Vizier Mehmed Said Pasha submitted a proposal to Sultan
Abdülhamid II on this issue in 1880. He argued, “[foreign] reporters in Istanbul
maliciously invented several news stories which were false and groundless against
the Ottoman State and its officials.”541 In the proposal, Mehmed Said Pasha
explained the issue comprehensively:
The correspondent of Reuter Company [Sigismund] Engländer attempted to
send a telegram this night that includes … fixing of the issue542 was dependent
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on the involvement of the [European] states. The telegram was immediately
stopped and cancelled since it contained detrimental content. In addition to this,
the [British] Embassy was informed of the incident. However, the reporters are
giving a lot of telegrams to [the telegraph offices] in order to send. The attempts
[to censor] by the other officers will not work unless the [Ottoman] Telegraph
Authority will be responsible and take control of examining the content of
telegrams timely and to distinguish the ones that are detrimental [to the interest
of the Ottoman State].543

The following Ottoman archival documents evidently indicate that the
Ottoman government issued a notice and sent it to the correspondents of the
international news agencies in Istanbul. Shortly after the proposal of Mehmed Said
Pasha, the notice set forth “the prohibition of sending telegrams which include
detrimental content.” They were also restricted from releasing news stories that were
not received through the Ottoman telegraphy offices. They would only be able to
distribute news stories in Istanbul received through telegraphy and checked by the
Ottoman officials. The agent of Havas Telegraph Company sent a letter to the
Ottoman Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 11 November 1880. He told:

After the Undersecretary of Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued the warning
notice, my company has not released and distributed any news story which were
not allowed by the Ottoman government, nor were received through telegraph. I
declare that the information which has been conveyed to Sublime Porte as
opposed to this fact is not true.544

As stated in the reply, there was a complaint against Havas and the Ottoman
government asked for an explanation. It is also apparent that the Ottoman authorities
had already sent a notice to Havas.545 The point of the matter is that in terms of
censorship the agencies were controlled not only for outgoing telegrams to Europe,
but also for incoming ones and distributing news stories in Istanbul.
However, the problem increasingly deteriorated for the Ottoman State. In
1882, upon the reports of The Grand Vizier Mehmed Said Pasha, the Ottoman
543
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government took significant measures “against the corrrespondents who have written
and cabled detrimental news stories to the European newspapers”. In addition to
setting up the Department of Foreign Press in order to control the telegraphic
dispatches of foreign correspondents in the Ottoman Empire, the decree evidently
paid attention to the problem of news agencies operating in the Ottoman capital. The
Ottoman officials defined the news agencies as telegraph companies. The decree
included the following measures:

I would like to draw your attention to the problem of reporters of telegraph
companies and foreign newspapers in Istanbul. Their attitude and activities were
openly irregular. Almost all of the letters and news stories written by these
reporters were not only hostile and detrimental to the Ottoman State but also
most of them were false and exaggerated. Opposing foreign reporters to stay in
our country when they perform their profession is a mistake and we cannot
imagine such kind of a thing. 546

The decree, however, underlined that performing “their profession should not
go beyond the rule of law, wisdom and justice.” It blamed most of the reporters
acting against those rules. It continued:

The publications motivated by hostile attitude not only reflect the situation and
incidents incorrectly but also create a negative impact in the Ottoman territory.
No state with a sense of personal dignity can tolerate these activities. In order to
fix this trouble, the reporters must register their names with the office which
will be under the supervision of Undersecretary of Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
They should apply to this office to get both information and comment and to
correct their information. This office will inform the reporters with right
information like everywhere. In the first violation, the reporters who continue to
send false and baseless news stories without looking at the information provided
by the office will be given an official warning and invited to do right reporting.
They will be pronounced both in the Ottoman State and foreign countries in the
second violation. They will be deported by the Ottoman government in the third
violation.547

These decisions were sent to the foreign embassies especially to the European ones
in Istanbul and the Ottoman embassies in Europe with a diplomatic note.548 The
Ottoman government gradually broadened the censorship for the international news
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agencies. Two weeks after the new regulation and announcement on 16 December
1882, Sultan Abdülhamid II ordered to tighten the content of the telegraphic
dispatches. The Ottoman officials were given the task to see the corrections and the
information which would be delivered to the news agencies before they were sent.549
An Ottoman bureaucrat immediately visited Dr. Sigismund Engländer, the
Istanbul Correspondent of Reuter, after the announcement on 16 December 1882.
Engländer complained that two of his telegrams were suspended in the Ottoman
telegraph office. The official explained the reasons of this conduct. Then Engländer
admitted that he sent some of the telegrams through Varna and Shumen550 and
pledged no more to send through these cities. The Ottoman official advised
Engländer not to send any telegraphic dispatch that he was not sure of its credibility
and validity. The official also told, “not to trust and rely on the statements and news
spread by the poisonous people”. Reuter correspondent Engländer promised that he
would definitely avoid any telegraphic dispatch that could cause any discontent for
the Ottoman sultan. 551
The document also gives significant information on how the international
news agencies and the foreign embassies in Istanbul responded to the attempt of the
Ottoman government to censor the telegrams. The Ottoman official stated, “the
London newspapers were against the truth and they were full of telegrams,
correspondence and information which were sent from Istanbul.” He then explained
their response:

The diplomatic memorandum [with regard to new regulation of telegrams to be
censored] sent by Arif Pasha to the foreign embassies in Istanbul led to
negative, annoying and malicious influence in the capital. The reporters send
their telegrams from Varna and Shumen, yet creating an impression as if they
were sent from Istanbul. In this case, they produce more false and delusional
news by their stories. 552
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The telegrams of the international news agencies were strictly censored from
early on the 1880s to the mid-1910s. Mostly, the Ottoman officials preferred to use
the term “withheld” for censoring telegrams.553 The censorship was also a term used.
There are several archival documents demonstrating the examples of censorship in
the Ottoman territory. The Ottoman government censored a lot of telegrams of both
Reuter and Havas in mid-the 1880s.554 For instance, most of the telegraphic
dispatches from Istanbul to Europe were withheld in 1883. The censored ones were
marked in the long list.555 It seems that withholding the telegrams of the news
agencies became a big and serious problem for the Ottoman government in 1886 as
the agencies asked for the telegram fee they paid to send. It really prompted a debate
in the Ottoman State and remained an important agenda at least for another two
years. The Ottoman officials discussed how to pay it back.556
The Ottoman government not only censored telegrams outgoing from Istanbul
but also the incoming ones. Both the outgoing news stories and incoming
information were potentially harmful in the eyes of the Palace and Ottoman officials.
The aim was to prevent the distribution of the reports of the news agencies to the
newspapers in Istanbul. For example, the Ottoman officials detected that Agence de
Constantinople and Agence Oriental succeeded in receiving telegrams from Europe
by preventing them from any kind of censorship and they distributed the telegraphic
dispatches to their subscribers. Someone notified the Ottoman authorities.557 The
Ottoman government immediately went into action to “prevent this kind of abuses.”
The Ottoman government instructed the telegraph authorities to follow the issue
closely and not to allow “such detrimental activities.”558

Dersa„âdetde sû-i te‟sîr hâsıl olmuş çünki gazeteler muhbirleri telgraflarını Varna‟dan veyâ
Şeyre‟den Dersa„âdet ünvânıyla gönderüp ol vakit daha ziyâde hez eyân ve ekâvîl ihtirâ„
iderler…
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The reason for this strict practice was that the public opinion became
gradually significant for Sultan Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman government.559
Actually, image both in homeland and abroad was crucial for the Ottoman sultan.560
As the main mass communication tool, the newspapers increasingly played an
important role in shaping of the public opinion. Therefore, the Palace sought to
intensify the censorship on the incoming information, mainly provided by the
international news agencies. In 1892, the government introduced a new practice in
this respect. The Ottoman censor authorities began to check the content of the news
stories and information distributed by the telegraphic news agencies to the Ottoman
newspapers.561 The decision was announced and explained:

Agence Havas and other telegraphic news agencies distribute news and
information in different languages. However, most of them were unsuitable and
unacceptable to be published in the newspapers. It is very difficult for the
censorship officers to check and examine the content of the telegraphic
dispatches distributed by the news agencies. Therefore, it is necessary to
examine them during the day-time so the newspapers can publish them. The
agencies thus must send the copies of their telegraphic dispatches to the
Ottoman Press Directorate on time. 562

Censoring the telegraphic dispatches distributed to the newspapers by the
agencies was insufficient to keep the control over news and information in the
capital. The agencies were resolved to spread all information they had without any
559
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censorship. It was brought to the attention of the Palace and Ottoman officials that
some of the news agencies distributed the censored parts of telegraphic dispatches in
public places. As the routine practice, the news agencies sent their telegraphic
dispatches to the Ottoman Press Directorate during the day-time before the
newspapers published them. Parts of the dispatches were censored by the Ottoman
censorship officers. The Ottoman government learned that these censored parts were
released in public places and ordered to take all measures to prevent this
misconduct.563
The objective to control the public opinion that has been reflected as keeping
control of incoming news from Europe in Istanbul gradually tightened. Subsequently,
the distribution of all telegraphic dispatches of the international news agencies to the
newspapers was stopped unless the Undersecretary of Ministry of Foreign Affairs
allowed it. To put it another way, Sultan Abdülhamid II viewed the performance of
censorship officers who examined and censored telegraphic dispatches insufficient.
Hence, he opted for a tigther step in 1894 which stipulated that the agencies had to
acquire the approval of the Undersecretary to distribute their dispatches to the
newspapers.564 The Ottoman document explained:

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs informed that the newspapers and the news
agencies publish the telegrams coming from Europe that are not examined by
the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The news agencies were
notified that they could not distribute any telegraphic dispatches unless they get
the approval of the Undersecretary henceforth.565

As the Ottoman government tightened the censorship, the international new
agencies naturally tried their best to overcome it. They looked for alternative ways
and routes to send their news from Istanbul. The easiest way that the agencies
resorted was mostly to send the telegrams from Bulgarian port of Varna since the
Ottoman government had no control there. Varna evolved into a great asset for the
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foreign new agencies and newspapers to freely cable their telegrams following
Bulgaria‟s independence from the Ottoman rule in 1878. An Ottoman archival
document clearly indicates that the control of telegraph office in Varna was not in the
hands of the Ottoman authorities in 1878. The document stated that taking telegraph
fee from Russians was not suitable in Varna given the city was evacuated.566 Varna
was 160 miles away from Istanbul by sea and the ship steamers were working
regularly in this line. There was a railway connection between Istanbul and Varna as
well.
There were several cases that the reporters of international news agencies sent
their telegrams through Varna and other Bulgarian cities. Moreover, they wrote down
“Constantinople” as the dateline, which described the date and location where a
news article originated. By labelling Istanbul as the dateline, they showed as if the
telegrams were sent from there. It made Sultan Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman
bureaucrats really angry. Actually, the reporters had begun to use Varna
telegraph office in the early 1880s in order to avoid censorship. As the Ottoman
officials were aware of it, they tried to prevent these attempts. However, it evolved
into a serious problem for the Ottoman state in the mid-1890s.
One of the earliest examples clearly reveals the scope of the problem for
the Ottoman State. After Sultan Abdülhamid II ordered to tighten the content of the
telegraphic dispatches on 16 December 1882,567 an Ottoman official met with Dr.
Sigismund Engländer to discuss the situation of the telegraphic news agencies. Dr.
Engländer admitted that he sent some of the telegrams through Varna because of
strict censorship.568 Mr. Werndel, the assistant and successor of Engländer, told how
they overcame the censorship:
My arrival relieved him [Engländer] of some of the complicated work we had to
do in those days of Hamidan rule in Turkey, consisting in the collection of news
for transmission to London. We had to devise all kinds of combinations to
circumvent the Turkish Censor who as remorseless. Thus, we had transmitting
agents on the Bulgarian side of the frontier to who we addressed our dispatches,
while special codes, worded in homely language, we prepared for the purpose of
dealing with any possible contingency, during periods of crisis which, in those
days, were frequent. In this manner, we were often able to score over our
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numerous competitors, much to the amazement and annoyance of the latter who
wondered how we managed to get the news home. 569

That is the reason why Storey describes Engländer in the following way: “He [Sultan
Abdülhamid II] feared and disliked Engländer - who, of course, had soon become an
institution in Constantinople - for his knack of getting inconvenient news out of the
country.”570
In 1886, the Ottoman government once again warned the international news
agencies not to send any telegram through Varna. The Ottoman officials noticed that
the telegraphic news agencies sent the news to o Varna by steamer or train and from
there on to Europe by telegraphy. The Ottoman government ordered the news
agencies “to give an end to these illegal practices.” 571
Remarkably, the issue became more significant for the Ottoman State in the
mid-1890s. To illustrate, Reuter published a telegraphic dispatch on the Armenian
issue through Varna. The British and American newspapers published these news
stories with the dateline of “Constantinople”. The Ottoman government responded
with fury. The bureaucrats firstly rejected the content of the news. Followingly, they
took some measures to stop these incidents. In addition, the Ottoman government
went a further step forward. The reporter of Reuter in Istanbul was interrogated.572 In
addition to this, other news agencies operating in Balkans adopted the same method.
The correspondent of Agence Balkanik in Sofia wrote news stories “which were
false and malicious.” He showed the dateline as “Constantinople” in the telegrams.573
In 1895, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs asked the Ministry of Post and
Telegraph how the [international] telegraphic news agencies could send telegrams
without any censorship. The ministry replied:

The uncensored telegrams of the agencies were not cabled from the Ottoman
telegraph offices. It can be broadly concluded that they were cabled through
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[Bulgarian city] Felipe. The agencies send the [news] letters directly to these
[Bulgarian] telegraph offices by train. Besides them, the telegrams including the
false and hostile news [about the Ottoman State] which have been published in
European newspapers seems ought to be conveyed to these [Bulgarian]
telegraph offices and be cabled from there. These offices also delay our
communication by arguing that their telegraph lines are so busy.574

The dateline issue has turned into an obsession for the Ottoman State over
time. Actually, dateline was more of an interest for them rather than the content. The
archival documents indicate that this fixation stemmed from the attitude of Sultan
Abdülhamid II. The search for a possible solution took months. There are several
documents on this issue. Firstly, the Ottoman government instructed the officials to
check whether there was a mechanism or convention to stop this practice.575 The
Ottoman Ministry of Foreign Affairs replied two weeks later on how to cope with the
problem of dateline in the telegrams. The response suggested no concrete solution. It
implied that prohibiting news agencies from sending telegrams from Bulgaria was
not possible at all.576 Despite responding to the inquiry of the government on the
question, the other Ottoman departments could not propose a workable plan as
well.577
The censorship applied to the international news agencies remained a strict
and commom practice in the first decade of the twentieth century. The agencies also
kept on releasing censored parts of their telegrams in public places although the
Ottoman government detected the issue and ordered to take all measures to prevent
this “misuse” in 1893.578 Upon the instruction of Sultan Abdülhamid II, the Ministry
of Interior investigated the issue and wrote to the Ministry of Post and Telegraph and
Zaptieh of Istanbul Municipality. As stated in the reply, the telegraphic dispatches of
the news agencies released their telegrams, which were censored by the Ottoman
Foreign Press Directorate, by inserting them into bulletins in the clubs, coffeehouses,
beer houses and other public places. The order of government to forbid and stop this
practice was notified to the news agencies and these places. The police forbid the
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posting of telegram bulletins in the coffeehouses and beer houses. However,
according to the report of the Ministry of Post and Telegraph, these telegrams were
allowed to get in the clubs. Consequently, the police was given the right to get into
the clubs to check and prohibit the releases totally.579
The endeavours of the Ottoman government to censor the incoming telegrams
also continued. In 1900, the Ottoman government ordered once again to “examine
the case of distributing uncensored telegrams of news agencies which inflicted
damage on the interests of the Ottoman State” and to prohibit this kind of activities
totally and definitely. The order was extended to include not only the release of the
telegrams but also their publication in the newspapers in Istanbul.580
Furthermore, the Ottoman government continued to strictly censor the
telegrams of news agencies when they cabled to Europe during the first decade of the
twentieth century. The Ottoman government observed that the agencies tried to cable
their news without censorship. Agence de Constantinople succeeded in sending some
of its telegraphic dispatches without being subjected to the examination by Ottoman
censorship officers. However, as soon as the government noticed the situation, it
ruled to take appropriate measure.581
The Ottoman government also looked for alternative ways to deal with the
violations of the news agencies. However, it was not possible to find a feasible
solution to this problem and in fact it was really hard to control the activities of the
agencies. The correspondents of the agencies always pledged to obey the regulations
and laws. Although they looked for alternative ways to overcome the constraints and
obstacles, there remained no other way than violating the regulations. In this respect,
as reported in the Ottoman documents, Reuter received its uncensored telegrams in
the capital of Bulgaria, Sofia, several times. The British agency distributed them to
the newspapers in Istanbul in 1905. From the Ottoman perspective, the content of the
dispatch was provocative. The report stated that the Ottoman State would locate the
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Muslim people instead of the Ottoman Bulgarians along the Coast of Maritza River.
The story really upset the Ottoman government.582
An interesting story regarding the telegraphic news agencies gives clues
on the nature of the relationship between the Ottoman government and the
agencies. It also shows how some of the agencies worked. The Sublime Porte
learned that the National Agency Company in Paris went bankrupt. The
correspondent of French agency in Istanbul, Mossier Carolla changed the title of
his company into “Agence National in Constantinople” in the documents. This
way, it acquired a separate managerial identity without permission. According to the
Ottoman document, Mossier Carolla has never received a telegram from Paris or
Europe but he distributed some news bulletins by fabricating the stories. The
Ottoman Embassy in Paris also informed that there was no relation or contact
between Mossier Carolla and an agency in Paris operating with the title of
National Agency. In the eyes of Ottoman bureaucrats, there was a possibility
that this company could fabricate political news in the future. Therefor e, the
Ottoman authorities went into action through prohibiting its distributions and
publications.583
Meanwhile, while Sultan Andülhamid II personally led and supervised the
policy on the press, a crucial change has occured in the Ottoman Empire in 1908.
The second Constitutional Rule restoring the abolished 1876 Constitution was
announced on 24 July 1908. It is widely considered as a milestone in the Ottoman
history. Especially after the dethronement of Sultan Abdülhamid II by the Young
Turks584 on 27 April 1909, it is generally accepted that an era of freedoms in many
fields, including press, started in the Ottoman society. Baykal, describes the general
outlook in this era:
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It would trigger a boom in the Ottoman press. This press boom, characterized
by unusually high activity in the press, was the unintended and unforeseen
consequence of the promulgation of the constitution in July 1908, which
granted freedom to the press within the boundaries of the law. As a result of the
strict policies Abdülhamid II had adopted towards the press and the sudden
appearance of press freedom, the floodgates opened and all over the empire a
barrage of news press publications appeared, produced by all the various
constituent people of the empire. However, after peaking in its first few months,
the boom was followed by a crash as many of the news publications were not
destined to live long.585

The purpose of this dissertation is not to discuss and make a comparison in
terms of press freedom between the era of Sultan Abdülhamid II and the Second
Constitutional Rule which was mainly the governing of the Committee of Union and
Progress. However, it will be useful to briefly describe the practices in this era in the
context of censorship to the international news agencies as well.
Undoubtedly, the censorship to the news agencies continued in the new
period. However, it seems that Sultan ReĢad Mehmed V and the Committee of Union
and Progress were not determined as Sultan Abdülhamid II in controlling the press.
For Sultan Abdülhamid II, it was nearly an issue of survival to manage and fight the
international news agencies and press in general. It was also a personal matter for
him since “the attacks and insults directly targeted him.” For the others, it was a
problem for the interests of the Ottoman State but not a personal one. In addition to
this, political outlook in the Ottoman Empire and the world politics were totally
different due to World War I.
With regard to the practices and examples in this era, the Ottoman
government detected that some of the news agencies insisted on cabling “harmful
news” on the affairs of the Ottoman State. Accordingly, in the first month of the
Second Constitutional Rule, the government ordered the examination of possible
solutions and taking necessary measures for prohibiting them.586 In 1913, the
telegrams of the international news agencies created troubles for the Ottoman State.
As stated in the Ottoman documents, the Ottoman government instructed to prohibit
the news agencies‟ telegrams since they blocked the internal communication of the
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Ottoman Empire. The document stated that the problem was understood thanks to the
telegrams sent from Romania Steamer in Istanbul.587
In 1914, the Ottoman government set up a committee of censorship under the
supervision of The Ministry of War in order to assure “the safety and salvation of the
nation.” The censorship practices were tightened both for the press and foreign
embassies in Istanbul.588 In 1916, the Ottoman government ordered to close down
two agencies in Jerusalem and Beirut. The Matbuat-ı Umumiye Müdüriyeti
(Directorate General of Press) wrote both to Jerusalem Mutasarrıflığı589 -an
administrative region under the Ottoman State- and to province of Beirut590 to give
instruction to close down two agencies, Agence General Ottoman in Jerusalem and
Siryen Agency in Beirut.591
Lastly, another document showing the censorship for the news agencies in the
Ottoman State belongs to 1919. The Ottoman government, in a notice sent to the
local authorities clearly accepted that the telegrams of the news agencies were
censored in Istanbul. The notice stated that incoming and outgoing telegrams of the
news agencies were strictly examined and censored. Therefore, it instructed that it
was no longer necessary to re-censor the telegrams where they arrived.592
The problem of dateline in which the news agencies used the Bulgarian
telegraph offices for avoding censorship continued through the mid-1910s as well.
The Ottoman Embassy in Sofia informed, “Reuter distributed detrimental and
malicious news against the Ottoman State” despite the censorship practice in
Istanbul. The embassy suggested compelling Reuter to obey the regulations of
censorship. In response to the Sofia Embassy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated
that these news stories were not released from Istanbul, but spread by intermediaries
and foreign embassies. The response of the ministry was also a confession of
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limitations of the Ottoman State. It stated: “The warnings delivered to Reuter have
no influence at all on it. However, we confirm that the reporter of Reuter was
warned.”593
Another significant aspect of censorship to the international news agencies was
the compensations that the Ottoman State had to pay them for their withheld
telegrams. It really caused big troubles for the Sublime Porte. The telegraph
authorities in France and Italy, which cabled the telegrams to Istanbul, asked for
reimbursement of telegraph fees and demanded compensation for the censorship.
Unfortunately, no provision can be found in the archives regulating this issue in the
contracts between the Ottoman government and the international news agencies,
especially Reuter and Havas. As understood from the content of the Ottoman
documents, the French and British demands stemmed from the International
Telegraph Convention of 1875.594 Furthermore, it should be stated that the settlement
of this problem took almost four years for the Ottoman State as seen in the archival
correspondences dating from by the end of 1886 to early 1889.
As regards to the details of withheld telegrams, the documents on this issue
evidently reveal the strict censorship by the Ottoman government applied to Reuter
and Havas news agencies. The document dated 1882 or 1883595 stated that the
telegraph authorities of Italia and France asked for the fees of telegrams cabled to
Reuter and Havas from Europe, yet withheld by the Ottoman telegraph offices
because of “their harmful content.” Therefore, the Ottoman telegraph authorities
requested to get an additional budget for the year of 1300 in Hijri from the
government. The request was for the payments for already withheld telegrams and
future ones. As a result of consultations between the Ministry of Post and Telegraph
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BOA, HR.SYS., 2402/95, 12 September 1914.
Celiyyelerine icra edilen ihtârâtta tesiri pek de görülememektedir. Ma„a-mâ-fîh ajans Reuter
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After the first International Telegraph Conference was held in Paris in 1865, the fourth
plenipotentiary conference took place in St. Petersburg 1875. The conference completely re-drafted
the International Telegraph Convention. It was explained in the Ottoman documents as follows:
…Müfâd-ı iş„âr-ı âlî-i âsafâneleri rehîn-i îkân-ı âcizî olarak keyfiyyet be-tekrâr Bâb-ı âlî hukûk
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merbût nizâm-nâme ahkâmı mûcebince ucûrât-ı mezkûrenin tesviyesi lâzım geleceğini… See: BOA,
DH.MKT., 1460/72, 4 S 1305/22 October 1887.
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The document does not mention the exact date but states just the year of 1300 in Hijri. It was
between November 1882 and November 1883.
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and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, paying back the fees was seen an appropriate
step.596
However, reimbursement of fees was not an appropriate solution in the long
run since the censorship to the news agencies would definitely continue. The
Ottoman government also began considering alternative solutions. The Ottoman
bureaucrats proposed not to censor the incoming telegrams but to force the news
agencies not to distribute “detrimental stories” that they received. In this plan, they
also suggested to deliver a warning to the agencies that they would be responsible to
pay the fees and compensation if they kept insisting.597 However, this suggestion was
not taken into consideration.
The Ottoman government could not find an appropriate response to this
challenge even after a year. The search was underway in 1887. The Ottoman
government was in a rush and instructed:

The measures as a response to the prospective claims of the European telegraph
authorities for the fees and compensation due to the censored telegrams of
Reuter and Havas should be immediately put into practice. The result should
also be informed to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.598

For the Ottoman officials, the best way was to sign a contract with Reuter and Havas
in order to avoid large amount of compensations. Therefore, the Ottoman
government sought ways to make deals with them599 but it was not acceptable for the
agencies.
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BOA, DH.MKT., 1386/89, 25 Ra 1304/22 December 1886).
… mâdâm ki bu misillü telgrafnâmelerin memâlik-i mahrûse-i şâhânede neşrince mahzûr görülüyor
o hâlde bundan dolayı zâyi„ idilen vâridât üzerine bir de tazmînât i„tâsından ise mezkûr şirketlerin
havâdis-i telgrafı celb itmemeleri hakkında ihtârâtda bulunulup yine ısrâr iderler ise vukû„bulacak
zarar ve ziyânın taraflarına âid olacağının kendülerine teblîği…
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BOA, DH.MKT., 1585/87, 17 Ca 1306/19 January 1889; and BOA, DH. MKT., 11588/16, 24 Ca
1306/26 January 1889.
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6.3. Chasing the Reporters and Their Sources: Investigation, Threats and Legal
Acts: 600

One of the measures that the Ottoman government applied in managing the
international news agencies was chasing the news which “were harmful for the
interest of the Ottoman State”, the reporters and their sources. Investigating the
source of news, interrogating the reporters, getting in contact with the directors or
owners of the international news agencies, delivering harsh warnings to reporters and
the agencies, using threats and making possible legal charges against them were the
common tools that the Ottoman government had and tried to use when it deemed
necessary in this vein. The vital objective in all these endeavours was to control the
news and prevent any undesired stories both in European and Istanbul newspapers.
Illustrating the issue with several cases and points will reveal the mindset of both the
Ottoman government and the news agencies and how the system worked in this
respect.
The chasing process was initiated towards the end of the 1870s simply
because the reporting activities intensified in these years following the international
news agencies began to operate fully in Istanbul. The initial cases that made the
Ottoman government uncomfortable were about the news stories of Reuter‟s
representative, Sigismund Engländer. Actually, there were several cases that
involved him during his tenure in Istanbul. The Ottoman government and Reuter
directors or the owner of the company had many correspondences on this question as
the letters evidently show.
The first complaint of the Ottoman government was about the news of Reuter
on the Russo-Turkish War (1877–78). The Ottoman government claimed, “the
British agency distributed baseless news which was continuously in favour of Russia
from the start of the war.” The government called for an impartial reporting through
the Ottoman Embassy in London. The Ottoman diplomats delivered the warning to
Baron Paul Julius Reuter, the founder and owner of the agency. Then, they met with
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The article of Ġpek Yosmaoğlu, “Chasing the Printed Work” inspired me for in selecting this
subheading. Yosmaoğlu, “Chasing the Printed Word,” pp. 15-49.
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Baron Reuter to discuss the issue. However, he kindly rebuffed the claims of the
Ottoman government.601
After a year, the Ottoman government this time complained about the nature
of news stories cabled by Engländer from Istanbul. The government conveyed its
discontent and discomfort via the Ottoman Embassy in London once again. In
general, the Porte argued, “most of the telegrams sent by Engländer were baseless
and they were intentionally written to inflict harm on the Ottoman State.” Also, the
Ottoman government was annoyed since Engländer sent his stories through Syros
and Odessa instead of Istanbul directly. The government demanded to see the
telegraphic dispatches before their distribution to the newspapers in London. As
stated in the letter, the demand was that the Ottoman Embassy in London would
check the accuracy of the news about the Ottoman State.602
However, Reuter‟s response did not correspond with the expectations of the
Ottoman government. Herbert Reuter, the managing director and the son of Baron
Reuter, replied to the complaint of the Ottoman government. The letter reflects the
mindset of the Ottoman government regarding the issue and international news
agencies in general. Herbert Reuter in his response to “the Charge D'affairs of the
Imperial Ottoman Embassy in London” stated:
With reference to your communication to me on the 29th (Nov) to the effect that
you had received a despatch from the Sublime Porte complaining of the
character of our news-service from Constantinople as inaccurate and
untrustworthy, permit me to express my great regret that the Sublime Porte
should have considered it necessary to prefer such serious charges against this
branch of our service.603

Reuter was uncomfortable with the complaint in the sense that it targeted the
reporting in general rather than some specific news. Herbert Reuter continued:
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BOA, HR.SFR.3., 248/87, 29 December 1877.

On the other hand, Britain was not happy with the success of Russia; and supported the Ottoman
State. The war ended thanks to intervention of Britain.
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BOA, HR.SFR.3., 260/74, 26 November 1878. Herbert Reuter wrote the letter in English. Most of
the correspondences between the Ottoman offices and Reuter were in French.
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BOA, HR.SFR.3., 262/41, 2 December 1878. This letter is in English.
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I cannot for a moment suppose that the Sublime Porte intends that its remarks
should apply without distinction to our Constantinople service in its entirely, as
the truth of the news we have received thence as been subsequently
corroborated as to many and various quarters that we can only imagine that
allusion is made to certain messages on particular events. However, this may
be, I can only express my sincere desire to the informed of the specific
occasions when these regrettable in accuracies occurred, in order that our agent
may be called upon to give us explanations. 604

He assured that “their chief desire and preoccupation is to serve the public
with absolutely authentic and impartial information”. He underlined that “each and
every representative of the company has received the most stringent instructions to
conform strictly these essential principles” in this respect. Moreover, they believed
that they were “justified in assuming that the reputation enjoyed by the agency was
wholly due to rigorous adherence to these rules.” He also added that “if any
derivation from these instructions were to come under their notice they should not
hesitate to take such steps as the circumstance might require in order to ensure the
prefer observance of their directions.”605
Furthermore, Herbert Reuter stated that it was quite possible that error might
have occurred owing to telegraphic mutilations distorting the original sense on some
occasions. However, he held the Ottoman government responsible by stating, “Under
these circumstances while fully admitting the possibility of error occasionally
appearing in our telegrams we can only attribute the graver change made by the
Sublime Porte to erroneous information.”606
With respect to the reasons why Engländer sent the messages via Syros and
Odessa and by other indirect routes, Reuter regretted that this practice was due to the
fact that Engländer was under the pressure of these restrictions and consequently
expressive methods of transmitting the news. He further stated:

We would, however, beg to offer in explanation of this measure on his part, the
fact that on several occasions where he was handed in to the telegraph office at
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Constantinople messages containing nothing had607 authentic facts he was
informed that their transmission could not be sanctioned.608

As to the demand of Ottoman government for a kind of pre-examination of the
news, the position of Reuter was obvious. The British agency rejected on the grounds
of independent reporting. Herbert Reuter explained:

With the regard to the suggestion of the Sublime Porte, that in order to ensure
accuracy we should submit our messages to the Imperial Embassy before
publication permit us to explain that such a measure would be utterly
impracticable compromise the independence of the agency. Whenever we may
receive intelligence of a dubious character, respecting which it might be
desirable to obtain more precise information we shall be happy to be permitted
to consul the Imperial Embassy upon the authenticity of the news. 609

Surely, it was not the response that the Ottoman government looked for. The
attempts and demands to have a control on Reuter‟s reporting continued in the
following decades. Only four months after the last attempt, the Ottoman government
contacted Reuter again. The center of the problem was again Engländer. The
Ottoman government was absolutely furious with the attitude of Reuter agent in
Istanbul regarding “his hostile reporting” against the Ottoman State. Herbert Reuter
stood behind his agent politely but staunchly.610
The attempts and warnings of the Ottoman government about Engländer did
not end in 1879. The Ottoman government wrote letters of complaint to Reuter
because of “his false and fabricated news” in the eyes of Ottoman officials. Herbert
Reuter replied that if there was any mistake, it was not made intentionally but rather
accidentally.611 To illustrate, as also understood from the correspondences, Reuter
made factual mistakes in the news on Lebanon. The Governor General of the
Lebanon telegraphed to the Sublime Porte on contradicting Reuter news that
disturbances had occurred out between the Druses and the Maronites; and peace and
tranquillity prevailed among the different communities in the Lebanon. The
607
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Governor pointed out that the mistake surely emerge from confusing Lebanon with
the Houran in Syria, where a conflict had actually occurred between the Druses and
Muslims as a result of abduction of a girl. The Governor asked for a correction
through the Ottoman Embassy in London. In his response to Constantine Musurus
Pasha, the Ottoman Ambassador, Herbert Reuter accepted the error and corrected it.
He said: “Your Excellency will no doubt have remarked that the error was purely
accidental and doubtlessly due to the mutilation of our message in transmission. I
beg therefore to enclose a copy of the corrected version we have sent.”612
The pressure or endeavours to keep the international news agencies under
control was certainly implemented for the French Havas as well. It is evidently seen
in a letter of response of Havas‟ agent to the Ottoman Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
1880. He wrote the letter upon a complaint against his company: He told that he had
not distributed any unchecked telegram after the warning.613
In 1888, a telegraphic dispatch of Havas really made the Ottoman government
furious.614 The story distributed in Bucharest was published in almost all the
newspapers in the city. It was not a censored telegram because the agent of Havas
sent it through the Bulgarian city of Varna. The policies of the Ottoman government
were harshly criticized. For the Ottoman government, it was very harmful for the
interests of the state.
The story mainly reviewed the extent of the collapsing state of the Ottoman
economy. According to the story, the Ottoman government needed credit to pay the
salaries of Ottoman officers and civil servants and the Sublime Porte therefore
borrowed 100 thousands liras with seven percent interest rate. The dispatch
explained the position of the government: “Like every borrower whose debt has
penetrated to his marrow, the Ottoman government sees itself in safe and secure, too.
However, the Ottoman State was never situated in such a heartrending and painful
position.”615
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BOA, Y.A.HUS., 216/56, 15 Z 1305/23 August 1888.
… borc iliğine işlemiş her bir medyûn gibi Bâb-ı âlî dahi kendini yine sâhil-i selâmetde add idiyor ise
de Devlet-i aliyye hiçbir vakit bu derece elîm bir mevki„de bulunmamışdır…
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The Ottoman diplomat in Bucharest immediately summoned the agent of
Havas in the city. He rejected the content of the story and ordered for a correction by
delivering him a warning. The agent explained the telegram was cabled by his
colleague in Istanbul. The Ottoman government reacted very seriously. It threatened
both the agent of Havas in Istanbul and the Head Office of French agency in Paris
that the agent would be expelled if they distributed similar news once more. 616
Undoubtedly, in terms of chasing the reporters and their sources, the
telegrams on the health of Sultan Abdülhamid II occupied a large place. The news
reports that Sultan Abdülhamid II was psychologically sick caused big controversy
since it drew the Ottoman Sultan crazy. He immediately ordered almost all the
Ottoman embassies in Europe to “learn the source and motivation of such hurtful
news.” In 1892, a dispatch of Reuter cited from the German newspaper
Norddentische Allgemeine Zeitung on this issue led to a diplomatic crisis in this
respect. The report mainly argued that the Sultan of Turkey was seriously ill and had
been suffering from series of nervous attacks.617 Sultan Abdülhamid II warned
almost all his diplomatic staff to deal with this issue. Several correspondences
between the Sublime Porte and the Ottoman embassies in Berlin, London, Paris,
Vienna and St. Petersburg took place. The Ottoman diplomatic staff interviewed both
the agents of Reuter in these cities and the directors of the British agency to find the
source of this report. However, the issue was complicated and it was not possible to
detect the original source in the global news mechanism.
The correspondences obviously show how the Ottoman diplomats chased the
source of this news. The Times published the telegraphic dispatch of Reuter. The
dateline of the telegram was Berlin. Upon the instruction of the Palace, the Minister
of Foreign Affairs immediately requested the Ottoman embassies in Berlin and
London to investigate the source of Reuter‟s story.618 In the enquiry, Reuter
correspondent Gorven Smith confessed that he distributed the report. He also
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promised to find the real staff responsible for this report, referring the source.619
Tevfik Pasha, the Ottoman Ambassador to Berlin, immediately examined and
explained the incident. According to the account in his letter, the Ambassador
summoned Mr Horiç, who was assumed as the reporter of the news and had a
conversation with him. Mr Horiç told that he never worked for Reuter and hence had
no information about the report. Tevfik Pasha also learnt that Mr Vitte, another agent
of Reuter, visited Istanbul a week ago. In addition to this, the Ambassador heard that
the news was firstly published in a newspaper called Algemeine Rayher
Kurspondayh620 which was considered “as serving the interests of Russia.” Tevfik
Pasha stated that he would continue investigations. The denial and correction of the
Ottoman government were published both in the official newspaper and several
dailies in Berlin.621
According to the second letter of Tevfik Pasha, the active reporter of Reuter
in Berlin was Doctor Mantele who was also the director of German Wolff agency.622
The Ottoman Ambassador contacted him and asked about the issue. Doctor Mantele
replied that he did not receive any report stating the Ottoman Sultan had been
suffering from series of nervous attacks from Istanbul.623 He also added that he never
cabled such a telegram. Ambassador Tevfik Pasha also met with Baron Marschall
von Bieberstein, the Secretary of the German Foreign Affairs who would also serve
as the German Ambassador to Istanbul after 1897. Baron Marschall stated, “if the
source of this baseless report was in Germany he would do everything in order to
punish this person rigorously in accordance with the laws of Germany.” He promised
to thoroughly examine the incident. More importantly, Baron Marschall underlined,
“his conviction was that news was fabricated in another country but represented as if
Germany was the source.” 624
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Upon the intelligence given by Tevfik Pasha stating that Mr Vitte, another
Reuter agent in Berlin, visited Istanbul, the Ottoman Ministry of Foreign Affairs
inquired about the issue and this person with the German Embassy in Istanbul.625 The
Ministry also asked about what actions Germany had carried out to investigate the
issue. The response of the German Ambassador in Istanbul was not cooperative and
polite. The ambassador told that Germany was not responsible for uncovering how
Reuter had cabled such a dispatch. In his response he forwarded the disavow that he
prepared for publication in a German newspaper. The denial read:

Reuter cabled a dispatch from Constantinople about the health of the Ottoman
Sultan, which is totally false and baseless. The Sultan today met and had
conversation with the German Prince and Princess visiting Constantinople.
Although it is well-known in Berlin that this friendly conversation and attitude
are the evidences of the Sultan‟s welfare and perfection of health, this kind of a
report is an inexcusable stupidity. This dispatch of Reuter must certainly be
condemned and denied. However, it is not our duty to seek and investigate how
this report was fabricated. Yet, it should not be forgotten that there is no
immediate and necessary tools to stop the activities of these people who have
represented Berlin as the source of these reports for their political goals.626

In addition to the embassy in Berlin, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs also
instructed the embassy in London to inquire about the source of the story as the
British capital hosted the headquarters of Reuter. Baron Reuter, the founder of the
Reuter agency, was summoned to the embassy in London for the enquiry of the
telegram about the illness of Sultan Abdülhamid II. The Ottoman diplomats tried to
learn which correspondent and editor were behind the story. Baron Reuter, whose
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buyurdukları Berlin‟de herkesce ma„lûm iken böyle bir havâdisin tasnî„î-i afvı nâ-kâbil bir eser-i
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ba„zı mekâsıd-ı siyâsiyelerine vüsûl içün bu misillü telgrafnâmeleri Berlin‟den yazılmış diyü neşr iden
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çıkarmamalıdırlar.
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name was actually Paul Julius Reuter, promised to do his best in order to reveal the
incident.627 The ambassador narrated the conversation with Baron Reuter:

Baron Reuter brought the letter he received from his agent in Berlin. In the
letter, the agent tells that he took this cursed news from Berlin newspapers. He
also adds that the newspapers received this dispatch from a German telegraph
company [news agency] cabled from Vienna. I insisted on deepening the
investigation to uncover the original source. He replied he would do his best
despite the fact the German telegraph companies were out of his potency.
Moreover, Baron Reuter explained his regret since his company mediated for
the publication of such a baseless dispatch. He promised to dismiss his Berlin
agent. Baron Reuter agrees with the German newspapers which claimed that
this rumour was a Russian contrivance. 628

However, the incident did not occur like Baron Reuter explained according
the results of Ottoman investigation. The Minister of Foreign Affairs reached a
conclusion on the issue after gathering information from the Ottoman Embassy in
Vienna. The enquiry into the matter concluded that the correspondent in Berlin was
responsible for the dispatch. The Minister discovered that the explanation of Baron
Reuter was full of contradictions. The report was published in the Berlin newspaper
Algemeine Rayher Kurspondayh on the 9th of May. The following day, on the 10th of
May, it was transmitted to The Times. The newspapers in Vienna published this news
on either 12th or 13th of May through citing The Times whereas Baron Reuter claimed
that his agent cabled the reports received from Vienna.629
From the perspective of the Ottoman government, Reuter was not innocent,
but rather it was responsible in this case. The Grand Vizier in his petition to Sultan
Abdülhamid II reported that Reuter would not distribute such crucial news before it
comprehensively checked its credibility. He underlined that this mistake was
unacceptable for a big news agency even if the company just conveyed the story of
newspapers in Berlin and Vienna. From the perspective of Ottoman government,
however, Reuter acted not in this way and distributed the dispatch without checking
its accuracy. Therefore the Ottoman diplomats told Baron Reuter that the distribution
627
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of an unconfirmed story created regret and that the Reuter Office in Istanbul would
absolutely be shut down if a similar incident recurred.630 The son of Baron Reuter
and director of the agency, Herbert Reuter sent two replies to the warnings of the
Ottoman government. He basically promised to help revealing the source and act
more prudently on such news.631
The reports of Reuter annoying the Ottoman government continued in spite of
the serious warnings. In 1893, the Ottoman government sent a reprehension to
Herbert Reuter because of the news cabled by Reuter agent in Vienna and published
in the British newspapers.632 Two months later, the Ottoman government once again
sent a warning to Herbert Reuter complaining about the report on the Armenian
incidents in Kayseri. The dispatch published in Daily News in Britain was about the
Ottoman policies on Armenians. It reported that Muslims attacked the Armenian
people living in this region.633
From the Ottoman point of view, the continuous and deliberate reports against
the Ottoman State made Sultan Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman officials furious.
Finally, the government considered to take an additional measure and to prohibit the
activities of Reuter in Istanbul. In the fall of 1894, the Daily News and several
newspapers published a telegraphic dispatch of Reuter. The Ottoman government
prohibited the import of these newspapers. While chasing its source, the Ottoman
bureaucrats drew attention to that “another baseless and intentionally harmful
dispatch” was distributed by Reuter recently. A petition submitted to Sultan
Abdülhamid II stated that the licence for these news agencies to operate in the
Ottoman State was issued under the condition that “they would not cable any news
which was malicious and had fake content.” The petition then suggested:

If any of them dare to deviate from any of these conditions and act in breach of
these principles, then they will be subjected to violent treatment that would
prohibit them distributing and publishing news. In fact, an agent of a news
agency in Bulgaria was prohibited from performing his profession and he was
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deported since he cabled a false and groundless dispatch. Now, a similar
powerful action is required for Reuter. 634

It is unclear whether suggested measure of prohibition was put into practice. It seems
that Sultan Abdülhamid II initially approved the proposal, yet no document showing
that the decision was issued to Reuter could be found in the Ottoman archives.635 On
the other hand, it is apparent that Reuter was operating in Istanbul and its agent was
in the capital just two months after this crisis as will be seen in the following case.
Therefore, it is fair to argue that prohibition remained as a threat on the table without
implementation.
Once more, the British agency made the Ottoman government furious with its
story on Armenian issue reporting that Bashi-Bazouk volunteers raided the Armenian
people in the east of Anatolia.636 The Reuter telegram read:
The Alleged Massacre of Armenians: A Reuter‟s telegram, dated Varna,
Wednesday, says: Various accounts have reached here regarding a massacre of
Armenians, alleged to have occurred in the Samoun district, near Moush, in
Asia Minior. Nothing of an authentic character is, however, yet known,
although it would appear that there is no question of an attack by regular troops,
but rather that the villages were raided by Bashi-Bazouk volunteers, who killed
or wounded a very large number of inhabitants. The British Embassy at
Constantinople has sent officials to the district to ascertain the facts.637
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için i„tâ edilen ruhsat hilâf-ı hakikat bir takım havâdis-i muzırra ihbâr etmeyip tarîk-ı rast-gûyu ve
rıza cûyiden zerre kadar inhirâf etmemek şartıyla mukayyet olarak bunun hilâfında hareket edenlerin
haklarında neşr-i havâdisden men„ edilmek gibi mu„âmelât-ı şedide icrası tabî„î bulunduğundan ve
hatta Bulgaristan‟da böyle bir haber-i kâzib tasnî„ ve işâ„a eden bir ajan icrâ-yi muâmeleden men„ ve
memleketten hârice tard edilmiş olduğundan ajans Reuter hakkında dahi buraca icrâ-yi muameleden
men„ olunmak misillu muâmele-i şedîde icrası lâzime-i hal ve maslahattan iken…
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In addition to this, the Istanbul correspondent of the Daily News telegraphed
that it was impossible to obtain the correct details of the incident, yet three thousands
Armenian were killed. Almost all the British dailies published the Reuter telegram
and the Ottoman Embassy in London informed the Sublime Porte on the issue. The
Ottoman government in response banned to import most of these newspapers, the
Daily News in particular. Furthermore, the Ottoman officials chased the Reuter agent
in Istanbul since he was the source. He was immediately summoned638 to the
Ottoman office for questioning.639 Unfortunately, no document on the response of the
agent could be found during this research. However, it is certain that he continued to
report from Istanbul.
Just a week later, the Ottoman government contacted Reuter once again
concerning the reporting of a particular case. According to the Ottoman document,
Sigismund Engländer, the director of Reuter at the time, informed Sir Alfred
Sandison, the First Dragoman of the British Embassy at Istanbul640 that the Ottoman
State was planning to borrow through the Ottoman Bank. In his report, Engländer
who learnt from different sources stated that ReĢad Efendi641 told someone that the
government was considering borrowing. The Ottoman government immediately
started to search for the source. He was Engländer who worked in Paris at the time
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after he left Istanbul in late 1888.642 Therefore, the Ottoman Ambassador in Paris,
Yusuf Ziya, called Engländer to the embassy to inquire about the issue. Engländer
told he heard about this claim from a Syrian when he was in hot springs in France.
The Syrian told Engländer that a Greek moneylender was given the task for the
borrowing. However, the document contains no information about how the Ottoman
officials learned about the report of Engländer.643
Another case that depicts the position of international news agencies in the
context of investigations and pressures by the Ottoman government is pertinent to
elaborate. It seems that The Standard and The Daily Telegraph published a
telegram of Reuter including “damning (melânetkâr) and harmful content” as the
Ottoman document describes. Unfortunately, the document remains silent on the
theme of the report. The focus of the report might have been on the Armenian issue
or Crete since the British newspaper had been devoting particular attention to these
issues during that weekly timeframe. The Ottoman government swiftly summoned
Mossier Werndel, the Reuter agent in Istanbul who cabled the story, to ask
about the source and how he got this information. Werndel replied that he
recounted a rumour that transpired in Istanbul in those days. 644 He stated that he
showed the irrelevance and invalidity of the hearsay in the telegram. He also
demonstrated both the translation of the articles published in the British
newspapers and his telegram in order to compare their contents and to prove
that he was not responsible. 645
The Ottoman officials questioned Mr. Werndel about from whom he received
the news and how he learned it. However, he neither provided the name of the source
nor did describe him. He replied, “Telling the source of these kinds of news is
contrary to [the ethics and spirit of] my job, journalism.”646 The officials were
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resolved and insisted on getting any clue. They asked whether the source was a
foreigner living in Istanbul or Muslim Ottoman nationals. He replied that he
heard it from people living in Istanbul and he got his news mostly from
foreigners. Once again, the officials asked whether these people were Muslims
or not. The Reuter agent told he had acquiantence with a few Muslims in the
capital, but he heard the rumour not from Muslims. Werndel also made a
defense that The Times published a similar report ten days before his telegram.
He underlined that he defied the rumours by writing a conclusion following the
account on the incidents. He reiterated that he had no harmful intentions in his
telegrams and pledged to check his stories with the Ottoman Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. 647
Furthermore, the Ottoman government closely followed the reports of French
Havas agency and examined its sources as well. Havas cabled that Bashi-Bazouk
volunteers raided the Armenian villages and Druses in Havran province in Syria
looted Catholic villages. The Ottoman Embassy in Paris informed the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs when the French newspapers published these telegrams. The
government‟s first response was to categorically deny the news. The officials then
investigated how Havas managed to cable these telegrams although they were
supposed to be checked by the Undersecretary of Ottoman Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. The officials also tried to learn the source of these reports by questioning the
agent of Havas in Istanbul. Unfortunately, there is no information regarding the
questioning. The government ordered to do whatever necessary for maintaining
control over publications.648
Furthermore, in 1902, a report of Havas really annoyed the Ottoman
government. It reported that Sana, the capital of Yemen was captured by the
insurgents, the governor of the city escaped and the people were afraid that the
regular army would take away their weapons. It also astated that the entire Arabian
region revolted against the Ottoman State and the treasury of the Ottoman

… bu şâyi„a-i kâzibeyi kimden haber aldığı soruldukda bu misillü havâdislerin menba„ını haber
virmek mesleğine mugâyir oldığını söylemiş ve bu bâbda idilen ısrâr üzerine de ta„yîn -i zât
idemeyeceğini kat„iyyen beyân eylemiş olduğundan…
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government has got into troubles. The telegram of Havas was published both in
French and German newspapers. The Ottoman government immediately chased
down the correspondent of Havas in Istanbul in order to “awake”649 him “who dared
to cable such harmful and baseless stories.” The Minister of Interior, Memduh Pasha,
proposed to take necessary measures to prohibit possible recurrence of such
telegrams. He suggested, “The agent of Havas should be expelled. If expulsion is not
possible he should be prohibited from reporting at the least.”650 However, the
documents do not confirm that the agent was deported.651
Following the source of “harmful telegrams” and interrogating the
correspondents regularly continued in the first decade of twentieth century. In 1905,
The Daily Telegraph published a Reuter telegram reporting that the Ottoman
soldiers mistreated the villagers in Simok, Beça and Ehla during their searchs.
The Ottoman government immediately instructed the interrogation of Reuter
agent in Istanbul since the dateline of telegram was the Ottoman capital in the
story. The Ottoman officials summoned Werndel, the Reuter representative, to
their office. He kept insisting that he definitely did not cable such a telegram
and the dateline was the mistake of the newspapers. 652
The Ottoman officials also examined the reports of the German Wolff
Agency. In 1914, Wolff correspondent cabled the latest situation of the Ottoman
State on the World War I. The Ottoman Ambassador to Berlin, Ahmet Muhtar Pasha,
told the Sublime Porte not to believe these reports unless he confirmed them. Then
the ambassador talked to directors of Wolff agency and asked the source and ground
of their telegrams.653
The chasing was not limited to Reuter and Havas but also directed at other
small sized news agencies operating in Europe. Agence Fournier Telegraph
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Company was one of them. It distributed that Russian Emperor passed away. The
Ottoman government instructed to investigate the source of this dispatch. As usual,
the Istanbul correspondent of the agency Mossier Albert was summoned to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Ottoman officials questioned him about how he got
this information. Mossier Albert did not give any concrete answer. 654
In their quest for controlling the content of the reporting of agencies as well
as news published the European press, the Ottoman government had another weapon
in the form of possible legal actions, mainly prosecution, against the reporters both in
the country and abroad. One of the significant attempts in this respect occurred in
1895 due to a Reuter telegram. The British agency reported that the Armenian people
were preparing for a rebellion and they were getting arms and ammunition. The
report made the Ottoman government furious. The government applied to the British
authorities to prosecute the correspondent of Reuter. The Ottoman Ambassador
expressed the determination of the Palace. However, the response was not positive.
The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs John Wodehouse, who was known
as Lord Kimberley, replied that it was not possible to sue the correspondent.655
In essence, at the orders of Sultan Abdülhamid II the Ottoman officials had
explored whether prosecuting the correspondents of the news agencies and other
journalists was possible. The Ottoman Embassy in Paris prepared a memorandum. It
suggested that suing the correspondents was not a proper and right attempt to
“prevent the detrimental reporting” against the Ottoman State.656 The demand of the
Ottoman government to punish a newspaper in Bucharest had already been refused
by the Romanian government in 1888. Remarkably, the Romanian government
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replied that a newspaper “which published detrimental stories against the Ottoman
State” could not be closed down since the press was free in Romania.657
Besides, the correspondent of Agence Fournier, Mossier Alberti faced the
possibility of persecution due to misconduct in the free telegraph privilege
granted by the Ottoman government. The Ottoman officials closely examined
the book of accounts and concluded that there was no need to sue him since it
was his assistant‟s fault and he had no responsibility. 658
A story published in the Today in London really made the Ottoman
government annoyed. According to the Ottoman document on the subject, the
British newspaper benefited from the Reuter telegrams, yet it collected news
from different sources and published them like a commentary. An analysis of
this case would be useful to see how the process worked and to understand the
way in which the Ottoman government perceived the issue in general as well as
the position of British government. The report was about the Ottoman policies
on Crete and the Armenians, which went beyond harsh criticism. For instance,
the Today wrote the following: “… Abdul Hamid will be able to enjoy his usual
sport of Christian hunting…”659
The Ottoman government took the case very seriously. Upon the
instructions of Sultan Abdülhamid II, the Ottoman Embassy in London
mobilized all of its resources. The ambassador found a famous and experienced
lawyer, Mosier Chearl Matiyo and had meetings with him and and the legal
counsellor of the embassy Alfred Mati to discuss and determine the possible
steps. They concluded that the British government could sue the Today on
behalf of the Queen Victoria upon the complaint of the Ottoman Embassy to
Lord Salisbury. It was the best option in their eyes. If the British government
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avoided taking any legal action, the Ottoman Embassy was also entitled to do it
directly.
Based on this analysis, the Ottoman ambassador visited Lord Salisbury in
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and submitted the letter of complaint. According
to the minutes of the meeting, the Ottoman Ambassador pointed out to his
British counterpart that the Ottoman government viewed it impossible that the
British government would avoid suing. Lord Salisbury expressed his deep
regrets about the publication and pledged that together with his government they
would do their best within the legal context. However, he also added that he
could not assure the desired outcome since it was necessary to transfer the issue
to a committee of jury. Lord Salisbury diplomatically declined to give a positive
response. 660
A document which was alredy mentioned in previous sections within the
context of chasing the source is also relevant with respect to legal attempts of the
Ottoman government and to show how difficult it was to prosecute the journalists
even under the Ottoman rule. It was a Havas report on Yemen which was already
explained partly above. The Minister of Interior, Memduh Pasha offered to prohibit
the Havas agent from reporting at the least.661 The term “at the least”662 obviously
shows that prosecution or implementation of any enforcement or sanction was not
easy in the Ottoman practice. It would be reasonable to argue that most likely there
were several benchmarks to be met for taking these measures and Memduh Pasha
was aware of the difficulty of the process.
The most significant case with regard to the chasing of international news
agencies was obviously the one about Mossier Charle Jol Sandos, the Havas reporter
in Istanbul. He was faced with several investigations due to his activities and
connections. The first case regarding Mossier Charle Jol Sandos took place in 1902.
The Ottoman Embassy in Bern reported that Sandos attended the conference called
“Pro-German” in Brussels and he signed the document against the Ottoman State
there. Therefore, the Ottoman government decided that it was essential to deport him.
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The Havas director in Istanbul immediately visited the Ottoman Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in order to ask for cancellation of this decision. The director told:
Mossier Sandos never attended the conference in Brussels neither did he sign
any declaration in the conference. This mistake and misunderstanding should be
stemming from the fact that he participated in a press congress in Bern.
However, no political issue was debated there. Mossier Sandos believes that his
rivals the aim of which is to seize his job that they envy have slandered him. He
is a loyal servant of the Ottoman State and makes his best [in fighting] with
regular damaging stories against the Ottoman government. I strongly believe
that Mossier Sandos will never deviate from his responsibilities. I kindly
request abandoning of the decision against him. 663

After the correspondences with the French Embassy in Istanbul and the Swiss
authorities, it seems that the government definitely waived the decision because
Mossier Sandos continued his job in Istanbul.
In addition, in 1905, Mossier Charle Jol Sandos was accused of paying
money to a Bulgarian servant of the telegraph office in Sofia to get encoded
telegrams of the Ottoman State. According to the account in the Ottoman document,
he fled to Sofia from Istanbul when the Ottoman government learned this
transgression but he was arrested in the Bulgarian capital. He was tried by the
Bulgarian court and sentenced to a year in prison because of committing the crime of
bribery. For the Ottoman government, one-year prison sentence was not enough. The
reason for a minor punishment was that Mossier Charle Jol Sandos was in favour of
Bulgarians while he was against the Ottoman state as he confessed in the court. His
son bailed him out and he left Sofia.
As to the specifics of the case, it was a common practice that almost all
correspondents of the international news agencies used the Bulgarian telegraph
offices to avoid the Ottoman censorship in their outgoing and incoming cable stories.
However, the conduct of Mossier Charle Jol Sandos went beyond that. As the court
testimonials show, he attempted to access the encoded Ottoman governmental
telegrams by bribing the Bulgarian telegraph servant. The Ottoman documents
provide no information when Sandos began to get the encoded telegrams of the
Ottoman government. Sandos fled to Sofia right away when he learned that the
Ottoman officials were aware of this misbehaviour. The Ottoman government,
663
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through the Ottoman Chief Inspector in Sofia, requested from the Bulgarian
authorities to detain Mossier Sandos. The police raided his hotel room in the
company of a representative from the French Consulate. He accepted that the two
illegal letters belonged him. Mossier Sandos was then taken into the custody. 664
In the court, Mossier Sandos was interrogated about whether he received the
encoded telegrams from Mossier Teodorov, the officer in the telegram office in
Sofia. In his testimony he told how he recruited the officer:

A friend of mine entrusted me with the mission of spying which is to acquire
the telegrams sent from the Ottoman authorities to Sofia- it might be directly to
Sofia or to be conveyed to another place from there- since I am interested in the
works of trade and finance. I have undertaken this mission as long as it is not
harmful for the interests of the Bulgarians… I invited Mossier Teodorov, whom
I have known for a long time to my hotel. I told him about my idea and
intention. I got his pledge that he will not divulge our secret. I explained him
whom to send the telegrams. Mossier Teodorov replied that he did not know
this [receiving] person. I told Mossier Teodorov that this person would pay the
money immediately after he cabled a few telegrams. Then, Mossier Teodorov
asked for a time to think.665

After the testimony of Sandos, Mossier Teodorov spoke as witness. The
telegraph officer confessed the offer and bribe. He explained his version of events:

Mossier Sandos has demanded all telegrams either cabled to Sofia or transferred
from Sofia. He offered eight or ten francs for each telegram. He even told me
that there was a great tension between the Ottoman State and Bulgaria that
might easily turn into a war. I was supposed to send the telegrams through
Austria if the prospects of war became real. 666

Then the judge questioned Mossier Teodorow whether the demanded
dispatches included the telegrams of the Ottoman State. He denied the claim by
responding that telegrams of the Ottoman State were not involved. Therefore, the
prosecutor expressed that Mossier Sandos would be indicted with the offence of
offering bribe. The lawyer of Sandos gave information about the profession,
activities and background of his client. The lawyer and Sandos underlined that he
664
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was in favour of Bulgarians and against the Ottoman government. They also added
that his news stories evidently proved it. However, the judge gave no credit and did
not take into consideration the testimony of Mossier Teodorov during the police
interrogation in which claimed that only telegrams coming from the Mâbeyn-i
Hümâyûn (Imperial Court) and Sadaret (Office of the Grand Vizier) were demanded.
Finally, the judge sentenced Mossier Saldos to one-year in prison. As the decision
was announced, he fainted away for a while by saying “Oh my God, what a heavy
punishment this is.”667 Following the decision, his son living in the Swiss city
Neuchâtel paid the bail which was five thousands francs. Mossier Saldos was
released and he left the country immediately.668
Besides all these particular cases, the Ottoman government all the time
closely followed the actions, networks, relationships, salaries of the correspondents
in Istanbul. In this respect, Chief Secretary of Ministry of Foreign Affairs Salih
Münir Bey explained the relations and salaries of almost all the significant foreign
correspondents in the Ottoman capital including the international news agencies.669
After stating the salaries of Reuter and Havas correspondents, he told that the
reporter of The Times, Mr. Valasi cooperated with Havas correspondent against
Reuter. For Salih Münir Bey, Reuter did not receive correct and confirmed news
every time and therefore it was not credible in Europe as much as Havas.
In 1907, more importantly, The Directorate of Domestic Press (Matbû„ât-ı
Dâhiliye Müdîriyeti) prepared a detailed list of correspondents which includes the
attitudes of them toward the Ottoman Empire. The aim was to keep an eye on them.
The list is very useful to demonstrate how the Ottoman officials described the
correspondents:

Agence Reuter: Its director is Mossier Werndel. He stays at an apartment whose number
is 15 in TepebaĢı, Beyoğlu. His monthly salary is 90 British liras. He is a good friend of
Tahrîrât-ı Hâriciye Kâtibi (Clerk at Diplomatic Translations Department) Nuri Bey and
they often meet. This guy [Werndel] has an assistant whose name is Ferguson. His
salary is 20 liras. The reports that he [Werndel] has cabled are definitely pessimistic and
accursed [malicious].670
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The list mentions another company which was The Official Telegraph
Agency of the Austrian Embassy.

After giving the address and salary data, it

provided detailed comments on the correspondent and his contacts:

His [Albertal] profession [mission] is to edit and distribute the news which is in favor of
the Austrian government. It is rumored that he buys news from the [Ottoman] servants
working at governmental encoded telegram departments by paying two, three or five
liras. His assistant, Mosssier Polo, is eager to collect news regarding the Rumelia, [area
of Balkans under the Ottoman domains]. He has contacts and friends at the Sublime
Porte. He has two main sources for the news that he receives and distributes: the
Ottoman governmental circle and letters coming from Thessaloniki.671

6.4. Deportation

Deportation of the reporters and representatives of international news
agencies was another instrument in dealing with them. There are several cases that
the Ottoman government debated to expel some of the reporters of the agencies.
However, almost none of them were taken into practice. Frequently, the Ottoman
government preferred to warn the reporters and correspondents in Istanbul or the
directors at the headquarters of the international news agencies as an initial measure
when “a harmful news” in their eyes was published. The bureaucrats extensively
debated the possible outcomes, advantages and drawbacks of any deportation. It is
obvious that deportation was not a preferred practice for the Ottoman State. The
Ajans Reuter – Müdîri (Werndel) nâmında biridir. Beğoğlu‟nda Tepebaşı‟nda 14 numrolu
apartmanda sâkindir. Ma„âşı şehrî 90 ingiliz lirasıdır. Tahrîrât-ı hâriciye kâtibi Nûrî Beğ ile pek
ziyâde dostdur. Kendüsiyle dâimâ görüşüyorlar. Bu adamın (Ferguson) isminde bir de mu„âvini
vardır. Ma„âşı 20 liradır. Merkûmun kaleminden çıkan ihbârât derece-i nihâyede bedbînâne ve
mel„ûnânedir.
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Avusturya Sefâretine Merbût Resmî Telgraf Ajansı – müdîri (Albertal) nâmında biridir. Beğoğlu‟nda
Tomtom zokağında bir hânede sâkindir. Ma„âşının 2000 frank oldığı haber alınmışdır. Mesleği
Avusturya hükûmetinin menâfi„ine yarayacak sûretde aldığı havâdisi tağyîr itmekdir. Bâb-ı âlî şifre
odalarında müstahdem efendilerin ba„zılarından bir iki üç ve nihâyet beş liraya kadar havâdis satun
aldığı mervîdir. Bu herifin mu„âvini (Mösyö Polo) nâmında bir âdemdir. Ma„âşı dört yüz frankdır.
Mezkûr zokakda bir apartmanda ikâmet itmekdedir. Rûmili vilâyât-ı şâhânesine dâir havâdisi
toplamağa pek ziyâde sâ„îdir. Bâb-ı âlî‟de tanıdıkları vardır. Havâdisi bir bu menba„dan ve bir de
Selanik‟den kendisine gelen mektûblardan alup virmekdedir.
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Grand Vizier and ministers did not refrain from revising their decisions in this
respect. There are several examples that a decision to deport was given but was not
put into practice. The objective of this weapon was to apply heavy pressure on the
journalists to control their work rather than deporting them.
Remarkably, the Ottoman government made a distinction between the
reporters of international news agencies and the foreign newspapers with regard to
the policy of expulsion. The government‟s perception about them diverged. The
Sublime Porte was certainly aware that the roles of international news agencies and
daily newspapers were totally different. The Porte was also cognizant that they
needed the international news agencies for many reasons, including the rebuttal of
“the detrimental stories” and publication of positive news in Europe. The
consequences of deporting a reporter of a news agency and a newspaper would be
different since the agencies were the main source of information for the newspapers.
Therefore, they believed it was in their best interests to seek managing relations with
the reporters of agencies.
The deliberations on expulsion of the agencies began in the late 1880s and
intensified in the 1890s when the pressure of European press institutions on the
Ottoman State increased by their seriously critical news stories. One of the earliest
examples is Sigismund Engländer, Reuter representative in Istanbul. Storey narrated
that Engländer faced the risk of being deported two times. Storey told:

In Constantinople, the agent of a free Press had by no means an easier time. The
Sultan was no less suspicious than the Czar of public opinion inside and outside
his country, and he feared and disliked Engländer - who, of course, had soon
become an institution in Constantinople - for his knack of getting inconvenient
news out of the country. Twice the Sultan threatened him with expulsion. 672

It was not possible to find any document in the Ottoman Archives with regard to this
issue during this research. However, Engländer was the most prominent and
successful correspondent in Istanbul. He was the leading reporter in making Sultan
Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman government furious which thus substantiates the
account of Storey.
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In 1888, the Ottoman government responded furiously to the telegraphic
dispatch of Havas that was previously discussed. It reported that the Ottoman
government needed credit in order to pay the salaries of Ottoman officers and civil
servants.673 The Ottoman government threatened both the agent of Havas in Istanbul
and the Head Office of French agency in Paris that the agent would be deported if
they distributed similar news again. 674
In 1896, the telegraphic dispatches distributed in Bulgaria by the Balkanik
News Agency operating in the Balkan region led to a debate in the Ottoman
bureaucracy. The Ottoman government viewed the telegrams damaging as usual. The
Ottoman Chief Inspector in Sofia reported that the telegrams had really negative
impact on the people and ruined the minds of Bulgarians [against the Ottoman State].
He also underlined that the Bulgarian government would have deported any reporter
who cabled or published such kind of news against themselves in twenty-four
hours.675
The Ottoman officials looked for the most appropriate solution in this
case. The Director of Foreign Press proposed to deport the agent of Balkanik
and made a strong argument in this vein. For him, not to deport this kind of
reporters was unfavourable and presented not a good image for the Ottoman
State whereas the Bulgarian government would expel them in a day. 676
However, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tevfik Pasha in his letter to the
Minister of Interior, considered the proposal for deportation not a right action.
Tevfik Pasha had two points. First, he stated that although the Ottoman State
was entitled by all means to expel the reporters who cabled and published
harmful stories against the Ottomans, it had to be conclusively proved that these
reports were written and orchestrated by them. Otherwise, he warned, there
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… şâyed yine böyle bir hareketde bulunulur ise buradaki muhbirinin tardının taleb idileceğinin
tefhîmi zımnında Paris sefâret-i seniyyesine de telgraf yazıldığı…
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zarfında tart edilmekte olduğu halde hükümet-i seniyyece o yolda muamele olunmaması
mehâzir-i adîdeyi dâ„î göründüğünden…
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would be several complaints and requirements which were the interferences of
the foreign embassies.
The second and the most significant concern that Tevfik Pasha had, was
the future implications of this step. In his opinion, it was certain that “they
would write many harmful stories more than they cabled and published here,
wherever they go if they were deported in this way.” 677 Although the Minister of
Interior did not agree with Tevfik Pasha, 678 there is no document that confirms
the deportation of correspondents. On the contrary, in 1914, the Ottoman
Ambassador to Sofia, Ali Fethi [Okyar] Bey, suggested helping the said agency
gain the public opinion of Bulgarian people in the favour of the Ottoman State
in 1914. 679
In general, Sultan Abdülhamid II was not comfortable with the stan ce
and views of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He urged the Ottoman government
to take action for finding a better proposal and solution. The government gave
this task once again to the ministry, the Ottoman Embassies in Europe and
Directorate of Foreign Press. It underlined that whenever the foreign embassies
were notified that the reporters of the agencies would be expelled, they always
replied that “the harmful news stories” were not orchestrated and produced by
the correspondents of international news agencies and that they just cited the
reports written and published by others. 680
In the eyes of the Ottoman government, however, the Ottoman embassies
could not suggest any possible solution which would work “in preventing the
recurrence of detrimental news stories.” The Minister of Foreign Affairs Tevfik
Pasha confessed that the measures did not work. He reminded that the officials
677
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maddeten subutuna ta„lîkı îcâb-ı maslahattan olup aks-i hal ise birçok şikâyât ve sadâ„ı
müstelzim olacağına ve bu suretle dahi teb„îd olunacakların gidecekleri yerlerde burada
mütecâsir-i tahrîri oldukları şeylerden kat kat ziyade neşriyât-ı bed-hâhâne ve muzırraya
ibtidâr edecekleri bedîhî bulunmasına nazaran…
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could not find a solution to the problem that the news agencies cabled their
telegrams from Sofia with the dateline of “Constantinople”. The minister stated
that there was no tangible and conclusive evidence so far proving that these
news stories were orchestrated and fabricated by the reporters of the
international news agencies. He, therefore, underlined that the attempts of the
Ottoman government to expel them would remain as a threat but they could not
be implemented this time. 681
The next significant example is related to Reuter‟s senior and long-standing
correspondent in Istanbul William H. George Werndel who was faced with the threat
of deportation. He was the assistant to Sigismund Engländer and replaced him in the
late 1880s. He covered the Ottoman Empire and regional issues almost for three
decades. Although he cabled several controversial news stories against the Ottoman
State, especially his report that Sultan Abdülhamid II sent gifts to the Afghanistan
Amir made the Ottoman Sultan very angry in 1897.682 Several British dailies
published the telegram arguing that Sultan Abdülhamid II aimed at wielding
influence on Afghanistan.
In a letter to Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ottoman Grand Vizierate stated
that disclosing the people who fabricated and wrote such kind of news was essential
to the interests of the Ottoman State. In fact, this measure was the instruction of
Sultan Abdülhamid II. The Ottoman officials learned that Mossier Werndel, Reuter
agent, was the reporter who cabled “these totally groundless stories”. The Grand
Vizierate also underlined that the denial of the report would not suffice and proposed
to deport him:

Fabricating news stories which do not include the slightest degree of truth and
cabling them for publication denotes action and treatment against the Ottoman
government. The continuation of such an attitude and conduct here is
hazardous, impossible and unlawful. It is essential that the mentioned person
[Werndel] should be expelled and deported from the Ottoman lands so that the
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news agency that he works for would replace him with a honest, credible and an
acceptable reporter.683

Just two days after the irâde-i seniyye (the Imperial order), Sultan Abdülhamid
II asked once again about what action the Ottoman government took on the issue.
The Grand Vizier Rıfat replied that the report had already been denied and the order
to deport the Reuter agent and replace him with a credible correspondent was
conveyed to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.684 The Minister of Foreign Affairs
responded to the Grand Vizier that the Ottoman State had the right to expel
Mossier Werndel and other reporters who acted “against the Ottoman rules and
published news stories against the Ottoman State.” Yet, the Minister proposed
to revise the order of deportation:
We have been informed to implement the order of deporting Mossier
Werndel since it had been already announced that the reporters who did not
obey the rules of the Ottoman government would be expelled. However,
Mossier Werndel is not in the capital [Istanbul] at the moment.
Furthermore, the Reuter agency has declared that Mossier Werndel did not
arrange and fabricate the news story, the subject of the complaint. The
agency has also told that the story was arranged and fabricated by others
but the impression was created as if Werndel wrote it. Reuter stated that
Werndel just reported the information which had already been written by
others. If there is no concrete evidence proving that these news stori es are
arranged and fabricated by those journalists [including Werndel and other
correspondents], the embassies will absolutely complaint and make
troubles when these reporters are punished in this way. 685
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The Grand Vizier Rıfat informed Sultan Abdülhamid II of the reply of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He also added that a deep and comprehensive
investigation was required to find and discover the real responsible people
behind “these harmful stories.” He told that the Ottoman government would
work to this end and safeguard the interests of the Ottoman State. 686 It seems
that the proposal of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was accepted as Mossier
Werndel was not expelled and continued with his work in Istanbul for more than
a decade. There are several documents in the Ottoman archives proving that he
was in Istanbul in the first decade of twentieth century. 687
Another example of non-implementation of the decision for deportation was
the case of Havas‟ agent in 1902 related to his report on Yemen. As previously
mentioned, The Minister of Interior‟s suggestion to deport him notwithstanding,688
the documents do not confirm the expulsion of the agent.689
The case of Mossier Charle Jol Sandos, reporter of Havas in Istanbul, has
already been extensively addressed in the previous part “Chasing the Reporters and
Their Sources”. In the first charge of working against the Ottoman State, the
Ottoman government abandoned the decision of expulsion upon the plea and
assurance of Havas director in Istanbul. As a result, he went on his profession.690 The
Ottoman government took into account the role and significance of relations with
Havas.
Besides, there is an example that a reporter of international news agencies was
deported. By the end of 1914, the agent of Havas, Mossier Alber Motyon, travelled
in Anatolia to cover the incidents there. Ottoman officials believed that there was
something wrong in his conduct while he was in Çorum, a city in Central Anatolia,
because of his suspicious actions.691 Mossier Motyon was responsible to provide
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communication between the Ottoman territory and the Havas news agency. The
Ottoman officials became suspicious of letters coming for Mossier Motyon. Also,
when they checked the content of the letters the Ottoman officials discovered that
Mossier Motyon secretly communicated with other tools apart from regular post. 692
Upon the instruction from Istanbul, the Ottoman officials in Çorum inspected
and searched Mossier Motyon. According to the account in the Ottoman document,
they found several documents about operations of the Ottoman army and navy as
well as notes on the internal affairs and politics of the Ottoman State. The officials
concluded that having these notes was neither in good faith and positive intent nor
could be explained only by journalistic motives. The Ottoman police officials argued
that it was not possible to permit anyone engaged in such kind of activities to stay
and work in the Ottoman territories.693
The Ottoman army headquarters wrote to the Ministry of Justice also
calling for deportation of Mossier Motyon. 694 Therefore, he was sent first to
Ankara from Corum, transferred to Istanbul by train next and deported through
Alexandroupoli finally.695 Several correspondence in the Ottoman archives show that
all Ottoman departments closely followed the issue. They wanted to make sure that
he was definitely deported. While the Ottoman government dealt so delicately with
the previous cases of potential expulsions, it seems that he was not tried and there
was no objection from the French Embassy in Istanbul this time. It could also have
been related to the circumstances of World War I.
In conclusion, the above-mentioned cases are the examples that involve the
staff of international news agencies and do not relate to the reporters of foreign
newspapers. There are also several cases about them. Regarding the international
news agencies, the Ottoman government was so sensitive and acted responsibly in
the expulsion. As far as discovered in this research, the Ottoman government
expelled only a single reporter of international news agencies. From the Ottoman
perspective, the reason for expulsion was not a “detrimental” news report, but a kind
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of spying activity of the correspondent. The Ottoman governöent was aware that they
needed strong and legal evidences to expel the reporters of news agencies. It can also
be argued that they took into consideration the reaction and response of the European
embassies. However, the Ottoman officials used the possibility of expulsion as a
threat while appreciating that it proved no solution. Thanks to their capabilities and
extensive services, the international news agencies would be ready to assign new
correspondents and reporters. More importantly, the deported ones would still
continue to work against the Ottoman State wherever they went.

6.5. Threat of Unsubscription and Cutting Off Subsidies

Another tool and instrument that the Ottoman government had were the threat
of terminating subscription and cutting off subsidies. The Ottoman State was the
main customer of the international news agencies although they also sold telegraphic
dispatches to the newspapers, traders and bankers in Istanbul. The subscription of the
Ottoman government was vital for the survival of the agencies since it paid more for
their services compared to other customers. The subsidies were also one of the main
sources of income for reporters and the Ottoman officials were well aware of it. They
viewed it as a threat and an instrument “in order to „awake‟ the directors of the news
agencies when they cabled detrimental telegrams against the interests of the Ottoman
State.” The pertinent question is whether it worked as a measure in preventing the
negative news. It seems that it was certainly inefficient and a temporary help at best.
The reason was that the need for Ottoman government for the international news
agencies because of denials and publishing favourable news stories in Europe went
beyond their need for the Ottoman government.
In terms of particular cases, Havas correspondent in Vilayet of the
Archipelago made a contract with the local authorities for the regular use of
telegraph service.696 He was also granted free telegraph privilege, but the Sublime
Porte ordered to cancel it two years later since the content of his reporting on
political news was not in favour of the Ottoman State.697
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The Ottoman government closely followed whether subscription and
subsidies worked in ensuring the publication of positive news stories as well as
controlling the reporters of international news agencies. The government asked the
press directorate to prepare the list of foreign reporters including the agents of
international news agencies receiving subsidies. The reason was obvious; they
continued to write against the Ottoman State. The government ordered to check their
subsidies paid to them and their news stories. The subsidy of a news agency‟s
reporter was suspended during the inquiry. 698
The Ottoman government warned and threatened the French Havas in this
respect in 1896. The Ottoman officials invited the director of Havas to a meeting and
underlined that “there were false and baseless content” in several telegrams. They
warned him to stop continue on such kind of reporting. They threatened that
otherwise the subsidies of Havas would be immediately stopped. The director made a
defence that they were unintentional mistakes and pledged to be more careful.699 The
Ottoman government suspended its contract with Havas next year, in 1897, a
measure that was discussed under the “Subsription” heading. In addition to the
financial crisis in the Ottoman State, the reason for the termination of the contract
was that the Ottoman government was unsure of the benefits of subscription to Havas
since the “harmful reporting continued on.”700
Furthermore, in 1906, the Ottoman government suspended all subsidies and
exemptions such as free telegraph privileges to the Agence de Constantinople. The
government explained the decision was based on the fact that “the agency insistently
went on cabling to Europe and distributing in Istanbul false news stories.”701 It seems
that suspension definitely served the purpose. That should be the reason why the
Ottoman government resumed providing the free telegraph privilege in the following
year whereas no subsidy was allocated for the Agence de Constantinople in the
archives in that time. Insomuch, two years later in 1908, the government decided to
cut the subsidies of other telegraphic news agencies as well.702 However, it should be
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said that the pressure on Reuter and Havas did not work like in the other agencies
since their scale and capabilities were really large.
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CHAPTER VII

FIGHT FOR THE NEWS:
COMPETITION OF AGENCIES AND EMPIRES

M. Brun, local director of Havas‟ Agency, has addressed us a letter replying to
the complaints made by The [Levant] Herald that Reuter‟s telegrams are
intentionally delayed in transmission in order to give a priority to Havas‟
service… This implies that there is at work somewhere or another official
influence hostile to Reuter‟s Agency, and M. Brun will, perhaps, favour us and
the public by making generally known to what government he refers.703

In 1868, the above-mentioned story of The Levant Times was a clear indication
of the competition between Reuter and Havas for distributing news in Istanbul.
Actually, it was a good example reflecting the rivalry between the international news
agencies from the second half of the nineteenth century to early decades of the
twentieth century although this was only one of many examples. The international
distribution of news, cooperation agreements between the international news
agencies, their cartel structure and the competition among them have been lively
debated topics for the recent three decades.704 The agreements have been explained
in a detailed way in several studies.705 However, these studies fall short of an
analysis based on a comprehensive examination of the Ottoman archival documents
especially on where the Ottoman Empire fitted in this general debate.706 Besides the
competition for gathering and distributing news, the political aspects of this struggle
also need explanation.
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It is no an accident that Kent Cooper, the general manager of the Associated
Press, described the European news agencies namely Reuter, Havas and Wolff, as the
“most powerful international monopoly of the nineteenth century.”707 The several
agreements between the European agencies to cooperate and divide the world for
gathering and distributing the news according to their interests were major reasons
that support his description in this respect. The cooperation of Havas, Reuter and
Wolff was dated back to their foundations. The collaboration began in the 1850s just
after establishment of Reuter in 1851 in London. The significant point is that the
founders of the agencies, Charles-Louis Havas, Bernhard Wolff and Paul Julius
Reuter, knew each other very well since they had worked together at Havas Office in
Paris. In 1859, all of them agreed “to avoid competition with each other, divide
markets, enter into exclusive contracts, and refuse to exchange or sell their news to
rival organizations.”708
7.1. Agreements to Share Turkey709

Before telling how the international news agencies made agreements to share
the coverage of the Ottoman Empire, a brief summary of the initial cooperation
agreements between the international news agencies might be useful. In the first
agreement in 1856, they made an alliance for an exchange of information basically
on financial news such as market prices and quotations.710 They then extended the
cooperation with a new agreement on 7 July 1859. Henceforth, they joined their
forces “mutually to assist one another in the extension and the development of the
telegraphic services, in such a way to as to prevent attempts at competition and to
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increase the services according to the needs of the public, of the press and
development of the telegraphic lines”.711 The agreements were renewed many times
in different years.712 As Silberstein-Loeb rightly points out, the international news
agencies had to seek steadily for a “balance between exclusivity and cooperation that
fit with changing economic, political and technological conditions.”713
In January 1870, the representatives of three agencies met to reach a
comprehensive treaty. They had long negotiations by unrolling a map to draw the
lines.714 After all, they agreed on the treaty which established the fundamentals of
cartel cooperation for decades. Basically, the agreement divided the world between
Havas, Reuter and Wolff according to their interests. In this division, undoubtedly,
politics as much as business reasons played a significant role. The agencies took into
consideration not only the geographic connections, but also spheres of political
influence of their home countries in sharing the territories. Reuter took the right to
cover Britain, Holland and their colonies. Havas obtained Western and Southern
Europe such as France, Italy, Spain and Portugal. The German Wolff received the
control of Scandinavia and Russian metropolis such as Moscow and St. Petersburg.
Reuter and Havas also shared the Ottoman Empire, Egypt and Belgium. Other
territories were accepted as neutral. The treaty included several articles regulating the
details of cooperation and exchange of news. The agreement was never published. It
remained secret between the officials.715
The significant point was that the territories of the Ottoman Empire became
the topic of an article of the treaty between international news agencies. The tripartite
agreement proposed that Reuter and Havas would share Turkey and Egypt equally in
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terms of news gathering and distribution.716 Wolff had no rights on the Ottoman
Empire according to this treaty. The two agencies, Havas and Reuter decided not to
abandon the right of exploitation of the Ottoman territories.
Actually, in November 1869, Havas and Reuter had concluded a joint-purse
agreement through which they intended to form a working alliance. Rantanen
explains the details of the agreement:
The aim of the agreement was for the first time explicitly stated: “exploiter
télégrams sur tous les points du globe”. The control over news in France was
solely reserved to Havas, as England was to Reuters, but in all other regions a
combination of Havas-Reuters or Reuters-Havas were to operate jointly. The
agreement stipulated that the profits from all sources would be divided equally
between Havas and Reuters.717

The main point of this contract was to establish joint offices. Silberstein-Loeb states
that the “two agencies entered into a joint-purse agreement” in 1870. As part of this
initiative, an agency was jointly operated in Brussels and an office was founded in
Istanbul in this respect.718 He does not mention which agreement was the source of
this joint exploitation and gives the starting date as 1870. Most probably, it was not
the agreement of 17 January 1870 but it should be the contract of November 1869
given that the joint telegrams of Reuter-Havas-Bullier began to be published in
March 1870 in the newspapers of Istanbul.719
Meanwhile, several bilateral or multilateral negotiations were carried out
between the different news agencies to enlarge the cooperation in order to maximize
their profits and interests. They were not only between the Reuter, Havas and Wolff
but also included other small scales agencies of Europe. The most important ones
were between Reuter and Havas. Baron Julius Reuter had the dream of a world news
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monopoly. He never gave up this plan through the decades in the nineteenth century.
His henchman, Sigmund Engländer, absolutely encouraged and provoked Reuter in
this ambition. Engländer got the licence to negotiate the purchase of Havas by
Reuter. Reuter made an offer to buy Havas in 1872 but the French agency refused it
immediately.720
The territories of Turkey and Egypt were on the target of Reuter to exploit
exclusively. Upon the suggestion of Havas, the British and French agencies met to
negotiate a new treaty in 1873. As expected, Reuter demanded the rights of Turkey
and Greece with other significant regions.721 The negotiations took almost three
years. In 1876, they accepted to share Turkey whereas Egypt remained neutral in the
treaty.722 Actually, the situation of Turkey was so sophisticated and ambiguous in the
treaty that would later cause serious misunderstandings and disputes between the two
agencies. Although Havas had the right of operating in Turkey, Reuter would also
enjoy the same right in exceptional cases.
The exception in the article six of treaty regulating the exploitation of Turkey
was remarkable. Upon “for an interest of high political order” Reuter could send a
correspondent to Istanbul.723 With this exception, the representative of Reuter in
Istanbul would have the permission to distribute news from Reuter territories to the
newspapers in the Ottoman capital. Nalbach succinctly explains what it meant:

The caveat was granted to Reuters to assist this correspondent in cultivating
relations with newspapers for political ends. Because of the growing importance
of the press to the pursuit of political objectives abroad, and because the
agencies were becoming ever-more naked proxies of their respective foreign
ministries, the treaty sanctioned a loophole in the system of exclusive spheres of
influence.724

The fight for Turkey was absolutely related to the political developments in
this era. The fate of the Ottoman Empire, which was described as the Eastern
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Question, was under discussion. Britain was closely interested in the future of the
empire and the balance of power in the region. For Britain, Istanbul was a very
strategic capital to exploit in such circumstances given that the significance of the
Ottoman capital had already been seen during the Crimean War. Therefore both
Reuter and Havas did not want to abandon their rights on Turkey.
The possible tension stemming from the conflicting interests and ambiguous
structure of Article Six in the 1876 Treaty was not late but it occurred next year. The
war between the Ottoman Empire and Russia was unavoidable because of the
situation in the Balkans. Russia declared war on the Ottomans on 24 April 1877 and
its troops entered Romania starting The Russo-Turkish War of 1877–1878. Just five
days before it, on 19 April 1877, Havas made a proposal to Reuter and the
Continental (The German Wolff) to work together. In the eyes of Havas, it was high
time to unite and coordinate their facilities and works for the three agencies in order
to gather news in Turkey and Russia. The necessity for this alignment was very
simple: They needed to share the costs and combine the information coming from
different sources. Therefore, in the spring of 1877, Havas suggested “a system of
centres which would expedite news which could not be telegraphed, highlighting its
own preparations at Bucharest, Constantinople; and at Russian and Turkish
headquarters.”725 Reuter and Continental refused the offer. It was the time for giving
priority to their individual interests. Moreover, it was not only about business
interests, they obviously had political concerns as well.
The tension between Havas and Reuter was ever obvious. The French agency
blamed Reuter for neither keeping its promises nor obeying the articles of the
contract. They absolutely needed a swift settlement. In this respect, Eduard Lebey
and Baron Julius Reuter met to seek for a resolution of the problem in September
1876. It seems that Reuter felt no need for such an agreement, as it was apparent in
the letter of Lebey to the son of Julius Baron, Herbert, who was the Assistant General
Manager. The letter that complained about his father and explaning his negative
approach read:

... all the acts of the agency of London are in contradiction with the words of
your father… all your acts are hostile and sometimes worse… Tell me clearly if
725
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you treat us as enemies but do not profit in bringing your hostilities at the
moment when we least expect it while acting accordance to the protestations of
friendship of your father.726

At the time, Reuter took a significant step by sending his famous and senior
correspondent Sigmund Engländer727 to Istanbul. Engländer was a kind of “General
Agent” of Reuter in Europe. It can be said that he was the most significant figure
apart from Baron Julius Reuter for the British agency. It is therefore necessary to
give some details about this main player in Reuter, which is instrumental to explain
the fight in Istanbul during that period. He was chief of the editorial department in
London. He was also responsible for managing the contracts and negotiating the
agreements with other news agencies and also with the British government. That
should be the reason why Engländer often claimed and insisted he was the cofounder of the Reuter. In the words of Storey, “Reuter early realised that he was just
the man he would need for the struggle ahead to set the Agency going in Europe.”728
The reason was obvious that Engländer not only had an extraordinary instinct for
political news but also an access to most of different political societies in Europe. For
Read, Engländer was the great gatherer of news and opinion whereas Julius Reuter
was the organizer of the company. According to his colleagues, he was really an
extraordinarily clever man and was most fully versed in every political question of
his day.729 For example, one of his colleagues, Evis Scudamore,730 portrayed him:
He was irresistible. Engländer himself was one the most remarkable men I have
ever met. A great journalist -greater I would say than de Blowitz, the Times
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Paris pride, it was he who had been the coadjutor of Baron Reuter of
Hessecassel when he founded the vast news-distributing organization. 731

In addition to his wide knowledge of politics and culture, his Bohemian
lifestyle and colourful personality surely helped him in opening many doors. Besides
his keen political instincts, Engländer was “equally well known as a scoundrel and a
womaniser.”732 His assistant and then successor in Istanbul, William Werndel, also
describes Engländer, “I have a vivid recollection of the wily Doctor wearing in all
weathers two flannel vests, a woollen-lined waistcoats heavy coat and trousers. I
often wondered how he could put up with such attire.”733
Actually, even though it is claimed hat Reuter sent Engländer to Istanbul, it is
fair to assume that Engländer made the decision himself to go to the Ottoman capital.
He was not just a loyal staff of Reuter carrying out his orders. He absolutely had a
word in managing the British agency. When his way and practise during the
negotiations with Havas and other agencies are taken into consideration, it seems that
he really liked taking the wheel. He did not only implement the instructions, but he
also preferred to voice his own ideas and arguments in order to convince Julius
Reuter. Therefore, arguing “He appointed himself to Istanbul” would be a sound
assumption. Engländer should have believed that the British agency had to be
represented in the Ottoman capital during an important war. The time proved him
right because the war was also significant for Europe. He stayed around 10 years in
Istanbul.
Arrival of Engländer to Istanbul in the summer of 1877 heated up the tension
between Reuter and Havas that would ultimately end in the court. In 1876, Havas
had already sent an additional representative, Chat(e)au who734 was the most
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influential agent of Havas in Istanbul. He stayed for years and represented the French
agency.735 Havas exerted a great deal of effort to obtain Ottoman government‟s
favourable treatment for him. The General Director of Havas Mossier Levy,
frequently visited Mehmed Sadık Pasha, the Ottoman Ambassador in Paris, to ask for
assistance to Mossier Chatau. The Ambassador recounted in the letter to the Ottoman
Minister of Foreign Affairs that every state permitted Havas agency to function in
their lands comfortably and they provided support for its correspondents.736
Besides Havas, Reuter had already sent a special correspondent to Istanbul in
late 1876 prior to the arrival of Engländer. The newly appointed Istanbul
correspondent, Matheus de Civiny was working for Reuter at that time.737 It is
remarkable that both Havas and Reuter requested help for their correspondents in
Istanbul during the same month of 1876.
The fight immediately began with the arrival of Engländer. The intention of
Engländer was clearly to compete with Havas in Istanbul. He did not conceal his
plans, but rather told them to representative of Havas, Mossier Chatau explicity.
Engländer believed Reuter had a legitimate ground for acting this way. He claimed
Havas had used Reuter telegrams in Egypt for its own services, which for him was a
violation of Reuter-Havas agreements. Therefore he argued that Reuter ought to have
the same right in Turkey.
As soon as Engländer arrived in the Ottoman capital, he began distributing
news that he received from London to the newspapers in Istanbul. Yet, he was
prudent about legal risks and found his own solution in order to circumvent Havas.
He distributed the news under his name instead of Reuter. His dispatches were
published with the title, “Mr. Dr. Engländer, representing Reuter of London, we
release the following dispatch” from July 1877 henceforth.738 The same practice
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continued in 1878 and 1879.739 In these years, the title also underlined that the
dispatches were reproduced verbatim and the possible errors had occurred in the
transmission.
Engländer‟s approach made Havas furious. The French agency promptly
communicated with Reuter and draw attention to expensive investments that it made
to assure Istanbul remained its exclusive market for gathering and distribing news.
The two agencies blamed each other for violating the rules of news exchange. The
French agency persistently asked Reuter to take measures to stop Engländer for not
to distribute any news from the reserved territories of Havas and carry out financial
services in Istanbul.740
The problem was so serious. Reuter and Havas had conflicting interpretation
of the Treaty of May 1876. Article six of the Treaty read:
Turkey should be exclusively worked by Havas, Laffite and Co. from a
financial and political point of view but nevertheless for highly important
political considerations Reuter Telegram Co. might at the expiration of one year
establish a correspondent there whose powers so far as regarded the working of
Turkey should be confined to the delivery to the newspapers at Constantinople
of political news proceeding from territories other than these reserved to Havas,
Laffite and Co.741

Reuter argued that it had the right to distribute news in Turkey and set up a news
agency in Istanbul in line with the exception provided in this article. Havas became
furious with this explanation and condemned Reuter. Havas claimed that the agents
of Reuter in Istanbul had no right to distribute news and that they could only
communicate telegrams of political importance if they did not emanate from the
739
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territories of Havas. The French agency warned Reuter, “We can only see in this an
act of gratuitous hostility” if Engländer went on distributing Havas dispatches by free
of charge in Istanbul.742
The warnings did not work at all. Neither did Reuter take them even
seriously. The explanations of British agency were inattentive and not serious most
of the time. Engländer went on his activities for months in spite of all official
protests of the French agency.743 Nalbach explains the position of Havas:
Reuters tried to disassociate itself from Engländer, claiming that it sent Havas‟
information to Engländer only for his own personal information, and that
Engländer had communicated this information to the newspapers on his own
initiative. Havas rejected this distinction.744

This defence was not convincing and credible when Reuter‟s approach was
taken into consideration. As a result, the relations further deteriorated. Engländer did
not care about what Havas was saying. He distributed the telegrams directly to the
newspapers in Istanbul to be published in Turkish and foreign languages as well as to
the embassies, bankers and tradesmen. He proceeded in this way for at least two
years until the summer of 1879. Havas had no other choice than filing a lawsuit in
accordance with the arbitration mechanism in the treaty. However, Reuter‟s strategy
was to play for time.
The two agencies began to talk for the modalities of arbitration in February
1879. The meeting did not take place until June 1879 because of the conflict on
appointing a sur-arbiter. Reuter rejected the proposal of Havas for Richard Wentzel
of the German Continental as the sub-arbiter. After long discussions, they agreed on
Alphonse Willemaers, a lawyer of the court of appeals in Brussels as the third
member of the tribunal besides Frederick Griffiths of Reuter and Edouard Lebey of
Havas. The three arbitrators met on 20 June 1876 in Brussels. They made tight
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discussions and examined all the articles of the treaty. The result was in favour of
Havas. They concluded that content of article six as formal and absolute.745
Engländer neither welcomed the decision of arbitration nor did respect the
conclusion in practice. He went on distributing telegraphic dispatches not only from
London but also from reserved Havas territories such as France, Russia and Egypt. It
was clear violation of the rules and conclusion of the arbitration despite the warnings
of Reuter. Engländer created and designed a kind of subterfuge mechanism to
legitimize his own activities in distributing news of Havas or territories outside
Reuter. The solution that he found was to send reports in the newspapers of Istanbul
to the headquarters of Reuter in London and then retransmit those dispatches for
Turkish customers citing the British newspapers as his source.746 As understood from
the Ottoman newspapers, it seems that it was just a way of justification in theory
rather than in reality. In practice, he distributed the information of Havas as he
received them from the British press.
Reuter evidently played a double game in this process. Although Reuter
instructed Engländer to obey the conclusion of arbitration, the British agency
continued to send dispatches to Engländer while it did not provide those news to
agent of Havas in Istanbul. The agency did not provide full service to Havas in spite
of its clear commitments.747 The attitude and activities of Engländer enraged Havas.
It informed Reuter once again stating, “… Since arriving at Constantinople appears
to have taken up the task of injuring the business of a company which has treaties of
friendship and even to a certain extent joint business with yours [Reuter‟s]”.748
In spite of continued Havas‟ protests, Reuter went on to give the same
response, arguing that it was Engländer who personally violated the treaty. The
British agency also expressed it was preparing to totally prohibit Engländer
distributing news and stop all of his activities if he continued in the same way. Havas
was not satisfied with this response and questioned Reuter about the sort of measures
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the British agency took. Further, Havas asked for another arbitration in January 1880.
The response of Reuter was disturbing:

To you, it is as if our treaty did not exist. You have the right to communicate in
Turkey only news originating in territories belonging to you: you distribute the
news of all countries. You have the right only to transmit them to the
newspapers of Constantinople: you transmit them to ministries, to embassies, to
everyone. There are twenty letters which we have addressed to you on this
subject: nothing is done about it.749

Under the circumstances, Havas had no choice other than asking for
Engländer leave Istanbul. Havas reiterated the demand for second arbitration, yet
Reuter paid no attention to it. The French agency insistently claimed for the recall of
Engländer from the Ottoman capital or compensation for its losses and costs. On the
contrary, Reuter made a proposal for the joint exploitation of the Ottoman Empire
like in Egypt but Havas obviously refused the offer.
By examining Havas archives and following the correspondence between
Havas and Reuter on this issue, Nalbach states that Engländer seemed to have
abandoned his news distribution for the Ottoman press in the winter of 1880-1881
and recommenced distribution in the spring of 1881.750 The examination of La
Turquie newspaper published in Istanbul confirms that only Havas distributed news
from the beginning of 1880 until May 1882. Afterwards, Engländer went on
distributing news for the Ottoman newspapers until his departure in 1888. His
assistant after 1883, William H. G. Werndel told how the system of Engländer
worked in the Ottoman capital:
Besides the news-service for London, Dr. Engländer insisted on publishing a
news-service in Constantinople notwithstanding the fact that Turkey came
within the bounds of activity of the Havas Agency for the propagation of the
news locally. There were I believe, protest from Havas, but these were
overcome finally by our news being published under the name of Dr.
Engländer, the name „Reuter‟ not appearing. Although this service of telegrams
was a restricted one, and entailed a loss financially, nevertheless, it proved of
value as a means of propaganda besides enhancing our moral position and
prestige in this part of the world… Dr. Engländer was naturally proud of his
achievements in that respect, especially after his successful struggle with
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headquarters in London, convincing the latter of utility and value to the
Company of a service to Constantinople.751

Werndel confirms the way that Engländer discovered in order to circumvent
Havas by distributing the news under his name instead of Reuter. As previously
mentioned, his dispatches were published with the title of “Mr. Dr. Engländer,
representing Reuter of London, we release the following dispatch” after May
1882.752 Meanwhile, Engländer never ceased cabling news stories to London on the
Ottoman Empire during his term in Istanbul including 1880 and 1881. The British
newspapers regularly published the dispatches of Reuter.

7.2. Competition in Istanbul

In Istanbul, the competition and rivalry between Havas and Reuter on the
ground in order to distribute telegraphic dispatches had begun at the level of
correspondents much earlier than the headquarters of the agencies. The speed was the
most significant point in this competition, that is to say receiving telegrams earlier
than the rival was critical for a news agency. In order to distribute the news faster
than the others, the correspondents of agencies needed to have good relations with
the Ottoman Telegraph Authority and their civil servants.
As expectedly, the first dispute among the correpondents of the news agencies
occurred in the precedence in the Ottoman telegraph offices in receiving telegrams
from their headquarters in London and Paris. It seems that Havas Bureau in Istanbul
had friendly business relationship with the Ottoman telegraph servants. A complaint
by The Levant Herald Daily Bulletin in August 1868 reveals the preferential
treatment for Havas. It was a problem between the newspaper and Havas, but the
former was in cooperation with Reuter at the time. As stated in the story, Havas‟s
Pera agent set up a branch in Istanbul. His messages were now delivered to his
subscribers in advance of all others. The result was that while the despatches had a
privileged treatment and came in without any delay in five to ten minutes from Pera,
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other messages -even though deposited in the latter Office before them- frequently
were not delivered earlier than one to two or even three hours. In the eyes of The
Levant Herald Daily Bulletin, it was “confer a favour on many of our local
merchants by calling attention to an abusive privilege accorded here by the
Telegraph authorities to Havas‟s agent, to the detriment of the general public”. The
newspaper therefore called for explanation from Feizi Bey, probably the official in
charge of telegraph issues:

This favouritism has occasioned great public dissatisfaction, and on inquiry at
the Telegraph Office is has been ascertained that a special order has been
received from headquarters directing that Havas‟s messages should have
precedence every morning over all others from private sender, and that for this
reason the line is not opened to the public until Havas‟s morning despatch has
been completed. Surely this is an abuse. In Turkey it may not be considered so,
but by calling attention to the facts you may perhaps at least elicit some
explanation of a fact which would be so regarded anywhere else.753

The Levant Herald Daily Bulletin did not publish any response by Ottoman
officials. An inquiry into the matter was made, but there is no information about its
scope and conclusions. The conflict between Reuter and Havas continued until the
end of year. As understood from the story, The Levant Herald persisted in
complaining on this issue. The Levant Herald argued that Reuter‟s telegrams were
intentionally delayed in transmission in order to give precedence for Havas‟ service.
Therefore, Mossier Brun, local director of Havas‟ Agency, sent a letter to The Levant
Times and Shipping Gazette in December 1868. Mossier Brun told that Havas‟
despatches were always ahead of Reuter‟s in point of time and that there could be no
question regarding it. The Levant Times recounted the disagrement:

On the cause of this difference -often one of no less than three or four days- M.
Brun throws no light, we merely learn from his that an enquiry has been made
the result of which has shown “what government is to be complained of”. This
implies that there is at work somewhere or another official influence hostile to
Reuter‟s Agency, and M. Brun will, perhaps, favour us and the public by
making generally known to what government he refers. The “attacks” M. Brun
refers to were really, as it seemed to us, directed against the Turkish
Telegraphic Administration, which was charged with giving a most unfair
preference to Havas‟ Agency. If Havas does get such an advantage, we
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ourselves- sufferers as we are- cannot complain of his Agency making the most
of it. 754

The Levant Times also stated that the disagreement was between Reuter‟s
Company including its subscribes and the imperial Telegraphic Administration. The
Telegraphic Administration apparently did not deem it worthwhile to vindicate itself
from the charges. With regard to the services of Reuter, the daily declared that it
trusted the Administration:
We are satisfied that the company‟s representative here does the best he can
under the circumstances, and having had his assurance that the causes of the
delay- whatever they may be- in the transmission of its despatches would very
soon be removed, we have not ourselves been proue755 to grumble publicity on
the subject.756

The method of Havas in distributing news also created discomfort in Istanbul.
The French agency did not distribute the news to all of its subscribers at the same
time. It was a serious problem especially for economy and stock market news.757
While Reuter refused the preferential distribution, it ruined the business of Havas.
With Reuter‟s entry into the distribution of news in Istanbul, the services of agencies
became more regular and competitive.
The competition had a break in 1870 owing to the treaty between Havas and
Reuter in order to establish a joint agency in Istanbul. The title of “Reuter-HavasBullier Telegrams” began to appear from 1 March 1870. It continued the same way
until February 1871 according the copies of The Levant Herald. The titles of
“Reuter-Havas Telegrams” and “Reuter-Havas Despatches” also appeared in
November 1872 and continued in the same way from 1873 to 1875.
An additional aspect of the competition between the international news
agencies was accusing their rival agencies for illegal activities by informing.
Although they looked as very simple incidents, jurnals (a report of an informer) were
very significant in the way that Sultan Abdülhamid II governed the country.
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Therefore, denouncing a rival was an important tool in local competition given that
the Ottoman government took action against the accused agency by applying
pressure and launcing investigations. There are several cases in this respect.
To illustrate, the Ottoman officials detected that Agence de Constantinople
succeeded to receive telegrams from Europe by preventing them from any kind of
censorship and that they distributed the telegraphic dispatches to their subscribers.
Someone denounced this case to the Ottoman authorities.758 Even though there is no
clear evidence confirming that Havas was behind it, the Ottoman officials believed
that it came from the rival agencies. In 1880, the Ottoman government sent a notice
to correspondents of the international news agencies in Istanbul instructing to release
no telegram received through the Ottoman telegraph offices. Someone made a
complaint against Havas blaming that the French agency did not obey this regulation,
but the agent of Havas refused the accusation. In his letter to the Ottoman Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, he also he blamed his rivals claiming that they sent non-permitted
news to Europe through post.759 Furthermore, whenever the Ottoman government
initiated an investigation against them, it was a common practice for the agents of
international news agencies to make a defence that they were subjected to smear
campaign from their rivals. The story about Mossier Charl Jol Sandos, reporter of
Havas in Istanbul Istanbul, explained in previous chapter is a case in point.760

7.3. Push to Detach Havas from Istanbul

The cooperation and alliances between the news agencies were not
independent from the political developments and balance of power in Europe and but
closely interlinked with them. The tensions between the Great Powers naturally
raised problems within the news agency alliance. The relations between the agencies
and their governments were increasingly fortified. The political developments
became an important and even evolved into a determining factor for a new set of
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alliances better suited to the interests of the great powers and the profits of the
agencies. In the words of Nalbach, the relations between the agencies “were
becoming a function of the relations between the powers”.761
In 1886, Sigmund Engländer, the political mastermind of Reuter, visited
several capitals in Eastern Europe to recruit their own correspondents since the
significance of these cities was increasing. After his meetings and contacts, he
concluded, “In all circles at Vienna and at Sofia, I was told in plain language that
Havas was viewed as a black spot which tarnished the prestige of our agency.” 762 He
wrote his observations and proposals to Herbert de Reuter. It was now Reuter
questioning its long established ties with Havas.
Engländer believed that a rapprochement might be possible between Britain
and Germany based on their mutual opposition to Russia. Engländer foresaw that
Reuter could become “the intermediary between public opinion in Britain and
Germany” if it was not overly associated with Havas, which he believed had become
the naked pawn of French diplomacy. The role of Havas for France was a common
knowledge. As far as Engländer stated, the Ottoman Minister for Post and Telegraph
knew very well that France used the foreign offices of Havas to inform its
representatives. Further, the Bulgarian Minister of Foreign Affairs Stefan Stambulov
acknowledged that Havas “certainly reflected the tendencies of France for Russia.”763
After long visits, meetings and negotiations, Engländer took a significant step
in fight with Havas in February 1889. Reuter, Continental of Germany and
Correspondenz-Bureau of Austria agreed on a protocol proposing a common fight
against Havas in Turkey, Romania, Greece, Italy and Belgium. These were the cities
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that Reuter and Havas had serious conflicts.764 Obviously, the core of Engländer‟s
effort was not on only for Turkey but also for the Balkan cities.
Next month in March 1889, Engländer and Hahn representing CorrespondenzBureau elaborated the plan regarding how they would work in Istanbul. They reached
an agreement to form a news agency named the Agence Orientale to operate in Sofia,
Athens and Istanbul.765 The plan included the following steps: The Sofia bureau
would begin its activities in July by the agent of Reuter, William H.G. Werndel,
Engländer‟s assistant in Istanbul. The two agencies would also request Bulgaria‟s
approval for free telegraph rights.
According to the plan for Istanbul, the bureau, with the title of “Agence de
Constantinople” would start as of 1 October 1889 under the Reuter agent Maffei and
the correspondent of the Kölnische Zeitung, Julius Grosser in the Ottoman capital.
Grosser was given the task to ask for free telegraphic privileges as well as official
subscription of the Ottoman government. Further, Reuter agents and Austrian
diplomatic and consular representatives in the region would be responsible to
contribute to this new branch. Taking into account that Austrian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs stood behind the Correspondenz-Bureau, Nalbach prefers to say “[they]
would be placed at the disposal of the Constantinople service.”766 The plan also
proposed to make contracts with newspapers with limited financial assets on
reasonable fees in order to win the subscribers of Havas.
The plan regarding Istanbul was successful taken into effect in the fall of 1889.
The wife of Julius Grosser, Anna Grosser Rilke, stated that the agency began to
operate in September 1889.767 The first Ottoman archival document discovered in
this dissertation on the topic dates back 25 December 1889. It was not described as
the “Agence de Constantinople” at the time. It was a privilege granting free
telegraphy since the correspondent of Kölnische Zeitung Julius Grosser sent
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telegrams in favour of the Ottoman State.768 The definition of Agence de
Constantinople entered into use towards the end of 1890 for the first time in the
Ottoman documents.769
The plan successfully proceeded. The agency succeeded to get both free
cabling rights and the subscription of the Ottoman government. Furthermore, the
newspapers in Istanbul trusted in the services of Agence de Constantinople and
benefited from it until the late 1910s. Agence de Constantinople absolutely gained a
significant ground and role in the Ottoman press. Its service regularly continued for
decades and it was also operational during World War I. When Julius Grosser passed
away, his wife Anna Grosser Rilke continued with the mission.770
Havas in Istanbul really run into difficulty with the advent of Agence de
Constantinople. The German diplomatic documents argue that Havas transferred its
subscribers to newly established Agence de Constantinople and formally left the
Turkish market.771 It seems that it was not the case at all when the date in the
German report, 24 August 1889, is taken into consideration. Agence de
Constantinople was just set up at that time. Evidently, Havas had many subscribers in
the Ottoman press and the Sublime Porte also worked with Havas. The point is that
the new agency really undermined Havas‟ strong position in Turkey. That was the
reason why the French Ambassador Gustave Louis Lannes Montebello got worried:
I must insist […] upon the interest which attends, from the point of view of
French interests in the country, the fact that the telegraphic news from abroad
continues to be punished by the intermediary of a French agency. The
succession of the Agence Havas in Turkey will be inherited by a company
composed of Germans, Austrians, Italians and Englishmen. Naturally the
embassy will have for the future no power an agency directed by political
adversaries who seek to spread in the public news of an anti-French tendency.
The Sultan and the Porte, who are so easily roused by the telegrams sent from
Europe, will be constantly under unfavourable impression from rumours
propagated with the intention of injuring us.772
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Upon the letter of Ambassador Montebello, French Minister of Foreign Affairs
Eugène Spuller immediately went into action and asked Havas not to abandon the
services in Istanbul.773 Despite all attempts against Havas, the French agency stayed
in Istanbul until the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman government
bought its services in the 1890s. It was not easy to break the practices and habits of
the Ottoman press since they were dependent on the French agency for decades. In
addition, Reuter had its own agent in Istanbul regularly. The British agency made
occasional contracts with the Ottoman government many times.
Surprisingly, the political developments brought together Havas and Reuter in
Istanbul once again in the end of the World War I. The two agencies established
Agences Le Turquie-Havas-Reuter (Turkey-Havas-Reuter Agency) after the
occupation of Ottoman capital by the Allied Forces, namely Britain, France and Italy
in November 1918. The agency was mandated to work for the interests of Allied
Forces. Actually, it was not a new agency, but rather the Ottoman National
Telegraph Agency was converted into Agences Le Turquie-Havas-Reuter and
remained in service until 1922.
When it comes to the position of Wolff, the German Imperial Chancellor Otto
von Bismarck was clearly discontented with the dominance of Havas and Reuter in
the Ottoman Empire. He wanted to break this monopoly given that the Ottoman
Empire was increasingly becoming an issue of international crisis. From the
perspective of Bismarck, France had the control over the Orient including Istanbul
with anti-German bias since Havas had the right of cabling news from the Ottoman
capital and distribution of news as well. However, it was very difficult to detach
France from Istanbul due to the fact that it required a re-alignment and treaty with
Reuter and Havas to share the world news distribution.774 Anyone who wanted to
circumvent the dominance of Havas in Istanbul had to collaborate with Reuter.
Having the same goal, Reuter cooperated with Correspondenz-Bureau of Austria that
resulted in establishing a joint news agency, Agence Orientale, in 1889.775
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The discontent of Germany is apparently seen in the memoirs of Anna Grosser,
the wife of Julius Grosser who took the lead of establishing the joint news agency,
Agence de Constantinople. She reflects the project as her husband‟s plan:
My husband‟s plan to establish a news agency [in Constantinople] materialized
in these days [September 1889]. Until that day, the only source sending news by
telegraph to the newspapers published in Constantinople was the Havas Agency
in Paris; and therefore [the news] were naturally under the effect of France and
they had French perspective. My husband had an idea of reducing this influence
to the extent possible. … It aimed at working for the interests of Germany. This
was really a great and big initiative. It was also politically significant since it
aimed to decrease the widespread influence of France.”776

The penetration of Germany in order to expand its influence on the Ottoman
public opinion increasingly intensified in the last decade of nineteenth and first
decades of the twentieth centuries given that the Ottoman and German got closer for
an alignment. The competition of Wolff with others was not as tough like Reuter and
Havas had in the 1870s and the 1880s in Istanbul. The German agency mainly
followed the policies of its respective empire by close contacts with German
diplomats in the Ottoman capital.

7.4. Political Role of Agencies for Their Homeland States

The goal of this dissertation is not to prove that the international news
agencies were the proxies and agents of their homeland states. However, the relations
of agencies with their homeland states vis-à-vis the Ottoman Empire should be
examined and explained in order to have a better understanding of their activities and
roles in the Ottoman lands. There are several quotations, cases and examples
showing that the international news agencies were supported, subsidised, directed or
even instructed by their governments. This issue has been discussed and
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demonstrated in several studies in a detailed way.777 It is useful to outline some cases
just to confirm the point before delving into the cases in the Ottoman Empire.
The relationship between the British Empire and Reuter, which was accepted
as an “imperial institution”, was obvious. Read describes:

Rapidly from the 1850s Reuters had become accepted as a semi-official national
and imperial institution. Revealingly, by the end of the century it was calling
itself a „service‟, and senior staff in London and overseas began to be described
as „officers‟. Reuters pictured itself as operating in parallel with the dome and
colonial civil services…778

Reuter especially worked in India and Pakistan as an imperial institution as of
its early years. The government of India was paying the Reuter agent in Karachi to
deliver telegraphic dispatches to British imperial officials in 1867. The description of
paying was subscription in that time. In 1873, it became “subsidy”. In Nalbach‟s
words, the agency “itself seemed unashamed of the expression.”779 Reuter asked the
increase of this subsidy and succeeded it in the following years. The content of
Reuter was clearly recorded in the Minute Book of the agency in 1879 with the
doubling of “the subsidy granted to the Company”.780
In addition to close relationship with the British Empire starting from its early
years, the Reuter set up an “imperial service” in the 1910s. The British Prime
Minister Herbert Henry Asquith managed to pay for reporting ministerial speeches at
much longer than normal through the service of Reuter by subsidizing it in 1911. The
British government took care of concealing these subsidies. The correspondence
between F.W. Dickinson, the managing editor and Roderic Jones, the general
manager in South Africa clearly reveals this fact. The letter of Dickenson to Jones
states: 781
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It is a great advantage to us to act on these occasions as the hand-maid of the
Government. Our doings so strengthens our position in this country very
considerably, and, at the same time, it shows to those in authority, who have it
in their power to be agreeable or disagreeable to ourselves, that our great
organization can be of infinite value to them. 782

The role of Havas for France was more evident when compared with BritainReuter case. The agency was voluntarily ready for the directives of French
government. For example, Havas played a significant role in favour of France during
the war with Prussia in 1870 and 1871. The note of Havas for the French Ministry of
Interior told: “We did not wish to make a business of this service. We wished to do
all that was in our power to make French propaganda abroad […]783
In this respect, Havas sent to the foreign agencies long and detailed telegrams
with double addresses, “Minister of France” and the name of the agency. The foreign
agencies were not happy and complained about this practice. They stated that they
could not meet the costs of telegrams, which was actually true. As stated in the note,
it was the strategic plan of French agency. Havas had foreseen the situation before
beginning the service. Subsequently, Havas distributed the telegrams free of charge
stating that the costs of telegrams would not put on the account of foreign agencies.
The conclusion of this plan was a great victory for France. Havas note narrates: “We
succeeded, however, in maintaining this publicity favourable to France everywhere,
without, we repeat, having anything to pay to the agencies nor to ourselves, the
advantage being limited to the free delivery.” 784
Further, the status of Havas was remarkable and well-known during that period
in both government and media circles. The correspondent of Times portrayed it very
simple. In his eyes, Havas “is entirely at the orders of the government of the day and
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suppresses or colours what is disagreeable to them. In return they give him facilities
which are unfair to other journalists.”785
In addition, Charles Rouvier, who was the former director of Havas‟ political
news at the National Parliament and later became the head of new bureau de press of
the Quai d‟Orsay,786 prepared a report for the French Premier Waddington. After he
explained the role of news agencies given his familiarity with their practices, he
underlined that Agence Havas should be “an indispensable auxiliary of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs” not only for French propaganda at abroad, but also for domestic
press. Rouvier was sure that Havas was ready for such a relation and cooperation
voluntarily.787
The German Wolff‟s Telegraphiscches Bureau (WTB) was no different in
this context. From the early years, Bismarck noticed the significance and value of
maintaining the independence of Wolff given that Reuter and Havas intended to take
over the German news agency. That was the reason why Wolff entered into a limited
partnership with the Prussian government by having the major stake for not being
dependent on the news sources, mainly British and French news agencies. Wolff also
received preferential credits from the state without paying any interest. Wolff had the
priority in state telegraph lines for sending political telegrams. The agency also gave
special attention to the significant news for the interests of Prussian government.788
In essence, the Bismarck government subsidized Wolff in the nineteenth century.789
Strong influence of the government continued in the first half of the twentieth
century. Basse describes the relation as “state controlled agency in private hands”.790
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It can certainly be argued that Wolff was an imperial institution of the German
Empire.
The examples and practices that reveal the relations and connections of the
international news agencies with their respective empires vis-à-vis the Ottoman
Empire were also evident. The correspondents of the agencies always had close
contacts with their respective embassies in Istanbul. They visited the ambassadors to
share and get information. Furthermore, the ambassadors sometimes paid for the
sources of agents. In this respect, the cases involving Reuter will be extensively
addressed in this part thanks to wide range of documents and sources, while the ones
that relate to Havas and Wolff will be told concisely because of limited information
for the time being.

7.4.1. Reuter as the Reporter of His Excellencies

The relationship between the British Ambassador to Istanbul, Sir Austen
Henry Layard and the correspondent of Reuter, Sigmund Engländer is a perfect
example that shows the scope of cooperation between the international news
agencies and their respective empires. The significance and abilities of Engländer has
already been addressed in the section “Agreements to Share Turkey” in this chapter.
Beside, he had really outgoing personality helping him greatly in getting into new
societies and obtaining information and political rumours. With the portrayal of
Read, “his knowledge of Continental politics and culture, coupled with his engaging
even if Bohemian personality” opened many doors for him.791
The skills of Engländer definitely worked in Istanbul as well. He got adopted
into the political environment in a short time. He established close friendships both
with the Ottoman ruling elite and the foreign diplomats in the Ottoman capital. They
were very useful sources for Engländer. He arrived at Istanbul in 1877, the same year
with Ambassador Layard. Actually, the ambassador was very familiar with Istanbul
and the Ottoman society given that he had lived there for years and travelled a lot in
Anatolia and Northern Iraq.
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Although it is not clear how their cooperation began, they were both very
experienced in anticipating how to get information and news. Nalbach states that the
success of Engländer attracted the attention of Layard whereas Read expresses that
Engländer established good relations with the ambassador.792 The manner and
content of the letters of Engländer to Layard gives the impression that correspondent
of Reuter was more eager in this cooperation. As Read underlines, establishing good
relations with the British ambassador for a Reuter correspondent was an expected
and appropriate practice. However, the relation of Engländer with Layard was a
different one and went beyond journalism activity: “He [Engländer] seems to have
acted as a spy-master.”793
Engländer evidently worked as an intelligence officer of Layard during the
Russo-Turkish War of 1877–1878. He informed the British Ambassador regarding
the political developments by frequently writing letters while Layard paid for the
sources of Engländer. Before delving into the context of letters, their features should
be elaborated due to its significance. As far as discovered during this research, there
are thirty-two letters sent to Layard by Engländer. Rough Notes of Read at Reuters
Archives794 include only five of them without their full content. Read mentions in his
book only four of them without stating the source.795 During the course of this
research, the letters were found at the British Library under the title of The Layard
Papers in three different volumes. They mostly belonged to last four months of 1877,
the oldest of which dates 2 September 1877 while its content clearly reveals that
Engländer had already sent letters before that date. The latest letter available is dated
14 March 1878. Read states that English style of Engländer was sometimes slightly
awkward and betraying his foreign origins.796 In addition, his handwriting in the
letters is really hard to read that caused missing of some words in the text.
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Engländer had several sources but two of them were really important and
valuable. The first was the case related to a high level Turkish official portrayed as
“The Gentleman in Question” in the letters who leaked information from inside the
Ottoman government. There might be different explanations about the identity and
motivation of the Turkish official. A plausible explanation could be that he was
opposed to the regime of of Sultan Abdülhamid II if he intentionally passed
information to Engländer. Another sound explanation might be that it could have
been a function of political rivalry within the Ottoman ruling elite since Sultan
Abdülhamid II frequently changed his ministers.
The other source in the payroll of Engländer was a reporter described as the
“The Reporter of Your Excellency” the payment for whom was evidently made by
the British Embassy at a high rate of 50 pounds per month. Engländer was really
intelligent and knew very well how to earn money. Therefore, it is also likely that
Engländer received the money for himself from the embassy while there is no
document substantiating this possibility. He was also very successful in representing
the information that he supplied as crucial, valuable and accurate. For instance, he
wrote to Layard on 19 December 1877, “I beg to forward to Your Excellency copies
of two telegrams I sent to London because they contain the real thought of the Porte
at the present moment.”797
In addition, Engländer tried to draw attention to the confidentiality and
exclusivity of the information that he provided in the letters several times. In one of
the earliest letters, he reminded that his source, “gentlemen in question” ought to be
kept as secret because of his concerns about revealing the identity of his source. He
wrote:
I beg to enclose another report of the Gentlemen in question regarding Your
Excellency at the same time not to forget the condition of that gentleman that no
mention should be made of his ….. [cannot be read because of handwriting] at
the [Sublime] Porte.798
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Engländer warned that the information was strictly confidential stating “a fact known
only to three persons”. The letter ended with the same phrase that was used almost in
all other letters, “I have the honor to be Your Excellency‟s most obedient servant”.799
Engländer repeated his warnings in this respect many times. He stated that the
information he provided should be kept as secret in order to hide the identity of his
source. He pointed out that the identity of his source might be revealed if
Ambassador Layard shared it with someone else. It is useful to give a quotation from
his letter to the Ambassador also to show the extent and scope of cooperation and
communication between them:

I beg to forward to Your Excellency a document which must be treated as
strictly confidential, as it is still under consideration of the Porte and the
knowledge of its contents is limited to a very few persons. The least hint to
[Minister of Foreign Affairs] Server Pacha or to one of the Ambassadors about
this note which has not yet been agreed to by the Minister might seriously
compromise the person who has communicated to me.800

Besides underlying confidentiality, it seems that Engländer also tried to
demonstrate that the services he provided were really difficult to obtain as well as to
show how close he was to the sources within the Ottoman government. He stated that
the text of his telegram “was communicated for him yesterday on condition to keep it
strictly private as two persons only in addition to the Minister know of its
existence.”801 It is not easy to make a comment on whether he really told the truth,
but it must be stated that he was very successful in this job in general. More
importantly, the following examples will reveal that he was loyal to the truth in terms
of respecting confidentiality.
Furthermore, it is most likely that the main sources of Engländer, “the
Gentleman in question” and “the reporter of your excellency” might have not known
that their notes, including important background information regarding the meetings
of Ottoman cabinet, were shared with the British Ambassador Layard. They might
have believed that they were providing information for a journalist. It was inherent
for reporters to compile information. Engländer informed Layard about this fact. He
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enclosed a few notes of “the Gentleman in question” to the Ambassador with the
following explanation:

As he is unaware to whom his papers will be communicated the bad writing
paper used by him and the rather free manner in which he mentions Your
Excellency in one of his sheets must be excused. I did not correct a few of his
mistakes in spelling the French language. 802

Engländer also informed Ambassador Layard on the details of almost all his
activities and the news that he cabled to Reuter headquarters in London. He was
acting like an officer of Layard. For instance, he shared, “I beg to enclose a statement
I sent this morning to the [La] Turquie. I telegraphed last night a denial to London.”
In one occasion, he even talked about the illness of “the Gentleman in question”. He
told Layard that the Gentleman “who supplies His Excellency with intelligence of a
confidential character being detained at his house by a bad influenza-cold”.
However, Engländer announced that “the Gentleman would be enabled next week to
have a richer budget of news.” 803
As regards to the content of Engländer‟s correspondence with Ambassador
Layard, the time that he wrote these letters naturally makes sense. While the war
between the Ottoman Empire and Russia was ongoing, there were also negotiations
that would bring about the Treaty of San Stefano (YeĢilköy at Istanbul) on 3 March
1878. Therefore, most of his letters were about the war, negotiations and the
impending as well as on the position of the Ottoman government and other nations
on these issues.
As seen in the letters, Engländer primarily focused on the position of Ottoman
government, the perspective of Minister of Foreign Affairs Server Pasha, reports of
Ottoman

ambassadors,

particularly

of

Mussurus

Pasha

in

London

and

correspondence of Ottoman government with its counterparts regarding the issues on
the agenda such as political developments and war. The subjects directly related to
Britain had the top priority for both the “Gentleman in question” and Engländer. To
illustrate, Engländer wrote, “I asked him to state the real position as regards the
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objection of the Porte to the treaty recently804 between the Khedive and the British
government.”805
It seems that Engländer was hard-working and committed to work for
Ambassador Layard. He shared with him every bit of information and political
rumours that he heard. He always kept in touch with the diplomatic corps and he was
always in the land to grasp any detail. For example, he conveyed his conversation
with Count Ferenc Zichy, Austrian ambassador at Istanbul from 1874 to 1880, to
British Ambassador Layard with a note that “it may be of some interest to his
excellency” which reads:

I saw yesterday Count Zichy and being anxious to learn from him whether his
second interview with the Sultan had any special political bearing I told him
that one of the Correspondent of the London new had telegraphed (and this is a
fact) that the Austrian Ambassador had sounded the Sultan on the question of
mediation. Count Zichy denied this assertion and in reply to my observation that
the said Correspondent asserted to Havas on good authority that there had been
mention made of mediation.806

Also, the interest and inquiry on British-Khedive treaty was still underway for
extracting further information. Engländer gave the good news that the gentleman
“who acts provisionally as his reporter would send to his excellency tomorrow an
important document with the text of the note in reference to the recent Anglo
Egyptian treaty.” The names cannot be read in the letter clearly but it is understood
that the note was from an Ottoman pasha in Istanbul addressed to Ottoman
Ambassador in London, Mussurus Pasha.807
In terms of contemporary news and issues, the meditation of Germany
between the Ottoman Empire and Russia was on the agenda in those days. Engländer
had close interest on this issue. He benefited not only from “the Gentleman in
question” but also the other sources. He explained the latest situation stating that
Germany had no intention for intervening for peace:
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I have just learnt from very good authority that [German Ambassador to
Istanbul] Prince Reuss has not received any instructions in reference to
mediation. Since Reuss is of opinion that it has been agreed between [AustroHungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs] Count Andrássy and Prince Bismarck to
manage matters in that manner that Turkey and Russia who begun the war by
themselves should also eventually terminate it without any intermediary.808

Engländer informed about all information on the war. He wrote the Turks “had
yesterday a victory near Ahmedli and they captured Elena making a great number of
prisoners and taking a certain number of canons. Mehmed Ali also repulsed the
Russians.” He knew that British Embassy also had the ability to get similar news. He
therefore used a caveat to “announce to His Excellency in case the news has not yet
reached the Embassy”. 809
Ten days later, this time, Engländer informed the British Ambassador that the
Ottoman Council of Ministers had discussed for six hours mainly the response to be
given to the declaration of war by Serbia. He explained, “this became known at the
Porte because from time to time messengers came claiming for the Minister‟s
documents, treaties and pieces relating to Serbia.”810 Further, mediation and
negotiations for a treaty were in progress. On this issue, Engländer wrote that several
powers “amongst which Italy had already sent telegrams to acknowledge the
[circular]811 note of the Porte on the mediation.” He promised to send the note next
day but he reminded that it did not contain the condition which would be accepted by
Turkey. 812
Engländer consulted with Ambassador Layard on complicated matters,
particularly regarding the British Ambassador himself. Both gentlemen tried to
control and manage the news concerning them. As understood from the letter,
Engländer cabled a news dispatch to London denying a “telegram about the alleged
promise of British help made by Layard in order to obtain the refusal of the Ottoman
government to a … [missing word] demand of Russia to open the Dardanelles to
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Russian men-of-war.” 813 Then, Mr Anotin814 just called on Engländer informing him
that he had heard the cabled denial. Mr Anotin asked whether it was the request of
Ambassador Layard or not. Although Engländer told that Layard denied the
statement, Mr Anotin again telegraphed it to be true. 815 It seems that the goal of this
letter was to create concurrence on the issue.
Engländer was chasing the details of negotiations and treaty. On 9 February
1878, he gave the signal that he would obtain them by stating, “I beg to inform your
Excellency that I have seen this morning the Gentleman in question who will draw
up a complete account of the negotiations which I shall be able to communicate
tomorrow.”816 The intelligence arrived a week later. Engländer gave early warning
about the Treaty of San Stefano on 15 February 1878. He stated:
Your correspondent at Adrianople has telegraphed today by a „phrase
conventionelle‟ that the conditions of the Russians are of a severe character. It
has been agreed between us before his departure if the attitude of Russia should
in any way offer some fresh hardship to Turkey or if they should sternly refuse
any modification and in general if their tone should be that of master that a
certain word should be added to a trivial message.817

Engländer enjoyed having such an important and useful source. The following week,
on 21 February 1878, he cabled the details of “wide boundaries proposed for the state
of Bulgaria demanded by Russia as a condition of peace.” However, these demands
were unacceptable to the other Great Powers.818
Engländer knew in certain terms that he was working for the interests of
Britain. He receivied the views of Ambassador Layard when he wrote any news story
on Britain. In fact, given the style in Engländer‟s letters, it can be argued that it was
more of asking for permission rather than views. He told: “I beg to state that I should
consider it a great favour if Your Excellency would instruct Mr Kennedy to let me
813
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know whether I may deny the assert of the Basiret of the approaching departure of
the British fleet from Betika.”819 His letters give the impression that he had really
good sources in Ottoman diplomatic circles. For example, he argued that he obtained
a significant diplomatic text of Minister of Foreign Affairs Server Pasha addressed to
the Ottoman Ambassador Mussurus Pasha in London before it was sent. Engländer
obtained that information from “the Gentleman in Question”. He stated, “the text of
the note which will be sent today by Server Pacha to Mussurus Pacha is of special
interest as Mussurus Pacha will not communicate …[with Secretary of Foreign
Affairs] Lord Derby”. He also added, “I trust that Your Excellency will consider this
communication as useful for the Foreign Office.”820 Two days later, he informed of
the changes in the note of Server Pasha which would be sent to Mussurus Pasha.821
Furthermore, it is understood that some of the intelligence provided by
Engländer from his sources did not work. For example, some of the official notes of
Ottoman Minister of Foreign Affairs expected to be sent were not cabled at all.
Engländer accepted that one of them was not sent after all. However, he was aware
that the intelligence he gathered was useful for the interesst of Britain in managing
the issues. He explained the point:

I told however Your Excellency that the Gentleman will sometimes send
communications on what is going on or discussed at the Porte… Such
proceedings have sometimes the advantage to enable Your Excellency to
influence the acts of the Porte before they are actually concluded but on the
other hand the draw back that they do not take place after all.822

In addition, Engländer was sometimes seriously wrong in intelligence
information. For instance, on 10 December 1877, he claimed, “There is no truth in
the rumour current here today that Mehmet Ali Pacha has been recalled”. However,
only two days later, he wrote that Pasha was recalled on that day but he gave no
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explanation. The comment of Read on this case is that “Engländer liked to hint at his
inside knowledge”.823
Ambassador Layard sometimes asked Engländer to learn about the facts of a
specific matter. To illustrate, he requested “civil procedure” which was being
prepared by the Council of State, but it was unclear what it was since the letter
included no information. Engländer positively replied and shared the file sent by his
friend stating, “in conformity with the wish expressed by Your Excellency to receive
a communication on the civil procedure which is being prepared by the Council of
State.”824
Furthermore, Sigmund Engländer also worked as a press adviser to Layard.
He compiled the reports in Ottoman newspapers and sent them to Layard with his
comments and explanations. He described the affiliations and roles of the
newspapers with the government. He enclosed an article regarding the peace rumours
published by the Vakit newspaper. The peace was for Turkish-Russian war.
Engländer stated that there was not “any foundation in fact in the assertions of the
Vakit” but he shared this article in order to acquaint Ambassador given that “the
article was inspired by Savfet Pacha”.

825

Savfet Pasha was an important political

figure serving as the Grand Vizier in 1878 and in ministerial capacity including in
the foreign office several times.
In his letter, Engländer also told, “the Vakit was organ of the Porte at the time
when Savfet Pasha was the Minister of Foreign Affairs whilst the Basiret was organ
of the clique usually styled the Palace.” According to explanation of Engländer, the
Vakit issued 4000 copies daily at that time while its sale gone down to about 1200
copies a day in those days. He advised, “It is no doubt in order to increase its
circulation that sensational articles of this kind are published. It would therefore be
erroneous to attribute this article to inspiration of the Porte.” 826
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Besides, Engländer provided services as the “reporter of Ambassador Layard”
in defending his personal interests. In his letter, he stated that he telegraphed a
further denial to the Athens‟ telegram [agency or office] regarding the rumour that
Layard had communicated to anyone for publication the contents of Mr Gladstone‟s
letter to Mr. Negroponte.827
Despite all these embedded style of journalism, Engländer never forgot his real
mission for reporting. In one incident, he stated that the news did not reach him from
the “Gentleman in question”. He therefore telegraphed it to London. 828 It seems that
there was an unofficial agreement or practice between Engländer and Layard that
Engländer would be able to cable any news story that was not received from the
“Gentleman in question” who was paid by the British Embassy. The fact that
Engländer happily served British interests the intelligence he obtained set aside, he
always bore in mind that he was a journalist and his news stories had a commercial
value as well. In this respect, he reminded Layard:

I have the honor to send to Your Excellency a few slips of one of my reporters
employed by our agency. As this information belongs to our agency Your
Excellency will pardon my request not to mention its contents to any
correspondent.829

As regards to the perspective of Ambassador Layard about Engländer and his
style of work, he narrates a reflecting case and reveals one of the main sources of
Reuter‟s agent in his memoirs. The case really indicated how effective were the
827
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telegrams of Reuter and how close Sultan Abdülhamid II followed the newspapers. It
also gives an idea about not only how Engländer worked, but also on the role of press
in Ottoman politics. The Ottoman Sultan suddenly dismissed Grand Vizier Mehmet
Sadık Pasha on 28 May 1878.830 It was a big surprise since he was appointed only 40
days ago. Layard saw that the report of Engländer was the cause of this dismissal.
The British Ambassador provides an account about the incident:
When I saw him [Sultan Abdülhamid II] immediately after Sadık‟s dismissal he
placed a newspaper in my hand and asked me to read a telegram of Reuter‟s
agent at Constantinople. It was to the effect that Prime Minister was preparing a
new organic law as an addition to Constitution, for the purpose of “restraining
the Palace‟s influence and to increase the independence of the Porte”, in fact to
restraint the authority and prerogatives of the Sultan.831

Undoubtedly, Sultan Abdülhamid II was dispappointed with the initiative and
he was most likely unaware of the intentions of the Grand Vizier. From the
perspective of the Ottoman Sultan, it was absolutely an act of disloyalty. During the
conversation with the Sultan, Layard observed that it was an “act of treason on his
part to be thus secretly contriving to deprive his sovereign of his legitimate rights”.
The telegram in the newspaper served to confirm his mistrust for Grand Vizier
Mehmet Sadık Pacha‟s loyalty given that the Sultan‟s suspicious and susceptible
temper was provoked by the incident.832
Actually, the case was definitely true according to Layard‟s account. Mehmet
Sadık Pacha was considering some changes in the constitution with the intention of
defining the position and rights of the Sultan as a constitutional monarch. The Pasha
had asked the idea and comments of Ambassador Layard by submitting his draft. In
addition to Layard, the Pasha gave it to M. Tarin, a talented French advisor of the
Sublime Porte in legal and international issues as well as preparing the diplomatic
documents in French, for revision of the draft and translating it into French.
However, M. Tarin was definitely not the right person for this mission as Layard
described it:
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This gentleman was notoriously corrupt and was in the habit of selling state
secrets confined to him as an official employed in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. I may say that I can affirm this fact from personal knowledge. He was
in the regular pay of Mr. Engländer, an active Jew newsmonger who acted at
Constantinople as the agent of Reuter‟s company. 833

While Mehmet Sadık Pasha was waiting for the editing, comments and
translation of the M. Tarin to submit the draft law to Sultan Abdülhamid II and the
Council of Ministers, the telegram of Reuter on this issue was published in the
newspapers. It seems that the Ottoman Sultan was not aware of the work and
intentions of Pacha. The rivals of Pacha immediately directed the attention of the
Sultan to Engländer‟s telegram since they saw it a great opportunity to provoke the
well-known suspicions of the Sultan. Engländer had informed the ambassador that he
had received the copy of the Pacha‟s draft and cabled it to London to publish. Layard
informed the Pacha regarding Reuter‟s telegram and he stated that only one person
knew about his intentions. It was absolutely M. Tarin who betrayed him. As soon as
Ambassador Layard saw Engländer‟s telegram in the newspaper, “he felt certain that
Sadık Pasha‟s fall was inevitable”834 and he was right.
Finally, Engländer‟s reputation in the eyes Layard was not positive although he
benefited greatly from the services of Reuter‟s agent. He describes Engländer in his
memoirs:

So long as he could furnish news to his employers he was indifferent as to the
manner of its acquisition and reckless in its use. During my residence at
Constantinople, he more once compromised persons in high position and was
the cause of serious mischief. He almost forced his way into the house of the
foreign representatives and boldly maintained that he had a right as an agent of
the Press to be furnished with information as to their proceedings and
negotiations with the Porte, a right that could not bring myself to admit, and
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which my colleagues refused to acquiesce except when they had some object in
doing so.835

In addition to providing Layard with information, intelligence and all
diplomatic rumours, Engländer absolutely received information from the British
ambassador in return. He had easy access to Layard. They met frequently in every
week. As Read points out, Reuter telegrams gave prominence to the official British
line as the result of this cooperation.836 The ambassador directed the agent of Reuter
in Istanbul in favour of the British Empire. Ambassador Layard tried to grasp in
advance the possible steps and position of the Ottoman government thanks to those
background information and news. Were they useful for him? Did he benefit from
them in his reports to Foreign Office? It seems that Engländer greatly contributed to
Layard‟s work. He provided the Ambassador with the opportunity to learn almost all
developments and diplomatic rumours in the Ottoman capital thanks to his reckless
and ambitious journalism abilities and experience.

7.4.2. Havas under the French Instruction

Examples regarding the relations and cooperation between Havas and French
mission in Istanbul though limited were definite. As it was already discussed, French
Minister of Foreign Affairs opposed the intention of Havas to close down its bureau
in Istanbul when Agence de Constantinople began to dominate the market in 1889.
Havas decided to keep an agent in Istanbul following Minister Eugène Spuller
directly communicated with Havas in Paris.837 Absolutely, both Havas and French
Minister of Foreign Affairs were aware of how the other states supported their
respective news agencies through their embassies. The Ministry assured Havas to
assist it in supplying news and other facilities as well. Therefore, the correspondent
of Havas in Istanbul was responsible not only for cabling news stories but also for
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“entering into constant relations with the representative of France and to second his
actions to the greatest measure of his abilities.”838

7.4.3. Activation of Wolff and Agence de Istanbul for Germany

Guiding both Wolff and Agence de Constantinople in Istanbul, the German
Embassy carried out the instructions and policies of its German Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. The German ambassadors had close contacts with most of the German media
outlets in Istanbul. To illustrate, as Gummer points out, the permanent correspondent
of the Kölnische Zeitung‟s in Istanbul, Julius Grosser, was a significant figure for the
German Embassy. He had a large network to gather news thanks to his contacts with
diplomatic corps, including the Ottoman officials, military men, and diplomats of
other embassies. He was also the representative of the Agence Havas in the Ottoman
lands until the Agence de Constantinople was set up in 1889. Gummer also argued
Grosser “could keep German diplomats abreast of what was going on in the Havas
bureau” and explained his role:

Grosser was a crucial consultant in the negotiations to change the monopoly
structure in the late 1880s. His expertise and connections in the newspaper
business were called upon by the ambassador Radwitz and Bismarck at many
points, and the negotiations stalled, in part, because neither the WTB [Wolff]
nor the German government was willing to buy out of his Havas contract and
install him at the head of a new wire service of the Triple Entente. Grosser
enjoyed the singular position at two main “chokepoints” in the network of news
from the Ottoman Empire as both a correspondent for the Kölnische Zeitung
and an employee for Havas. German diplomats needed him as much as he
needed them.839

Establishing the Agence de Constantinople was not an easy task to accomplish. Anna
Grosser clearly mentions the role of Germen Empire stating the bureau “was
constituted by the help of German Ambassador Radowitz and Austrian Ambassador
Calice.”840
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Ambassador Marschall and Otto Hammann, a former journalist and Director
of the Press Section of the German Foreign Office, worked closely to break the
established influence of news agencies working against Germany. Although Agence
de Constantinople was charged for this mission, it failed to live up to the needs and
expectations of Germany. Therefore, Marschall permitted a German dragoman to
cable news directly to Wolff through telegraph system of the embassy.841
In 1902, German government believed that having its own complementary
service in Istanbul was necessary to work exclusively in favour of Germany. They
were satisfied with the activities of their own correspondent in Sofia working for
Continental. However, the government was unable to find a person with political and
journalistic background and who would absolutely be reliable. Heavy costs of a
correspondent were another obstacle in this respect.842 Once again, the assignment of
an officer of the German Embassy was the best alternative for this mission.
Therefore, a dragoman of the embassy, Dolmetscher, was charged to send dispatches
for Continental by compiling all possible information in Istanbul. He cabled the news
in code as diplomatic telegram and they were subsequently conveyed to the
Continental offices in Berlin. He continued his mission around five years.843
After the Young Turks came to power, both Ambassador Marschall and
Hammann forced Wolff to send an agent to Istanbul in order to cable favourable
news despite Agence de Constantinople remained operating in the Ottoman Empire.
As the Ottoman newspapers were heavily dependent on the telegrams of the news
agencies, Gummer‟s explanation for this push was obvious:

Agencies sought to provide favourable news from their respective country as
well as negative news from their rivals, especially about Germany, which had
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been the strongest supporter of the Hamidian government after the turn of the
century.844

Another example shows succinctly the perception of German Empire and how
they viewed the role of Wolff agency. German Emperor and King of Prussia Kaiser
Wilhelm II paid a visit to Istanbul in 1898. He also visited the other Ottoman cities,
including Damascus. He called on the Umayyad Mosque and the Tomb of Sultan
Selahaddin Eyyubi in Syria. Kaiser Wilhelm II delivered a speech there, which was
commented as “one of the most notorious speeches in his career”. 845 Prince Bernhard
von Bülow, Kaiser‟s State Secretary for Foreign Affairs tried his best to edit the
speech before it was distributed to the press. However, Kaiser Wilhelm II was sure of
what he told and it was too late to make changes given the German Ambassador in
Istanbul had already sent the text to the Wolff news agency “on a direct order from
His Majesty”.846
The significant benefits that Agence de Constantinople provided were evident
during World War I given that reporting and propaganda were crucially important
parts of the fight during the period. The agent of agency, Anna Grosser, stayed in
Istanbul despite the fact that her friends began to leave the Ottoman capital since the
Ottoman territory became dangerous in those days in 1917, while the work at the
bureau really increased. She clearly explains the role of agency:
Agence de Constantinople was working and serving under the instructions of
German and Austrian governments in the last dates of the war. The General
Staff of these countries were enormously sending news to the agency. In the
received telegrams, it was demanded that the morale of Turkey which was our
ally would keep very high. Optimistic and positive news should be distributed
and spread to the world in such an era.847
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Besides the agencies, the German Embassy in Istanbul made payments to the
correspondents of the newspapers. For instance, Paul Weitz, the reporter of
Frankfurter Zeitung in the Ottoman Empire received payments from German
Ambassador to Istanbul, Adolf Marschall von Bieberstein, who arrived in 1897.848
Further, Ambassador Marshall took the responsibility during the negotiations of a
large railroad agreement between the Ottoman government and Deutsche Bank when
he perceived the negative reporting as a potential challenge for the German interests.
In this respect, the ambassador tried to silence Eduard Mygind, reporter of Berliner
Tageblatt, with a subsidy given he was blamed of blackmailing Sultan Abdülhamid
II by provoking the Ottoman army in his news. Subsidizing him went on next year
while Marschall asked him to write on music and culture but not on the politics. 849

7.5. Competition from the Perspective of Ottoman Empire

The question whether the Ottoman government was fully aware of the
competition of international news agencies and their relations with their respective
states vis-à-vis the Ottoman Empire warrants an analysis. In terms of the agreements,
treaties or cooperation of international news agencies to exploit the world in terms of
gathering and distributing news, there is not even a single reference to them in the
Ottoman documents. Neither an Ottoman diplomat nor an official did mention these
agreements in their reports and proposals. It seems that the Ottoman government was
unaware of these particular agreements. Yet, the Ottoman documents and the
proposals of Ottoman ruling elite on press matters contain comprehensive and
detailed information even on the secret articles of the agreements with the
international news agencies. Therefore, it may fairly be assumed that had the
Ottoman officials had any information and and intelligence on those agreements
between the agencies, they would have certainly reported them to the Ottoman
government.
On the other hand, it would be imprudent to argue that the Ottoman
government was totally unaware of the competition between the international news
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agencies in general. Cognizant of the rivalry between their agents in Istanbul for
exclusive news, the Ottoman diplomats advised Sultan Abdülhamid II to make use of
it for favourable reporting. Chief Secretary of Ministry of Foreign Affairs Salih
Münir Bey, in his proposal titled “Report on the Foreign Press and Their
Correspondents” on 5 February 1883,850 suggested that the Ottoman officials should
create faction and competition between correspondents and then benefit from these
circumstances. He further suggested that some significant news such as official
releases should be given in a confidential manner to only one correspondent as an
exclusive story instead of all others. Consequently, those deprived of this favour
would understand that they should go along with the government.851
Regarding the tough competition between the agencies to share the world, it
seems that the Ottoman government took no sides politically. It had really pragmatic
and need-based understanding in this issue. It made no distinction between Reuter,
Havas or Wolff in determining polices. Expectedly, Reuter was preferred for denials
and corrections if the negative news was published in British press and it was Havas
for the French newspapers.
Although the Ottoman government made occasional agreements with Reuter
upon urgent needs, the number of years that it subscribed to the services of Havas
surpassed that of British agency. Having examined the reports, proposals and
correspondences of Ottoman ruling elite, it would be sound to argue that there were
no strong reasons and indications to claim that it was a political choice. The
significant point for the Ottoman government was the “hostile reporting” of
European press, including the international news agencies. Its whole concentration
was to prevent this kind of news stories and convert them into favourable news
whenever it was possible.
After all, the need-based policy of the Ottoman government changed towards
World War I. After the declaration of Second Constitutional Era, the Committee of
Union and Progress followed a policy closer to Germany. It became prevalent on the
eve of war and the Ottoman Empire joined the war in alliance with Germany in 1914.
When reporting and propaganda became crucial with the start of the war, the
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Ottoman government inevitably took sides with Germany also in this aspect of the
fight. The first step came with the change in the administration of Ottoman
Telegraph Agency.852 The founder and director of agency Salih Gourdi, was said to
be in favour of France in terms of politics and mindset. He was absolutely against
Germany. As a result, the Young Turk rule could not permit him to work as the
director of the agency anymore and fired him in September 1914.853
When it comes to the connection between the foreign press, including the
news agencies and their governments, the Ottoman government and the Ottoman
ruling elite were absolutely aware of this phenomenon. Sadrazam Said Pasha
explained the relationship between the states and role of their press in policies with
examples. He stated that the British press generally supported the policies of
Ottoman State when the Sublime Porte and Britain enjoyed good relationship and
had similar policy on an issue. Furthermore, Said Pasha underlined that the Ottoman
Sultan was trying to save the country and consolidate power in response to the
expansionist and colonial policies of France to Tunis; Britain to Egypt; and Russia to
Bulgaria and Armenian regions. For him, “hostile reports aimed at preventing these
endeavours of the Ottoman Sultan.” Said Pasha explained the mentality of foreign
press:

In parallel with policies of their governments, when the newspapers see any
poisonous incident and disorder; or when they hear anything [against us] which
is groundless or not in the Ottoman Empire, publishing them by exaggeration
serve their interests. The correspondents benefit from this kind of things by
portraying them as very strange; and then publishing them as well. For the
foreign ambassadors, using these publications and improper statements are
necessary for their interest and missions. After the opinion of Europe is inclined
against the survival of the Ottoman State, there is not a single copy of a
newspaper that does not contain hostility against us. In fact, the things that they
write to glorify the ruling elite include a kind of malicious intent and insult as
well.854

Further, Kamil Pasha underlined, “the hurtful reporting of foreign press against the
Ottoman Empire stems from the rivalry between the states.” From his perspective,
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those publications, which were directed by these [European] states, aimed at
influencing both internal and foreign policy of the Ottoman government.855
However, the interpretation of Ottoman government was not always right and
fair in this respect. For example, the Ottoman government complained about the
news of Reuter on the Russo-Turkish War (1877–78) by arguing that the agent of
British agency in Athens continuously reported groundless telegrams in the favour of
Russia from the beginning of the war. The Ottoman diplomats in London asking for
impartial reporting warned Baron Paul Julius Reuter.856 However, it would be wrong
to suggest that it was the British government asking for such kind of reporting given
that Britain supported the Ottoman Government, not Russia in this war.
Furthermore, the Ottoman government thoroughly grasped the connections and
relationships between the international news agencies and their respective states over
time. By the first decade of twentieth century, the Ottoman officials were certainly
aware of such cooperation. During the discussion in the Ottoman Parliament (Meclisi Mebusan) in 1911 to set up an Ottoman telegraph agency, the Director of Domestic
Press Fazlı Necib Bey explained the issue with examples. He stated that all
constitutional governments protected a telegraph agency and these agencies worked
with the help of those governments. He told:

There is a telegraph agency that every government has benefited from like
Fournier in Austria, Reuter in Britain and Corriere in Italy. These agencies have
great services for the governments both in foreign policy and internal affairs…
These agencies always follow their own857 interests.858

In conclusion, the nineteenth century increasingly experienced the spreading
of global telegraph communication extensively that paved the way for the emergence
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of international news agencies. While the European powers expanded their territories
through colonies, their interests definitely conflicted. The communication was not an
exception to but rather a part of this new modern competition. Even though the
international news agencies mostly shared the world according to their respective
governments‟ political sphere, discrepancies were also inevitable. The Ottoman
Empire was one of the main areas of conflicts in this respect that resulted in
arbitration cases between Reuter and Havas.
The respective governments also played significant role in the competition of
international news agencies. The European powers, Britain, France and Germany
tried to benefit from the assets of the international news agencies by subsidies as well
as directing them. The political role of the international news agencies and the
engagement of their respective empires in this harsh competition were evident in the
Ottoman case. To illustrate, The French Ministry of Foreign Affairs directly
instructed to Havas directors not to abandon its bureau in Istanbul when Agence de
Constantinople was set up there in order to check and balance the role of French
agency in Ottoman domains. Furthermore, the German Embassy in Istanbul
supported the staff of Wolff and Agence de Constantinople. Dragomans of the
embassy were given the task to send news stories directly to Wolff Headquarters as
well.
The relations between the correspondents of agencies and the ambassadors of
their nations were another dimension of this phenomenon. The relevant ambassadors
and the correspondents of the agencies worked closely. The correspondence between
British Ambassador Layard and Reuter agent Engländer explained above sets out a
good example to show this relationship. The skilful Engländer worked as the
intelligence officer of British Ambassador by sharing his information and political
rumours in his letters while Layard paid him for his services in return.
As response and position of the Ottoman Empire, the Ottoman ruling elite and
the diplomatic staff in Europe in particular, were fully aware of the competition of
agencies in general, yet it seems that they had no information on particular
cooperation agreements between the agencies to share the world. The Ottoman
government worked to benefit from this rivalry given that agencies in Istanbul
competed to produce exclusive news stories and distribute news earlier than their
rivals. The friendly and docile correspondents would receive the support of the
239

Ottoman officials and obtain exclusive news whereas the “disobedient ones” would
be excluded from the Ottoman diplomatic and political circles.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

While the tools of power and governing have always changed and enlarged by
time, the communication, the most significant apparatus of this phenomenon, has
evolved thanks to the technological developments as well. Telegraph which can be
described as the “internet or online communication of the time” was a great
revolution in the nineteenth century. The advent of telegraph gave way to the birth of
international news agencies, most importantly Reuter, Havas Wolff and Associated
Press.
From their emergence in the mid-nineteenth century until the advent of
internet, news agencies have always been the sole and the most influential center of
news production regardless of the spreading instruments of the era such as
newspapers, radio and television.859 They have definitely dominated the news
production for almost one and a half century. They have largely determined the
content of mass communication with their agenda building capability. Therefore, the
international news agencies have been the battlefield of empires and governments
throughout their history in order to control the public opinion.
The nineteenth and first decade of the twentieth century experienced one of the
greatest imperial expansions. The domination of eighty-four per cent of the world‟s
land by the European powers before the World War I was a clear evidence of this
fact. That should be the reason why Eric Hobsbawm portrays the era between 1875
and 1914 as The Age of Empire.860 Surely, the technological developments in
transportation and communication largely contributed to this expansion. As one of
them, the international news agencies immediately became a crucial tool of empires
in extending their powers. They served as imperial institutions in a time that mass
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media and propaganda increasingly became important equipment of total wars.861
Nalbach illustrates the issue: “Like submarine telegraph cables, the telegraphic news
agencies served a vital function in holding the colonial empires together. If cables
were the hardware of the new imperialism, the agencies became the software of
empire.”862
At this point, this dissertation has mainly attempted to explain the
establishment, activities and roles of international news agencies, particularly Reuter
and Havas in the Ottoman Empire while the agencies pervaded the entire world
according to domains of their respective empires. In a time of Europe‟s enormous
political and economic expansion in the nineteenth century, namely imperialism,
Istanbul was one of the strategic capitals to set up representations for the
international news agencies.
The agencies were not late at all in coming to Istanbul after the Ottoman
capital was connected to the European cable lines during the Crimean War, a period
that they proved their role in conveying the news swiftly. Unlike Reuter, Havas had a
permanently based correspondent in Istanbul. These two agencies distributed news
from Istanbul that they mostly received via steamships in the late 1850s. Havas and
Reuter established their bureaus in Istanbul in the mid-1860s. Ottoman newspapers,
bankers and tradesmen welcomed the news distribution of these two agencies given
that they really valued fresh information. The Ottoman government became the main
customer of agencies as well in order to assuage the “hostile reporting” in the
European newspapers against itself and to make counter-propaganda.
The Ottoman government to a great extent perceived the international news
agencies as a threat for its interests because of their “hostile, detrimental and
malicious reporting” against the Ottoman Empire after they consolidated their
existence in Istanbul in a short time. Inherently, most of the issues that the agencies
reported were closely connected to the political and diplomatic problems of the era.
The specific titles were Armenian Issue, Balkans, uprisings against the empire,
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Muslim world, “insulting” the Ottomans and the health of the Ottoman Sultan. Yet,
these recurring themes were not exhaustive; the Yıldız Palace was also annoyed by
other reports as well.
Sultan Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman ruling elite believed that the
international news agencies intentionally distributed news against the Ottoman
Empire both abroad and at home on these issues. For them, the agencies had several
motivations for this kind of reporting. First and foremost, the agencies and their
agents took into consideration the interests of their respective governments while
concurrently attempting to maximize their benefits. They believed that the reports
hugely harmed the position of the Ottoman Empire abroad particularly in Europe
because of their wide network and hegemony in news distribution. As a result, from
the Ottoman perspective the foreign press and international news agencies grew into
a serious problem that had to be dealt with.
In seeking for a solution, the Ottoman government endeavoured to
institutionalize the relations with press in general and international news agencies in
particular. In the nineteenth century, both the domestic and foreign press were a new
phenomenon for the Ottoman Empire. Therefore, “trial and error” approach seems to
be the definition that most conveniently suits to explain the policy of the Ottoman
government in managing the press affairs. It was definitely need-based provisions in
their origins according to the problems of the day. That was the reason why the
Ottoman government gradually devised, produced and changed different mechanisms
in order to control the press several times. However, the Directorate of Foreign Press
which was set up in 1885 did not worked out at all.
For the Ottoman government, negotiating with international news agencies on
cooperation agreements was another aspect in dealing with them. The agencies were
also ready for such kind of contracts. The agreements described the possible
framework for cooperation between the Ottoman government and the agencies. It is
not clear whether all the negotiated agreements were signed and put into practice but
they were really comprehensive in providing extensive rights and opportunities for
the Ottoman Empire. Remarkably, some of the articles were such an advanced and
modern that showed that the Ottoman government fully grasped the technicalities
and peculiarities of agencies.
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One of the basic contentions of this dissertation is that the relations between
the Ottoman government and the international news agencies were interdependent.
Both needed each other to pursue and maximize their individual interests and to
achieve their purposes. The need for the other can be best described as sine qua non.
It can also be interpresed as a type of reciprocal “carrot and stick” approach.863 In
essence, both sides tried to establish good relations with each other in accordance
with a “win-win” situation in which the both sides benefit and enjoy the outcome.
Briefly, the Ottoman government was the major customer of international news
agencies since it could absolutely pay more for their services and also provide free
telegraph. On the other part, the agencies were the only vehicles in order to deny the
“baseless” reports of European press, including the agencies, against the Ottoman
Empire and correct them in a swift way. Furthermore, the Ottoman government was
desperate for the assistance of agencies for favourable news and making of
propaganda, as they remained the main source and distributer of news not only in
Europe but also in the Middle East, Asia and Africa.
If having good relations was the carrot, mutual rivalry between the Ottoman
Empire and the agencies was the stick in this issue. The Ottoman government had
significant hard power instruments whereas the agencies had very strong soft power
apparatus in this struggle. News was the main weapon of agencies to force the
Ottoman government to accept their demands mainly subscription and free telegraph.
This was an influential weapon to extort and threaten the Ottoman government if it
responded unfavourable to the demands of the agencies. They did not refrain to use it
explicitly if and when they deemed it necessary through which they certainly
achieved the expected results. On the other hand, the Ottoman government had also
important “sticks” such as censorship, pressure, investigation, threat of expulsion,
un-subscription and cutting of subsidies. Although the government definitely applied
these instruments by gradually tightening its levels, the agencies were always one
step ahead in this struggle while the Ottoman Empire was in defence during the
process. The Ottoman State failed to control the activitities of international news
agencies despite of all its efforts.
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Meanwhile, the second half of the nineteenth century was marked by several
agreements between the agencies to exploit the world in terms of reporting and news
distribution. Most of the time, the political sphere of their respective empires was the
defining factor in this cooperation. “Sick Man of Europe” certainly became an item
of the provisions in these agreements at a time of Eastern Question. The Treaty
between Havas and Reuters on 20 May 1876 set out the frame to share the Ottoman
Empire. The French agency acquired the right for reporting and distribution of news
in the Empire.
Despite agreements among them, the right of reporting and distribution of
news in the Ottoman Empire remained an area of rivalry and competition between
the international news agencies as their interests conflicted. The dispute between
Havas and Reuter in Istanbul during the Russo-Turkish War in 1877-1878 was
remarkable. Reuter felt the need to report from the Ottoman capital since the war was
significant not only for the British public but also for European countries. The
dispute caused a serious crisis between the two agencies that they resorted to
arbitration further damaging their relations. Yet, the venues for cooperation were
open to restoration and they were ready to change their policies to fit into the new
circumstances and interests. The changing political atmosphere of Europe and
occasional alliances had an impact on the cooperation of agencies as well. The vision
of Reuter to enlarge its role resulted in a specific alliance between the British agency
and the German Continental. They endeavoured to detach Havas from Istanbul by
establishing a joint news agency, Agence de Constantinople in 1889. It was clearly
extension of the competition for the Ottoman territories. Without being aware of the
particular agreements, the Ottoman ruling elite knew that there was a natural
competition between the agencies as well as their agents. Therefore, the Ottoman
government sought to make use of this situation especially by creating rivalry
between the correspondents in Istanbul.
After all, the significant question remains: to what extent did the measures,
regulations and practices of the Ottoman Empire regarding the international news
agencies serve the purpose in preventing “hostile, malicious, and baseless” reporting
and for providing favourable news? The Ottoman government preferred to manage
the necessity of communication by getting professional service from the international
news agencies at the beginning. It was the most suitable, easier and cheaper way in
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the eyes of the Ottoman ruling elite. However, the role and the influence of these
agencies grew gradually for the Ottoman Empire to the point that the Empire became
dependent on them to outreach the European public. Collaboration with Havas and
Reuter did not suffice to meet the expectations of the Ottoman officials since the
demands of the agencies amplified by time and paying for their services became a
particular problem when the Ottoman government plunged into a severe economic
crisis. At the end of the day, for the Ottoman ruling elite, Havas and Reuter were the
news agencies of British Empire and France. Briefly, it was not possible to control
the spread of information and news in such an era that transportation and
communication largely improved. The significant point was to manage the
information and distribution of the news. However, the Ottoman State lacked the
ability, tool and staff to succeed this vision.

8.1. Penetration of European Hegemony and Resistance of the Ottoman State

Considering that the international news agencies were the imperial institutions,
it would be sound to argue that they also served as the instrument of their respective
governments in order to penetrate into the Ottoman Empire at a time of European
expansion and imperialism. The stance of the Ottoman government can be read as a
response to the penetration of European political, economic and cultural hegemony.
The practices of Ottoman government in managing the agencies can also be seen as
an extension of its strategy to resist this hegemony.
The agencies were really influential and had impact on the Ottoman domestic
politics in terms of European penetration. A report of Reuter could have caused to
the dismissal of a grand vizier or minister of foreign affairs in the Empire. The case
of Grand Vizier Mehmet Sadık Pasha was a good example reflecting the power of
news given that Sultan Abdülhamid II dismissed him upon a report of Reuter. 864 Yet,
it is not a testament that Britain gave any instructions to Reuter to publish such a
report but the point is that the British agency had a large impact on Ottoman internal
politics through its news stories.
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In addition to Ottoman internal affairs, the power of agencies in designing the
international diplomacy and agenda was absolutely unprecedented. Both Reuter and
Havas made great efforts in announcing the “Armenian Issue” in a very detailed
manner, including reports on the clashes, atrocities and political developments. From
the perspective of the Ottoman Empire, it can be inferred that that the European press
and specifically international news agencies caused or created such a serious problem
through their provoking dispatches. The same challenge was also applied for the
Balkans. The reports of agencies on the clashes between Muslim and non-Muslims
and the alleged repression of the non-Muslims by the Empire created severe
problems for the Ottoman Empire.
Even though the reporting of the international news agencies on Ottoman
economy and finance remained beyond the scope of this dissertation, it can simply be
said that the news agencies also controlled all flow of information and exercised a
defining influence on the Ottoman finance by their news and speculations. They were
the main agents providing information on trade, stock exchange and prices between
the Empire and Europe.
In the face of European penetration, the Ottoman State definitely tried to resist
although it did not have strong and effective capabilities. It never became part of a
formal or informal empire of an imperialist power in the context of communication
network and spread of information. The Ottoman State always made a great effort to
control its domains, particularly Istanbul in terms of reporting and distribution of
news. It was never an object but an active subject in this process. While trying to
handle the international news agencies, the efforts of Ottoman governments to put
into counter propaganda activities by using these agencies highlight this activeness
and reaction. The Ottoman State never gave up against the “attacks of European
press” and endeavoured to response “detrimental and hostile” reporting although the
outcome was not the expected one. It worked to make use of the rivalry among the
European powers and the news agencies.
The resistance was not limited to control the reporting but also the
infrastructure of communication networks, namely the telegraph lines. The Ottoman
State always wanted to keep the telegraph lines in its hands even they were
constructed mostly by France and Britain. For the Ottoman State, it meant “retaining
control over a politically potent symbol of their remaining authority and aspirations
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to create a modern cosmopolitan nation state fully integrated into world affairs.”865
The Ottoman State tried to become a player and competitor with The Ottoman
Telegraph Administration thanks to its strategic importance in the telegraph lines.
While the Ottoman government endeavoured to handle the “hostile and
detrimental reporting” of the agencies with numerous practices for the decades, it
also sought for a conclusive and national solution that should be interpreted as
another aspect of this resistance. In this vein, the idea of setting up a national news
agency gradually emerged in the minds of Ottoman ruling elite. After examining the
practices in European counterparts, the Ottoman State, in the early 1900s, noticed
that forming a semi-official news agency was the most proper action to manage this
issue. There were already several applications both from the Ottoman citizens
and foreigners to form a national news agency until 1908. Even though the
decision was taken to create a national news agency in 1906 during the reign of
Sultan Abdülhamid II, it seems that it could not be materialized because of lack
of financial sources and capable staff. Consequently, the new Committee of Union
of Progress government accelerated the attempts to form a national news agency in
the second half of 1909 which was really a complicated process. However,
breaking the hegemony of Havas and Reuter was not an easy mission at all for a
modest domestic news agency, namely The Ottoman Telegraph Agency and The
Ottoman National Telegraph Agency. They only served the purpose of distributing
official statements and failed to meet the needs of the Ottoman government in this
new modern war.866
In this context of heightened foreign domination and intervention what Sultan
Abdülhamid II did during his long rule can be summarized as follows:

Painfully aware of the Ottoman Empire's transition from world power into a
political entity at the fringes of Western European capitalism, he tried to hold
this collapsing venture together by stimulating the glory of its past through the
revival of its classical institutions like the caliphate, buy just as easily adopted
methods offered by modernity such as centralized education, communications
865
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and even photography to foster and propagate the integrity of the Empire.
Censorship was a cocoon Abdülhamid II wove around his “well-protected
domains” that insulated, albeit imperfectly, the Empire and its subjects from the
offensive realities of European power politics.... …867

8.2. Ancien Régime or Modern Practice?

It is significant that the press practices of both the Ottoman government in
general and the international news agencies in particular should be discussed in the
historical context. As underlined previously, the press in the Ottoman Empire in the
last quarter of nineteenth and first decade of twentieth centuries has been largely
identified with Sultan Abdülhamid II and defined as “the press regime of Sultan
Abdülhamid II.”868 The regulations, laws and censorship have been mostly explained
by the personality of Ottoman sultan given that he reportedly lived in fear of
assassination and was very sceptic like a paranoid. Therefore, he was blamed for
representing all possible evil and backwardness in the empire.
In total concurrence with Hanioğlu, the point is not to argue that the regime of
Sultan Abdülhamid II did not include several characteristics which resulted from his
personality and psychology. Rather, as Hanioğlu underlines, the phenomenon of
censorship in this era can be understood through an analysis of the politics which
was produced in the context of Ottoman society‟s relations with the modernity.869
Hanioğlu states:

The given [ridiculous] examples, of course, are significant in showing that the
Ottoman censorship in practice was more discretionary and prohibitive
compared to its contemporaries. However, the point that has to be remembered
is that the censorship was modern politics in the end. Therefore, by looking at
these interesting examples, it should not be overlooked that they were
essentially the results of adaptations of the approaches which were already
existing in Europe to the Ottoman society. In other words, the censorship of
Abdülhamid II era was one of politics/policies endeavouring to reconcile the
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[Ottoman] society and tradition with modernity in a sense. Extremisms in the
practices should not cause to ignore this aspect of the issue. 870

The point here is to lay out the historical context for a sound analysis of the
topic rather than discussing the level of censorship and pressure on the press in the
Ottoman Empire. Besides Hanioğlu, Cioeta underlines, “Ottoman censorship, viewed
in the context of its time, does not seem to have been particularly harsh.” His
findings show that the Ottoman censorship regime in Beirut “never approached the
ideal of absolute press freedom, but at its worst it was certainly not the harshest
censorship regime in Europe.”871 Therefore he concludes: “The Ottoman Empire,
like all states, limited to some extent the content of publications for reasons of
national security, to protect public morale and order, to preserve public morality, and
to protect individual reputations.” 872
Furthermore, the studies of Goldstein on the political censorship of the press
and arts in the nineteenth-century Europe are useful to see the historical context of
the issue in Western world.873 In the nineteenth-century Europe, maintaining the
political order was the ultimate goal behind the motivation of repressive press
practices. Therefore, working-class movements became the leading censorship
targets in most countries given that “they were perceived as the major threat as
modernization progressed”.874
Goldstein next comprehensively demonstrates the situation in Europe
regarding the political censorship of the press. He underlines that the European ruling
elite repeatedly defined the press “as a disease or a mental poison that threatened
society and therefore required strict controls.”875 As regards to practices, European
authorities definitely “devoted immense amounts of time, energy, and personnel to
870
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attempting to control the press and other forms of communication.”876 Almost all
European states imposed prior press censorship in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Although the level of this mechanism decreased in the second half, it did not
mean that freedom of press was guaranteed in Europe. Only the tools of control
changed, but the mentality and ultimate goal of political power remained the same
given that extensive examination and ambiguous authorization of postpublication
punishment were put into practice.877 The conclusion of Goldstein with respect to the
political censorship in Europe in this era is as follows:
… the significance and impact of nineteenth-century European political
censorship appear to be overwhelmingly evident: measured by the tens of
thousands of censorship bans, prosecutions, fines, jail terms, and suppressions,
nothing is more clear than that the various restrictions on the press, drawings,
songs, theater, and cinema substantially interfered with the free flow of opinions
and expression of thousands of journalists, dramatists, caricaturists, and other
artists and limited the choices of tens of millions of Europeans. There can be
little doubt, for example, that the insipid quality of much of the nineteenthcentury European stage throughout the century, as well as that of most pre1850
European journalism, was substantially due to censorship. 878

Hanioğlu in reference to the studies of Goldstein underlines that the censorship
of Sultan Abdülhamid II era did not essentially differ much from the practices in
Prussia and France after the period of modernity in those countries.879 In addition to
Hanioğlu, the research of Yosmaoğlu is very useful not only to comprehend the
motivations and efforts of Sultan Abdülhamid II to control the printed words, but
also to compare this era with the Committee of Union and Progress government.
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Considering the press censorship “as a reflection of the dominant political culture of
the period, and also as an indicator of state modernization”,880 she makes the
following comments regarding the similarities and discontinuities between Hamidian
censorship and censorship under the Young Turks:
Abdülhamid II's obsession with controlling the printed word may have been
aggravated by his personality, but it was primarily induced by his beliefs about
preserving the state, and he did not differ much from his opponents, the Young
Turks, in this respect… Under the CUP, however, censorship gradually lost list
paternalistic character and was transformed into a more rational and impersonal
mechanism under the centralized control of the state. The most significant
manifestation of this transformation were the enactment of the Press Regulation
and the growing authority of the Ministry of the Interior in overseeing the
censorship process--an unprecedented crystallization of power in a single state
bureau.881

In such a historical background and context, this dissertation makes an
essential point with respect to the international news agencies in the Ottoman
Empire. First, the issue should be examined beyond the usual practice which
examines the topic as the process of how the Ottoman government tried to control
the press and the foreign agencies and how they responded to this pressure. Instead,
it needs to be put in a perspective that reflects the historical circumstances, including
the interpretation of modern politics of the time, which includes several aspects such
as interdependency, mutual struggle, public relations, international propaganda,
public opinion and international competition for news distribution. Briefly, they were
the instrument of modern politics for the Ottoman Empire.
The Ottoman sultans in the nineteenth century increasingly and largely used
the European tools in politics and governing the empire. Even, they closely followed
the European examples in culture and symbolism as well. Their motivation was to
prove that the Ottoman sultans resembled the European rulers and they were all part
of Western society. In this respect, the role of press was not an exception in modern
politics for the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman sultans, particularly Sultan
Abdülhamid II and the Ottoman ruling elite strived to utilize all the advents of this
modern tool, press in general and the news agencies in particular, not only for
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diplomatic purposes but also for personal image. For Sultan Abdülhamid II and the
Ottoman officials, the press and news agencies were the main instruments to tell and
explain the empire to the world, especially to the European public.
The policy of Ottoman Empire was not limited only to control the content of
the reports and to prevent them from publishing, but also direct the news that might
have been distributed and published.882 Put differently, managing the reports of
international news agencies had two simultaneous objectives. The first was to censor
and control the “hostile, detrimental and malicious” reports while the second was to
design and devise the news in favour of the Ottoman Empire. The invitation of the
Ottoman government for Reuter reporters to Macedonia region to examine the
conflicts between Muslim and non-Muslims in order to prevent “hostile reporting
against the Ottoman State” can evidently be interpreted in this context.883 The
occasional deal in 1897 between the Ottoman government and Reuter to “defend the
Ottomans regarding the incidents in Crete” stands out as another example in this
respect.884 Although the reporters of Reuter were not embedded in the modern
sense of the term, their officially organized visits can be read as a modern practice of
the Ottoman government.
Broadly speaking, the managing of agencies can also be evaluated as a part of
Ottoman public relations and public diplomacy in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. After outlining the “image problem” of Ottoman Empire in Europe,
Davison basically explains how the Ottoman government undertook several different
measures “which, viewed as a whole, might be considered a public relations
campaign” in dealing with this challenge. He underlines that the Ottoman diplomats
often sought to influence newspapers to publish favourable news and articles given
that having good relations with the European press became highly significant for the
Ottoman government.885 Therefore, the agencies can absolutely be regarded as one of
the main tools in this campaign when their potential as the source of newspapers are
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taken into consideration.886 In essence, public relations and public diplomacy are
quintessentially modern and Western concepts that gained currency especially in the
second half of twentieth century. However, the Ottoman State evidently exerted
substantial efforts to make use of this tool.887
As to concluding remarks, a comparative approach is required in order to
comprehend the role and influence of the international news agencies in the Ottoman
Empire with all aspects. Therefore, it is necessary to look at other cases and
examples such as Russia, Japan and China but it goes beyond the scope and purpose
of this dissertation.888 Comparing how the Ottoman State managed the international
news agencies with its counterparts would be very useful study in order to see the
issue in a historical context. It will reveal the similarities and differences in the
understanding and practice while showing the uniqueness of the Ottoman State if any
but it needs a particular research. The point which has been noticed in this
dissertation is that the Ottoman State was delayed in creating a national news agency.
The attempts to establish a domestic news agency in Russia began in the 1860s and
in the late 1880s in Japan whereas the year of 1909 has been seen as the
establishment of first national or domestic news agency. Furthermore, the strategic
geography of the Ottoman Empire really contributed to resist in trying to keep its
authority in telegraph lines.
It would be a sound expectation that this dissertation might pioneer and
inspire in encouraging such researches. The topic of international news agencies in
886
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the Ottoman Empire is a multifaceted one and could have been told in many ways,
under different themes and emphasis. For instance, the reports of Reuter on the
Armenian issue might have been a dissertation on its own or a comparison of the
news of Reuter and Havas on the Armenian issue or conflicts in the Balkans are few
examples. Yet, it is astonishing that there is no study regarding the endeavours for
establishing a national news agency in the Empire.
Furthermore, the international news agencies in the Ottoman Empire have not
been studied with a particular focus; the issue was either overlooked or regarded as
part of foreign press. However, as the structure, service, mission, the role and
influence of the news agencies have been really different from the newspapers, they
appeal to be examined distinctively. More importantly, it is not uneasy to
comprehend the issue with every aspect for a historian since it simultaneously
requires knowledge in media studies in order to grasp the fine tunings of the topic.
As a final remark, it must be stated that it is impossible for any dissertation to
fully cover every aspect and details on a topic which also applies to this dissertation.
The role and influence of the international news agencies in the Ottoman Empire is
an area that will remain for further exploration for researchers. The prospective
studies and research in this course would also reveal the decline of the Ottoman
Empire and the penetration of the European hegemony into the Ottoman territories
from another important angle. It is hoped that this dissertation would encourage and
assist such kind of researches.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

TRANSLITERATION OF ARCHIVAL DOCUMENTS

1. The Contract between the Ottoman State and the Havas Telegraph
Agency 889
Bâb-ı âlî
Nezaret-i celîle-i hâriciye
Tercüme odası
Bir taraftan bâb-ı âlî namına hareket eden sadrâzam ve hariciye nazırı
fehâmetlu devletlu Saffet PaĢa hazretleri ve diğer taraftan “Havas” telgraf
kumpanyası namına hareket eden Mösyö Chatau beyninde mukavele-i âtiye akd
olunmuĢtur
Birinci bend
Kumpanya ber mu„tâd icrâ edilmekde olduğu muhabere-i telgrafiye haricinde
cânib-i bâb-ı âlîden teslimi tensîb olunacak telgrafları mâlik olduğu bi‟l-cümle
vesâit-i neĢriyye ile Avrupa‟ya irsâl ve iĢ„âr edecektir
İkinci bend
Kumpanya cânib-i bâb-ı âlîden veya süferâ-yi saltanat-ı seniyye taraflarından
vurûd edecek muharrerât ve teblîğât-ı resmiyeyi Korrespondenz Havas nam
gazetesine meccânen kabul ve derc eyleyeceği gibi her hafta gazetesine irsâl
olunacak bendlerin ve mektubların suret-i tahrîr ve terkîbi emrinde bâb-ı âlînin
efkârını istihrâc eyleyecektir
Üçüncü bend
Kumpanya ( ber mu„tâd icrâ etmekte olduğu muhabere-i telgrafiyenin
haricinde olmak üzere ) bâb-ı âlînin kendisine ta„alluku olan Avrupa mesâil-i
politikasına dair taleb edeceği ma„lûmâtı suret-i mahremânede i„tâ etmek üzere
yalnız Bâb-ı âlîye mahsus bir muhabere-i telgrafiye küĢâd edecektir
Dördüncü bend
889

BOA, Y.EE., 41/141, 6 R 1327/27 April 1909.

The wording of contract says that it was signed. However, there is not any signature on the document.
In addition to this, the day and month of the agreement was not written in the document near the year.
This part is blank with dots. Meanwhile, the date of the file including this document in the Ottoman
Archives is 6 R 1327/27 April 1909. See: However, date of the contract is clearly written as 1878 in
the Ottoman document. “İş bu mukavele bin sekiz yüz yetmiş sekiz senesi…”
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Kumpanya Avrupa‟dan memâlik-i devlet-i aliyyeye irsâl olunacak telgrafların
suret-i tahrîir ve terkîbinin hükümet-i seniyyenin veya düvel-i muazzama nezdindeki
süferâsının efkârını istihrâc edecektir
Beşinci bend
Kumpanya Ģu hizmetlere mukabil âtide muharrer fevâidden müstefîd
olacaktır Ģöyleki
Evvela cânib-i bâb-ı âlîden kendisine abone parası olarak Ģehrî bin beĢ yüz
frank verilecek ve kendisi dahi telgraflarını mâbeyn-i hümâyûn-ı mülûkâneye ve
vükelâ ve e„âzim-i ricâl-i devlete gönderecektir
Sâniyen ber mu„tâd keĢîde eylediği telgraflardan gönderdiği mahallere kadar
hadd-i âtîde para alınmayacaktır yani Ġstanbul‟dan memâlik-i ecnebiyeye veya
memâlik-i ecnebiyeden Ġstanbul‟a çekmekte olduğu telgrafların beher gün yüz
kelimesi ve memâlik-i Ģahane dahilinde keĢîde eylemekte bulunduğu telgrafların
kezâlik beher gün yüz kelimesi meccânen geçirilecektir
Her ayın nihayetinde hesabı yapılarak kumpanya iki nevi„ telgrafların
kelimâtından meccânen nakl ettirmeğe hakkı olduğu kelimâtı ba„de‟t-tenzîl
fazlasının ücretini te‟diye edecektir
Altıncı bend
Hükümet-i seniyye kumpanyanın gerek memâlik-i ecnebiye ve gerek
memâlik-i Ģahane ile ber mu„tâd icra etmekte olduğu muhâberât-ı telgrafiyeyi
muâyene ve tevkîf ettirmek hakkını muhafaza eder
Mukavele-i hazıra iĢ bu Ģehr-i TeĢrîn-i evvel-i Rûmînin birinci ve efrencînin
on üçüncü gününden itibaren üç sene müddet-i mer„iyyü‟l-icrâ olacaktır Ģu kadarki
hükümet-i seniyye ile kumpanya mukavele-i hâzırayı ilk ayın hitâmında fesh etmek
hakkını mütekâbilen muhafaza ederler
ĠĢ bu mukavele bin sekiz yüz yetmiĢ sekiz senesi TeĢrîn-i evvelinin . . . de
der-sa„âdet‟de iki nüsha olarak tanzîm ve nüsha olunmuĢtur.
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2. The Contract between the Ottoman State and Reuter Telegraph
Company890
Bir kıt„a mukâvelenâme lâyihası tercümesidir
Birinci mâdde – Ajans Reuter hükûmet-i seniyyenin kendüye i„tâsına lüzûm
göreceği bi‟l-cümle havâdisi Avrupa ve Amerika ve Hindistan‟ın baĢluca
gazeteleriyle telgraf ajanslarına ve ez cümle kendü tarafından icrâ kılınacak bi‟lcümle teblîgâtı neĢr itmeğe bâ mukâvele mecbûr ve müte„ahhid olan Paris‟deki
Ajans Havas‟a telgraf vâsıtasıyla irsâl itmeği ta„ahhüd ider
İkinci mâdde – Bâb-ı âlî dahi Ajans Reuter‟in Dersa„âdet‟deki vekîline
ma„lûmât i„tâsıyla berâber neĢr olunacak bi‟l-cümle evrâk-ı diplomatikayı teblîğ
itmekliği ta„ahhüd buyurur Bâb-ı âlî bu hıdmeti îfâ içün hâriciye nezâret-i celîlesinde
mahsûsen bir me‟mûr ta„yîn eyleyecekdir
Üçüncü mâdde – Bâb-ı âlî teblîğ eyleyeceği bi‟l-cümle evrâk-ı resmiye ve
takrîr-i diplomatika ve tekzîbnâme ve beyânnâmeleri Ajans Reuter tarafından
meccânen nakl olunmasına müsâ„ade buyurur kendü telgrafnâmeleriyçün Dersâ„adet
ile Londra beyninde yevmî “yüz”22 ve Dersa„âdet ile Bombay beyninde kezalik
yevmî “yüz” kelimeyi meccânen nakl itdirecek ve eğer ba„dehu memâlik-i Ģâhânenin
içerüleriyçün bir muhâbere-i telgrafiye te‟sîs ider ise bunun içün kezalik yevmî “yüz”
kelimeyi meccânen nakl itdirecekdir
Dördüncü mâdde – Ajans Reuter elhâletü hazihi Hindistan ve Çin ve
Avustralya memâlikine gönderilmek üzre bir takım büyük Ġngiliz ve Amerika
Ģirketlerinden aldığı telgrafnâmeleri mürsel-i ileyhlerine li ecli‟t-tevzî„ kendü
acentelerine ve “(…) telgraf kompani” hatt-ı tahtü‟l-bahrîsi vasıtasıyla irsâl itmekde
olduğundan hutût-ı telgrafiye-i Osmâniye muntazam sûretde iĢler ve ucûrât-ı
nakliyeden yüzde on beĢ tenzîl idilür ise bu telgrafları hutût-ı Osmâniye vâsıtasıyla
gönderecekdir
Beşinci mâdde – Buna mukâbil Ajans Reuter hükûmet-i seniyye tarafından
vukû„bulacak Londra‟dan Avrupa ve Amerika memâlikinde mukîm kendü acente ve
vekillerine irsâli mesârifini der„uhde ider ma„amâfîh Bâb-ı âlî bu mesârif içün Ajans
Reuter‟e senevî on beĢ bin frank i„âne virmeği ta„ahhüd eyler Ajans Reuter bu
pâreden Bâb-ı âlî‟nin me‟mûr-ı mahremine bir ma„âĢ tahsîs eyleyecekdir
Altıncı mâdde – Bâb-ı âlî Ajans Reuter‟in muharrerât-ı âdiye-i telgrafiyesini
tevkîf eylemek hakkını muhâfaza ider
Yedinci mâdde – Mukâvele-i hâzıre üç sene müddet içün mer„iyyü‟l-icrâ
olacakdır tarafeyn-i müte„âhideynden biri bunu tecdîd itmek istemez ise bu üç sene
müddetin inkizâsından üç mâh evvel diğerine ihbâr-ı keyfiyet eylemeğe mecbûr olup
itmediği takdîrde mukâvelenin bir üç sene müddet daha düstûrü‟l-amel olacağı
mukarrerdir iĢbu mukâvele iki nüsha olarak tanzîm kılınmıĢdır

890

(HR.TO 476/48, 9.8.1880)
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3. The Secret Articles of the Draft Agreement between the Ottoman State
and Reuter Agency891
Bâb-ı âlî
Nezaret-i celile-i hariciye
Tercüme odası
Mevâdd-ı hafiyye
Birinci madde
Ajans Reuter dünyanın her tarafında bir hizmet-i politikıye te‟sîs eylemiĢ
olduğundan bunun bâb-ı âlînin menâfi„-i yolunda kullanılacak ve cânib-i bâbb-ı
âlîden nezdine gönderilecek me'mûr-ı mahremini Ġngiltere‟de hey‟et-i vukelâ ve
süferâ-yi ecnebiye ve parlemento a„zâsı ile evrâk-ı havâdis direktörlerine
tanıttıracaktır
Me‟mûr-ı mûmâ ileyh bir gûne emniyetsizliği davet etmemek için ajans
Reuter‟in me2mûrîninden add olunacak ve kendisi buna istinâden hükümet-i
seniyyeye ber vech-i âtî pek mühim hizmetler ibrâzına muvaffak olabilecektir
Ģöyleki
Mesâlih-i Ģarkıyye hakkında parlementoda bir takım su‟âller vukû„unu davet
eyleyecektir
ġâyi„ olan rivâyât-ı kâzibeyi tashîhan gazetelere varakalar gönderecektir
Bâb-ı âlînin i„lân ve iĢâ„a etmek isteyeceği vukû„ât ve mulâhazâtın her tarafa
intiĢârı için bunları ajans Reuter‟in bi‟l-cümle Almanya ve Avusturya gazetelerine
göndereceği litoğrafya ile basılmıĢ varakalara derc ettirecektir
Der-sa„âdet‟den gelen telgrafnameleri Ġngiliz gazetelerinde Ģerh ve îzâh
edecek ve der‟sa„âdet‟den gönderilecek havâdisi intihâb ettirecektir
Bâb-ı âlînin menâfi„i için gazetelere derc ettireceği Ģeyleri ajans Reuter
ma„rifetiyle bâ telgraf dünyanın her tarafında neĢr ettirecektir
İkinci madde
Ajans Reuter Hind gazetelerine yalnız kendisi hizmet ettiği cihetle
Hindistan‟ın bi‟l-cümle Ģehirleriyle Çin ve Ġran ve Avustralya‟da Ģubeleri
bulunduğundan bu memâlikdeki vesâit-i neĢriyesini hükümet-i seniyyenin iĢinde
kullanmağı ta„ahhüd eder hususan Hindistan‟daki vesâit-i neĢriyesinin hükümet-i
seniyyece pek büyük bir ehemmiyeti vardır

891

BOA, HR.TO. 476/48, 9 August 1880. The agreement was prepared both in Ottoman and French.
On the other hand, there are three different files in the Ottoman archives regarding this agreement.
The first one is BOA, HR.TO., 476/48, 9 August 1880. The file includes both the Ottoman and French
version of the agreement with the secret articles. Interestingly, the same agreement with different hand
writings is available in another file. The date of the file is 6 R 1327/27 April 1909. However there is
no any date on the original documents in both Ottoman and French. For the agreement, see: BOA,
Y.EE., 41/161, 6 R 1327/27 April 1909; and for the secret articles, see: BOA, Y.EE. 41/162, 6 R
1327/27 April 190. These two files have been classified with the title of “Proposal on the designed
contract with Reuter Agency” (“Ajans Reuter ile tasarlanan mukavelename layihası”). The date of 27
April 1909 is quite interesting since it was the date that Sultan Abdülhamid II was dethroned.
Unfortunately, there is no explanation why the agreement was rewritten with a different handwriting.
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Üçüncü madde
Ajans Reuter Ġngiliz ve sair devletler vükelâsının efkârını istihrâc ve her
yerde acentaları olduğu cihetle bi‟l-cümle memâlik-i evrak havâdisine derc edilen
bendleri bâb-ı âlîye teblîğ ve iĢ„âr edebilir
Birde bâb-ı âlînin me‟mûr-ı mahremine her hafta hariciye nezaret-i celilesine
bir tahrîrât-ı mahremâne irsâl etmesine muâvenet eyleyecekdir ki bu tahrîrâtın hâvî
olacağı ma„lûmâtın vus„at ve sıhhatiyle beraber Ġngiltere‟de me‟mûrîn ve sairenin
efkâr ve hissiyâtları ne merkezde bulunduğunu göstereceği cihetle nezaret-i müĢârun
ileyhâca pek büyük nef„ ve fâidesi görülür
Dördüncü madde
Ajans Reuter bi‟l-cümle büyük bankalara umûr-ı mâliye ve tüccâriyece
ma„lûmât i„tâ ettiği cihetle bâb-ı âlînin umûr-ı idare ve maliyesince dahi fâidesi
görülür
Ve‟l-hâsıl Ģurası mukarrerdir ki ajans Reuter melfûf mukavelenameyi bi‟limza bâb-ı âlînin dünyanın her tarafında hizmet-i neĢriyesini icra ve yedindeki vesâit
dairesinde hükümet-i seniyyece hıdemât-ı politikiye ibrâz etmekle der„uhde
eyleyecekdir
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4. The Proposal for a Contract between the Ottoman State and Reuter Agency
given that Reuter is the center of political speculations in London892
Avrupa devletleri efkâr-ı umûmiye üzerine icrâ-yı nüfûzı mûceb neĢriyât içün
senevî pek külliyetli akçeler sarf ve hasr eyledikleri hâlde devlet-i aliyye Ģirket-i
mezkûrenin vâsıtasıyla mesârif-i cüz‟iyye ile Avrupa‟nın efkâr-ı umûmiyesini ve
bi‟l-mukâbele Türkiye‟nin efkâr-ı umûmiyesini celb idebilecekdir
Ajans Reuter Ģirketiyle akdi tavsiye olunan mukâvelenâmedir
Birinci bend – Ajans Reuter Ģirketi telgrafla cânib-i hükûmet-i seniyyeden
kendine teblîğ olunacak kâffe-i havâdisât ve beyânâtı meĢhûr ve mu„teber gazetelere
ve Avrupa ve Amerika ve Hindistan‟da bulunan telgraf Ģirketlerine ve husûsen kâffei teblîgâtını neĢre bâ mukâvelenâme mecbûr olup Paris‟de bulunan Ajans Havas
Ģirketine isrâ ve îsâl eyleyecekdir
İkinci bend – diğer tarafdan hükûmet-i seniyye dahi Ajans Reuter Ģirketinin
Dersa„âdet‟de bulunan vekîline neĢri musammem olan havâdisât ve evrâk-ı
resmiyeyi i„tâ ve hıdmet-i mezkûreyi îfâ eylemek içün bir mu„temed âdem ta„yîn ve
intihâb eyleyecekdir
Üçüncü bend – hükûmet-i seniyye li ecli‟n-neĢr Ģirkete teblîğ ideceği
tahrîrât-ı diplomatikaya ve evrâk ve tekzîbât ve i„lânât-ı resmiyenin telgrafla
meccânen Avrupa‟ya keĢîde olunmasına ve Dersa„âdet‟den Bombay‟a yevmî
meccânen yüz kelimenin geçmesine ve ilerüde Ģirket-i mezkûre vilâyât-ı Ģâhânede
dahi Ģu„beler te‟sîs ider ise bu hâlde de meccânen yevmî yüz kelimenin mürûruna
müsâ„ade eyleyecekdir
Dördüncü bend – Ajans Reuter Ģirketi Hindistan ve Çin ve Avustralya içün
Ġngiltere ve Amerika mu„teberân-ı tüccârân ve sarrâfânından husûsî telgrafnâmeler
alarak bunları (…) mürsel-i aleyhlerine tevzî„ olunmak üzre acentelerine irsâl
eylediğinden ve mezkûr telgrafnâmeler elyevm istenen telgraf Ģirketinin kablosuyla
keĢîde kılındığından Fao Osmanlı telgraf hattı ber vech-i matlûb iĢledilirse Ģirket-i
mezkûre muhâberât-ı mebhûsun anhâyı hatt-ı mezkûr vâsıtasıyla icrâ ideceğinden
hâsılâtından yüzde on beĢinin kendisine i„tâ olunacakdır
Beşinci bend – Avrupa ve memâlik-i sâirede bulunan acentelerine
Dersa„âdet‟den devlet-i aliyye hakkında Londra‟ya teblîğ olunacak havâdisâtı irsâl
eylemek mesârifi Ģirkete âid olup Ģu kadar ki hükûmet-i seniyye Ajans Reuter
Ģirketine i„âneten senevî bunun içün on beĢ bin frank mu„ayyen bir meblağ i„tâ
eyleyecekdir
Altıncı bend – Ajans Reuter‟in muhâberât-ı husûsiyesine âid telgrafnâmeleri
hükûmet-i seniyye tevkîf idebilecekdir
Yedinci bend – ĠĢbu mukâvelenâme ahkâmı üç sene içün mer„iyyü‟l-icrâ
olup Ģu kadar ki tarafeyn-i âkideynden biri mukâvele-i mezkûrenin tecdîdini taleb
eylemediği takdîrde müddet-i mezbûrenin inkizâsından sekiz ay mukaddem haber
virecekdir virmediği hâlde iĢbu mukâvelenâme üç sene içün daha mer„iyyü‟l-icrâ
tutulacakdır

892

BOA, Y.PRK.PT., 9/14, 7 Z 1310/24 April 1893.
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Mevâdd-ı hafiyye
Birinci mâdde – Ajans Reuter kıt„ât-ı kürre-i arz üzerinde vukû„a gelen ahvâl
ve husûsât-ı siyâsiyeden âgâh ve haberdâr olacak bir sûretde teĢekkül itmiĢ bir Ģirket
olmağla hükûmet-i seniyyenin istihsâl-i menfa„ate çalıĢacakdır taraf-ı devlet-i
aliyyeden Londra‟da bulundurulacak telgraf vekîlinin
Ġngiltere heyet-i vükelâsıyla Londra‟da bulunan süferâ-yı ecnebiye ve meclisi meb„ûsân a„zâları ve Ġngiliz gazeteleri ile mu„ârefe peydâ itmesine vâsıta ve delîl
olacakdır vekîl-i mezkûr Ģübheyi da„vet itmemek içün sûret-i zâhirede Ajans Reuter
Ģirketinin bir ma„iyeti me‟mûrı gibi hareket idüp mezkûr ajansa istinâden hükûmet-i
seniyyeye gâyet mühim hıdmetler îfâ eyleyecekdir gazetelerde devlet-i aliyye
aleyhine yazılan bendlerin sehviyâtını tashîh ve hükûmet-i seniyyenin neĢr ve i„lânını
arzu buyurduğu vukû„ât ve havâdisât ve tashîhât içün Ajans Reuter‟in Almanya ve
Avusturya ve Macaristan gazetelerine irsâl eylediği litografya ile matbû„ Almanca
evrâkı isti„mâl eyleyecekdir ve Dersa„âdet‟den vârid olan telgrafnâmeleri ingiliz
gazetelerinde tavzîh ve teĢrîh ve memâlik-i Ģâhâneye gönderilecek havâdisâtı intihâb
ve tefrîk ve Devlet-i aliyyenin menfa„atine gazetelere derc itdireceği bendlerin
hülâsasını ajans vâsıtasıyla iktizâ iden memâlike teblîğ idecekdir
İkinci mâdde – Hindistan‟da tab„ ve neĢr olunan evrâk-ı havâdise yalnız
Ajans Reuter havâdis virdiğinden Hindistan‟ın bir cihetinde oldığı gibi Çin ve Ġran
ve Avustralya‟da dahi Ģirket-i mezkûrenin vekîl ve memûrları olup memâlik-i
mezkûrede ve husûsen Hindistan‟da hiçbir Ģirketin neĢr-i havâdise hakk ve salâhiyeti
olmadığı gibi gazetelerin dahi husûsî muhbirleri olmadığından hükûmet-i seniyyenin
bu ektârda her ne neĢr itmek arzû buyururlar ise Ajans Reuter vâsıta olacakdır
Ġngiltere‟nin en ziyâde korkduğu cihet Hindistan‟dır Ġngiltere heyet-i
vükelâsına bir tazyîk-i ma„nevî icrâsı kıt„at-ı mezkûrede efkâr-ı umûmiyenin celbiyle
olup Ġngiltere‟nin en büyük ihtirâzı Ģimdiye kadar dâire-i itâ„at ve sadâkatden
ayrılmamıĢ olan Hindistan müslümanları beyninde bir heyecân zuhûrudur bu husûsda
Ajans Reuter ile esâs iĢ üzerine uzlaĢmak mümkün olabilir Ģöyle ki
Evvelâ Ajans Reuter Ģirketi Dersa„âdet‟deki vekîline hükûmet-i seniyye her
ne teblîğ ider ise Hindistan‟a bildirmek içün Ġstanbul ile Bombay arasında doğrudan
doğruya muhâbere idecekdir
Sâniyen gerek Londra ve gerek Hindistan havâdisât-ı lâzımeyi teblîğ eylemek
içün hükûmet-i seniyye Ajans Reuter‟e mikdâr-ı kelimâtın meccânen geçmesine
müsâ„ade eyleyecekdir
Sâlisen Ajans Reuter Ģirketi Ġngiltere ve Amerika‟dan Hindistan‟a keĢîde
olunacak husûsî telgrafnâmelerin Fao Osmanlı tarîkiyle geçmesine sa„y ve gayret
eyleceğinden tarîk-i mezkûr ile te„âtî olunacak muhâberât-ı telgrafiye ücreti
hâsılâtından yüzde on beĢini hükûmet-i seniyye Ģirketine i„tâ eyleyecekdir
Üçüncü bend – Ajans Reuter Ģirketi Ġngiltere ve memâlik-i sâirede bulunan
ricâl-i devletin efkârını yoklayarak ve her memleketde neĢr olunan gazetelerdeki
mühim bendlerin meâlini hülâsa iderek hükumet-i seniyyeye bildirebilecek iktidârı
hâiz bulunduğundan hükûmet-i seniyye tarafından Londra‟da bulunacak vekîl her
hafta mahremâne bir lâyiha tanzîm ve takdîm idebilmesiyçün mu„âvenet-i lâzımeyi
dirîğ itmeyecekdir mezkûr lâyihalarda münderic husûsât gâyet mevsûk ve Ģâyân-ı
i„timâd-ı menâbi„den ahz ve telakkî olunacağı cihetle Ġngiltere ahâlîsinin ve heyet-i
resmiyesinin efkârına temâmıyla vukûf hâsıl itdirebilecekdir
Devlet-i aliyye hakkındaki havâdisât ve neĢriyâtın merkezleri elyevm
Ġngiltere ile Almanya olup husûsen mesâil-i Ģarkiyeye dâir harekât-ı diplomatikaya
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ale‟l-âde Ġngiltere‟den mübâĢeret olunduğu âzâde-i îzâhdır binâen aleyh her ne
sûretle mümkün olur ise olsun memâlik-i Ģâhâneden Avrupa‟ya ve Avrupa‟dan
memâlik-i Ģâhâneye vâsıta-i telgrafla te„âtî-i havâdisât eylemek üzre bir tarîk ve sûret
bulmak hükûmet-i seniyye içün vâcibât-ı umûrdandır
Avrupa‟da meydân-ı intiĢâra çıkarılan evrâk-ı havâdisi celb eylemeğe hâcet
yokdur zîrâ evrâk-ı mezkûreye derc olunan mühim ve iltizâmkârâne bendler pek az
kırâet olunuyor ihbâr ve tebyîn-i vukû„âta dâir yazılan muharrerât ve havâdisât-ı
telgrafiye efkâr-ı umûmiye üzerine en ziyâde te‟sîr eylediğinden ihbârât-ı mezkûre
bir sûret-i hekîmânede i„tâ olunursa devlete mazar olanların te‟sîrini tahfîf ve fâideli
olanları dahi göze çarpacak sûretde tavzîh ve teĢhîr eyler
Hükûmet-i seniyye neĢrini arzû eylediği efkâr ve icrââtını Avrupa‟ya
bildirmek içün merkez idâresi Londra‟da bulunan Ajans Reuter Ģirketiyle bu bâbda
müzâkereye giriĢmelidirr Ģirket-i mezkûre Avrupa‟da bulunan Ģirketlerin kâffesine
fâik olmağla berâber merkez idâresinin Londra‟da bulunması dahi baĢkaca mûceb-i
muhsenâtdır Ġngiltere‟de iki binden ziyâde tab„ ve neĢr olunan evrâk-ı havâdisin
kâffesine havâdisât-ı telgrafiyeyi Ģirket-i mezkûre virdiğinden bu vâsıta ile Ġngiltere
ve Ġrlanda ve Ġskoçya‟nın tâ en içerilerine kadar kâffe-i emsâr ve buldânına îsâl-i
havâdisât idüp kürre-i arzın her cihetinde dahi müte„addid vekîl me‟mûrlar
bulundurarak bu sûretle de Avrupa ve Amerika ve Hindistan‟la muhâbere idiyor
Cümlesinin inzârı makâm-ı akdes-i hilâfet-i uzmâya müteveccih Hindistan‟da
kırk milyon kadar müslüman mevcûd olduğundan Ģirket-i mezkûrenin
mu„âvenetinden devlet-i aliyye hayliden hayli istifâde idebilir
Ajans Reuter Ģirketinin ideceği hıdmet hükûmet-i seniyye içün müfîd ve nâfi„
olması memâlik-i Osmaniye‟nin ahvâl ve mesâlihine mükemmelen âĢinâ bir zâtın
cânib-i saltanat-ı seniyyeden vekîl sûretiyle Londra‟da Ajans Reuter Ģirketinin
ma„iyyetinde bulunmasına mütevakkıfdır bu zât Ģirket-i mezkûrenin neĢr olunmak
üzre Dersa„âdet‟e göndereceği havâdisleri intihâba dikkat ve i„tinâ ve Avrupa
gazetelerine ve husûsen ingiliz evrâk-ı havâdisine tab„ ve derc olunmak içün ba„zı
teblîgât i„tâ eyleyeceği gibi memâlik-i Ģâhâneden vârid olan havâdisât-ı telgrafiyeyi
dahi hükûmet-i seniyyenin meslek-i siyâsiyesine muvafık bir sûretde inzâr-ı âmmeye
çarpacak derece tefsîr ve tevzîh eyleyecekdir
Ġngiltere‟de gerek Avam kamarasında ve gerek meb„ûsân meclisinde mesâil-i
Ģarkiyeye dâir beyân-ı efkâr eylemek arzûsunda pek çok zevât bulunduğundan
devlet-i aliyyenin politikasına muvâfık sûretde bunlara miyân-ı meclisde idâre-i
kelâm itdirmek dahi mümkündür
ġark meselesi hakkında efkâr-ı umûmiyenin temâyülâtını mübeyyin ve hâricî
ve dâhilî politikasınca hükûmet-i seniyyeye mu„âvenet idecek ma„lûmâtı müĢ„ir her
hafta vekîl-i mezkûrun mahremâne bir lâyiha tanzîm ve irsâl idebilmesiyçün Ģirket-i
mezbûre iktizâ iden ma„lûmât ve îzâhâtı i„tâ ve mu„âvenet-i lâzımeyi îfâ
eyleyecekdir
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ILLUSTRATIONS

1. The Letter of Baron Julius Reuter to the Ottoman government asking for the
permission to establish a telegraph line in the Ottoman Empire.893
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BOA, HR.SFR.3., 18/14, 27 October 1854.
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2. The Proposal of The Reuter-Havas Company to the Ottoman Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to ask for privileges in 1875.894

894

BOA, HR.TO., 459/93, 11 October 1875.
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3. The response of Herbert Reuter, the managing director and the son of Baron
Reuter, to the complaint of the Ottoman government.895

895

BOA, HR.SFR.3., 262/41, 2 December 1878. This letter is in English.
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4. The Letter of Herbert Reuter- Managing Director and the son of Paul Julius
Baron de Reuter- to the Ottoman government. He offered to set up news
exchange and cooperation between Istanbul and London.896

896

BOA, HR.SFR.3., 260/52, 26 February 1878.
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5. Censorship of the press in Istanbul: The Ottoman officials examine telegrams
and despatches.897

897

Piers Cain, “A Glimpse of the Archives: Sigmund Engländer” Reuters World, May 1990. It is a reproduction of an illustration but the article does not mention the orginal source.
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6. The Minute Book of Reuter (1865-1868)898

898

Reuters Archives
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7. The Account Book of Reuter showing the details of “Constantinople Agency”
Office in 1871.899

899

Reuter Archives
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8. The Telegram sent by Edward Virnard, Reuter agent in Istanbul, from Pera
(1869)900

900

Reuters Arhcives, 1869.
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9. Sigismund Engländer, Reuter Correspondent in Istanbul901

901

Reuters Archives.
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10. The Havas Telegram at The Levant Herald Daily Bulletin, 3 January 1867.
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11. The Havas Telegram at La Turquie (3 September 1866)
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12. The Advertisement of Edward Virnard, Reuter agent in Istanbul, announcing
the accelerated daily telegraphic service (20 June 1866).
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13. The Advertisement of Edward Virnard, Reuter agent in Istanbul, announcing
Commercial Service at Levant Herald (27 March 1869).
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14. The Article Six of the Treaty of 20 May 1876 regulating the share of Turkey
between Reuter and Havas. It is from the Arbitration Case File.902

902

R.A. LN73,1/889003.
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APPENDIX D

TURKISH SUMMARY

OSMANLI ĠMPARATORLUĞU‟NDA
ULUSLARARASI HABER AJANSLARI
(1854-1908)
“Eğer bilgi güç ise dünyanın telekomünikasyon sistemini
yöneten dünyaya hükmeder.”903

Bu doktora tezi, uluslararası haber ajanslarının Ġstanbul‟da kurulmaları ve
faaliyetleriyle birlikte Osmanlı Devleti ile iliĢkilerini anlatmaktadır. Haber/telgraf
ajansları siyasi, ekonomik, diplomatik veya güncel geliĢmeleri sistemli ve hızlı bir
Ģekilde alıp; bunları düzenledikten sonra baĢta gazeteler ve televizyonlar olmak üzere
ilgili müĢterilere bir ücret karĢılığında ulaĢtıran müesseselerdir. ġüphesiz haber
ajanslarının rolleri ve iĢlevleri tarihsel süreç içerisinde değiĢimlere uğramıĢtır. Ancak
internetin icadına kadar tüm dünyada haber ağlarını kontrol etmiĢler; özellikle
gazetelerin en temel haber alma kaynağını oluĢturmuĢlardır.
Kitle iletiĢim araçlarının geliĢimiyle birlikte devlet ve imparatorlukların
önemli bir mücadele alanı da haberleri ve haber ağlarını kontrol etmek üzerine
olmuĢtur. Son iki yüzyılda bu haber savaĢlarının büyük ölçüde haber ajansları
üzerinden verildiği söylenebilir. Bu bağlamda haber ajansları kesinlikle ülkelerin
menfaatlerinin peĢinde koĢarken kullandıkları “milli politik araçlar” olagelmiĢtir.
Örneğin, Reuter Haber Ajansı oynadığı rolden dolayı Birinci Dünya SavaĢı‟nda
Ġngiliz hükümetinin en güçlü silahı olarak tanımlanır.
Uluslararası

haber

ajanslarını

anlayıp

iĢlevlerini

tarihsel

bağlamda

değerlendirebilmek için bunların ortaya çıktığı 19. yüzyıldaki siyasi ve ekonomik
903

Peter J. Hugill, Global Communications Since 1844: Geopolitics and Technology (Baltimore and
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), s. 2.
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geliĢmelere bakmak gerekir. Her Ģeyden önce bu dönem tam bir Avrupa
emperyalizmi ve dünyaya yayılma sürecidir. 1800‟lerin baĢında Avrupa‟nın önde
gelen bazı ülkeleri dünya topraklarının yüzde 35‟ini kontrol ederken bu oran 1878‟de
yüzde 78 ve 1914‟te ise yüzde 84‟e yükselmiĢtir. Bu oranlarlar Avrupa
yayılmacılığın çok açık göstergeleridir ki Mann bu yüzden “Avrupalılar Marslıdır”
benzetmesi yapar.
Avrupa‟nın tüm dünyada nüfuzunun çok ciddi Ģekilde artması Ģüphesiz
teknolojinin yardımıyla olmuĢtur; ulaĢım ve iletiĢimde devrim niteliğinde
gerçekleĢen icatlar bu yayılmacılığın önünü açmıĢtır. Esasında uluslararası iletiĢim
tarih boyunca devletler ve imparatorluklar için çok önemli role sahipti. Ancak bu rol
Avrupa ülkeleri tüm dünyaya yayılırken vazgeçilmez bir ihtiyaçtı. Bu devirde bir
imparatorluğun gücünün geniĢliği kontrol ettiği iletiĢim ağlarıyla yakından ilgiliydi.
Bundan dolayıdır ki Headrick iletiĢim teknolojisi ile emperyalist yönetimlerin ele ele
yürüdüğünü söyler. Uluslararası haber ajansları böyle bir tarihsel bağlamda 19.
yüzyılın ortalarında doğmuĢtur. Fransız Havas Ajansı 1835, Alman Wolff 1849 ve
Ġngiliz Reuter 1851‟de kurulmuĢtur.
Avrupa‟nın emperyalist güçleri yayılmalarında çok önemli role sahip olan
haber ajanslarının geliĢip güçlenmeleri için ciddi destekler vermiĢlerdir. Para yardımı
ve lojistik desteğin yanında en değerli katkı telgraf hatlarına yaptıkları yatırımlar
olmuĢtur. Çünkü telgraf haber ajanslarının olmazsa olmazıydı. Telgraf sayesinde
haber ajansları uzak bölgelere hızlı Ģekilde haber aktarabilmiĢler ve buralardan
Avrupa‟ya haber ulaĢtırmıĢlardır. Ġngiltere, Fransa ve Almanya 1892 senesinde
dünya telgraf hatlarının yüzde 89.6‟sını kontrol ediyordu. Ġngiliz hakimiyeti ise çok
baskındı; Ġngilizler dünya telgraf hatlarının üçte ikisine –yüzde 66.2- sahipti. Bundan
dolayı Reuter Haber Ajansı‟nın etkisinin daha fazla olduğu söylenebilir. Reuter‟in
kurucusu Baron Julius Reuter‟in ana sloganı “Telgraf hattını takip et” idi.
Peki, uluslararası haber ajanslarının Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu‟nun baĢkenti
Ġstanbul‟a gelmelerinin sebebi nedir? Bu ajanslar neden Ġstanbul‟a yerleĢip ofis
kurmuĢlar; buradan habercilik yapmıĢlardır? Uluslararası haber ajanslarının Osmanlı
baĢkentine gelmeleri için Ģüphesiz çok güçlü sebepleri vardır. Bunların baĢında siyasi
veya diplomatik sebepler gösterilebilir. Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu artık bu dönemde
“Avrupa‟nın Hasta Adamı” idi; imparatorluk tam bir çöküĢ sürecindeydi. Böyle bir
ortamda Avrupa devletleri ve Rusya ise güçler dengesini kendi lehlerine döndürmek
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çabasındaydı. Kısaca “Doğu Sorunu” olarak adlandırılan bu konuda Osmanlı
baĢkentinden haber almak ve Osmanlı gazetelerine haber dağıtmak uluslararası haber
ajansları için çok önemli bir görevdi.
Siyasi ve diplomatik haberlerin yanı sıra ekonomik geliĢmelerin hızlıca
duyurulması haber ajanslarının ortaya çıkmasında hayati bir role sahipti. Osmanlı
ekonomisi Avrupa‟dan ciddi Ģekilde borçlanırken aynı zamanda Avrupa pazarlarıyla
entegre olmaktaydı. Bir baĢka ifadeyle Avrupa ve Osmanlı toplumu arasında
ekonomik haberlerin değiĢimine ihtiyaç vardır. Böyle bir ihtiyacı da uluslararası
haber ajansları karĢılayabilirdi.
Bu tezin çalıĢacağı ana sorunsal ise uluslararası haber ajanslarının, özellikle
Reuter ve Havas, Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu‟nda habercilik yapmaya baĢlamaları,
geliĢmeleri ve oynadıkları rollerdir. Osmanlı basını üzerinde yapılan çalıĢmaların
çoğu Osmanlı Sarayı ile basın arasındaki iliĢkileri inceler. Birçoğu Osmanlı
sultanlarının, özellikle de Sultan II. Abdülhamid‟in basını nasıl kontrol edip sansür
uyguladığını anlatır. Oysa meseleye bu Ģekilde yaklaĢmak konunun tüm boyutlarıyla
ve özellikle de büyük fotoğrafı görmeye engeldir. Uluslararası haber ajansları bütün
dünyadaki gazetelerin en önemli-hatta neredeyse tek- haber kaynaklarıdır. Ajanslar,
gazetelerden çok farklı yapıya ve iĢlevlere sahiptir. Bundan dolayı ajanslar ayrı bir
konu olarak ele alınmalıdır. Bunu yaparken bu ajansların neleri temsil ettiği tarihsel
bağlam içinde değerlendirilmelidir.
Bu tezde uluslararası ajansların doğduğu ortam temel olarak anlatıldıktan
sonra neden Osmanlı‟nın baĢkentine gelip yerleĢtikleri sorgulandı. Ajansların nasıl
faaliyete baĢladıkları ve nasıl çalıĢtıkları anlatıldıktan sonra Osmanlı Devleti‟nin bu
ajansları nasıl algıladığı ve değerlendirdiği irdelendi. Osmanlı Devleti ile haber
ajansları arasındaki iliĢkiler detaylı Ģekilde anlatıldıktan sonra Osmanlı Devleti‟nin
bunları nasıl kontrol etmeye ve kendi politikaları için kullanmaya çalıĢtığı analiz
edildi.
Kaynaklara gelince, bu çalıĢmada büyük ölçüde Osmanlı BaĢbakanlık ArĢivi
kullanılmıĢtır. Bunun yanı sıra Londra‟da Reuters Haber Ajansı ArĢivi‟nde kapsamlı
araĢtırmalar yapılmıĢtır. Yine Londra‟daki British Library ve National Archives‟tan
değerli belgelere ulaĢılmıĢtır. Osmanlı ve Ġngiliz gazeteleriyle birlikte bazı hatıratlar
da mühim bilgiler sağlamıĢtır. ġüphesiz, bu konuda Batı literatüründe yer alan
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çalıĢmalar dikkatle değerlendirilip özellikle tarihsel bağlamın ortaya konmasında
bunlardan faydalanılmıĢtır.
“Tarihsel Arka Plan” baĢlıklı ikinci bölümde ilk olarak uluslararası haber
ajanslarının

doğuĢu

üzerinde

duruldu.

Bu

ajanslar

ait

oldukları

devletlerin/imparatorlukların politik nüfuzlarına göre dünyayı habercilik için
paylaĢmıĢlar; çeĢitli anlaĢmalar yapmıĢlardır. Burada ana amaç rekabetten kaçınarak
iĢbirliği yoluyla menfaatlerini geniĢletmektir.. Ajanslar Ġstanbul‟da geldiğinde
Osmanlı basını ne haldeydi? Bu soruya cevap verebilmek için Osmanlı
Ġmparatorluğu‟nda basınının geliĢimini ana hatlarıyla anlatmak gerekti. Ardından
Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu‟nda telgrafın geliĢimi anlatıldı; çünkü ajansların iĢlevini
yerine getirebilmeleri için hayati aygıt telgraftı. Bu bağlamda uluslararası haber
ajanslarının

rüĢtlerini

ispatladıkları

Kırım

SavaĢı‟nın

Osmanlı‟da

telgrafın

geliĢmesine ciddi bir katkı verdiği belirtilmeli. Havas Kırım SavaĢı‟nın en önemli
taraflarından Osmanlı‟daki geliĢmeleri takip etmek üzere 1854‟te Ġstanbul‟a bir
muhabir yollamıĢtı; Reuter‟in ise Osmanlı baĢkentinde bir muhabirinin bulunduğuna
yönelik kayıt bulunmuyor. Bundan dolayı Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu‟nda ajansların
tarihini 1854 ile baĢlatmak yerinde olacaktır.
Peki, ajansların Ġstanbul‟a yerleĢmeleri nasıl olmuĢtu? Akla gelen ilk seçenek
Kırım SavaĢı‟ndan sonra Ġstanbul‟da kalmalarıdır; ancak böyle olmamıĢtır. Çünkü
daha telgraf bu yıllarda hizmete girmiĢ ve ajanslar da yeni yeni kendilerini ispat
etmeye baĢlamıĢtı. Ajansların ne zaman Ġstanbul‟a geldiğini tespit etmenin iki yolu
var. Ġlki Avrupa gazetelerinin Ġstanbul‟dan yayımladıkları ajans bültenleri ve
telgrafları. Ġkinci ise Ġstanbul‟daki Osmanlı gazetelerinin ajans haberlerine yer
vermeye baĢlamaları. Detayları incelemeler sonunda ajansların 1860‟ların ortalarında
Ġstanbul‟a geldikleri anlaĢılıyor. 1866‟da Reuter ve Havas‟ın muhabirlerini Ġstanbul‟a
yolladıkları görülüyor. Wolff ise 1880‟lerde kendini gösteriyor. Amerikan
Associated Press ajansı ise Ġstanbul‟da büro açmıyor; ancak 1900‟lü yılların baĢında
zaman zaman muhabirini yollayarak muhtelif olaylarını takip ettiriyor.
Reuter temsilcisi Edward Virnard Osmanlı baĢkentine gelip faaliyetlere
baĢlayacağını 20 Haziran 1866‟da Ġstanbul‟da yabancı dilde yayımlanan gazetelere
verdiği reklamla duyurmuĢtur. Ġlanda Virnard düzenli olarak Londra‟dan Ġstanbul‟a
haber servis edeceğini müjdelemektedir. Reuter ticari, siyasi ve finans haberlerini her
gün abonelerine ulaĢtırmayı vaat etmiĢtir. Ancak Reuter‟in tam olarak faaliyetle
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geçebilmesi için iki sene daha beklemesi gerekmiĢtir; Havas ise bu yıllarda
Ġstanbul‟da ofisini açmıĢ durumdaydı. Ġngiliz ajansının yine de sınırlı da olsa
habercilik yaptığı anlaĢılıyor.
Bu arada, Reuter‟in Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu‟na ilgisinin çok daha erken
yıllarda baĢladığını vurgulamak gerek. Baron Julius Reuter‟in 27 Ekim 1854‟te
Londra‟daki Osmanlı Sefareti vasıtasıyla yaptığı baĢvuruda Osmanlı Devleti‟ne
telgraf hattı inĢa etme teklifinde bulunmuĢtur. Mektuptan anlaĢıldığına göre Baron
Reuter esasında bunu bir sene öncesinde yapmıĢ; bu kez teklifini yenilemiĢtir.
Elbette telgraf hattı inĢası ile haber ajansı faaliyetleri farklıdır; ancak bu dönemin
uygulamalarına bakıldığında Reuter‟in habercilik yapacağını da düĢünmek yerinde
olacaktır.
Üçüncü bölüm ise “Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu‟na Bir „Tehdit‟ Olarak Haber
Ajansları” baĢlığını taĢımaktadır. Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu‟nda basın büyük ölçüde
Sultan II. Abdülhamid ile özdeĢleĢmiĢtir. Bu yüzden Koloğlu “Abdülhamid‟in Basın
Rejimi” deyimini kullanır. Esasında bu tanımlama yerindedir çünkü Sultan II.
Abdülhamid 33 senelik hükümdarlık yaparak Osmanlı‟da basının geliĢtiği yılların
önemli bir kısmını iĢgal etmektedir. Ayrıca O‟nun dönemi Osmanlı‟da basının gerek
sayı gerekse içerek olarak geliĢtiği yıllardır.
Osmanlı Devleti‟nin uluslararası haber ajanslarını neden tehdit ve ciddi bir
sorun olarak algıladığına gelince; özellikle Avrupa basınında bu dönemde Osmanlı
Ġmparatorluğu ve Sultan II. Abdülhamid hakkında fazlaca olumsuz haber ve
yorumlar çıkmaktadır. Sultan II. Abdülhamid ise imaja çok önem veren birisidir.
Saltanatı boyunca hem Ģahsi hem de devletin itibarlı görünmesi için büyük bir
mücadele vermiĢtir. Ajansların geçtiği haberlere bakıldığında bunların büyük ölçüde
Sultan II. Abdülhamid ve Osmanlı yöneticilerini kızdıran haber ve yorumlar olduğu
görülür. Artarak süren bu haberler neticesinde Sultan II. Abdülhamid ve Osmanlı
yöneticilerinde bunların “Ģuurlu, kötü niyetli ve düĢmanca” yazıldıkları kanaati
oluĢmuĢtur. Osmanlı Devleti‟ni bu haberleri neden bu Ģekilde algıladığını
anlayabilmek için ajansların servis ettiği haberleri arĢivlerdeki yoğunluk ve
Osmanlı‟nın tepkisine göre sınıflayarak içerikleri hakkında fikir vermek gerekir.
Bunları yedi alt baĢlık halinde incelemek mümkündür.
Uluslararası haber ajanslarının en fazla haber servis ettiği konuların baĢında
Ģüphesiz Ermeni Meselesi gelmektedir. Osmanlı devlet adamlarına göre Avrupa
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basını Ermeni yanlısı idi. Onların bakıĢ açısına göre ajanslar da bu yönde haberler
üretmiĢlerdir. Bu haberlerde öne çıkan vurgu Osmanlı Devleti‟nin ve halkının sürekli
olarak Ermeni halkına katliamlara varan zulümlerdir. Ermeni kadınlarına tecavüz ve
Ermeni çocuklarının din değiĢtirmeleri için baskı bu haberler arasındadır. Tezin
çalıĢma dönemi 1908‟de bittiğinden 1915 Olayları‟na dair haberler burada yer
almamakta. Osmanlı‟ya göre ise bu haberlerin neredeyse hepsi uydurmadır. Bu tez
Ermeni Olayları ve diğer alt baĢlıklardaki haberlerin gerçek olup olmadığını konu
edinmiyor. Sadece ajansların geçtiği haberleri ve Osmanlı Devleti‟nin bunlara
tepkisini fikir vermesi açısından aktarıyor.
Rahatsızlığa sebep olan diğer bir haber konusu Balkanlardaki olaylar
üzerinedir. Yine Osmanlı Devleti‟nin bakıĢ açısına göre ajanslar-özellikle Reuter ve
Havas- bu konuda yanlı ve yanlıĢ haberler servis etmektedir. Haberlerde ana tema
gayrimüslimlerin isyanlarını bastırmak için Osmanlı Devleti‟nin aĢırı Ģiddet
kullandığı ve Osmanlı askerlerinin sivil halkı katlettiğidir. Ayrıca devletin
Müslümanları korurken gayrimüslimlere sistematik ayrımcılık uyguladığı da
ajansların haberlerinde yer almaktadır.
Müslüman Dünya, Asya ve Afrika bölgelerine iliĢkin haberler de dikkat
çekicidir. Ajansların haberlerinde geçen ortak nokta buradaki halkın Osmanlı
Devleti‟nden memnuniyetsizliği ve merkezi yönetimin zayıflığıdır. Diğer bir alt
baĢlık ise “Ġmparatorluk Aleyhindeki Ġsyanlar”dır. Haberlere göre Anadolu‟nun
farklı yerlerinde yönetimden memnun olmayan halk devlete karĢı zaman zaman
isyanlar çıkarmaktadır. Osmanlı Devleti‟nin ve toplumun “aĢağılanması” ve
“egzotik” olarak tasvir edilmesi diğer bir baĢlık. Osmanlıların hor ve barbar
görülmesi; ayrıca kölelik konusunun ayrıntılı olarak iĢlenerek Osmanlı toplumun
“Doğulu” olduğunun vurgulanması Osmanlı Devleti‟nin rahatsız olduğu haberlerdir.
ġüphesiz Sultan II. Abdülhamid‟i çileden çıkaran haber konusu ise sağlığı
hakkında çıkan haberlerdir. Ajanslar bu konuda çeĢitli zamanlarda birçok haber
servis etmiĢ; özellikle Sultan II. Abdülhamid‟in ruh sağlığının bozuk olduğunu ileri
sürmüĢlerdir. Avrupa basını da bu haberlere fazlaca yer vermiĢ; Osmanlı Sultanı ise
bunları büyük tepkiyle karĢılamıĢtır. Haberlerin kaynağının araĢtırılması için
Avrupa‟daki Osmanlı sefaretleri aylarca adeta dedektif gibi çalıĢmalar yapmak
zorunda kalmıĢtır.
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Osmanlı Devleti açısından uluslararası haber ajanslarını “tehdit” kılan diğer
unsur ise bunların sayıları giderek artan Osmanlı gazeteleri için ana kaynak
konumuna gelmeleridir. Ajansların faaliyete girmesine kadar Ġstanbul‟da gerek
Osmanlıca gerekse yabancı dilde yayımlanan gazeteler için ana kaynak Avrupa‟dan
gelen gazetelerdi. Osmanlı Devleti‟nin gazeteler ve toplum için “milli” bir
bilgilendirme servisi yoktu. Resmi gazete Takvim-i Vekayi ise bu ihtiyacı
gidermekten çok uzaktaydı. Tüm dünyada olup biteni telgraf vasıtasıyla aynı gün
bildirebilme kapasitesi ajansları bir anda Osmanlı gazetelerinin ve toplumunun en
önemli haber kaynağı haline getirdi. Yabancı dildeki gazeteler ajansların bültenlerini
geniĢ Ģekilde yayımlarken Osmanlıca gazeteler de ajans haberlerine artan Ģekilde yer
verdiler. “Efkar-ı umumiye” giderek önem kazanması sebebiyle ajansların neredeyse
tek haber kaynağı olmaları ve bültenlerin “muzır” içerikleri Osmanlı Devleti için bir
“tehdit” haline geldi.
Dördüncü bölüm ise “Basını Ġdare Etmenin KurumsallaĢması” baĢlığını
taĢıyor. Gazetelerin yavaĢ yavaĢ ortaya çıkmasıyla bunları kontrol altına almak için
çıkarılan matbuat kanunnameleri genel hatlarıyla anlatıldıktan sonra basın için
oluĢturulan müdürlükler ayrıntılı olarak tartıĢılıyor. Tezin ana önermesi Osmanlı
Devleti‟nin bu konudaki arayıĢının hiç bitmediği ve günü kurtarmak için o anın
ihtiyaçlarına

yönelik

düzenlemeler

yaptığıdır.

Bu

yüzdendir

ki

matbuat

müdürlüklerinin bağlı bulunduğu bakanlıklar sık sık değiĢmiĢtir. Osmanlı Devleti‟nin
bu konuda uzun vadeli, kalıcı ve kapsayıcı çözümler üretemediği görülmektedir.
Osmanlı Devleti‟nin basını yönetmek için uğraĢı ve arayıĢı gerçekten çok
canlı bir süreçtir. Bu meseleye en çok kafa yoran ise Sultan II. Abdülhamid olmuĢtur.
Bunda basının rolünün giderek artması ve Avrupa basınının “düĢmanca” haberleri de
etkili olmuĢtur. Sultan II. Abdülhamid bu meseleye çözüm bulabilmek için Osmanlı
devlet adamlarından çok sayıda layiha talep etmiĢtir. Hazırlanan raporlarda
genellikle Avrupa‟daki matbuat müdürlüklerinin görev ve yetkileri anlatılmıĢ;
Osmanlı‟daki muadilleri ile kıyaslamalar yapılmıĢtır. Birçok layihadan sonra 1884‟te
Matbuat-ı Ecnebiye Müdüriyeti tesis edilmiĢtir. Ancak bu müdürlüğün gerek
imkanları gerekse personeli yabancı basınla baĢ etmeye yeterli değildir. Ayrıca
uluslararası haber ajansları için ayrı bir birim de kurulmamıĢtır.
Osmanlı yetkilileri zamanla uluslararası haber ajanslarını idare edebilmek için
ayrı uygulamalar gerektiğini fark etmiĢlerdir; ancak bu kurumsallaĢmaya
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yansımamıĢtır. Bu anlamda yapılan özel uygulama ajanslarla iĢbirliği anlaĢmalarına
gitmektir. Uygulamaya bütün maddeleri ile geçtikleri kesin olmasa da özellikle
Reuter ve Havas tasarlanan anlaĢmalar gerçekten çok kapsamlıdır. Bunda ajansların
Osmanlı Devleti‟nden para kazanabilmek için sundukları öneriler ve teklifler de
etkili olmuĢtur.
AnlaĢmalar özü itibariyle Ģu unsurları öngörmektedir: Osmanlı Devleti bu
ajanslara yıllık abonelik ücreti ödeyecek ve ayrıca günlük belirli sayıda kelimenin
ücretsiz olarak telgrafla gönderilmesi imtiyazı tanıyacaktır. Uluslararası haber
ajansları ise özellikle Osmanlı Devleti‟nin yalanladığı haberleri Avrupa gazetelerine
duyuracak; mümkünse gazetelerin bunları yayımlaması için aracılık edecektir.
Ajanslar “Osmanlı Devleti‟nin menfaatlerini savunmayı” vaat etmiĢlerdir.
BeĢinci bölüm ise “Osmanlı Ġmparatorluğu ile Uluslararası Haber Ajansları
Arasında KarĢılıklı Bağımlılık ĠliĢkisi” baĢlığını taĢıyor. “KarĢılıklı Bağımlılık”tan
kasıt iki tarafın da birbirlerine ihtiyaç duymalarıdır. Adeta iki taraf da birbirlerinin
olmazsa olmazlarıdır. Bunu biraz daha açmak gerekirse öncelikle Osmanlı
Devleti‟nin uluslararası haber ajanslarına bağımlılığını ortaya koymalı. Avrupa
kamuoyu bu dönemde büyük ölçüde Fransız ve Ġngiliz gazeteleri tarafından
belirleniyordu. Devir, artık propaganda devriydi. Ġmaja çok önem veren Sultan II.
Abdülhamid‟in bu propaganda mücadelesinden uzak kalması düĢünülemezdi. Ancak
bunun için “milli” araçlara sahip değildi. Osmanlı Devleti‟ni ve kendisini Batı
dünyasına anlatmak için tek seçenek Avrupa‟nın basın organlarıydı ki Ģüphesiz
bunların en önemlisi gazetelerin ana haber kaynağı olan haber ajanslarıydı.
Boyar Sultan II. Abdülhamid ile Osmanlı basını arasındaki iliĢkiyi açıklarken
Ģu değerlendirmeleri yapar: “Basının hayatta kalması için Saray‟a duyduğu ihtiyaç
kadar Sultan da basına ihtiyaç duyuyordu. Saray ile basın arasındaki iliĢkiler sadece
siyasi gücün sansür olarak zuhur eden siyasi baskısına dayanmıyordu. Bu iliĢkinin
karakteri eĢitler arasındaki bir iliĢki olmasa da bu bir karĢılıklı yarara dayanan bir
düzendi.” Boyar‟un bu yorumu Osmanlı Devleti ile uluslararası haber ajansları
arasındaki iliĢkilere de uygulamak mümkün. Her ne kadar taraflar bu iliĢki de eĢit
olmasa da ikisinin de birbirine ciddi ihtiyacı vardı.
Osmanlı Devleti‟nin haber ajanslarına ihtiyacını gösteren önemli bir örnek
var. Bâb-ı Âli ile Avrupa‟daki Osmanlı sefaretleri arasında 1890‟lı yıllarda
uluslararası haber ajanslarına abonelik konusunda gerçekleĢen yazıĢmalar bu konuda
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değerli bir bilgiler yansıtıyor. Osmanlı Devleti 19. Yüzyılın özellikle son çeyreğinde
çok ciddi bir ekonomik buhran içindeydi. Osmanlı hükümeti Fransız haber ajansı
Havas‟a abonelik ücretini bile ödeyemeyecek haldeydi. Hükümet bu yüzden Havas
ile aboneliği sona erdirmeyi düĢündü. Bâb-ı Âli bunun için Paris Sefareti ile
Matbuat-ı Ecnebiye Müdüriyeti‟nden mütalaa istedi. Ayrıntı gibi görünse de
meselenin özünü verdiğinden bu süreci özetlemekte fayda var: Ana soru Osmanlı
Devleti‟nin

Havas‟a

ödediği

ücret

değerinde

bu

ajanstan

faydalanıp

faydalanmadığıydı. Paris Sefareti abonelik sona ererse Havas‟ın Osmanlı Devleti için
çok önemli olan hizmetlerini artık yerine getirmeyeceğini bildirdi. Müzakereler
aylarca sürdü. Matbuat-ı Ecnebiye Müdüriyeti ve Paris Sefareti‟nin görüĢlerini alan
Hariciye Nezareti Havas‟ın çok önemli bir ajans olduğunu ve Osmanlı Devleti‟nin bu
hizmetlerden ciddi Ģekilde istifade ettiğini bildirdi. Ancak Osmanlı ekonomisi bu
yıllarda iyice dibe vurmuĢtu. Havas‟ın abonelik ücreti Osmanlı Bankası‟ndan kredi
alarak ödenebildi.
Öte yandan Fransız ajansı 1897‟ye gelindiğinde Osmanlı Devleti‟ne çok daha
yüklü bir fatura çıkardı. Bu kez borç yedi-sekiz kat artmıĢ idi. Esasında Osmanlı
hükümeti 1896‟da Havas ile abonelik anlaĢmasını sona erdirme kararı almıĢ; ancak
Osmanlı bürokratlarının zamanında ajansa bunu bildirmeyi ihmal etmesinden dolayı
anlaĢma otomatik olarak yenilenmiĢti. Bâb-ı Âli ile Paris Sefareti arasındaki
yazıĢmalar bu kez altı aydan fazla sürdü. Bu konuda Osmanlı arĢivlerinden onlarca
belge bulunuyor. Sultan II. Abdülhamid‟in talimatıyla yine Havas‟tan hizmet
almanın zorunlu olup olmadığı müzakere edildi. Paris‟ten gelen cevap hep “Ajansın
hizmetleri Devlet-i Âliye için hayati derece önemli” Ģeklindeydi. Paris Sefareti “…
mezkûr Ģirketin telgraf acentaları meyanında hâiz olduğu mevki„in ehemmiyetine
mebnî hıdemâtından istifâde edilmesi muvâfık-ı maslahat görünüyor…” diyerek hep
aboneliğe devam edilmesini istedi. Bâb-ı Âli daha uygun Ģartlarda anlaĢma
imkânının araĢtırılmasını istese de Havas buna yanaĢmadı; 45 bin frank talebinden
hiç taviz vermedi. Osmanlı diplomatları ve bürokratlarının kaleme aldığı
değerlendirmeler ajansların Osmanlı Devleti için ne kadar önemli olduğuna net bir
ıĢık tutuyor.
ġüphesiz bu iki taraflı bir iliĢkiydi ve uluslararası haber ajanslarının da
Osmanlı Devleti‟ne ihtiyacı vardı. Bu durum Osmanlı Devleti ile haber ajanslarını
karĢılıklı iĢbirliğine ve menfaatlerini korumak için iyi iliĢkiler kurmaya sevk etmiĢtir.
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Osmanlı Devleti özellikle haber servislerine abone olarak ve ücretsiz telgraf imtiyazı
tanıyarak ajansların en önemli gelir kaynağını oluĢtururken buna karĢılık ajanslar da
özellikle Avrupa basınında çıkan olumsuz ve Osmanlı Devleti‟nin bakıĢ açısına göre
temelsiz, uydurma ve kötü niyetli olan haberlerin tekzip ve düzeltmesi için bir araç
olmuĢlardır.
KarĢılıklı Bağımlılık ĠliĢkisi‟nin uygulamalarına gelince, ilki Ģüphesiz
Osmanlı Devleti‟nin uluslararası haber ajanslarına abone olmasıydı. Abonelik iyi
iliĢkilerin tesisinde en önemli vasıta idi. Çünkü uluslararası haber ajansların
servislerine ve bültenlerine Ġstanbul‟daki gazeteler ve ekonomi haberleri almak
isteyen iĢ ve finans çevreleri abone olmasına rağmen bunların ödedikleri ücretler
gayet düĢük kalmaktaydı. Ajansların Ġstanbul‟da en önemli gelir kapısı yüksek
abonelik ücreti ödeyebilecek Osmanlı Devleti idi. Ajanslar 1860‟ların sonlarında
Ġstanbul‟da faaliyete baĢlamasına rağmen arĢivlere göre Osmanlı Devleti‟nin
aboneliği 1870‟li yıllarda baĢlıyor. Kayıtlara göre bazı yıllar abonelik görünmese de
Osmanlı hükümetinin seneler boyunca Havas ve Reuter‟in haber servisine abone
olduğu ve bunun 1910‟lara kadar devam ettiği anlaĢılıyor. Osmanlı Devleti sadece bu
büyük ajanslara abone olmamıĢ bunun yanında Avrupa‟da faaliyet gösteren daha
küçük çaptaki haber ajanslarından istifade yoluna gitmiĢtir. Osmanlı yöneticileri
aboneliğin ajanslara iyi iliĢki kurmanın ve olumsuz haberleri önlemenin bir Ģartı
olduğunun farkındaydı.
Ġkinci uygulama ise haber ajanslarının günlük belirli sayıda kelimenin telgraf
hatlarından ücretsiz olarak gönderilmesine iliĢkin Osmanlı Devleti‟nin tanıdığı
imtiyazdır. Bu çok önemli bir araçtı çünkü ajansların en önemli gideri gönderilen
telgrafların faturalarıydı. Bunun için Osmanlı hükümetinin tanıyacağı ücretsiz telgraf
imtiyazlarına ihtiyaçları vardı. Örneğin Havas‟ın Ġstanbul‟daki etkisini kırmak için
Reuter ve Alman Wolff ajansları 1889‟da Osmanlı baĢkentinde ortak bir ajans olarak
“Agence de Constantinople”u kurma kararı almıĢlardı. Henüz görüĢmeler devam
ederken ajansın Ġstanbul temsilcisine bir an önce Osmanlı hükümetinden telgraf
imtiyazı talep etmesi görevi verilmiĢti.
Osmanlı bürokratları gerek abonelik gerekse telgraf imtiyazı vasıtasıyla
ajanslar ile iyi bir iliĢki kurmaya çalıĢmıĢ; bu araçlarla ajanslarından “muzır”
yayınlarını bertaraf etmeyi planlamıĢtır. Abonelikte olduğu gibi telgraf imtiyazı
sadece Reuter ve Havas‟a sağlanmamıĢ bunların yanında Ġstanbul ile Avrupa
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arasında haber servisi yapan daha küçük çaptaki ajanslara da bu olanaklar
tanınmıĢtır. Daha küçük çaptaki Avrupa ajanslarıyla çalıĢmak çok daha kolaydı.
Osmanlı Devleti‟nin haber ajanslarıyla iĢbirliğine yapmak ve iyi iliĢkiler
kurmak için kullandığı diğer araç ise doğrudan devlet yardımları ve ajansların
muhabirlerine ödenen maaĢlardır. Esasında bu 19. yüzyılın ilk dönemlerinden
itibaren yabancı gazetecilere uygulanan bir araçtır. Uluslararası haber ajanslarının
devreye girmesiyle aynı uygulama onlar için de hayata geçmiĢtir. Bu uygulama
çoğunlukla Sultan II. Abdülhamid‟in hayata geçirdiği bir siyaset aracı gibi görülse de
O‟ndan önce örneklerini görmek mümkündür. Örneğin, Reuter kayıtlarına göre,
1871‟de Havas Osmanlı Devleti‟nden yardım almaktaydı. Osmanlı belgelerinde
Reuter ve Havas muhabirleri için doğrudan ödenen maaĢ kayıtlarına rastlanmıyor;
ancak ajanslara “Devlet-i Âliye‟nin menfaatlerini muhafaza” için çeĢitli vesilelerle
ödemeler yapıldığı görülüyor. Doğrudan yardım ve maaĢ desteğinden daha çok
Reuter ve Havas‟a göre daha küçük çaptaki Avrupa ajanslarının yararlandığı
anlaĢılıyor. Bunlara ilaveten ajansların muhabirlerine Osmanlı niĢanları tevdi etmek
diğer bir uygulamadır. Reuter, Havas ve Wolff‟un birçok muhabir ve yetkilisine
Mecidiye NiĢanı verilmiĢtir. Haber ajanslarının temsilci ve muhabirleriyle iyi
iliĢkiler kurmanın bir yolu da onlara birçok alanda kolaylık sağlamak ve özel
muamelede bulunmaktır. Bunlar daha çok bürokratik iĢlemlerde kolaylık ve özel
haber vermek Ģeklindedir.
KarĢılıklı Bağımlılık ĠliĢkisi‟nde uluslararası haber ajanslarının Osmanlı
Devleti‟ne sağladığı imkân ve hizmetlere gelince Ģüphesiz ilk baĢta tekzip ve
düzeltmelerdir. BaĢta Avrupa olmak üzere Osmanlı Devleti‟nin ilgisinin bulunduğu
coğrafyalarda Osmanlı Devleti ve Sultan II. Abdülhamid aleyhinde haberler
çıkmaktaydı. Osmanlı Devleti‟nin bakıĢ açısına göre bunların neredeyse tamamına
yakını “gerçek olmayan, düĢmanca ve muzır” haberlerdi. Bu yüzden hızlı Ģekilde
yalanlanıp düzeltilmesine ihtiyaç vardı. Gazetelere teker teker tekzip ve düzeltme
göndermek ise hiç iĢlevsel bir seçenek değildi. Bu iĢ için en uygun aracı neredeyse
bu gazetelerin hepsine haber servisi yapan uluslararası haber ajanslarıydı. Ayrıca bu
hem çok daha hızlı ve etkili bir yöntemdi. Tekzip ve düzeltmeler sadece gazete
haberleri için değil haber ajanslarının kendileri için de geçerliydi çünkü en fazla
haber yazan ve dünyaya duyuran bizzat ajanslardı. Neticede Osmanlı Devleti
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uluslararası haber ajanslarından en fazla tekzip ve düzeltme alanında istifade
etmiĢtir; bu anlamda zamanla ciddi bir bağımlılık ortaya çıkmıĢtır.
“Lehte Haberler ve Propaganda” Osmanlı Devleti‟nin uluslararası haber
ajanslarından yararlandığı baĢka bir alandır. Sultan II. Abdülhamid ve Osmanlı
yönetici sınıfı tekzip ve düzeltmelerin yetersiz olduğunu; asıl amaca tam olarak
hizmet etmediğinin farkındaydı. Sultan II. Abdülhamid basınının ve propagandanın
öneminin farkındaydı. Onların bakıĢ açısına göre Osmanlı Devleti Avrupa‟dan gelen
“saldırılara” onların yöntemleriyle karĢı koymalıydı. Bundan dolayı Osmanlı
bürokratları uluslararası haber ajanslarının muhabirlerini bilgilendirmek gerektiğini
fark etti. Osmanlı Devleti özellikle Ermeni Olayları ve Balkanlar‟daki ayaklanmalar
üzerine bilgilendirme yapmıĢ; bu konularda olumlu haber çıkması için mücadele
vermiĢtir.
Osmanlı bürokratları bu süreçte etrafında olup bitenleri de gözetmekteydi.
Örneğin 1886 tarihli Osmanlı belgesi Osmanlı Devleti‟nin bakıĢ açısı konusunda
ciddi ıĢık tutmaktadır. Yunanlıların Fransız haber ajansı Havas‟a her gün bilgi
vermek suretiyle Avrupa kamuoyu nezdinde propaganda yaptığını fark eden Osmanlı
Devleti hemen benzer bir uygulamayı hayata geçirmiĢtir. 904
“KarĢılıklı Mücadelenin Araçları” baĢlığını taĢıyan altıncı bölümde ise her ne
kadar Osmanlı Devleti ve uluslararası haber ajansları arasında karĢılıklı bağımlılık
iliĢkisinden dolayı iyi iliĢkiler tesis ederek birbirlerinden istifade etme yollarına gitse
de menfaatler çakıĢtığı zaman kaçınılmaz bir mücadelenin de yaĢandığı anlatılıyor.
Ġki taraf da menfaatlerinin peĢindeydi. Her zaman iyi iliĢki kurmaya imkân yoktu.
Netice uluslararası haber ajansları Osmanlı Devleti‟nin sahip olduğu milli bir araç
değildi; aksine bu ajanslar Ġngiltere, Fransa ve Almanya‟nın desteklediği ve bu
devletlerle yakın iliĢki içinde olan müesseselerdi. Burada Osmanlı Devleti‟nin tek
taraflı bir mücadelesinden ziyade karĢılıklı mücadeleden bahsetmek gerekir. Çünkü
haber ajansları bu süreçte aktif bir ögedirler ve Osmanlı Devleti‟nden gelen baskı ve
904

BOA, Ġ.MTZ.(01)., 18/669, 19 ġ 1303/23 May 1886.
Ahvâl-i hâzıreden dolayı kendülerini inzâr-ı ecânibde haklı göstermek üzre Yunanluların Havas vesâir
telgraf kumpanyaları vâsıtasıyla Avrupa‟ya ba„zı neşriyât ve işâ„âtda bulunmaları tabî„î olmasıyla
bizim dahi menâfi„imize hıdmet içün bu vâsıtalar ile neşriyâtda bulunmaklığımız muvâfık-ı hâl ve
maslahat olacağından karîben hüsn-i sûretle netîce-pezîr olması eltâf-ı subhâniyeden mes‟ûl ve
müsted„â bulunan mesele-i hâzırenin hitâmına kadar devletce bu yolda bir meslek ittihâzıyla vukû„ât-ı
harbiyeye ve esbâb-ı mûcibesine dâir hergün matbû„ât idâre-i behiyyesi ma„rifetiyle Avrupa‟ya
telgraflar keşîdesiyle her ahşam bir jurnalinin arz-ı atebe-i ulyâ kılınması…
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kontrol altına alma yollarına karĢı sahip oldukları araçlar vasıtasıyla karĢı koymuĢlar;
bu baskıları aĢmanın yollarını denemiĢlerdir.
Öncelikle haber ajanslarının Ģantaj ve tehditlerini anlatmak gerekir. “Ajansların
tehdit ve Ģantajları” ifadesi ilk bakıĢta Osmanlı Devleti‟nin resmi hikâyesi gibi
algılanabilir; söylem olarak da bu resmi pozisyona yakın durmaktadır. Ancak
Osmanlı yöneticilerinin yazıĢmaları ve bunların bağlamı incelendiği zaman haber
ajanslarının gerektiğinde bu tür araçlara hiç çekinmeden baĢvurduğu görülecektir.
Osmanlı yazıĢmalarının içeriği haber ajanslarını suçlamak yerine; sorunu anlamak ve
çözüm üretmek üzerinedir. Ayrıca yine Osmanlı sefirlerinin ve diplomatlarının
anlattıklarına göre haber ajanslarının yetkilileri açıkça tehdit ve Ģantajda
bulunmuĢlardır. Bu kiĢilerin iç yazıĢmalarda durumu nakletmekten baĢka bir niyeti
olmadığı kanaati ortaya çıkmaktadır. Haber ajanslarının sadece Osmanlı Devleti‟ni
değil; baĢta Rusya olmak üzere baĢka ülkeleri de maddi menfaat sağlamak için tehdit
ettiği görülür. Bunları anlatan çalıĢmalar bulunmaktadır.905
Uluslararası haber ajansları neticede maddi menfaatini gözeten ve bunu
arttırmaya çalıĢan ticari iĢletmelerdi. Osmanlı Devleti ilk baĢta abonelik yoluyla
ajanslara para aktarırken abonelik ücreti de giderek artmıĢtır. Zaman içinde ajanslar
aboneliği “meĢru bir hak” olarak görmeye baĢlamıĢlar ve Osmanlı Devleti‟nin
mutlaka haber bültenlerine abone olması gerektiğini düĢünmüĢlerdir. ġüphesiz bu
durumda Osmanlı Devleti‟nin yaĢadığı siyasi buhranın da büyük etkisi vardır. Bu
konuda birkaç örnek vermekte fayda var. 1893‟te Avrupa gazetelerinde çıkan
haberlerde Kayseri‟de Müslümanlar ile Ermeniler arasında olaylar çıktığını
belirtilirken bölgedeki Türk ve Kürt halkının Ermenileri öldürdüğü iddia
edilmektedir. Osmanlı hükümeti bu haberleri Havas vasıtasıyla tekzip etmek
istediğinde Fransız haber ajansı buna olumsuz cevap vermiĢtir. Matbuat-ı Hariciye
Müdürü Abdullah Macid Bey‟in bildirdiğine göre Havas‟n Ġstanbul‟daki temsilcileri
yazılı ve sözlü olarak defaatle Osmanlı Devleti‟nin Havas‟a abone olmadığını ve
artık Osmanlı hükümetinden gelecek tekzipleri duyurmayacağını bildirmiĢtir.906
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James William Long, “Russian Manipulation of the French Press, 1904-1906”, Slavic Review Vol.
31, No. 2 (1972), s. 343-354; Gabriel Francis Geisler Mesevage, “Havas and the Foreign Loan
Market, 1889 to 1921,” Centre for Finance and Development, Student Working Paper Series, No. 02,
2013; Vincent Bignon and Marc Flandreau, “The Economics of Badmouthing: Libel Law and the
Underworld of the Financial Press in France before World War I”, Journal of Economic History,
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BOA, Ġ.HR., 341/1310, 23 Za 1310/8 or 9 June 1893.
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1895 yılında ise Havas‟ın Osmanlı Devleti aleyhinde haberleri devam
etmektedir. Havas yetkilileri Paris‟teki Osmanlı diplomatlarına bu “muzır” yayınların
sebebinin Osmanlı hükümetinin abonelik ücretini henüz ödememesi olduğunu açıkça
söylemiĢtir.907 Osmanlı Devleti ise artık ajansların tehditlerinden bunalmıĢ; giderek
yükselen abonelik ücretini ödeyemeyecek duruma gelmiĢtir. Artık Osmanlı Devleti
ajanslara ödenen yüksek ücretler karĢılığında bu kurumlardan o derecede istifade
edilip edilmediğini sorgulamaktadır. Bu araĢtırma ve sorgulamalar aylar boyunca
sürmüĢ; Ġstanbul‟daki bürokratlar aboneliğin sonlandırılması yönünde görüĢ
bildirirken Paris‟teki Osmanlı Sefareti ise buna karĢı çıkmaktadır. 1897 yılında
Paris‟ten gelen rapora göre Havas bu geliĢmelerden haberdardır. Havas yetkilileri
Osmanlı diplomatlarına açıkça aboneliğin sona ermesi durumunda artık Osmanlı
Devleti‟nin menfaatlerini gözetmelerinin imkânsız olduğunu ve bağımsız habercilik
yapmaya baĢlayacaklarına iĢaret etmiĢlerdir.908
Uluslararası haber ajansların “muzır” neĢriyatlarına ısrarla devam etmelerine
Osmanlı Devleti‟nin cevabı ise giderek artan baskı ve sansür olmuĢtur. Esasında
sansür basının ilk ortaya çıkmaya baĢladığı dönemlerden itibaren derecesi farklı da
olsa uygulamadaydı. Sultan II. Abdülhamid ise sansürü sistemli hale getirmiĢtir.
Yeni iletiĢim kanallarının-telgraf ve ajanslar- devreye girmesiyle sansürden bunlar
için de devreye girmiĢtir. Sansürün kademeli olarak arttığını vurgulamak gerekir.
Mehmed Said PaĢa‟nın 1880 tarihli layihasında görüleceği üzere Osmanlı yönetici
sınıfına göre haber ajansları Ģuurlu olarak “temelsiz ve kötü niyetli” haberler
üretmekteydi.909 Sultan II. Abdülhamid ve Osmanlı idarecileri tüm ikazlara rağmen
ajanslar Avrupa‟ya “muzır” haberler servis ettikçe telgraf yollarını sınırlamak yoluna
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BOA, Y.A.HUS., 322/10, 19 N 1312/16 March 1895.
…Ajans Havas telgraf şirketinin bu vechile hakkımızda neşriyât-ı gayr-ı marziyede bulunması
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gidildi. Ajanslar telgraflarını Osmanlı Telgraf Ġdaresi yoluyla göndereceğinden ilk
etapta bu iyi bir çözüm gibi göründü. Ancak ajanslar bu engeli kısa sürede aĢmayı
baĢardı. Bulgaristan artık Osmanlı hâkimiyeti altında değildi ve Bulgar telgraf
bürolarından ajanslar istedikleri haberleri yollayabilirdi. Haberler at ile veya vapurla
Varna‟ya gönderiliyor; buradan Avrupa‟daki merkezlere servis ediliyordu. Osmanlı
hükümeti tüm çaba ve tehditlere karĢı ajansların bu yolla haber göndermesine engel
olmadı. Haberin çıkıĢ noktası olarak, mahrece Ġstanbul yazılması ise Sultan II.
Abdülhamid‟i çileden çıkardı.
Uluslararası haber ajansları artık Ġstanbul‟daki Osmanlı gazeteleri için de
önemli bir haber kaynağıydı. Gazeteler özellikle dıĢ haberleri ajansların
bültenlerinden alarak okuyucularına duyuruyordu. Kamuoyu- efkâr-ı umûmiyyeolgusunun giderek önem kazanması ve ajansların içeride servis ettiği haberlerin de
“muzır” olması sebebiyle hemen bunlara da sansür getirildi. Ajanslara Osmanlı
Telgraf Ġdaresi vasıtasıyla alınmamıĢ-sansürden geçmemiĢ- hiçbir telgrafın servis
edilmemesi talimatı verildi. Ancak bunu tam olarak engellemek mümkün olmadı.
Ajanslar kıraathane, bar ve muhtelif gibi kamuya açık eğlence mekânlarında
bültenleri servis etmekten geri durmadı.
Osmanlı Devleti ajansları kontrol etmenin bir yolunun da onları korkutmak ve
gözdağı vermekten geçtiğini düĢündü. “Muhabirlerin ve Kaynaklarını Kovalama:
SoruĢturma ve Tehditler” ara baĢlığı bu meseleyi anlatıyor. Osmanlı Devleti‟ne
büyük rahatsızlık veren haberler servis edildiğinde ajansların Ġstanbul‟daki
muhabirleri Hariciye Nezareti‟ne veya Avrupa baĢkentlerindeki temsilcileri Osmanlı
sefaretlerine çağrılarak sorgulandı; haberlerinin kaynağı soruldu. Ancak neredeyse
tamamında ajanslar gerek basın özgürlüğünü gerekse farklı argümanlarla bu
baskılardan kurtulmaya çalıĢtılar. Sultan II. Abdülhamid‟in sağlığıyla ilgili çıkan
haberler ise Osmanlı diplomatlarını en fazla uğraĢtıran haberler oldu.
Osmanlı Devleti muhabirlerin ve kaynaklarının peĢinde koĢarken çoğu kez
onları “sınır dıĢı” etmekle tehdit etmiĢtir. Ajans temsilcileri ve muhabirleri ikaz
edilirken genelde “Muzır neĢriyatın tekerrüründe sınır dıĢı edileceği” bildirilmiĢtir.
Bazı sınır dıĢı kararlarının alındığı da olmuĢtur. Ancak bu konuda Osmanlı yönetici
sınıfı arasında görüĢ ayrılıkları yaĢanmıĢtır. Hariciye Nezareti bu konuda daha liberal
bir duruĢ sergileyerek sınır dıĢı kararlarına karĢı çıkmıĢtır. Hariciye Nezareti sınır
dıĢı etmenin gerçek anlamda bir iĢe yaramayacağını; bu yönde karar almak için o
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haberlerin ajanslar tarafından yazıldığının ispat edilmesi gerektiğini; aksi durumda
yabancı sefaretlerin devreye girerek Ģikayette bulunacaklarını vurgulamıĢtır. Nezaret
ayrıca muhabirler sınır dıĢı edilse bile “muzır” haberlerin sona ermeyeceğini; aksine
bu tür haberlerin giderek artacağı yönünde görüĢ bildirmiĢtir.910 Bu tez kapsamında
yapılan araĢtırmalarda sadece I. Dünya SavaĢı esnasında üzerinde Osmanlı
Devleti‟nin askeri bilgileri bulunan bir muhabir sınır dıĢı edilmiĢtir. Osmanlı Telgraf
Ġdaresi memurlarına rüĢvet teklif ederek telgrafların içeriğini öğrenmeye çalıĢan
Havas elemanı ise Sofya‟da Bulgar mahkemesi tarafından hapse atılmıĢ; kefaret ile
de serbest bırakılmıĢtır.
Osmanlı Devleti‟nin olumsuz haberler karĢısında elindeki diğer araç ise
aboneliğin ve doğrudan yardımların kesilmesidir. Bu da büyük ölçüde tehdit olarak
kalmıĢ; ancak zaman zaman aboneliğin kesilmesi, ücretsiz telgraf imtiyazının
sonlandırılması ve ajans muhabirlerine ödenen maaĢların kesildiği olmuĢtur. Osmanlı
hükümetinden doğrudan yardım alan muhabirler ise genelde Reuter ve Havas
dıĢındaki nispeten daha küçük çaptaki Avrupa haber ajansları olmuĢtur.
Yedinci Bölüm ise “Haberler için SavaĢ: Ajansların ve Ġmparatorlukların
Rekabeti” baĢlığını taĢıyor. Uluslararası haber ajansları 19. Yüzyılın ortalarından
itibaren kendi

aralarında iĢbirliği

anlaĢmaları

yapmıĢ

ve dünyayı

kendi

imparatorluklarının nüfuz alanına göre paylaĢmıĢtır. Dünyanın bir çok noktası Reuter
ve Havas arasında paylaĢılırken Wolff da bazı bölgeleri almıĢtır. AnlaĢmalarda
“Türkiye” olarak geçen Osmanlı Devleti de bu anlaĢmalara konu olmuĢtur. Bunların
en kapsamlı 20 Mayıs 1876 tarihli anlaĢmadır. Buna göre Türkiye, ekonomik ve
siyasi haberler için Havas‟a bırakılırken Reuter çok yüksek siyasi göz önüne alarak
gerektiğinde Ġstanbul‟da muhabir bulundurma hakkını elde etmiĢtir.911 Ancak 18771878 Osmanlı-Rus SavaĢı sebebiyle Ġstanbul‟a gelen Reuter temsilcisi Sigismund
Engländer bu anlaĢmaya çeĢitli argümanlar öne sürerek uymamıĢtır. Engländer
sıradan bir temsilci değil, Reuter‟in kurucusundan sonra en önemli kiĢiydi. Sosyal
910
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… nezd-i âlî‟-i âsafânelerinde dahi mustağnî‟-i tarif olduğu üzere memâlik-i şahanede ve hükümet-i
seniyye aleyhinde neşriyât-ı muzırra ve kâzibe bulunan bu gibi muhbirlerin tart ve teb„îdlerine
saltanat-ı seniyyece hakk u salahiyet derkâr ise de bunlar hakkında bu yolda mu„âmele icrası sebeb-i
teb„îdleri olacak âsârın kendi tarafından tertîb ve tahrîr olunduğunun maddeten subutuna ta„lîkı îcâbı maslahattan olup aks-i hal ise birçok şikâyât ve sadâ„ı müstelzim olacağına ve bu suretle dahi teb„îd
olunacakların gidecekleri yerlerde burada mütecâsir-i tahrîri oldukları şeylerden kat kat ziyade
neşriyât-ı bed-hâhâne ve muzırraya ibtidâr edecekleri bedîhî bulunmasına nazaran…
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iliĢkilerdeki baĢarısı sayesinde Ġstanbul‟da diplomatik çevrelere kısa sürede kendini
kanıtlamıĢ; önemli haber kaynaklarına sahip olmuĢtur. Engländer bir adım daha ileri
giderek Ġstanbul‟da haber servisine de baĢlamıĢtır. Havas‟ın ısrarlı ikazlarına rağmen
bu durum devam edince Fransız ajansı Tahkim‟e baĢvurmuĢ ve davayı kazanmıĢtır.
Ancak buna rağmen Engländer Ġstanbul‟da çalıĢmaya devam etmiĢtir.
Uluslararası haber ajanslarının muhabirleri Ġstanbul‟da da telgrafları hızlı
almak ve hızlı servis etmek için yoğun bir rekabete girmiĢtir. Çünkü aboneler için
bilgiye daha erken ulaĢmak en önemli noktaydı. Özellikle ekonomi haberlerinden
erken haberdar olmak büyük bir avantajdı. Bundan dolayı ajansların zaman zaman
Osmanlı Telgraf Ġdaresi‟ni suçladığı ve rakiplerine öncelik vermekle itham ettikleri
görülür.
DeğiĢen siyasi koĢullar ve uluslararası güç dengeleri ajanslar arasındaki
rekabet ve iĢbirliğini de etkilemiĢtir. Reuter 1880‟lerin sonunda Alman Wolff ile
iĢbirliğine giderek Havas‟ı Ġstanbul‟daki etkisini kırmaya giriĢmiĢtir. Yoğun
istiĢarelerin ardından 1889 sonunda bu anlamda “Agence de Constantinople”
kurulmuĢtur. Ajansın Ġstanbul‟daki temsilcisi Grosser vefat edince yerine geçen eĢi
Anna Rile anılarında bu ajansın Osmanlı Devleti‟ndeki Fransız etkisini kırmak için
olduğunu açıkça anlatır.
Ajansların kendi imparatorlukları için siyasi rollerine gelince bu esasında bir
çok çalıĢmada detaylıca anlatılmıĢtır. Reuters “Ġngiliz Ġmparatorluğu‟nun Ajansı”
olarak bir emperyal araç olarak tanımlanmıĢtır. Fransız Havas ve Alman Wolff de bu
bağlamda değerlendirilir. Bunları günümüzdeki resmi haber ajansları olarak
değerlendirmemek gerekir; ancak ülkeleriyle aralarında ciddi iliĢki ve iĢbirliğinin
olduğunu da söylemeli. Bu durum Osmanlı örneğinde de açıkça görülmektedir.
Reuter‟in Ġstanbul temsilcisi Engländer‟in Ġngiltere‟nin Ġstanbul Sefiri Layard‟a
yazdığı mektuplar buna çok yerinde bir örnektir. Engländer Osmanlı bürokrasisinden
ve yabancı sefaretlerden aldığı haberleri hemen Layard‟a bildirmiĢ; Ġngiliz Sefir de
buna karĢılık Engländer‟in kaynaklarına maaĢ ödemiĢtir. Bu yazıĢmalar mevcut
literatüre ciddi katkı yapmaya adaydır. Reuter temsilcisi Engländer adate Ġngiliz
Sefir‟in casusu gibi çalıĢmıĢtır. Osmanlı bürokrasisine o kadar hakim olmuĢtur ki iki
üç kiĢinin bildiği gizli layihalara bile para karĢılığı ulaĢabilmiĢtir.
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Havas ile Fransa arasındaki iliĢki de bundan geri değildir. Çok fazla örnek
olmasa da Havas‟ın Ġstanbul‟da Fransa‟nın menfaatine çalıĢtığı açıkça görülmektedir.
Reuter ile Wolff Havas‟ın Ġstanbul‟daki etkisini kırmak için 1889‟da Havas‟a
“Agence de Constantinople”u kurunca Ġstanbul‟daki Fransa Sefir telaĢla durumu
Paris‟e bildirmiĢ; Fransız DıĢiĢleri Bakanlığı bizzat devreye girerek Havas‟a
Ġstanbul‟dan ayrılmamasını ve faaliyetlerini sürdürmesini istemiĢtir.
Sonuca gelince, uluslararası haber ajansları emperyal güçlerin bir aracıdır.
Ġstanbul‟daki faaliyetlerini de Osmanlı Devleti‟ne siyasi ve ekonomik anlamda nüfuz
kurma teĢebbüsü olarak görmelidir. Bu yayılmacı politika karĢısında ise Osmanlı
Devleti gayet aktif bir siyaset izlemiĢ; kesinlikle bir obje değil özne olmuĢtur.
Uygulamaların ise iĢe yaradığını ve baĢarılı olduğunu söylemek ise mümkün
değildir. Osmanlı Devleti‟nin ajansları idare etme süreci daha çok zararın
büyümesine engel olmak ve kontrol altına çalıĢmak Ģeklinde cereyan etmiĢtir.
Bununla birlikte Osmanlı Devleti‟nin ajansları idare etme araçları tarihsel
bağlamı içinde değerlendirilmelidir. Bu konudaki tartıĢmalar Osmanlı Devleti‟nin ne
kadar sansür ve baskı uyguladığı üzerine yoğunlaĢmaktadır. Oysa aynı dönemde
baĢta Avrupa olmak üzere farklı bölgelere bakıldığında bunun modern bir siyasetin
parçası olduğu görülür. Ajansları idare süreci de modern bir siyaset olarak
değerlendirilmelidir. Osmanlı Devleti‟nin bu konudaki siyaseti sadece yasaklamak
üzerine değil; Avrupa‟nın araçlarıyla karĢı cevap vermeyi de içermektedir. Bu
anlamda politikalar sadece yazdırmamayı değil; nelerin nasıl yazılması gerektiğini de
içermektedir.
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